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Anniversary Address of the President, Ferdinand Mueller,

Esq., Ph.D., M.D., F.R.G. and L.S., $$„ #c.

[Delivered to the Members of the Institute, 28th March, 1859.]

Yotjr. Excellency and Gentlemen,

When, nearly five years since, by the efforts of a few, united

by the bond of science, both the Philosophical Society and

the Victorian Institute were formed, and when even, subse-

quently, strength was gained by them in their present com-

bination, we could not well expect, considering the difficulties

which then beset our path, to see speedily our labors crowned

with success. Much less could I, for myself, presume that

you would ever deem me worthy of being raised to the high

position assigned to me on this occasion, and to fill an office

on which I had certainly in no way any claim. Having been

desirous, ever since this Society was established, to be regarded

only as one of its humbler working members, it was with

1



2 Anniversary Address.

the utmost diffidence in my ability that I gave way to an

opinion expressed, that the Institute exercises a right in de-

manding from its members services, however difficult or re-

sponsible. But, at the same time, Gentlemen, I appreciate

to its full extent the generosity evinced in your over-rating so

far my qualifications for the honor which you have conferred.

Let me assure you that I consider this day one of the proudest

of my life, and that my wishes for the welfare of the Insti-

tute will ever be equally ardent and sincere. Reverting to

the past days of this Institution, we have, I think, no reason

to regard its labors without some degree of satisfaction.

Established in that era of Victoria in which, apparently, the

whole energies of the population were absorbed in the desire

of accumulating the glittering treasures of our mines, the

Institute not only more and more consolidated its position,

but has offered, in its uninterrupted progress, an additional

proof that the lasting benefit of intellectual exertions has been

ever fully comprehended in our youthful country. Glancing

around us, nothing can be more manifest. Can we, at the

early days of our colony, view without pride the establishment

of an University, of Observatories, of a Public Library, of a

Museum, of Associations cultivating varied branches of science

successfully, of several higher educational institutions ; these,

too, all flourishing, all (our own Institute not excepted) bear-

ing the additional guarantee of their prosperity in being fos-

tered by a representative of Royalty, in whom the learning of

a scholar and the urbanity of a nobleman are blended with a

tried knowledge of the world, and with an ardent wish to be

the benefactor of this country. Under such auspices, in a

land so eminently adapted to become the prosperous abode

of millions, we have, in concentrating here the scientific

talent of the colony, a great design to fulfil. Need I remind

you how wide a field of observation lies before us throughout

all domains of nature—how many of its resources continue
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unknown or undeveloped ? Shall I remind you of the golden

treasures which can never be exhausted by the hardy miners,

and to which each improvement in machinery will give an

easier access ? Shall I remind you of the still greater and

more lasting riches which husbandry in future will raise from

our dormant soil ? Shall I remind you that Victoria, with

its transparent sky, with its genial, delightful clime—a coun-

try free of feudal bond, and not enslaved by any institutions

unworthy of the genius of this enlightened age—presents a

combination of elements of wealth and sources of prosperity

for which it would be vain to search in many other countries,

even if by nature equally endowed. And still how vastly

might we not increase these gifts of Providence through our

exertions ! Might not the vegetable treasures from every

zone, except the torrid, be nourishing around us, ministering

to our necessary wants and to our luxurious enjoyment?

Might not the pastures of our silent Alps, might not our

grassless forest-ranges, like the Andes or the Himalayan

mountains, yet be enlivened by the alpaca or the Cashmere

goat ? Might not the desert game of Southern Africa yet

roam in lively sport throughout our inland solitudes, and

render them more hospitable, perhaps betraying to the wea-

ried wanderer, by their path, the water-pool on which his life

depends ? Might not the camel's track across the continent

guide with their flocks the harbingers of new colonization to

the oases of our inland wastes, and lead them on and on,

until by peaceful conquest we raise another Indian empire in

continental Oceania ? Might not the scenes of enterprise, of

which the South has been a recent and astounded witness,

soon be renewed on our northern shore, and the symbols of

Neptune, Ceres, and Minerva be planted by Britannia on a

coast of wide extent, now lying desolate ? Might not the

chain be closed by which, in harmony, civilisation should

link one country to the other, by which young, vigorous Aus-
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tralia steps in the series of mighty nations ? Might not the

telegraph—a talisman of commerce and philanthropy,, a

triumph of the genius of science—extend its girdle almost

around the globe, and bring, at lightning's speed, this country

in close communion with the remotest portions of the earth ?

But why, you ask, whilst we are assembled to inaugurate re-

newed labors, do I advert to questions apparently so far re-

mote ? Because we constitute part of a rising nation, be-

cause we see before us, in its grandest bearing, the destined

future of Australia—because we are in part intrusted with the

direction of new enterprises, which will, we hope, disclose

what yet remains mysterious of the interior, will aid in open-

ing the resources of the country to thousands of our fellow-

men, and will facihtate, immeasurably, the commerce of the

world'. Then we are called to share in other labors tending

to advance our social position, to smooth, with helping hand,

the way by which science, ever beneficial, may exercise

amongst us the power of its influence. Are we not expected

also to raise this Institution to the standard of others in

the mother-countries—to keep pace with those rapid strides

made in the path of progress everywhere ? Shall we not

likewise aim at that improvement, that perfection, by which,

whilst missing yet less the country of our childhood, we may

render the land of our adoption more home-like still, and may

retain for it its wealth. Keturning once more to the bygone

days of the Institute, I do not wish to speak in praise of any

of our friends here present, although so many justly claim

our acknowledgment for services rendered to the common

cause ; but 1 cannot omit to pay to those now widely sepa-

rated from us that tribute of remembrance due to them at

this festival. One of our honorary members, Captain Cadell,

who ranks as the principal promoter of Australian inland

traffic, has lately added laurels to his fame by his successful

opening of the Darling navigation, thus bringing Mount
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Murchison, the triens of our way to Carpentaria, within a

fortnight's distance of this place ; and now we even learn that

a steamer has reached a Darling tributary nearly 1,000 miles

beyond Mount Murchison. What changes may we not ex-

pect when once the iron-horse, as Elihu Burritt significantly

termed the locomotive, has forced its way into the interior ?

Another of our honorary members, to whom we are indebted

for most valuable contributions to our Transactions, will, I feel

sure, not cease to throw a flood of information on everything

new within his reach. The more I have had an opportunity of

appreciating Mr. Gregory's varied acquirements, the sound-

ness of his judgment, and the acuteness of his intellect, the

more do I regret that Australian geography has lost, at pre-

sent, the services of one of her most skilful pioneers. Still,

Ave have reason to expect that, in taking up his abode in an

almost unknown country, the western frontiers of East Aus-

tralia, he will yet at times engage in those pursuits which Ave

have learnt to estimate. And then, again, there is before

us the zeal displayed by Mr. Edward Wilson, in rendering

available for our use those bounties in which the animated

nature of other regions of the world excel. Our patriotic

friend's exertions bear the stamp of a most genuine philan-

thropy ; and, whilst he has earned for his disinterested pro-

jects universal acclamation, they are still more entitled to

our acknowledgment, as having in part originated Avithin this

Institute. Let us bear in remembrance, also, that the early

progress of this society is greatly owing to the interest de-

Aroted to it by one of our absent friends, our first President,

Captain Clarke, Avhose wishes for our welfare never yet

abated, and are now manifest abroad. Nor be that sym-

pathy withheld which by Blandowski, as a founder and most

active member, is but justly claimed. Having spent

almost ten years of toil in advancing our insight into the

singularities of nature Avhich here surround us, he left our
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shores to enter, in India, upon a new, and may we trust, a fruit-

ful field for his researches. In drawing your attention next

to those labors and requirements which appear to be of more

immediate importance to the Institute, I cannot more forcibly

express my sentiments than in the words addressed on a si-

milar occasion to the Linnseans, by Professor Bell :—The very

" staple of our society, that element which will contribute

most to our usefulness and reputation at home and abroad,

are our published Transactions." Well may we weigh these

words. In order to excite a friendly emulation amongst our-

selves, to serve the cause of science universally, as well as to

enrich the literary materials within the Institute, and render

them accessible to the community, I know of no more ra-

tional, no more effective means, than regular and frequent

issues of our records, and their extensive interchange with

simdar societies. And whilst we gratefully acknowledge that

cordial response which the commencing labors of our young-

Institution have already experienced from some of the most

illustrious who adorn science in this age, let us look forward

hopefully to a period when we will rise to array around us,

as our honorary representatives, the learned of the scientific

world in foreign lands, and when the lustre of those brilhant

stars in the firmament of science will more closely guide us in

the search of truth. During that period in which part of our

labors will receive a sectional organization, the attainment of

our aim will likely be accelerated. Many, watching carefully

our progress, my honorable and distinguished predecessor and

myself amongst them, reflected on this alteration with

serious anxiety. If the sectional proceedings, which at pre-

sent should be regarded only in the light of an experiment,

are restricted as occasion offers to the pursuit of discoveries

by co-operation ;—if they are freed from that formality and

that restraint which, by necessity, must rule our general con-

venings ;—if, moreover, they are held to test communica-
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tions and discoveries first enunciated before the Institute,

then we may see, in the alteration contemplated, a favorable

turning point for our future career. But should, by previous

sectional transactions, that interest which novelty imparts to

every communication be more or less withdrawn from our

general assemblies, then we must fear that in an association

so young as ours, and in which almost every branch of science

counts but few as working members, the support given to the

Institute by well-attended ordinary meetings, replete with

novelty and interest, must greatly be diminished. Let us

avoid this precipice ! Great facilities for the proposed sec-

tional proceedings will in future be enjoyed. For, aided by

the munificence which the rulers of this colony have displayed,

for which our deepest gratitude is due, we will ere long re-

joice in raising triumphantly the pillars of a temple in which,

we trust, Science will reign for centuries. When we remem-
ber that, till lately, some of the noblest and most usefid scien-

tific institutions of Great Britain contended with many diffi-

culties, arising chiefly from a want of needful accommoda-

tion, we may congratidate ourselves on being by the Govern-

ment and Legislature so early favored in consolidating our

society, and giving access to the multifarious communications

which, through the generosity of our friends, have accumu-

lated as our property. None but those who have devoted

themselves to an elucidation of the varied productions of this

land, and have striven to unfold the book of nature—many
of its pages still unread—can have folly estimated how much
our future labors and the more ripened work of our successors

must depend on timely storing up collections for scientific

use. While with patient diligence we are progressing step

by step, and adding material to material, we may be stimu-

lated by a hope that the time will come when the beams of

light radiating from Australia may disperse many a cloud

which yet overcasts the horizon of science. Not only here,
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but in many other countries also, distant alike from the older

seats of knowledge, a spirit has of late arisen that each should

bear its share in promulgating science. We see, in the re-

motest lands, works of extensive volume appear, of equal

credit to their distinguished authors and to the governments

and institutions under whose fostering protection they origi-

nated. So, whilst we strive in friendly competition to bear

our share, let us endeavor to diffuse that knowledge which

ought to guide our industry, which refines the taste, leads to

exalted contemplation, reveals the law by which, in force

eternal and in harmony unalterable, the universe is held, and

which inspires with pious veneration for its Creator's divine

wisdom. If this, our aim, should be accomplished, if an un-

mingled feeling of concord, if a pure philosophy pervade

our labors, then our great design will be fulfilled. On this

palladium rests our existence, our success, our dignity.
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Art. I.

—

Observations on Donati's Comet, made between Oct.

12th and Nov. 12th, 1858. By Ludwig Becker, Esq.

(With five Plates.)

[Eead before the Institute, March 30th, 1859.]

Donati's Comet was first seen at Melbourne a little before

seven o'clock on the evening of the 11th October, 1858.

Previously to that date the sky had been clouded for several

days, and as it was not known then, on our side of the globe,

that a Comet, visible to the naked eye, was near us, its ap-

pearance surprised every one who noted the beauty of the

evening of the 11th of October. The silvery twilight near the

horizon formed the base of a well-developed zodiacal-light,

the pink-colored upper part of which reached the deep indigo

of an almost tropical evening sky. The young moon stood,

like a key-stone, on the top of the pointed arch of the

zodiacal-light ; and close to her, in her greatest brightness,

Venus and the fiery Antares. Looking at that splendid

constellation, the observer perceived, nearly due west, a streak

of light like a small, lonely cloud. There it stood, motionless,

its luminosity slowly increasing—and before a minute of time

had passed on, the cry was heard :—a Comet, lo ! a Comet

!

On the following day (12th Oct.) I made every preparation

at the Magnetical Observatory, on the Flagstaff Hill, to pro-

cure as good and as many drawings of the Comet as possi-

ble. In this Professor Neumayer, the director of the

magnetical survey, most kindly assisted me, by allowing me
the use of his largest telescope, from Munich (Steinheil's),

and supplying me with some necessary exact data.

Place of observation :—Melbourne, Flagstaff Hill Obser-

vatory, lat. 37*48 S., long. 145 E.; elevation above sea, 120 feet.

The refractor used had a magnifying power of 79 linear

;

diameter of object glass, 3*020 inches; diameter of ocular

glass, 0."6; focal length, 51*16 inches.

Fig. I.*—(Oct. 12.)

[Sky, perfectly clear; wind, S.E., very light; barometer (reduced to 32*

Fahr.), 29 -95; thermometer, 54 -9 ; electricity (according to Quetelet's

electrometer), + 7 "09 ; remarks, lightning towards E.]

* Each Fig. shows generally two representations of the Comet, the one

as seen with the naked eye, the other as it appeared in the telescope ; but

having the reversed image in the refractor drawn, according to nature, in its

true position.—L. B.

B
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First appearance of Comet to the naked eye, at 6h. 45m. 54s.

p.m., Melbourne mean time ; altitude, 17° 24'.

Fig. II.—Eleven minutes later; the tail, or rather as it

now appeared, the wings were more visible, and I observed a

very peculiar pulsation in the luminous matter gathered

round the nucleus and forming the wings. Suddenly the
wings were extended (as shown in Fig. II.), where the
dark space between the wings is seen to come almost close

up to the nucleus ; as suddenly the wings were retracted, or

sheathed up (as shown in Fig. III.), where they are short-

ened, and the luminous matter connects them together for a

great distance from the nucleus. When the wings were re-

tracted they appeared less distinct. The time required to

produce these effects was only one second, half of which was
occupied by the light leaving the neighbourhood of the nu-
cleus, the other half in returning to the same. Fig. II. re-

presents the head of Comet and part of the tail, or the wings,

as seen when the pulsating light has gone forth at 6h. 56m..

54s., while

Fig. III. represents Comet and tail, or wings, half a second
later, viz., 6h. 56m. 54s-5., with the same light brought
home again. This playing of the luminous matter was most
distinctly visible to the naked eye, and reminded one of the

up-rising rays of light during an aurora, with this difference,

that the pulsation, apparently in the Comet, was infinitely

swifter. The space traversed during one-half of a second was
from one-third to one-half of the whole length of the tail.

This phenomenon, after several irregular intervals, lasted

till the Comet, later in the evening, appeared in full brilliancy,

about half-way between the point where it was first visible

after sunset, and the horizon. This phenomenon was most
distinct when it commenced, and was gradually lost in the
full light of the Comet.

Fig. IV.—The Comet in its fullest light at about 7h. 37m.
Nucleus of an oval shape, more convex on that part which
faces the sun, less so on the opposite side ; of a dull, pale-

yellowish color; apparent diameter of nucleus, about one-
fourth of the diameter of Venus. In front of nucleus, and
touching the same, is a band of light, which, turning round
on each side and backwards, enters the tail. In front of that
band of light is a less defined and less intense layer of lumi-
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nous matter, which is united with the former, and likewise

entered the tail. On the foremost point of this second band
of light is an extension of it towards the sun. Close to the
nucleus, away from the sun, is a dark space, of the length
of two or three apparent diameters of the nucleus, gradually-

diminishing in width and darkness as it recedes from the nu-
cleus. Upper contour of tail convex and longer than the
lower one, which is concave. The last third of the tail is

filled with light equally distributed throughout it. The
color of light in the tail and around the nucleus is of a some-
what whitish hue.

Fig. V.— (Oct. 13.)

[Sky, cirro stratus, veil on the sky ; wind, S.E., light; barometer, 29.91;
thermometer, 61 7; electricity, +5 -

35.]

First appearance at 6h. 55m. p.m. ; altitude, 20° 3'. As
yesterday, the pulsation visible, ceasing after the Comet
reached its greatest brightness, which was about 7h. 42m.
The nucleus of to-day is smaller, more condensed, rounder,
and brighter ; the color like Venus. The band before the
nucleus has disappeared, and a strong, uniform light is all

round it. There is no extension of this light towards the sun,
as observed yesterday. The tail, near the nucleus, is com-
pletely filled with luminous matter for one-fourth of its

whole length; the rest of the tail is divided, showing, as
usual, a stronger light on the outer margins, especially
on the convex one, and leaving the middle part darker.
Misty air prevented further observations.

Fig. VI.— (Oct. 14.)

[Sky, perfectly clear ; wind, S. byE., very light ; barometer, 29 '94; ther-
mometer, 59-5; electricity, +6 '65.1

First appearance to-day at 6h. 45m. p.m. ; altitude, 24°34\
pulsation of light of short duration and very weak

; greatest
brightness at 7h. 45m. p.m (see Fig.) ; nucleus still

smaller, when compared with yesterday's. The lumi-
nosity round the nucleus more concentrated, more in-
tense, and better defined, with the exception of one part,
where, to-day, there is again visible an extension of light to-
wards the sun, as seen on the 12th ; the convexity of the
upper part of tail is to-day increased ; the two wings of
luminous matter, emanating from the accumulated and un-
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divided light in front, and the sides of the nucleus, are less

distinct, while the usually darker part, behind the nucleus,

is now almost as luminous as those in front ; the whole tail is

nearly equally lighted, but the light is a little stronger near

the nucleus, and a little less so towards and at the end of

tail ; there is a faint increase of light at the margins of the

lower part of it.

Fig. VII.—(Oct. 15.)

[Sky, cirro stratus and cum. stratus (amount 6) ; wind, N.E., fresh breeze ;

barometer, 29"64; thermometer, 74"7 ; electricity, +1"75.]

First appearance at 6h. 48m. p.m. ; altitude, 27°38'; no pul-

sation of light visible ; scarcely any difference in form and

light from Fig. VI. ; apparent diameter of nucleus equal

to Mars ;
greatest brightness at about 7h. 48m. ; an extension

of light towards the sun again visible ; a small but sharp-

edged cloud-covered nucleus and part of tail at 7h. 25m.

;

through this cloud the light of the head of Comet was visi-

ble, but dimmed down to the degree of light in that part ol

tail which touches the cloud ; of the part of tail covered by

the cloud nothing is visible.

Fig. VIII.—(Oct. 17.)

[Sky, perfectly clear ; wind, S.E., light ; barometer, 29'91 ; thermometer,

54-3; electricity, +7 "74.]

No pulsation of light. No remarkable change in the

general appearance of the Comet has taken place, it is very

much the same as on the 15th, with the exception that the nu-

cleus is rather smaller, brighter, and nearly round; a telescopic

star, near the nucleus and inside the tail, is quite bright and

clear ;
greatest brightness of Comet about 7h. 48m. p.m.

;

again a brush of light extended towards the sun ; a star of the

fifth (?) magnitude in front of head, and another of the same
size on the end of tail. At 8h. p.m. the Comet stood not

far to the right of Antares, Venus still close to him, as repre-

sented in Fig. VIII.

Fig. IX.—(Oct. 24.)

[Sky, cirro cum. (8) cirro strat. (4) ; wind, N.E., strong breeze ; barometer,

29-94; thermometer, 71 "2; electricity, + 2' 17.1

Time when the drawing was made : 7h. 40m. p.m. Although

seven days have elapsed since my last observation of the
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[Note to Paper on Donates Comet.]

ma

Fig. VIII.—The Comet, as here represented between two stars, is

_agnified, when compared with the distances of the stars around

Antares, and therefore ought to have been encircled with a black line;

this however, would have spoiled the total effect of the representation,

as for want of space I could not have introduced the constellation alluded

to in the text. A reduction of the magnified Comet to about one-half of

its magnitude, woidd bring it to a somewhat more correct proportion with

Antares Venus, and a few other stars seen near to them.

L. B.
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Comet, it seems to me as if no great change in its general

aspect has taken place. The following points, however, I

thought worth noticing : the whole Comet, of course,

smaller ; tail shorter, in proportion to the diameter of the

head (or the mass of light surrounding the nucleus) ; nucleus

smaller, but still well defined, showing, as from the beginning,

the same pale-yellowish color ; telescopic stars visible clearly-

through tail, which ends near a cluster of them in the milky

way ; the convexity of the upper margin is now changed for a

straight margin, and the lower margin, formerly concave, is

now convex ; that brush of light extends still from the top of

head towards the sun.

Fig. X.—(Nov. 7.)

[Sky, cum. strata (amount 5); wind, S.E., light breeze ; barometer, 29 93;
thermometer, 53°2 ; electricity, +l -

55.]

Nucleus round, still very distinct and bright ; light in head

equally distributed, diminishing quickly as soon as it has

reached the tail ; tail swelling towards the middle, diminish-

ing towards the end to an indistinct point—resembling a

horse's switch tail—very faint in light ; a telescopic star,

close to nucleus, has its full light ; no brush of light on
front of head ; the drawing was made at 9h. 30m. p.m.

Fig-. XI.—(Nov. 12.)

[Sky, cirro cum. cirro strat. (amount 5) ; wind, SS.E., light; barometer,
29-81; thermometer, 58°6; electricity, +1-84.]

Nucleus was still very distinct ; the luminous matter in head
and in part of tail nearest to nucleus, condensed ; remainder
of tail very dim and short, without the pointed end, as seen

in Fig. X. ; boundary lines of tail indistinct in shape ; no
light was seen extending towards the sun, coming from the

undefined globe of luminosity surrounding the nucleus ; time
of observation, 9h. p.m.

This is the last drawing I made of Donati's Comet, when
it was already out of reach of the naked eye of man.

I merely place before the Philosophical Institute simple

facts, leaving it to the more learned men here, and at home,
to draw their conclusions therefrom. I hope our clear atmos-
phere allowed me to make such drawings as will be found not
quite valueless for completing the series already begun by
other observers.

Melbourne, November 1858.
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Art. II.

—

Some interesting facts founded on Barometrical

Observations. By A. C. Gregory, Esq., E.R.G.S., &c.

(With a Plate.)

[Keacl before the Institute, 30th March, 1859.]

Sydney, 15th Dec, 1858.

Dear Sir,

In the course of the investigations of the variations of the

barometer which were necessary for the computation of the

altitudes of the various portions of the interior traversed

by the late expedition from Moreton Bay to South Australia,

there appeared such a remarkable coincidence in the rise and
fall of mercury at stations 500 to 1000 miles distant, that I

constructed a diagram, exhibiting the comparative changes

at Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, and Moreton Bay. Know-
ing the interest you take in all branches of science, I send

you a copy of this diagram, as, if placed in the hands of some
of your scientific friends who are engaged in meteorological in-

vestigations, it may suggest some more perfect and effective

system of tracing the course of storms, &c. The reason for

thinking that these investigations may be of practical import-

ance is, that all great changes of atmospheric pressure appear

to take place at the South-Western stations many hours earHer

than at the North-Eastern ones—thus Adelaide precedes

Sydney by 12 to 24 hours, and it is not impossible that,

with the rapidly extending system of electric telegraphs, timely

notice of approaching storms may be transmitted from one
seaport to another.

I remain, dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

A. C. GREGORY.
To Dr. Ferdinand Mueller,

President of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria.
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Aet. III.

—

On the Geological distribution of Gold, with special

reference to some Auriferous Rocks in South America.

By P. Nisser, Esq., many years practically engaged in

the Gold Mines of that country.

[Bead before the Institute, 30th March, 1859.]

To the question—"Where is gold to be found?" great autho-

rities have given the following answer:—" Gold is found in

the rocks of igneous origin, in the Azoic and Palaeozoic meta-

morphic rocks, also among the drifts of diluvial and alluvial

deposits,* as the results from disintegration of the auriferous

compounds in the rocks."

By this general definition of the geological position of gold,

we will here take a view of this metal, under two heads, viz.,

Gold in the Rock and Fluvial Gold.

GOLD IN THE ROCK.

Gold is found in the fissures of the rocks filled with mine-

rals and metallic compounds, forming veins. The rocks in

which such auriferous veins are found may be classed under

four groups—the volcanic, trappean, granitic, and most of

the metamorphic rocks.

Among the rocks producing auriferous materials some
rare exceptions exist where gold occupies the whole mass
of the rock. As some of these may not yet be known,
a view of the same is here offered:

—

Silurian epoch—a rock

of a silico-argillaceous composition, having the appearance of

schist, containing particles of quartz and iron-oxide, inti-

mately mixed and bound together with clay, being hard and
compact, of an uneven fracture ; colour green or dark grey.

Small fissures divide the almost vertical stratification into

small, irregular, angular compartments, the fissures of which

are occupied with a coating of minute quartz crystals,

i. e., both sides of these fissures are studded with the crystals,

the fissures being ^ to J of an inch wide. The seams so coated

* The geological periods for diluvial and alluvial gold will be given under
fluvial gold. The term fluvial expresses atiriferous detritus of the earliest

and latest geological dates.
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constitute the characteristic of this rock. At the base of

the crystals and beneath the same in the exterior part of the

mass of the rock, gold is distributed; also among, but not
within, the crystals, though a few exceptions have been noted.*

Small seams of \ to § of an inch traverse the rock, contrary

to the cleavage (in N.W. by S.E.), filled with compact
quartz, stained with per-oxide of iron, some pyrites, and
yellow iron-ochre in abundance ; but here rarely any gold is

to be seen. The pulverized mineral produces diminutive

particles of gold by the process of washing, the most of which
have the appearance of fragmentary gold-leaf floating on
water. We often meet with finely divided gold, which
floats on water, but on nearer examination we find that

such particles, when from the veinstone, are of an an-

gular form. In this locality it is as it were small por-

tions of gilders
5

gold, the least breath moving the same,
just like particles of a feather. Certainly, this kind of

gold is among singular exceptions, and of great interest

respecting the modus operandi by which it has been disse-

minated. Thus the rock in which it appears may be viewed
among gold-bearing curiosities. The said rock was discovered
in the province of Cauca, of N. Granada, in 1850.

It is said that sandstone of the Lias group, containing gold
disseminated in small particles, has been found in Hungary.
This rock, as observed in the northern districts of S. America,
has not proved auriferous.

In the Brazils, the following auriferous rocks were found
many years ago

:

A Conglomerate, consisting of angular fragments of specu-
lar and magnetic iron-ore, occasionally containing fragments
of flexible sandstone (itacolumite) of a pale-red hue, some-
times having fragments of chlorite and talc-schists, these frag-

ments embedded in a cement of a ferro-argillaceous com-
position, forming a compact rock, occupying the top as well
as the slope of the hills and also the valleys, resting on mi-
caceous and clay-slates and on a schist of specular iron-ore.

* In California, I was gratified in seeing a rare specimen of a group of
auriferous quartz-crystals (the largest of which was about 2 inches in height,
and presented facets of nearly f of an inch) occupying a piece of micaceous
clay slate, in size aboiit 7 inches by 4. This group was surrounded with
small closely studded crystals which covered the fragment. Gold, in a
varied angular shape, was abundantly spread among the smaller, and par-
ticularly at the base of the larger crystals. Three or four of the latter

enclosed several gold particles, which were seen in the centre of the lower
portion of the same.
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The thickness of this conglomerate amounts to several feet. In
the mass of this rock, but not in the fragmentary particles,

gold, in flattened spangles of very small size, is disseminated.
In some of the fragments is seen silicious oxide of manganese
and some other ores of manganese, occasionally with parti-

cles of sub-phosphate of alumina (wavellite) . This conglome-
rate exists in the mining district of Minus Geraes, where it

is distinguished by the name of Tapanhoacanga.
In the same district has also been found and profitably

worked, another exceptional gold-bearing rock, viz. :

—

In clay or chlorite schists is seen a large chasm, in the form
of a dyke, filled with iron-ore, of a deep brown, nearly black
colour, partly decomposed, occupying a width of 200 feet,

with an inclination of 45° N. in E. and W. Through this

mass traverse numerous seams in the said direction and angle,

their thickness varying from one to four inches, filled with
manganese, bi-sulphuret of iron, mostly decomposed, and
argillaceous per-oxide of iron—a hard iron-clay. The pyrites

and the iron-clay have proved very rich in gold of a diminu-
tive angular shape. This ferruginous compound, with its

auriferous seam, is termed by the natives Yacatinga.
In the province of Antioquia, of N. Granada, the following

auriferous rock was discovered in the year 1840. The locality

was visited by the writer soon after. A sloping hill forms
the division between the rivers Samana and Barcino.
The object of our attention occupied the lower portion
of the ridge, and close to the junction of the said rivers,

at an elevation of 1620 feet over the watercourse.
Throughout the whole mass gold is disseminated in large
and also in very small particles of irregular shape, having
rough and sharp outlines, partly fungiform ; but among the
pyramidal agglomeration of perfectly spherical fragments of
the mass occupying the centre of the same, and in the
seams forming angular divisions, which are filled with per-
oxide of iron and hardened clay, not even traces of
gold have been found. At the upper portion of the con-
glomerate and close to the surface, three seams of two
to three inches width were seen, filled with quartz,
some pyrites and hydrous oxide of iron, also some ferru-
ginous hard clay, which proved to be very rich in gold.
These seams, which extended for a short distance in length
and depth, commenced about three or four feet below the
surface, and, after having disappeared at a moderate depth,
never re-appeared ; nor were any other seams or veins of the
kind encountered in this part of the rock. The gold ex-
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tracted from the seams presented exteriorly exactly the same

appearances as that disseminated in the mass, and the quality

proved also to be the same.

This conglomerate was found auriferous for several hundred

feet in length, but at the depth of about 80 feet the

mass became too hard for the pick or the crow-bar, and the

productiveness also declined. That a composition such as

here described produces gold throughout the mass, is cer-

tainly a novelty, considering its geological position. Though
no fossils whatever have been discovered, it appears

that this mass had formed long before the tertiary era or the

Eocene epoch. It is, however, a curious exception to find

gold so distributed, as it appears here spread among the

binding ingredients; and, further, that the quality and ap-

pearance of the gold from this rock do not correspond with

the fluvial gold, as seen in this part of the world, a circum-

stance which speaks in support of what has been suggested,

viz., that this auriferous deposit is of anterior date to the

fluvial depositions containing gold.

We have next to consider a most singular feature, which
is never observed among fluvial drifts, i.e., the superficial

seams filled with partly drusy quartz where free gold is seen,

and in the concavities of which quartz crystals are spread,

some crystals of sulphuret of lead, small clusters of crystals

of yellow pyrites, rich in gold, some silicious per-oxide of iron

and, clay, and hydrous oxide of iron, both auriferous. The
walls of these small veins presented on both sides a coating

of hardened ferruginous clay with silica a quarter of an inch

thick, and the surfaces perfectly polished. This coating was
also auriferous, as mentioned already. The gold from these

seams was in all points identical with that from the mass
traversed by them. The residuum produced by the process

of washing the mass or rock * and that of the pulverised

vein-stone were also identical, being both auriferous.—As
already observed, these seams, of a wedge-like form, extended
only towards the superior portion of the conglomerate, oc-

cupying a short distance in length and depth, but without
reaching to the surface of the mass within three or four feet,

i.e., enclosed in all directions, constituting what may be
termed isolated receptacles of auriferous materials. This

as yet unique example of metalliferous veins f though repre-

* The conglomerate is disintegrated easily by agitation in water.

+ These petty seams enclosed five metals—gold, silver, iron, lead, and
aluminium

!
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sented on a reduced scale, gives us a splendid view of the

development of auriferous veins in general. Truly, when we
contemplate the non-connection of these seams, the important

fact authorises the following conclusion:

—

That the contents

of these receptacles of mineral and metallic compounds, all

of which contain gold, and are deprived of communication

from all hut the surrounding auriferous mass, naturally

originatedfrom this mass!

The next inquiry will now be about the origin of the

gold disseminated in the conglomerate. By the appearance

of the mass, we have every reason to view it as the result

of disintegrated materials, brought together by the agency
of water. The evidences for this conclusion are presented

in the well-rounded or waterworn fragmentary rocks im-
bedded in the mass, also in the globular fragments arranged in

the pyramidal exhibition of geological structure. It appears

that the gold existed previously, just as it is found mixed with
the argillaceous mass; and, where are we to look for the

origin of these so copiously provided gold-particles ? Though
the neighbourhood of the locality we have here observed has

been occupied with gold-seekers for about two centuries, and
during the last fifty years examined with more zeal and
activity than in former days, the gold-producing veins or

lodes have in this valley been found in a very small number,
and of such poor materials, that of the three which have
been discovered, one only merited attention, and that merely
for a very short time. Consequently, the rocks that might
have provided for the gold at the locality here under notice,

are, at present undiscovered, and the sources for the same
remain therefore, among many other questions, unanswered.

That no connection whatever exists between the gold pro-

duced from the Conglomerate and the auriferous quartz-seams

and that collected close to this locality from the fluvial

sources of the rivulet which crosses through the Conglo-
merate and the river bordering the foot of the hill—at the

top of which the Argillo-feldspathic Conglomerate exists—is

proved by the following comparison :

—

Goldfrom the Rock.
Froni the conglomerate producing

gold-particles of a fungiform, irre-

gular, rough surface, 14. 10-12 carats;

From the veinstone in the seams, the
exterior aspect of the metal being
identical with that of the above gold,

though in somewhat larger grains,

14. 10-12 carats, Alloy, silver.

Fluvial Gold.
From tJie streamlet, close to the

conglomerate, small, rather thick
spangles, with rounded outlines,

19. 3-12 carats. From the river,

rather larger particles, rounded out-

lines, clean and smooth, 18. 9-12
carats. Alloy, silver.
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Mineral and Metallic compounds contained in Auriferous

Veins.—Gold, always in a metallic state, occupies a limited

numberof rocks, usually quartz filling tlie fissures, and generally

forming the gang or vein producing gold. But well-known

exceptions have been noticed in S. America, wbere bi-sulphuret

of iron forms the gold- producing veinstone, associated with

some quartz and other minerals, in a comparatively small

proportion. It is now an established fact that pyrites will

always show traces of gold, and in some instances prove very

rich; but what is not generally known, is the following truth,

viz., that the bi-sulphuret of iron rarely exists alone with gold,

some other auriferous matter being involved in the pyrites

which carries the gold. This fact gives consequently a fair ex-

planation why auriferous pyrites is difficult to reduce in aperfect

and profitable manner. To convert the black oxide of iron

into a red oxide is certainly the step required for separating

gold-particles involved in the pyrites ; but when we see that

this metal is associated with some other compound, any opera-

tion that might eliminate or free the gold from the pyrites,

will be found insufficient—this, many vain efforts have proved,

and very reasonably so, from the fact alluded to. Bi-sul-

phuret of iron is, therefore, the most difficult, and quartz the

easiest of all gold-bearing minerals capable of being reduced

so as to separate the gold.

Quartz, carbonate of lime, rarely sulphate of lime, ferru-

ginous lime, argillo-ferruginous compounds, also clay

in its plastic state, fluor-spar, sulphate and carbonate of

baryta, schorl, tourmaline, chlorite, &c., are also found in

auriferous veins.

Quartz being the most prevailing of minerals in which

gold is contained, has received the title of its matrix. In cal-

careous minerals, in schorl, and tourmaline, gold has not

been seen, at least in South America.

Metallic compounds occupying auriferous veins, being

auriferous.—Bi-sulphurets of iron, lead, silver, and copper,

green carbonate of copper, mixed copper and iron-ores, tel-

lurium, arsenical-iron, earthy carbonate of lead, and
chloride of silver. Per-oxide of iron, with silica and clay, in

an indurated and foliated state, specular iron-ore, and hydrous

oxide of iron. Of these compounds, the pyrites, the bi-

sulphuret of lead, the silico-argillaceous compounds, and the

hydrous oxide of iron are the most prevailing, nextto the quartz.

The following general conclusions seem to be adopted all

over the world, viz.:—the sides or backs of veins pro-
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ducing copper, tin, zinc, antimony, lead, nickel, and
bismuth, and also the ferruginous quartz (in Cornwall
known by the name of " gossan") are generally found
auriferous, though not so much so as to answer the

object of a commercial speculation. The hydrous oxide

of iron * also termed bog-iron ore, and found abundantly
distributed in most parts of the world, will always prove
auriferous. In South America this ferruginous compound
having been observed from various localities, has invariably

produced some gold; this metal being distributed in micro-
scopical particles. In corroboration thereof, it may be stated,

that a vast deposit of hydrous iron-ore in Hanover was
lately examined and duly analysed by A. T. Abel Esq., of

Hamburg, and found not only auriferous but even rich in

gold, so as to present a remunerative field for speculation in

two branches of mining enterprise, i.e., for iron and gold.

Wherefore, there exists every reason to believe that gold is

more widely spread over the earth's surface than has here-

tofore been imagined.

Metallic compounds existing in auriferous veins but rarely

carrying gold

:

—
Bi-sulphurets of zinc, antimony, arsenic, white oxide of

antimony, chromate, phosphate, and molybdate of lead ; also,

carbonate of bismuth. t
Whitepyrites, often found in the rocks adjacent to the vein,

or in rocks forming the bed for fluvial depositions carrying-

gold, or occupying crevices of decayed or petrified wood
among fluvial detritus, does not produce even traces of gold.

Hydrated oxide of iron, found in a very fine powder,
encloses a microscopical gold-dust, partly to be detected on
the deep-brown ground of a velvet appearance, as is observed
not only in South America, but in other quarters of the
world. The gold-particles found among the specular iron-

ore are always found of a lamellar shape, and small size. Sul-

phurets of copper when auriferous, produce gold in very small
particles, of angular shape. The mixed oxides of iron and
copper prevailing in Peru, there called " Pacos," produce a
diminutive gold, also of angular shape, often proving very
rich. Gold has also been found in veins producing quicksilver,

ore, but not involved in cinnabar.

" * It is supposed that this compound originates from decomposed pyrites ?

t Carbonate of bismuth, with some oxide of iron, containing about 60
per cent, of gold, has been found at Kingower, Victoria ; a sample of this
rare compound was kindly presented to the writer by Wm, Birkmyre, Esq.
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Cupreous ores existing with the auriferous veinstone,

naturally impart their metal to the gold, just as the auriferous

minerals, spread among copper ores, show a small quantity

of gold among tons of copper. These facts prove that the
hi-sulphurets of iron are the means by which gold is intro-

duced among copper ores, just as copper-pyrites among the
auriferous veinstone originates an alloy of copper in gold

;

and, therefore we find that copper is not a natural alloy of
gold in the veinstone, neither does this metal ever make an
alloy with the fluvial gold, silver being the only prevailing

and natural alloy of gold in general. Chemically pure gold
has not, as yet, been found in nature.

The exterior appearance of gold from the rock is most
varied, both in size and configuration, from microscopical
particles to those increasing to the weight of from grains up
to pounds, though of the latter accumulations the rock gives

very rare examples.* Gold from the vein is occasionally

found in a free state on the surface of the mineral enclosing
the greater part of it, but mostly this metal exists in-

corporated with the mineral and metallic compounds constitu-

ting the gold-producing materials of the gang or vein.

The prevailing state is in an infinite variety of fungiform,
capillary, ramified and other most singular forms ; the la-

mellar form being rarely met with in gold from the rock.
Among such exceptions may be named what I saw in El
Valle de Osos of S. America, where some few thin gold
plates were found in fissures of quartz from one of the few
veins of that neighbourhood, exactly filling the seams, with
two lamellar pieces of gold 1^ inch long, § wide, and 1-64 of
an inch thick, forming a true parallelogram of nearly sharp
angles. This unbounded irregularity in the form of gold as

found in rocks, entitles this metal to the name of amorphous.
"With regard to gold from fluvial deposits, whether ob-

served in the finest dust or in larger particles, its form
presents the greatest variety of fantastical configurations.
Among the fluvial gold is also found the deposition of crystals

in a cube, a regular octohedron and some other modifications,

though these are but rarely seen. Crystals of this or
any other form, as far as my experience goes, are not found
among gold in the rock.

* In New South Wales, Australia, a quartz-block found on the surface,
contained various larger and smaller particles of gold of a pale yellow
coloiu-, of irregular and rough shape (fungiform) to the weight of 106 lbs, !
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Gold in its natural state is always found alloyed with
silver. When copper partakes of the alloy, it may be viewed as

accidental, as has been alluded to in a foregoing paragraph.
We also know that silver invariably presents traces of gold,

wherefore a natural affinity between these two metals is ob-
served throughout the world. Gold is generally associated

with lead, and the sulphuret of lead in some instances is even
rich in gold.

Native copper shows traces of gold. Iron may also be
reckoned as intimately associated, because whether in the
the form of pyrites, or in a decomposed state, as in the fer-

ruginous clay, or in the hydrous oxide of iron, or with the
ferruginous quartz (gossan), there are to be seen traces of
gold, and often in considerable quantities. Native bismuth
has occasionally gold adhering to it.

In former times '
' the electrum" of Pliny presented an

object of curiosity. A specimen of what was known as elec-

trum having been found at Schlangenberg, in Siberia, was
analysed by Klaproth, and proved to contain 64 gold 36
sdver. The said proportion corresponds with 15f carats.

This alloy, in times past, was looked upon as a curiosity.

As a great variety to the proportions of gold and silver

in the alloy are often met with among samples, taken even
from the same rocks and the same vein, a singular example
will here be submitted to show the varieties found in a single
locality, which I examined a few years ago.

Gold from the pyrites forming veins in the Greenstone
porphyry, in the Supia district of South America :

—

Argentiferous Gold.

maemato veins. Gold. Silver.

Free gold (rarely found) in particles from 10 to 20 grains 75-00 25-00
Ditto, seldom seen ... ... ... ... 67 "01 32-99
From mixed ores ... ... ... ... 65 -79 3421
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 56-25 43-75
Produced by washing the residuum, pidverised sul-

phuret of lead ... ... ... ... 53-13 46-87

Auriferous Silver.

MAEMATO VEINS.

Residuum, sulphuret of lead ... ... ... 46-87 53 -13
Ditto ditto ... ... ... 41-67 58-33

LA PLATA (MAEMATO VEINS).
Mixed ores, argentiferous gold ... ... ... 56*75 43-25
Residuum, black sulphuret of silver ... ... 37-82 62 - 18

LOAISA (MAEMATO VEINS).
Free gold in particles of about a dwt. ... ... 3771 62-29
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The pyrites of Marinate-, being the prevailing compound in

the several veins occupying this district, is also found in the

other two localities. In the same district, but at a distance

of a few miles, the veinstone at Botafuego produces gold of a

higher quality or gold 90,91, silver 09,09.

The assays of the gold produced in these veins, all of

which were from the same locality, and from the same
quality of ore, show a gradual decline in the quality of gold

from 18 to 9 carats; this remarkable difference in alloy origi-

nating from the metallic compounds by which the gold is

associated in the pyrites, the free gold-particles containing

less silver, and those with the sulphuret of lead, less gold.

From these facts it maytherefore be deduced, that ifformerly

it were supposed that gold, in its native state, maintained a

determined proportion with regard to its alloy of silver ; there

certainly remains no further doubt about these metals being

isomorphous. This fact has been proved many years ago,

with regard to the nature of gold from the Ural mountains

;

carefully investigated by M. Gustave Rose.

Returning to the supposed analogy between gold from
the rock and that produced from fluvial deposits, it may be
here proper to state the appearance and alloy of the fluvial

gold collected in the neighbourhood and close to the por-

phyries of Marmato. The mountain-ridge of this locality

being the most elevated point of the Supia district, and
situated to the north of the fluvial deposits on the Supia
plains and to the west of the Cauca river, might be supposed

to have contributed to the auriferous nature of the fluvial

detritus, settled at a short distance and at a lower level, but
such is not the case.

Superior Fluvials, of the neighbourhood of the Marmato
veins (Alluvial) :

—

The streamlet Obispo, passing over the porphyry, produces

small lamellar gold, in well-rounded particles of clean and
bright surface, its quality being 20. 1-12 carats.

The River Supia, passing over the plains ; its gold being

of flat form, well rounded outlines, clean and bright yellow

—

its quality, 22. 9-32 carats.

The border of the Cauca River, at low water, to the south

—

gold of a small flat grain, well-rounded outline, clean and
bright surface—quality, 19. 25-48 carats.

The border of the Cauca River, at low water, to the north-
gold in small lamellar particles, well-rounded outlines, clean

and bright surface—quality, 20. 11-24 carats.
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Lower Fluvials.—(Diluvial).

Plains of Supfa-—about four miles distant from the Marmato
veins. The gold is here found in somewhat larger flat grains,

thicker, of irregular shape, and rounded outline, even the
smallest particle showing a similar form—the larger grains

covered with a film of per-oxide of iron, 21. 13-44 carats.*

Banks of the ancient course of the Cauca River.

Upper stratum—The gold being lamellar, ofirregular shape,

rounded outline, and having a smooth, clean surface, some
larger particles found with a film of per-oxide of iron

—

quality, 16. 21-24 carats.

Lower stratum, being found a few feet below the actual

course of this river, resting on a stiff arenaceous clay bed, its

gold, existing partly in larger grains, all flat, rather thick,

having well-rounded outlines and smooth surfaces, partly

with a film of per-oxide of iron, 18. 15-48 carats.

Gold from the rock, found among the fluvial gold in the
Supia plains, distinguished by its fungiform, rough exterior

surface and pale yellow colour, some crevices being filled with
hydrous oxide of iron—occasionally found, and in very small
quantities— quality, 14. 9-12 carats.

Gold from the rock, found among the fluvial gold of the
banks of the ancient course of the Cauca River, in the lower
stratum—well distinguished by its rough, irregular, sharp
outlines of a fungiform appearance, occasionally found in
very small quantities—quality, 15. 3-12 carats; silver being
the only alloy with the gold here referred to.

In comparing the quality of the gold produced from the
veins in the porphyry, as already mentioned, where we see
that the prevailing quality of the larger quantities of this

metal gives, on an average, from 10 to 15 carats, whereas the
gold from the higher and lower fluvials of the said neigh-
bourhood shows a much higher carat, or ranging from about
18 to nearly 22 carats—we certainly have no inducement
whatever to presume that the gold among the fluvial depositions

has ever occupied the immediate veinstone above. Wherefrom
the fluvial gold of a purer nature has originated, as seen in this

and many other localities, when duly investigated, is a
secondary question ; suffice it, at present, to show, that in a
great many districts of the auriferous part of our globe the
fluvial gold presents no analogy with that at present existing

in the rock.

* The bright yellow of the film has led to the name of " Oro Colorado"

—

(red gold.

)
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In Victoria, Australia, we also find that a difference exists,

with regard to the quality of gold from the veinstone and

that from the fluvial depositions. From assays made of

gold from dunes, distinguished for its auriferous quartz veins,

the following is the fineness of its gold, according to the

assays made hy William Birkmyre, Esq., and kindly com-

municated by him to the writer :

—

" The gold from the quartz

reefs at Clunes varies in quality from 23. 04-8 to 23. 1. 4-8

carats."

"The alluvial gold, assays 23. 2. 4-8 carats."

Consequently there is a difference showing a higher quality

of the fluvial gold of one-fourth to one-half of a carat.

Bendigo district, according to assays made at the assay-

office of Messrs. Clarke and Sons, in Melbourne :

—

Fluvial gold - - 22-3 6-8 to 23 2-8 carats

Gold from the veinstone 21-2 7-8

Fluvial gold from Epsom 23-2

Ditto Gipps Land 20-3 2-8

Gold from the veinstone has been found as low as from 15

to 18 carats, the lowest fluvial gold being 20 carats. This

shows a considerable difference in the higher quality of flu-

vial and lower quality of vein-gold of Victoria.

FLUVIAL GOLD.

The geological date of the fluvial depositions, among which

gold makes its appearance, may reasonably be looked for at

that period of the tertiary era when in England varieties of

terrestrial mammalia (as the horse, dog, pig, the deer, the

woolly elephant, and others) were destroyed, and consequently

entombed under deep layers of sand, gravel, and clay ; these

strata being now designated as " mammaliferous crag."

These changes were not very distant from the time when those

extensive longitudinal narrow accumulations of sand and small

pebbles were piled up by mighty currents, as seen in Ireland

in "the Escars," and in Sweden, as the "A°sar;" and at the

period when caverns, in different parts of the world, were

for the last time visited by their occupants—who all, in the

hour of horror and conflict, terrified by fear, were by a natural

impulsive instinct driven to their supposed refuge. In those

awful moments of overwhelming destruction, we may imagine

how the powerful and the weak, the ferocious hycena and the

timid deer, met to suffer together. About this period, when
destruction seems to have prevailed in all quarters of the globe,
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and huge masses of gravel, sand, and clay were carried

forth from the more elevated tracts of South America to-

wards the sea, where, among others, the gigantic Megatherium
and Mylodon (Sloths) and the Glyptodon (Armadillo), which
occupied the vast plains of Las Pampas, were destroyed, as

testified by their remains in this and similar localities.

What has been distinguished by "diluvial detritus,"

whether with or without gold, is the produce of this geological

date, consequently the first appearance of gold among
fluvial depositions may, with other eventful arrangements,

be classed among the last of the tertiaries, i.e., the Pleis-

tocene period* But where we find the remains of occa-

sionally numerous proofs of the occupants existing pre-

vious to the catastrophe represented by these fosiliferous

depositions, we have to consider that the destruction of

these organic beings had been caused by a prior and prepa-

ratory arrangement to that of the deposition of the entombing
detritus, viz., the preliminary work of denudation, for certainly

a denudation took place previous to the successive depositions

;

because, wherever we observe the detritus of the epoch in

question, we find that it rests on the naked rock, consequently,
life and vegetation of the previously existing period naturally

suffered first the effects of the devastation which worked
its way down to the more solid rock, or the bed prepared for

the materials employed in levelling the rugged surface of
the earth.

Great and awful do those preparatory geological changes
appear, when we view the existence of a luxuriant vegetation,

animated by organic life in numerous forms and enjoying a
tranquil possession of their respective abodes, when the hour
of destruction arrived, and the last denudation that our
globe had to suffer came to hand. It appears that among
the agencies employed, the most powerful consisted in those
from meteorological soiu-ces. We admire the wonderful effect

of these, though with but a faint idea about their extent, as

far as our present notions of such agencies reach, because,
since the epoch we now contemplate, our globe has not ex-
perienced any such floods as those producing the denudation
and consequent distribution of the fluvial-detritus containing
gold—which may be considered as partial and local changes,
carried on in succession all over the world. The portion
thus exposed to the catastrophe, became deprived ; of all

* Pleistocene, the last of the geological divisions of the Tertiary epoch—
revealing the recentness of the great majority of fossils.
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existing organic and inorganic objects—gigantic forests were
torn up by the root, all soils and strata were removed

—

in a word, all but the firm rock had to yield to the mighty
floods, which carrying off all before them, naturally brought
their vegetable and animal spoils through immense outlets,

which for the most part terminated at the sea, where they

were buried. For this reason, in many localities, vestiges

of the higher order cf animal life, and of the then existing

gigantic vegetation, are not to be found ; though in some,

those interesting relics of a far remote past are recorded in

the annals of geology.

The denudation having been completed, the sites of former
luxuriant woods and verdant fields, occupied by numerous
animated beings, were destroyed—whole tracts converted into

naked hillocks, barren plains, and deep furrowed channels, in

which the objects of destruction were still moving as the re-

mainder of their spoils, leaving at intervals some temporary
reservoirs, stored with materials for . the following arrange-

ments, i.e., the levelling operations, or the distribution of the

Pleistocene materials, viz., the diluvial detritus. In these

temporary reservoirs we may imagine that the animal re-

mains had been retained, awaiting their ultimate entomb-
ment with the deposits in which they are transmitted to their

present observers or admirers.

The portion of our globe thus treated represented a desert,

as it were, in total abandonment. Did it remain in this

desolate condition for any length of time ? There exist rea-

sons to suppose that it did so:—1st, as we in various parts of

the globe find that the diluvial detritus rests on a decomposed
rock (granitic or schistic), which change must have taken
place by exposure to the atmosphere, posterior to the
denudation; 2nd, in some arenaceous clay-beds of the pre-

ceding geological period we see great fissures, which are filled

with diluvials carrying gold, wherefore it appears that these

fissures were produced posterior to the denudation; which
circumstances indicate that a considerable length of time
would be required for their accomplishment. In certain dis-

tricts of the globe it also appears that after the denudation
an intermediate period of quietude had prevailed before the
outbreak and distribution of the subsequent detritus, as several

kinds of conglomerates were deposited, masses of a porous
quartz and ferruginous clay, also conglomerations of bones
in great numbers cemented together by a ferruginous

compound. These accumulations demanded a slow and
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quiet process during a great lapse of time. It thus appears

beyond any doubt that the pleistocene epoch partook of

a preliminary period of inactivity or rest, and that the geo-

logical operations Avere carried on in two distinct divisions,

which by the existing productions from that time show one
partial or peculiar distribution limited to certain localities of

our globe, and another more extended or general distribution.

The latter is represented by the fluvial detritus, to which
has been given the distinctive term of diluvium, and this

period and the detritus then distributed shows the earlier

of the two fluvial operations carrying gold—the latter of them
receiving its distinction by the name of alluvium.

Diluvial detritus carrying gold and covering the auriferous

strata.—The lowest stratum resting on the denuded rock will

generally be found auriferous, consisting frequently of sand
and pebbles, or sand and gravel, in South America and Cali-

fornia, with very rare exceptions, perfectly rounded or

waterworn. Boulders and other smaller fragmentary rocks

are also found in some localities all more or less waterworn.
Clay is not frequently found in admixture with the
strata of sand and gravel. Clay, more or less arenaceous,

constitutes separate layers, and on the top of these, sands and
mud (or finely pulverized mineral compounds) with more or

less argillaceous matter, colored by per-oxide of iron, of

a variegated hue. Among these superior strata, gold is

occasionally found, in the elevated tracts of South America,
from about 5,500 feet to 10,500 feet above the sea. Strata

of mud, of considerable thickness, occupy the superior

portion of the diluvium, being covered with a thin coating of

vegetable soil. These depositions consist of most diminutive
particles of silica and talc, occasionally mica, being co-

loured with per-oxide of iron, light brown and yellow

—

when in their natural moist state, unctuous ; but when the

mass becomes dry, it is nothing but a fine loose powder. No
argillaceous matter is found with this, called by the natives

"soapy earth," which is well known for its sterility, and
where it prevails it seldom covers any productive aurifer-

ous detritus. In some localities of South America, a ferro-

argillaceous compound with silica, of the colour of rust,

several inches thick, appears on the top of the diluvial detritus,

covered with a thin coating of vegetable mould. In other
localities the very same compound is found at a further depth,

covering in the same manner the lower auriferous stratum.

This hard compact cement has not proved auriferous.
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Only in one locality a deposition ofpolishing slate, the pro-

duce of Infusoria, has been found by the writer, resting on
the auriferous detritus, and being of 25 feet thickness.

In California, the auriferous strata are seen on the bed-

rock, with great accumulations of well-rounded gravel and

stone, with rough sand, also arenaceous clay-beds cover to great

depth the gold-bearing materials, which occasionally are mixed
with clay. Many auriferous layers are covered with calcare-

ous conglomerates of fragmentary, angular rocks (there termed
" lava !") very compact and hard, occupying a thickness of

upwards of one hundred feet. In some localities, the first

and auriferous stratum resting on the bed-rock, consists of

pebbles and sand, cemented together with ferro-siliceous

clay and forming a hard mass several feet thick.

In Australia, the diluvial auriferous detritus is generally

found to consist of sand and small angular fragments of

quartz of a yellowish white hue, the strata being more or less

argillaceous, and frequently all the deeper deposits consist of

more clay than sand, always with partly angular and partly

rounded fragments of rock, and more or less quartz-debris.

The old outlets or channels, from the time of denudation, ex-

isting along the cleavage of the schists and furrowed in a very

irregular direction, are found to the depth of nearly four hun-
dred feet. The auriferous detritus, consisting mostly of plastic

clay, with some gravel and sand, occupies a varied thickness

of from a few inches to several feet. At an inferior depth,

i. e., at the higher portion of the channel, a stratum of basalt,

about 50 to 70 feet thick, covers the auriferous sandy clay;

and, in proportion, as the depth of these channels increases,

the basalt-beds augment; and at about the depth of 400
feet, four distinct layers of basalt are found, between each

of which, diluvial matter marks the lines of division. This

part of the world only has shown that a volcanic production

covers the fluvial detritus, thus most carefully concealing

the treasures of the epoch. (Ballarat, &c, Victoria.)

In some localities the auriferous stratum consists of sand
and gravel, cemented together with a ferro-siliceous clay,

forming a perfectly compact, hard mass, of a light-brown

colour.*

Where the trap or basalt does not constitute the superior

strata of the auriferous drift, a more or less argillaceous and
well-pulverized detritus furnishes the layers by which the

* The process of stamping is required for disengaging the gold particles

from the conglomerate.
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riches are concealed. What should be termed vegetable soil

is often very scanty, but where trap and basalt prevail, it

is produced by the decomposition of these rocks.

The bed on which the treasures of Australia have been de-

posited consists for the most part of slate—siliceous,

chloritic, micaceous and argillaceous,—occasionally inter-

mixed with a very compact sandstone ; alumina and mica
schists being the prevailing material, and frequently found in

a decomposed state, termed by the miners " pipe-clay." On
the lower tracts, towards the sea- coast, a ferruginous and a

calcareous sandstone are found above the clay-becls. In
these localities the fluvial depositions have been proved to con-

tain little or no gold.

By what is observed in various auriferous districts of the

world, it appears that the materials first deposited carried

with them the principal portion of the gold, as the superior

strata contain little or nothing of this metal. Clay is seen to

prevail in some districts, more abundantly mixed with the

auriferous strata than in others, and when we look into the

nature of the locality where the plastic clay abounds (certainly

very much increasing the toil and labour of the gold-seeker)

we find that were it not for the clay, those more abrupt and
narrow channels, where such treasures are found, would
not have retained the often diminutive gold-particles.

With only sand and gravel these would have been hurried

on too far, perhaps into the sea, and thereby lost. There can

remain no doubt, as to the powerful agency in the floods by
which these masses were moved and transported within

narrow spaces (the so-called gutters in the deep sinkings of

Australia) . Consequently, when duly considered, it will be
found that without the admixture of clay, many localities

would not have retained the treasures now accumulated for

the use of man. Thus, we observe from an apparently

insignificant circumstance, that foresight and wisdom ruled

in every department of geology.

Appearance and alloy of gold distributed with the diluvial

detritus.—Gold, from the first fluvial depositions, is found of

a most varied exterior and size, from the finest dust, the par-

ticles of which are generally of a flat form, increasing to the

weight of grains, dwts., ozs., and lbs., the shapes of which show
the utmost imaginable variety, the surfaces being smooth and
often bright and clean with rounded outlines, apparently

what is termed " water-worn," and there can be no doubt
that in some localities the fluvial gold has been carried a

great distance previous to subsiding.
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In South America, the fluvial gold (the miners' " oro-cor-

rido") in all auriferous localities, presents a characteristic

that is not so generally met with in other parts of the "world,

hecause the fluvial gold, whether from the North or the South

of this continent, is found of a flat, smooth, rather ovoid

shape with well-rounded outlines, sometimes bulky and more
irregular in form, but generally clean, and never attached to

any mineral or metallic compound whatever. There are cer-

tain localities where the gold-particles assume such an equality

in their exterior, that they may be compared to some of our

well-known cereal productions. This fact is so generally

known and attended to, that on viewing " the grain" of the

gold, the locality is recognized as well as the commercial

value.

The Spanish Government obtained a considerable income

by the so-called " quinto-del oro," or the tax paid on gold-

dust, and it may be worthy of notice that during nearly

three centuries, while the fluvial mines produced great quanti-

ties of gold, there were not worked in the whole extent of

South America hah
1

-a-dozen auriferous veins, and these with

a very scanty produce. Even in later years, when more at-

tention has been given to the gold producing rocks, only a

limited number of the same have proved commercially pro-

ductive, and the greater number of such veins produce their

gold of a lower quality, containing, as it does, a greater alloy

of silver than the fluvial gold.

One among several fluvial auriferous deposits of South
America, remarkable for their geological position, will here

be briefly noticed, as existing on the undulating table-land of

El Valle de Osos of Antioquia. This plain, at an elevation

of 9150 feet above the sea, constitutes one of the most
elevated, isolated flat localities of the district, presenting

no mountain ridges, or, as they have been called,

" backbones," diversified only by a single perpendicular hill,

bordering on the northern part of the plain—which is sur-

rounded with the valleys of Medellin and Cauca, over which
it is elevated from 4000 to 7000 feet. The fluvial detritus,

occupies somewhat more than 150 feet in thickness, and is

spread over an area of 100 square miles, resting on granite,

more or less decomposed. Here the observer certainly finds

no mountains where the auriferous rock might have contri-

buted to provide for the auriferous gravelly sands resting

on the granite bed. This deposit has been worked for about

1 50 years, though only in the rainy periods of the year, and is
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the property of a few proprietors. In the year 1827 there

were discovered two or three quartz veins, producing gold,

traversing the granite, and found below the fluvial detritus.

I shortly after went to see these discoveries, and found that

among them only one quartz vein was worked with good

profit. That no connexion between the gold from these

veins and that gathered from the fluvial detritus can be

found, will be explained by the following comparison of the

gold got from the different positions.

Gold from the veinstone in the Granite below the auriferous

fluvials.—The appearance being fungiform, irregular and with

rough outlines, the particles of a few grains weight, of a pale

yellow colour, veins No. 1 and No. 2 presenting the same

appearance.

Assay of No. 1 gold 70-84 silver 29-16

Do. No. 2 „ 68-76 „ 31-24

Gold from the Fluvial detritus resting on the Granite above

the Veins.—The appearance being lamellar, thin particles of a

rounded outline, quite smooth and of clean surface, the largest

particles about tire size of a linseed, and partly very small

flat grains, of which the number of 60 were required for

the weight of one grain, the colour being a deep yellow.

When seen with the microscope the larger grains had a deeper

yellow shade round the exterior outline. From one of the

localities a few slender particles of platinum were observed,

this being the only locality within the boundary of Antioquia

where platinum has been found.

Assay from locahty No. 1 gold 83-00 silver 17-00

Do. No. 2 „ 88-21 „ 11-79

The highest quality of gold in South America is found

among the fluvial productions, where to the north of the

equator, in Pamplona, it gives 98-95 gold and 10 -05 silver,

being a very fine lamellar dust.

In California the fluvial gold has also produced the highest

quality, showing but a small fraction below that just named
from South America.

In Australia the highest quality or purest gold is also

found among the fluvial detritus, from whence also the largest

mass of this metal has been taken from a locality, at the

depth of 160 feet, the gold resting on micaceous clay slate.

The shape of this curiosity presented two distinct masses bound
together by a flattened piece of gold, about 1 and 1| inch

in dimensions, but the smaller portion covered the larger ex-

E
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teriorly, so that in a certain position it appeared to be one
single lump. The outlines were all rounded, the mass having
a rounded oval shape. Where it had been well cleansed from
the clay, there were marks seen all over similar to the

impression made by the point of a finger on clay. No
quartz was intermixed with the mass, but small quartz pebbles

were seen among the clayey earth still adhering to certain

inequalities. As the mass had not been perfectly cleaned, its

true yellow hue was only partially perceptible. The length

was about 18 inches, the greatest width about 13 inches.

The weight, as stated, was 2195 ounces ; its quality (by assay

of William Birkmyre, Esq.) 99,20 gold, 00,80 silver : thus

constituting the largest mass of, and purest gold yet found
in the world.

The lowest quality of gold from Australia, being among
exceptions, is 62,50 gold, 37,50 silver; but most of the gold-

fields give gold from the fluvial deposits of from 93,00 to

97,95 ; wherefore of the known auriferous districts in the

whole world, Australia produces on an average the highest

quality, and as far as I have had an opportunity of observing,

when gold from the rocks is compared with that from the

fluvials of the same locality, the latter shows a less proportion

of silver.

In some districts, the early fluvials carrying gold pro-

duce also another valuable metal, viz., platinum. In South
America, particularly in Chocd, and Barbacoas, platinum is

always found associated with gold, in the proportion of from
25 to 75 per cent. The appearance of this metal and its

usual associates is in small, flat, partly oblong, rather thick

grains, having well-rounded outlines, and always a clean,

bright surface. In Brazil, platinum is also found mixed
with gold, in about similar proportions ; but there the par-

ticles of this metal are seen in a fungiform or porous state,

and in rather larger grains. The residuum, or the black

sand accompanying the gold and platinum, from the said

localities, has generally been found to be titaniferous iron

oocidule, this being the " volcanic sand " of Berzelius.

Platinum has been found in Santo Domingo, among auri-

ferous fluvials, also in small particles. The Ural Mountains
have produced great quantities of platinum, accompanied also

with fluvial gold. Platinum, though found among the auri-

ferous drift, is not known as existing in the rock,—its

" matrix " is supposed by some to be " talc." Its origin

is therefore unknown, and cannot be accounted for, like that
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of gold, "by disintegration." Palladium is well-known to be
a natural alloy of gold, in Brazil.

Copper in a native state, in small, fiat particles, was found
by the writer in one of the early auriferous cliluvials of An-
tioquia, in South America, in the proportion of about 10 per

cent, of gold with the copper.

Metallic Compounds found ivith the early fluvials producing

Gold.—Cinnabar, grey manganese, wolfram, wood-tin, and the

more common per-oxide of tin—this last being found
abundantly in Cornwall, some parts of South America, and
more recently in Victoria, Australia, &c. Sulphate of mer-
cury, titanite, negrine, rutile, prot-oxide of iron, magnetic-

iron, specular iron-ore, chromate of iron, and titaniferous

iron-oxidule—most of these compounds prevailing among
fluvials, and by the gold-seekers termed " black sand."

The most valuable of gems or precious stones are found in

the auriferous diluvials of earlier date ; this apparently being
the period when these articles of wealth and luxury were
distributed (diamond and ruby).

Having thus briefly noticed the peculiarities about gold, as

found in the rock, and this metal as encountered among the
early fluvial deposits, we will shortly dwell on the question

of the analogy between the two auriferous sources, and par-

ticularly with reference to the prevailing hypothesis for the
origin of fluvial gold, by the Spanish miner termed " oro-

corrido," and by the gold-seeker of modern times known
by the name of "wash-gold."
Our first inquiry will therefore be—At what geological

period were the auriferous materials deposited in the rock,

in the form of a vein, as now actually seen?
Supposing that the auriferous veinstone existed previous

to the tertiary era, may we not ask—how is the prevailing

total absence of gold in the detritus prepared and deposited
during the three earlier periods of the tertiaries, viz., the
Eocene, the Miocene, and the Pliocene to be accounted for ?

These formations were produced from disintegrated rocks, by
the agency of water, similar to the Pleistocene, when the
auriferous materials made their first appearance among the
fluvials. To the latter period a distinctive term, that of
" diluvial epoch," is applied, as representing the immediate
results of the last preparatory denudation which visited our
globe. Gold and precious stones were deposited on the
denuded rock at this period, and by this natural concentra-
tion are now easily found and removed.
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During the course of the turbulent era of denudation,

we have every reason to suppose that all attainable rocks,

whether auriferous or not, were exposed to the violence and
destructive agencies of the epoch, and naturally worn down,

when the gold-bearing shared the fate of the rest of the rocks,

being equally exposed to the process of disintegration and
idtimate denudation. And when we reflect on the fact of

all such rocks being left in a bare or denuded state, we may
also imagine that the volume of water which apparently per-

formed the work of gathering and carrying off all which
came within the reach of its mighty moving force, was
transported by the' existing outlets and accumulated on the

bed of the ocean. The probability of certain reservoirs or

natural dams, as already alluded to, may be viewed as a fact

in many localities, by which means some of the materials of

denudation were retained for further distribution. After

all, it seems very difficult to form an idea as to the modus
operandi by which the desintegrated matter during the

denudation became stored for ulterior use.

Where gold-bearing veins have apparently made their

appearance posterior to the early periods of the tertiaries,

there we have no reason to expect gold as originating from

the rock. Veins existing in stratified rocks may have

undergone a change in position, as the rock itself, viz.,

been tdted up from a horizontal to that of a more or less

vertical position, and if the materials forming the veinstone

were deposited when the rock existed in this position, such,

would facilitate our ideas about the formation of metal-

liferous veins. The alteration from a horizontal to a more
or less inclined position might have taken place at a period

posterior to the epoch of the denudation of the rock itself ?

Stratified vein-stone, carrying gold, is seen in several local-

ities in South America. A rather singular instance of a

stratified quartz-layer, being auriferous, is seen in Antioquia,

where an undulated stratum of quartz rests on the granite,

the superior portion of the same being covered with

fluvial detritus, partly productive of gold. This stratified

quartz was here deposited on the bare granite, consequently

posterior to the epoch of denudation.

That many auriferous veins existed previous to the last

denudation, there can be no doubt; but that all such veins were

prior to the catastrophe of denudation, is a question which
remains stdl unsolved. The answer may be expected at

some future day.
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Superior Fluvials carrying Gold (alluvial detritus).—After

the several arrangements completed during the Pleistocene

period, we may imagine what an immense lapse of time must

have been required for the reconstruction of our globe's

exterior, considering its condition at this time. In some

districts where the last or superior stratum of argillaceous

matter settled several hundred feet above the first layer of

auriferous materials, buried at the beginning of the epoch,

and in others, where the last mass of basalt flowed on

to cover and secure the treasures of Australia.* In fact,

at the close of the preparatory operations of denuding the

earth's surface, desolation prevailed, and after the levelling

operations had been completed, we may fairly imagine that

the aspect of our planet was just about the same as

at the beginning of the epoch we contemplate—nothing

but a bare naked surface, the monotony which reigned

being only interrupted by the sound of the gradually

reduced waters. We may now suppose that the meteoro-

logical agencies had also abated.

But this quietude was once more to be interrupted, the

agency of water being again required. Immense floods

re-appeared with the object of forming many of the exist-

ing outlets for running waters, which now exhibited them-

selves but as small brooks passing through wide dales.

These operations are well illustrated in several localities

of Australia, not very distant from the sea-coast, where

the trap and basalt beds have been thus furrowed. These

rocks are sometimes well defined at an elevation of more

than 200 feet above the actual water-course, which enables

us to recognise the trap topping the ancient gravel-beds.

These gravel-beds, by the fluvial action alluded to, have been

changed into hillocks, called " gravel-hills," some of which

present very abrupt outlines, and are now covered with soil,

well grassed. Under these masses of fragmentary accumula-

tions, mostly quartz, water-worn and well-rounded, the stratum

* The basalt and trappean rocks, covering these fluvial depositions,

present extensive plains, the vegetation of which is supported by the decom-

position of the rocks themselves. No moving waters have aided these

accumulations of sod, which contain silicates of alumina and iron. These

rocks are of a posi-Pleistocene date. In some districts good illustrations

of the perfect decomposition of granite exist, showing the gradual chaDge of

the solid rock into a plastic clay or silicate of alumina, in which the crystals

of quartz and mica are well defined, and this even to a depth of several feet

;

a scanty black sod covering the top of the decomposed granite.
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of drift, resting on the bed-rock (clay and chlorite schists) is

auriferous, and at the lower part of the drift large rounded
quartz-boulders are found resting on the perfectly decomposed
schist. In California similar " gravel-hills " are observed,

but there they present ridges of more extent and even more
elevated, and above the auriferous stratum in some instances

a calcareous infiltration has bound together the fragmentary
accumulations; while in others a ferruginous solution has

produced this effect. In the most of these hills a com-
pact ferruginous conglomerate has formed for many feet in

depth, and close to the layer of drift. This conglomerate

often proves richer in gold than the drift itself.

It would now appear that the great work of the Creation,

as it now exists, was approaching completion ; still, previous

to the re-appearance of a new flora, and the re-organization

of animated beings, certain additional changes were required,

for which the aid of water was yet necessary—some
fluvial matters remaining to be distributed. Among the

detritus of this period we find that gold makes its appear-

ance, particularly in the superior strata of the beds of

running waters and among the superficial decomposed
mineral compounds which we know as vegetable earth.

Among the results of this latter fluvial epoch may also be
observed large accuroufations of a finely pulverised sand,

spread over plains which we distinguish by the name of

deserts, and on which the wind has the power to form sand-

hills of considerable extent.

Viewing the gold as it is found in those countries where
moving waters abound—as in South America, where the writer

has exercised careful personal observation, the precious metal
is seen in small, lamellar, thin particles, all of well-rounded

exterior, perfectly clean and smooth surface, generally not

much larger than a linseed, the quality being—the lowest,

79-02 gold, 20-98 silver; and the highest 91-44 gold, 08-56

silver.

Mineral and Metallic Compounds associated with Gold of the

last fluvial.—Titanic iron oxide, chromiferous oxidulated iron,

oxidulated iron sand, prot-oxide and per-oxide of iron, rutile,

titaniferous iron with manganese, nigrine, rarely oxide of

chromium, oxidulated copper (Siberia), chloride of copper

(S. A., Atacama). Most of these compounds appear in the

form of a fine sand.

Among general remarks we may here state, that with the

auriferous depositions of this period are found some precious
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stones, though it is ascertained that the diamond and ruby
belong exclusively to the earlier fluvials.

The first fluvial deposits of this epoch consist always of

gravelly sand, resting on some of the depositions of the fore-

going period ; while in moving waters the auriferous stratum
is occasionally found resting on the rock. Strata of clay of

this period are generally observed above the first deposition.

As has been mentioned, a very small lamellar gold is

•found among the vegetable soil in South America, even at an
elevation of from 9,000 to 10,000 feet above the sea.

Fluvial gold is in Peru found at an elevation of 13,500
feet above the sea. In New Granada the writer found some
very fine gold in the streamlets on the slope of the Paramo
de Ruiz, at 12,500 feet elevation, this gold being accompanied
by titaniferous iron sand. These elevated waters moving
on graywacke, are supplied by the perpetual ice which here
covers the crest of, and fills the interior of the extinguished
crater, 2,950 feet above the brooks alluded to.

Gold in the Rock.—Quartz-veins in granite are seen close

to the summit of the Paramo de Sonson of New Granada, at

the elevation of 10,100 feet above the sea.

Fluvial gold is also found at the level of the ocean, as seen
on the Asiatic and African coasts, also at Port Phillip, Aus-
tralia, &c.

CONCLUSION.

By this brief view of the geological position of gold, we
find that its distribution is threefold, viz.—in the rocks, the
earlier (diluvial) and later (alluvial) fluvial depositions.

Though there may exist localities where the auriferous
fluvial detritus has been provided for by disintegration

of the vein-stone carrying gold, in South America espe-
cially, as has been stated, and also in other districts,

the gold from the fluvial depositions presents no analogy
whatever to that produced from the veinstone;* wherefore,
the prevailing hypothesis on the origin of gold among the
drift does not hold good, at least as a general fact ; conse-
cmently some other explanation is required, and thus a new
object for research is here offered into the secrets of the vast
laboratory of nature.

After the apparently last geological arrangements had been
finished, during the Pleistocene period, when the materials

* This fact has been familiar to the writer for the last twenty years.
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which were to represent wealth and luxury were so favorably

deposited, and in succession the levelling process had been

attended to throughout the world, it would appear that our

globe had attained that perfection which was required for the

re-organization of organic development. Still the globe would

merely have served the purposes of an irrational population,

but not for the intelligent being who was not merely to mas-

ter the animal tribes, but even to cultivate his own intellect.

For this grand moral object certain material means were re-

quired, and for such an interesting object, means had to be

provided. Consequently, completion was given to the great

work, and this we find was performed by the agency of water,

during the period we propose to distinguish by the name of

Post-Pleistocene, being synonymous with post-diluvial or

alluvial.

This last accomplishment in creation, of so great importance

for the development of the intellectual faculties of man, gives

us a renewed motive to admire the hidden and often imper-

ceptible means by which the Creator, with such infinite

wisdom, prepared an abode for the human -race.

The philosopher, who may not as yet have studied the

means so essentially required and provided for, if he views

the " first leaves" of the often mysterious " Stone Book,"

will be gratified by the surprising and satisfactory answer

revealed.
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Art. IV.

—

Notes on an Australian Bat, No. II. By Ludwio
Becker, Esq.

[Read before the Institute, May 11, 1859.]

[With a plate.]

It is a well known fact that specimens of natural history,

when put into spirits of wine, or other fluids, for preservation,

become more or less altered and damaged by them, and it is

always with some difficulty that a good description is pro-

curable from objects so preserved. As a proof to what extent

spirits of wine may alter specimens, I place before you the

skull of a bat which I had put in alcohol, apparently pure
(mixed with a little spirits of camphor), about two years ago.

When taken out lately for examination, I found that all the

bones of it were flexible, like Indian rubber ; and now, after

it has dried up, they are shrunk together to a shapeless form.

Such accidents probably assist to account for the vague mode
in which so many objects of natural history are sometimes
described, especially if there is only one specimen at hand,

and it is not desirable to risk the spoiling of it, by cutting the

skull out of the skin, so as to show the form of the cranium
and the jaws with their dentition.

The best description, I consider, is a good drawing taken
from life ; and the pen being here only the left-hand sister

of the pencil, has nothing to do but to complete what the

other was unable to show at all, or not perfectly enough.

I thought it necessary to make these few remarks, because

I venture to describe an animal which may have been known
for some time already to the visitors of museums, and which
may be found described already in some work or other. To
me it is new, for I have looked through all the works at my
disposal, and have not found one species whose description

corresponds in all parts with the little creature before you.

At all events, my drawings and observations, carefully made
from life, or shortly after death, will always prove to be of

some value to the student of this particularly interesting-

group of mammals.
On the 11th of April last, through the kindness of Dr.

Ferd. Mueller, I received a living Bat, caught the previous

F
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evening in his study. He asked me to examine the nocturnal
visitor, and to see whether it would turn out to belong to
that species of which I had the honor to lay a specimen be-
fore you on a former occasion, or to be not related to it.

Although it is related to the one alluded to, it differs in
so many essential points from it, as to stamp it at once as
belonging to another species of the same family. I received
the Bat on April 11th, and it lived for five days longer, during
which time it refused to take any kind of food. Notwith-
standing the weather being not at all cold, and the animal
apparently unhurt, it scarcely moved about ; it was fat, and
of a less lively temper than Eat No. 1. (See "Transactions"
for 1858.)

Colour: head and back, dull chestnut-brown; a little

lighter on the sides and belly, and more so on the root of
tail ; muzzle and chin, dark broAvn ; lips, black ; ears, nearly
black ; wings, brownish-black; hair, lower part, black (on
the back), and brown (on head and belly) to the extent of f
of the whole length of hair, which is ^ of an inch long ; a
small brush of black hair over the eyes ; very fine, but not
many bristles round the muzzle ; the membranes are void of
hair, except on the under side, where they extend from the
sides towards the elbows in a thin layer of a very light brown-
ish colour, and hence to the wrist, along the lower arm, in
about 15 narrow, nearly parallel rows of very short hairs ; the
same is also observed from the root towards the end of the tail.

The back of the ears is completely covered with hair, while
the front shows only the bare skin. In front of the eyes
there is a naked spot on each side of the muzzle. Fur, fine
and silky. Dimensions : length, from tip of nose to root of
tail, 2 inches; tail, If-inch; ears, a little above ^-inch; ex-
pansion of wings, 10^-inches; length of forearm, exactly H-
inch; the hind-foot is ys-inch long, and the fingers all of an
equal size, and their back covered with minute hairs. The
talon stretches far towards the tail, which does not extend
outside its membrane. The specimen under examination is

a female, and although a young one, it is full grown, offering
the benefit of a good examination of yet unworn teeth. The
dentition is as follows :—

2—2 1—1 2—2 3—3
i- C. p.m. m. =31.

3—3 1—1 2—2 . 3—3

The general arrangement and form of the teeth are very
like as in Bat No. 1, with the exception that the lower inci-
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sors are four-lobed, and that in the upper jaw one more
premolar tooth is found inserted, of so small a size that

it is difficult to discover its place, which is close to the canine

tooth ; in this respect it reminds one of Molussus Australis

(Gray).

Should this species now before the Philosophical Institute

he a previously undescribed one, allow me to name it after

our respected President, Vespertilio Muelleri.

Melbourne, April 1859.

Explanation of Plate.

Figures 1, 2, 3, natural size ; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, more or less magnified
;

Figure 10 represents the canine tooth and the two premolar teeth of the

upper jaw, as seen from the inner side ; the minute premolar tooth is

also shown in Figure 8.

Art. V.

—

Suggestions for a System of Drainage for Mel-

bourne. By the Hon. John Hood, M.L.C.

[Read before the Institute, June 1, 1859.]

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

I am not unaware of the amount of apology which should

accompany a paper upon the Drainage of Towns submitted

to the Institute by a non-professional. When I reflect that it

numbers among its members many of our most eminent
physicians and surgeons, I feel, indeed, that it is an act of

rashness to venture on any remarks on the sanitary aspect of

the question ; recollecting, also, that many engineers of high

standing and repute are even now present, some ofwhom have,

in a special degree, made "Town Drainage" a subject of study,

I am sensible, in touching upon their particular department

of the question, that the fullest indulgence is necessary.

Whilst, however, I apologise for my temerity in submitting

my views on these heads, I may add, that on one other point

on which I have chosen to express an opinion—the financial

—I may, perhaps, without egotism, claim to be, at least, on
a par with most members present. Nevertheless, I wish it to

be distinctly ^understood, that even on this point I express my
views with great diffidence ; and that should they be shown
to be incorrect throughout, I would, even then, not be dis-

appointed. And if my failure shall have the effect of stimu-

lating public opinion to immediate action, either through the
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sole medium of this Society, or in conjunction with the press,

so that the matter may receive that share of attention its im-
portance pressingly demands, and so lead to a practical and
useful result, I shall feel that my labor has not been in vain.

In most instances in which a preconceived idea of a large

city has been carried out, it will be found that an adequate
scheme for its drainage has been included ; as, however, cities

but rarely come into existence under such favorable circum-
stances, but rather grow up from a primary nucleus, a pro-
visional foundation for the sanitary wants of the city in its

ultimate growth and power will be usually wanting. From
time to time wants of this nature will press themselves upon
the public attention, and will be remedied, but generally,

with only moderate foresight. The requirements of the future
will be anticipated for only a short time, and at no more than
the experienced rate of progress.

Melbourne must rank as a city that has grown, and, there-
fore,

.
comes under the last-mentioned class ; and this, not-

withstanding the rapidity of its progress ; for although a re.c-

tangular disposition of its streets would imply an original

plan, this appears to be the whole that was pre-conceived,
and little or no attention to levels or drainage has been
hitherto given.

If we were to estimate the actual outlay by individuals con-
sequent upon sickness, and the loss resulting from the suspen-
sion of their labors, and were to trace the connection between
the sickness and the want of proper drainage in this large
city, we should, probably, find the money value of the injury
thus caused to be far greater than the whole sum required to
provide it with efficient and durable sewers. The extrava-
gance of this state of affairs can hardly be conceived ; nor is

it until statistics are combined with the observations of che-
mists and physicians that the public awake to a right appre-
ciation of the evils endured. Hitherto experience has proved
such to be the result in localities even more favorably situated
than our own ; and, doubtless, were the proper investigation
attainable here, we should find that experience most em-
phatically confirmed. The other evils, resulting from un-
cleanliness and disease, I do not dwell upon ; I content my-
self with pointing out to you that we are annually spending
in palliatives more than would suffice to remove the cause.
That fact alone should form an adequate apology for bringing
the matter before this Society.

Mankind are apt to deem those wants more important that
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are most imminent. On no other theory can I account for

the expenditure so freely incurred to supply Melbourne and
other cities with water, whilst drainage has been left almost
totally unattended to. Our colony is not solitary in this display
of energy in one essential, and apathy in another of equal ulti-

mate moment. The London Board of Health noticed the like

feeling at home. "Sometimes, indeed/' say they, "women
complain of the want of water or of its excess in lower apart-
ments ; but they appear to be unaware ofthe effects of filth and
over-crowding as causes of mortal disease among their chil-

dren."* Ignorance is in this, as in most matters, the great
obstacle to improvement. There are some who say that we do
not want drainage—some that it would be too costly for our
means—whilst others pronounce it impossible. To the first, I
would reply that the increasing foulness of the lower portions of
the city, and the foetid exhalations emitted from the cesspools,
crowding its back courts and yards, are sufficient to prove
the contrary. To the second, I might say that the preserva-
tion of health and the diminution of mortality are scarcely
to be reckoned by the same tariff as a marketable commodity;
but I shall, I trust, be able to show you, in detail, that there
is no foundation for the assertion of difficulty upon the score
of expense. And to the third,. I may, in a general sense,
allege, that where there is a well defined surface drainage, as
in our own case, underground sewage, with the means placed
by science at our disposal, is not impracticable. On all the
points raised I shall endeavor to place before you, as suc-
cinctly as I can, such facts and inferences as will meet every
objection ; at the same time endeavoring to show the neces-
sity and advantage of early operations, to obviate the dangers
which our previous neglect has rendered imminent.

And, firstly, as to the want of drainage :

In densely populated cities, similar in situation to Mel-
bourne, there is, necessarily, a considerable portion of animal
impurity in the surface drainage. To this every house con-
tributes from the culinary and cleansing operations of the
day, if frOm no other cause. In the lower and most crowded
classes of dwellings this will be the case, but in a more aggra-
vated form. A comparison of the pale yellow-tinted surface-
water running in the streets during heavy rain, with the dark
colored and foul out-porings from the house-drains taking

* Report from 1848 to 1854, published 1854; p. 36.
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place at the same time, will sufficiently instance the amount

of decaying matter contributed from the source mentioned.

Bad as the case thus appears, it will present itself in a far

worse light when the cesspools that form adjuncts to every

house in Melbourne are taken into consideration. What
their effect must be may be easily estimated. On each side of

Collins-street, for instance, at intervals of 20 feet, are not

less than 200 heaps of the most offensive material, each mea-

suring, say 25 cubic feet, constantly moist, and unintermit-

tingly generating the most foetid exhalations. These lines of

pestilent matter are repeated in each of the main streets, and

again by others on the numerous intersecting cross streets,

and further increased in similar accumulations by the innu-

merable small courts and bye-ways. This offensive matter,

it is true, is not in heaps above the surface, but in holes sunk

in the ground—its moisture does not run into the channels

—

but it soaks into the soil, percolating into the cellars and

foundations of houses, and the vapor given off, although

diluted and disseminated by filtration through the soil, is just

as dangerous as though it were generated above ground.

People act as though they were scarcely aware of this cir-

cumstance, for they will protest most vigorously against a

temporary deposit of mere rubbish in front of their dwel-

lings, whilst they patiently bear the continuous existence of a

filthy cesspool in their back-yard.

The baneful influence upon the health and longevity of the

people, inevitably resulting from such causes, is too well-

known to demand either explanation or comment upon the

present occasion. The connection traced by common expe-

rience, between sickness and a foul atmosphere, indeed all

the researches of science in reference to the cause and pro-

gress of miasma, have, over and over again, demonstrated

this point with unerring precision.' I content myself, there-

fore, by a mere allusion to the fact, but I would beg permis-

sion to enumerate the consequences—epidemic disease, fever,

and that scourge of humanity, cholera—these have invaria-

bly followed like a shadow, wherever the necessity of drainage

has been ignored ; and to remind you that these evils are

liable to become intensified here by our peculiarities of cli-

mate. "Without further dwelling upon the necessity existing

for drainage, I proceed to my second point :

—

That drainage of an adequate description for the city of

Melbourne is not too costly for the means at our disposal ; in

short, that we can afford it.
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I premise, that by drainage I mean—firstly, drainage for

the rainfall, involving some improvements upon the existing

system—secondly, under-ground drainage for the sewage
from cesspools, water closets, and other analogous sources of
impurity. I say underground, for I cannot, for one moment,
conceive any system of open drains at all suitable for sewage
water. The rejection and universal condemnation of any such
dangerous and miserable expedients by the highest authorities

in Great Britain, render it unnecessary for me to do more
than cite that fact in support of my position.

With respect to the surface drainage, considerable progress
has already been made in constructing the necessary water-
tables on the sides of the footpaths, but some errors appear
to me to be included in the existing practice. In many cases

drains from back-yards are allowed to run under the floors of
houses into the street channels. These drains are very often

most imperfectly formed, many of them consisting of mere
flat stones or planking at the bottom, the sides being
of brick about six inches in height, and the top of
planking like the bottom. In such drains the water
flows very slowly; accumulations of offensive matter are
caused by the roughness and irregularity of the channel

;

rats destroy these drains of porous brick, allowing the
escape of foul air into the houses, and, often, of the
dirty water into the foundations. The result is, that the
earth under the floors is kept in a moist and unhealthy
state. In fact, it becomes saturated with filth, permanently
exhaling an offensive odour into the house. I have known of
loud complaints of this class of nuisance from residents in

some of the best houses in Collins-street. No drains, there-

fore, should be allowed to pass under a house, unless con-
structed of perfectly impermeable materials. The kind best

adapted for such purposes I shall have occasion to allude to

presently. Another defect in the present method of surface

drainage is the manner in which the crossings at the intersec-

tions of the streets are constructed, the water-tables of the
leading channels being carried across the thoroughfares, as in
Elizabeth and Swanston streets. The result of this arrange-
ment is great inconvenience, both in the roadway and to foot

passengers, an inconvenience that could easily be avoided.

Take Collins-street and Elizabeth-street, for instance :—if cast-

iron oval drain pipes, of moderate capacity, were laid along the
water channel, commencing and terminating about 15 feet

from the edge of the Collins-street kerb, the roadway could be
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continued over these, and the foot communication rendered

perfect, and yet the necessary water channel be preserved.

Of course the communication with the channels down Collins-

street would be by curved junction pipes of similar dimen-
sions, commencing at another 15 feet from the angle of

intersection of the kerbing. I am aware that covered drains

have been tried before, but I am also aware that they were
simply enlarged specimens of the defective construction of

house drains already alluded to. When it is remembered
that it has been proved by actual experiment that a three-inch

pipe drain is more efficient than a nine-inch brick barrel

drain, it will be probably conceded that the failure re-

ferred to affords no argument against the plan here suggested.

I now come to the great question, the sewerage of the city

itselfand the employment of a system of underground drain-

age for that piirpose. My views may probably be met by a

reference to the costly and complex systems that have been
in operation at home ; and it may be said that their failure

should operate against the adoption of analogous schemes
here. To this I reply, that we are not compelled to adopt
their failures, but that we can benefit by their improvements

;

and, with your permission, I will now endeavor to show, as

briefly as possible, the causes of those failures which we
should avoid, and the nature of those improvements which
it would be wise to adopt. I may, however, remark, that

all the evils attributed to the old world system are not equal

to a tithe of those that would have followed—and in all cases

did follow—where drainage was altogether ignored.

One evil in the old system was the employment of sewers
for carrying off surface water as well as house drainage.

From this cause large quantities of silt found their way into

the drains, gradually choking them up. In localities liable

to sudden and frequent storms there existed the further

objection that sewers adequate to the requirements of the
ordinary drainage were burst by the rapid accumulation and
consequent pressure of storm waters. Hence, in any efficient

system, separate provision is requisite for surface drainage
and for house sewerage.
But a greater and more prolific source of mischief in the

old world system, as it existed about ten years since, was to

be found in the form of the sewers, both large and small.

The main sewers were generally of large size—five feet six

inches high and three feet wide ; the top arched over, the
sides perpendicular, the bottom a portion of a very flat seg-
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ment of a circle. The house drains were sometimes square,

of bricks laid dry ; sometimes of like shape, but formed of

flat stones at top and bottom, and rough stonework at the

sides ; sometimes with straight sides and top, but triangular

bottom ; sometimes of brick, circular in shape, but roughly

and carelessly formed. The fault incidental to all these last

was, that not only were they larger than their purpose

required, but that their size, by diminishing the force of the

current, further lessened by the friction presented by their

rude surfaces, diminished their utility. With such rough
surfaces, the diameter could scarcely be reduced with safety,

because of the readiness with which they then choked ; and.

hence investigations were made as to the possibility of pro-

curing more available channels less in size and smoother in

their bore. But, before this was done, a series of investiga-

tions were made as to the condition of many of the leading

lines of sewer, and some curious results, shown in the Reports
of the London Board of Health, were arrived at.

Of these, allow me to enumerate the following :

—

In the first instance it was discovered that very many of

the existing sewers were generally, to an extent varying from
one-half to three-fourths of their superficial area, filled with
the deposit arising from the inefficient flow of the sewage in

its passage through. The space left was ample for carrying
away the ordinary drainage, but on the occurrence of heavy
storms, stoppages and injury to the sewers took place. Hence,
the conclusion that logically followed was that smaller drains

would do if the escape of storm water was provided for on the
surface. The baneful effect of these foetid accumulations on
the health of the districts where they prevailed, was the prin-

cipal cause of these inquiries.*

Proceeding further in these inquiries, it was found that

* For instance :
—"A severe epidemic fever had burst out in the houses

connected with the cloisters at Westminster. Thirty scholars and inmates
had been attacked, of whom several died. The houses had nearly all cess-
pools, and the inmates, during the variations of the weather, were beset
with foul smells. On examination it was found that beneath the houses in
which the fever raged there was a network of cesspools, old drains and
sewers. From beneath fifteen houses, which were the chief seats of fever,
one hundred and fifty loads of ordure' were taken ; and from drains and
cesspools connected with the houses, upwards of four hundredloads weretaken.
* * * The cesspool matter in one private sewer was nine feet deep. * * * These
cesspools and old drains were all filled up, and an entire system of tubular
house drains with water closets substituted." As a matter of course the
health of the district- was immediately improved, and the average of deaths
fell from 30 to 17 in the 1000 per annum.

a
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the only means of cleansing the smaller drains was by open-

ing, and, in fact, partially reconstructing them. For the

larger sewers there was no alternative hut sending men to

remove the filthy deposit. The many manifest objections tothis

mode of keeping a clear way, led to a trial of cleansing the

large drains and tributaries by other means. The first that

suggested itself was by " flushing." This plan was not found

to be in all cases practicable ; and, moreover, where it could

be applied, the great size of many of the sewers, and the

rapid accumulation of deposit in them, required a supply of

water not always attainable. From these difficulties arose

the trials which more immediately led to the introduction of

the tubular system which now prevails so extensively.

These investigations resulted in the discovery that the force

of a given body of water passing down a stated incline was
in an almost inverse ratio to the surface presented for it to

travel over, a fact which has been illustrated as follows :

—

" A stream four feet wide and one inch deep, with a fall of 1

in 150 is sluggish] the same water if passed through a pipe

of twelve inches diameter, having the same rate of fall, would
be, comparatively, a rapid stream. The one would deposit

silt or sand, the other would certainly remove both." A
sewer presenting the sectional shape of an egg was suggested

as the most efficient for general purposes where considerable

size was necessary, from combining in conformity with the

above rule the greatest possible strength with the least

obstruction to the passage of water. It was further shown,

that while smoothness of surface and exactness of shape were

essential, as presenting nothing for sullage to lay hold of, the

preservation of or near approach to the circular shape was
equally so, as admitting of a nearly equal pressure of fluid at

all points. The delivering value of pipes of perfect outline

and smooth surface was found to be at least 25 per cent, over

slovenly made and irregular tubes, or, in other words, the

flow of water through them was one-fourth faster. These

experiments further showed that a pipe of three inches

diameter, fifty feet long, and laid at a fall of 1 in 120, dis-

charged one hundred gallons of water in three minutes, the

water not being higher at its inlet than the head of the pipe

;

whilst a fifty feet length of pipe, six inches diameter, laid at

an inclination of 1 in 100, discharged the same quantity of

water in fifteen seconds. Other experiments on tubes of

larger size gave correlative results.

The next point was comparison of tubular drains with the
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sewers already in existence; and the trials instituted gave

some extraordinary facts, one of which, and that by no means
at variance with the general results, I proceed to quote :

—

" The main line of sewer in Upper George-street is five

feet six inches high, and three feet six inches wide, and runs

from the Edgeware-road to Manchester-street, where it falls

into the King's Scholars Pond sewer. I have laid a twelve

inch pipe, five hundred and sixty feet long, upon the invert

of this main line, and have built a head wall at the end of it,

so that the whole of the sewage discharged by the collateral

sewers above the pipe, as well as what sewage may find its

way independently into the upper part of George-street, is

forced to pass through the pipe.

" The whole area drained by the sewers running into the

twelve inch pipe in George-street is 213,788 square yards, or

about 44 acres. Observations are being continually made on
the work, and the results are as follows :

—

' The velocity ofthe

stream in the pipe has been observed to be four and a half

times greater than the velocity of the same amount of water
on the bed of the old sewer. The pipe has not been found to

contain any deposit, but during heavy rains stones have been
distinctly heard rattling through it. When the pipe is nearly

filled, the velocity and concentration of the water are sufficient

to clear away any matter which may have been drawn into it

from the large sewers, and much of which matter, it may be
presumed, would never enter a well-regulated system of pipe

sewers ; also, the force of the water issuing from the end of

the pipe is sufficiently great to keep the bottom of the old

sewer perfectly clean for twelve feet in length. * * *

On the invert of the old sewer, which now forms the bed of
the pipe, deposit was constantly accumulating, and was only
partially kept under by repeated flushings.*'" I do not
think it necessary to extend the quotation or to multiply
instances.

A great number of trials were made in various localities,

and always with similar results, and at length the requisites

for the adequate drainage of any district was reduced pri-

marily under three distinct heads, viz. :

—

1

.

The quantity of sullage to be removed from any given
area.

2. The rate of inclination obtainable.

3. The outlet.

* Report Board of Health for 1852, p. 53.
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These being ascertained, the size of the sewers became a

mere matter of calculation. Undoubtedly in London, and in

some of the larger towns, the passage of storm waters supplied

another item for consideration. But, as before shown, surface

drainage and house sewage should be kept distinct whenever
this can be effected. In this country, where long dry seasons

are succeeded by heavy storms, it would appear to me to be

exceedingly absurd to attempt the combination of both in

one system. But while the principal utility of such sudden
irruptions of water is to " flush" the sewers ; in our case we
are rendered independent of this use of storm waters, by the

command which we possess in the powerful and continuous

supply of the Yan Yean. For these reasons, I would suggest

that we may confine our attention to the three primary
requirements as already stated.

Before, however, proceeding further, I may allude to the ob-

jections that have been made to the tubular system of drainage

as compared with that by brick sewers, which may be thus

stated :—

*

1. Danger of breakage from weight of superincumbent

earth, &c.

This objection is plausible, but unsound. Undoubtedly,

when stoneware drain pipes are placed within six or twelve

inches of a common road, damage may be reasonably ex-

pected, but in no instance has experience shown that such

pipes, placed in similar situations to brick sewers and pro-

perly bedded, have failed to bear all the weight imposed upon
them.

2. That the sedimentary deposit quickly becomes a complete

plug.

To this it is replied that experience has demonstrated that,

with the ordinary proportion of water in the sullage, when
the pipes are properly laid, no deposit can or does take

place.

3. The liability of stoppage from substances that would
find their way in the larger channels.

This may be admitted, if it can be shown that large sub-

stances can find their way into small drains. With ordinary

care, the admission of foreign matter can be prevented; and
for tbe removal of all, except bodies as large as the drains

* I acknowledge here the value of a very fair Summary in the Engineer's

Pocket Book for 1858.
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themselves, the rapid flow resulting from the smoothness and
small diameter of the pipes is sufficient.

4. Facilities for maHcious stoppage.

This objection equally applies to the ordinary water closet,

which any spiteful servant can easily render useless ; but it has

not yet been argued that therefore water closets are inferior

to the common privies and cesspools. And besides, it would
not be easy to show wherein the presumed facility in this

case consists.

There are other objections, principally based on the diffi-

culty of getting at the point of obstruction whenever it occurs

in these drains. At the first introduction of the system
much difficulty did exist, as any one may easily conceive, who
has seen our ordinary gas mains laid down, in which the

removal of any pipe on the line is a matter of much trouble,

and the efficient substitution of another not easily effected.

But recent improvements in the junction of drain pipes have
obviated the objection alluded to ; a species of lid, with a
flange, forming the top joint, and being easily removable with-

out disturbing the main pipes. Hence, with manholes and
pressure guages for examination at a few points, the locality

of any obstruction is easily ascertained, and the obstacle as

easily removed as in a brick sewer of large size.

The advantages of the tubular system may be thus summed
up. It is very much less costly than brick sewers, for

instance :—The town of Rugby was drained by pipes varying
in diameter from six inches to twenty inches at a cost of

£3,600, while brick sewers would have cost ,€15,000. Occu-
pying less area in height, it admits of better fall, and by the
acceleration and concentration of its flow secures both the
rapid transmission of refuse and the diminution of stench.

The impermeability of the pipes prevents the percolation of
noxious matter into the adjacent soil. The tubular system
is moreover impregnable to rats. In illustration of this point
of advantage, I may refer to the large revenue said to be
derived by the periodical sale of rat skins (after flushing) to
the glove makers of Paris.

But whilst admitting the advantages of the tubular system,
it should be borne in mind that, to secure all the desired
benefits, it must be honestly and efficiently carried out.

Most of the defects that have been urged against it as a
system, have in reality arisen from bad workmanship. The
others have been obviated by improvements of the system
itself. Allow me to touch slightly upon this part of the sub-
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ject before proceeding to those suggestions for the drainage

of our own city, which appear to me to spring naturally from
the data I have adduced.

I need scarcely say that the pipes must be of adequate

thickness and strength, perfectly smooth in their bore, well

covered by a thoroughly repellent glaze on their surfaces,

and accurately jointed. The bed in which they are laid must
be of uniform solidity, well rammed, and where necessary,

concreted. The earth should be pressed round and above

them in layers, so that the danger of disjointing from uneven
bearing may be prevented. Taking a lesson from the circu-

lating system in the human economy, the junctions of the

pipes should be curved in such a manner as to blend the

current without opposition; a junction at right angles being

favorable to the accumulation of deposit. The stopping of

the joints should be such as to prevent any internal obstruc-

tions, and proper traps should be provided at all inlets to

prevent the admission of material for stoppage. Occasional

flushing from the water mains should be secured as both pro-

moting the cleansing and ventilation of the drains. The
shortest distance practicable from the summit of any drain

to its outfall should be sought for, but the fall should be the

quickest in tributaries, as in house drains. Means of exami-

nation should be provided at intervals ; and the execution of

the drainage, and its supervision when completed, should be

under competent engineers and workmen; in fact, none
others should be allowed to interfere with either the plan or

the construction. Without entering upon the subject of the

ventilation of sewers, I may remark that provision for escape

of noxious gases must be provided, otherwise they will force

their way through the water in the traps, and become injuri-

ous in a very high degree. Doubtless, the best methods of

encompassing many of these practical points are yet subjects

for professional and scientific investigation. As a most im-

portant, although subsidiary accessary to any system of

drainage, a proper water closet to each dwelling is indispen-

sable. I do not mean the antique combination of pulleys,

levers, and valves, so dear to plumbers and their customers,

but the common syphon trap, stoneware pan, and bason,

which at this time can be purchased in London for 7s. 6d.,

and is insisted upon by the authorities acting under the

Board of Health throughout England.
Returning, to the topic of the cost of the drainage of

Melbourne, I may state that on an average two miles of sewers
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in provincial towns serve for the sewage of the habitations of

about 1000 of the population. This is the result arrived at

after some years experience and investigation by the London
Board of Health. I assume that Melbourne and its suburbs

will, to a great extent, come within the description referred

to ; and taking its population at about 75,000, the length of

sewage to be provided would be about 150 miles. We have
then to arrive at some conclusions as to its cost.

On referring to the table on the relative cost of supplying

earthenware drain pipes, and laying the same complete, as

given in the 179th page of the Report for 1852 of the London
Board of Health, it is found that the average cost of pipes,

and laying, in situations analagous in many respects to that

of our own city—the depth being nine feet below the surface,

and the diameter of the pipes varying from four inches to

twenty-one inches—was 8s. per yard, or .€700 per mile. Since
that date, improvements have been made in the manufacture
of the pipes, and the cost has also been reduced, but the alter-

ations have involved a little more labor in laying, so that
upon the whole the price may be fairly quoted as that which
probably obtains at home now. In order that I may not be
supposed to take too sanguine a view of the subject, I will

assume the cost here to be four times that at home, which
would bring the required outlay to £2800, but let us say
€3000 per mile. The total outlay, then, for the sewage
proper would be €450,000. As there would be other works
in connection with the final outlet, I will suppose their cost
to be €50,000, a sum nrach in excess of what would be
required, and that the total outlay would be €500,000 ; I
have then to show how that sum might be obtained, and how
it would ultimately be paid off.

But before entering on this subject I may as well advert to
one or two other points in connection with the tubular system.
The first is a method of applying it, known as " back drain-
age," that is draining through back yards into lanes or bye-
ways, in preference to carrying the drains under houses to
main sewers in the streets. In many cases such a plan has a
very great advantage, both in economy and efficiency, but it

is not invariably applicable. One necessity to be kept in
mind is that of avoiding frequent angles and turns in drains
and therefore where much intricacy occurs, as in intersecting
courts and rights-of-way, back drainage is not equal to that
which admits of straight lines direct from the point of inlet
to the discharge into the sewer. This, however, does but
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touch upon the application of the tubular system, and in this,

the engineer must, of course, to a considerable extent, be

guided by local circumstances. The question, in fact, is

purely one of locality. The second refers to the preference

sometimes given to two main pipes of relatively smaller size,

one on each side of the street, over one large one in the

centre. Viewed as a question of expense, there will probably

be little difference ; but regarded as a question of efficiency,

the duplex arrangement may be preferable. The distance

from the inlet to the main drain would be less, and the fall

more rapid in the duplex system, advantages not to be over-

looked.

The minor points being disposed of, allow me to revert to

the main consideration :—the method by which the £500,000
required could be obtained. Any recourse to the general

revenue I look upon as impolitic (although, in England, the

general revenue is supplying the funds for London sewage),

because the object of expenditure is in itself so purely local

that it would be next to an impossibility to overcome the ob-

jection of the provinces to any such proceeding, but the very

specialty of the work points to the propriety of those imme-
diately benefited by it defraying its cost. The ordinary me-
thod of local assessment, therefore, would be just in principle

—fortunately, it is easy of application. The total annual

rental of Melbourne and the suburbs may, I believe, be taken

at £1,250,000. A rate of Is. in the pound would realise

£62,500 per annum. Now, deducting from this sum
£12,500 for expenses of maintenance, repairs, and other ordi-

nary outlay, the remainder would discharge the principal sum
with interest at 6 per cent, in rather less than eighteen years;

after which, the cost of maintenance would not involve a rate

of more than 2d. in the pound on the annual rental of the

city and suburbs. I do not think that there would be any
difficulty in raising the sum required on debentures, if issued

by a properly constituted commission, more especially as they
need not be placed on the market in a lump, but would pro-

bably occupy five or six years in the issue, such being the time
that would be occupied in the construction of the works.

Thus far as to the cost of efficient drainage being beyond
our means, and the estimate I have given admits of very
considerable deductions, so far as actual outlay by the inha-

bitants is concerned. It is certain that cesspools when filled

with excreta must be emptied, and the contents removed to a
considerable distance. This involves expense which with
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efficient sewage would never be incurred. Then, again, the

constant repair rendered necessary by the defective condition

of the house drains now in existence, would be avoided. The
outlay upon these two items I should be fairly entitled to

deduct from that which I have stated. It is, indeed, ques-

tionable whether, if we were to take a tolerably long period

of time—say fifty years—the cost of efficient sewerage would
not be actually less than the expense of the miserable shifts

and expedients now in use. Nor would it be the least recom-
mendation of the system, that in localities commercially

valuable, dry cellarage would no longer be an impossibility.

At the same time I may remind you that every week's delay

will increase the difficulties and cost of a comprehensive plan.

The few cases where powerful influence has secured from
existing authorities permission to empty the sewage from
large buildings directly into the Yarra—a permission, the
legality of which, as well as the power of the City Council to

interfere, is very questionable—if frequently repeated, will

greatly interfere with it, and I trust that no further privilege

of that kind will be granted, whoever may be the applicants.

I now come to the practicability of the scheme. I am
aware that many scout a system of sewage as impossible. I

remind them that the entire pollution of the area of ground
on which our city stands is, as we are now proceeding, a mere
question of time ; and that long before it is complete, resi-

dence within its boundaries will also be an impossibility.

This single circumstance should render us more anxious to

inquire into the alleged impracticability of providing

against it.

It will not, I presume, be denied, that as respects levels,

the city is well situated. There is high ground, and there

are low levels, into which the sewage could be carried ; as in

London there are the same, but more unfavorably situated.*

We are not subject to those enormous fluctuations of the tide

which have interfered so greatly with the outlet of the Lon-
don sewage ; and, indeed, I am not prepared to say, that our
outfall need be such as to meet with any obstruction from
such causes. Let it be supposed that the valley of the Yarra
served as the line of the great trunk sewer, the lines running
north and south being intercepted by those in the cross

streets, which again were carried to the trunk, so as to avoid

* We have no acclivities more sudden than the slopes of which Holborn
Hill, Skinner Street, and Ludgate Hill form parts.

H
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any great aggregation of sullage in the lowest levels of Eliza-

beth and Swanston streets, and others similarly situated

;

there would always be a fall available in that, equal to that

of the river itself. If the sewage were conveyed to a reser-

voir (commonly called a sumph) in a suitable position (say

the bank of the Railway near the Saltwater River) , so con-

structed as to be kept, as it were, hermetically closed, I do

not know any reason why it might not be pumped to a

height sufficient to admit of its being carried alongside the

Melbourne and Geelong Railway to a point where its dis-

charge into the waters of the Bay would be practically inno-

cuous, or where it would be available for agricultural

purposes. The pressure of the Yan Yean would furnish force

enough to work the most powerful pump that could be

required, and at very little expense.

I am not, of course, competent now to discuss the details

of such a plan, nor could any one do so satisfactorily, what-

ever might be his professional acquirements, unless he had
the necessary levels and other details before him. And,
indeed, without such information, it is quite impossible to

show that it would be impracticable, whatever assertions may
be made to that effect. But if some efficient system of sew-

age is really required, it is time that the preliminary infor-

mation be obtained. To effect this would, I apprehend, be

within the scope of the Melbourne Sewage and Water Com-
mission—the first half of their functions seem left in abey-

ance—to direct contour levels of the city and its vicinity to

be taken, and to inquire whether any scheme, and what,

would be most available for our wants.

Gentlemen, I have brought before you, in a general form,

the conclusions arrived at after many years experience by the

most eminent authorities in Great Britain, and the applica-

tion of those conclusions to our own peculiar requirements is

what we most stand in need of. It will be for the people,

the parliament, and the government of the day to say how
soon that application shall be made.

There remain three other considerations, to which, before

closing this paper (already, I fear, too long), I must advert.

The first is the manufacture of the necessary pipes. I am
assured, on what I believe, to be competent authority, that

within a moderate distance of Melbourne there exists abund-
ance of the finest material suitable for such a purpose. What
we should require would be the importation of the simple

machinery necessary, and of some skilled workmen to con-
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duct the operations. In such a case, I apprehend that our

own trade would derive a stimulus from the supply of our

own requirements. We need not send one penny out of the

country, except for the first machinery, workmen, and

patterns. The second point is the employment of competent

superintendents and laborers in the drainage itself. It is

probable, that as respects everything but the laying and effi-

cient junction of the pipes, the work would be such as any

skilled engineer would be competent to conduct ; but in the

detailed manipulation it appears to me that a few foremen

would be indispensable. They would know what we have yet

to learn. I therefore beg to suggest that it would be advi-

sable for the presiding authorities to open a communication

with the London Board of Health on this point. It might

further be judicious to supply that body with maps and con-

tour levels of the district, as well as with such other particu-

lars as would enable them to assist us with practical sugges-

tions on the great work we have to carry out. The last point

is the process of deodorization, and on this I have purposely

kept silence, feeling that our principal object should be first

to get rid of the sewage, letting the turning it to useful pur-

pose be an after consideration, and fearing that its discussion

might detract attention from what I consider the main
question.

Viewed simply as a question of chemical science, there

cannot be a doubt but that the most foul and foetid sewage

can be deodorized, but it is equally certain that, commer-
cially, it has been a decided failure.

In proof of this I would beg leave to cite two authorities

:

The first, a writer in a late number of the Times, who makes
the assertion that the reducing of sewage of towns to a solid,

so as to be easy of carriage and useful as a manure, has never

yet been profitably done. He further states that recent ex-

periments tried on newly ploughed land, by allowing the liquid

sewage to flow freely over it, have verified two facts :

—

1st. That land receives more benefit from the manure in the

liquid than in the solid form ; and 2nd.—That fallow land,

particularly if of a loamy or sandy character, is the best and
cheapest deodorizing agent known.
The second authority I shall cite is Professor Dugald

Campbell, who says, in a Report on the application of Sewage
to Agriculture, laid before the Chemical Society— " That ma-
nure had been prepared from sewage by simple filtration, but

with an extremely imperfect removal of fertilizing matter ;
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also, by chemical precipitation, more especially by means of

lime, as at Leicester. Sewage depends almost entirely on
human excreta for its value as a manure. Now, while the total

amount of dried excreta per head per diem is only two ounces,

the average supply of water per head per diem amounts in

London to thirty gallons, and that exclusive of rainfall. The
problem consequently is, how to extract the two ounces of

solid from the thirty or forty gallons of liquid. This problem
is as yet unsolved, for the lime process fails to remove any
large proportion of the nitrogeneous constituents of sewage,

and the resultent manure is not sufficiently valuable to repay

the cost of carriage to any great distance. The results of the

employment of sewage water for irrigation, either on grass or

fallow land, are altogether more satisfactory than those in

which a solid sewage manure has been used."

At any rate, from this it Avould appear that it is question-

able whether, if the agriculturists desired to use the sewage
on the lowlands in the Werribee plains, it would not be more
useful in its liquid form than any other.

In excuse for the extent to which I have trespassed upon
your time in the consideration of this subject, I beg to say

that I have done so from a conviction of its importance, and
of the existing necessity for some decided and immediate
steps in the matter. In doing so, I have purposely avoided

• going at length into technicalities, which, besides confusing

the discussion, would have been interesting only to engineers.

I have also, for the sake of condensation, omitted the dia-

grams and formulae which might have confirmed, and, in some
cases, illustrated the reasoning. But I hope sufficient has

been said to awaken the attention of this Society to the
position in which our city stands with reference to the most
essential provision for the health, comfort, and morality of

its inhabitants.

Gentlemen,—I am no advocate for undue Government in-

terference in works of a local character, but yet I fully believe

that the countenance of the Government to a well-digested

scheme of this nature would materially facilitate its realisa-

tion. It is a question of a most vital character to the
community, one in which the Government has already tacitly

admitted an interest by the very title of the Sewage and
Water Commission, and one the fostering of which would
reflect credit upon any Government carried on for the welfare
of the people.
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Art. VI.

—

A description of the Silver Mines of the Cerro de

Pasco, and the Journey to them across the Andes. By
John Cairns, Esq.

[Read before the Institute, 1st June, 1859.]

The Silver Mines of the Cerro de Pasco are situated about 50
leagues from Lima, beyond the Andes, which the traveller

has to cross at an elevation of about 1600 to 1700 feet above
the level of the sea. This peak, or ridge, being surmounted,
you gradually descend to the Pampas, and at a distance of
twenty leagues you reach the Cerro, or mountain of Pasco, at

the summit of which, in a hollow basin surrounded on all

sides by lofty hills, are the silver mines, in lat. 10°. 48' S.,

long. 76° 23' W.
The works of the English Mining Company, under the

superintendence of Mr. Jump, one of the partners, form a
prominent feature in the picture below you, and the white-
washed buildings remind one strongly of the large printing
or bleaching establishments seen at home. These works
are instituted for the crushing and amalgamation of the ore
which is brought from the mines, almost close at hand.

I had fully expected that the ore obtained in silver mines
would display, in some degree, the pure metal ; but in this I
was disappointed, on being shown large heaps of yellowish
brown earth, very like gravel, in the substance of which is the
hidden treasure. Occasionally in very rich ore native silver if

visible, but veins of such are not often met with.

Like the Burra Burra and its copper treasures, the Cerrc
is almost one mass of ores of varied values, in great variety

of combination, amongst which are to be found silver, copper,
lead, arsenic, mercury, and sometimes gold. Notwith-
standing the appliances of English machinery in these works,
Mr. Jump seems to consider his operations very imperfect,
and expressed his belief that in the refuse, which he reserved
in a large pit or reservoir, there was still left as much silver

as had already been extracted, the imperfect process only
removing about 50 per cent, of the actual contents.

Messrs. Jump and Conroy's works being only a short dis-

tance from the principal mines, I was conducted to the latter

by one of his staff, and introduced to an overseer, who
accompanied me into the mines, after first arming me with
a thick cap for my head, and furnishing me with a long iron
clasp holding a candle.
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Although the very surface of the mountain is argentife-

rous, some of the richer deposits are at depths vary-

ing from 100 to 200 yards. The working of the latter is

much impeded by the presence of water, to pump out which

great expense has been incurred by the Society of Miners and

owners of mines ; but on account of jealousy, and the

consequent want of unity of action, the valuable machinery

brought out from England, and already erected, is going to

decay, without affording the slightest advantage to any one.

Many of the mines are entered from the houses of their

owners, whilst the mouths or entrances to others are protected

by small stone porches and well-fastened doors.

My guide led the way to one of the deepest shafts, which

we descended from the surface by precipitous steps cut out of

the mountain in a very rough style, the width and height being

occasionally little more than enough to allow the miner to

pass with the bag of ore on his back.

At other points Avhere valuable masses of ore had been

found, the excavation was considerable, and required the

greatest caution to avoid a precipitous fall. At various depths

the shafts run almost horizontally, as the deposits of ore may
have occurred ; after traversing which, you reach other

descending shafts, and by this means attain the different levels.

Though the temperature was occasionally oppressive, it did

not at all approach to what I had experienced either in the

Burra Burra copper mines, or the Monkwearmouth coal

mines at Sunderland, the men being able to work without

diminution of clothing.

Tired as I was with the mere exertion of descent, I felt

thankful it was not my lot to carry up by those steep paths

the heavy knapsacks of ore under which the poor natives were

toiling, there being as yet no machinery at work to save

labour. These knapsacks are made of untanned hide,

and contain about 70 lbs. to 75 lbs. of ore, and are fitted with

arm straps. The native stretches himself on the ground, inserts

his arms through the straps, and then rising up, trots away

with a nimbleness almost incredible.

The bags of ore, on being brought to the surface, are

poured out into heaps and then measured ; after which, by
the aid of mules, asses, horses, or llamas, the ore is carried to

the works for grinding, &c.

As in other mines previously visited, the passages from

one shaft to another were occasionally so limited as to require

the serpent's mode of locomotion, and on reaching the lowest
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water level it was no easy task to save oneself from a plunge
into the stream, which at places was rather deep. In two
instances fatigue and the narrow passages caused me to slip,

and I was glad to escape after being but half immersed. I

longed for the powerful engines of Monkwearmouth to aid

my ascent, and was inexpressibly delighted when at length I

did discover signs of daylight ; for though the depth was not

more than 300 to 400 feet, the distance traversed, whilst fol-

lowing the tortuous windings of the several leads of ore, was
very great.

That part of the mountain already worked having in a

great measure fallen in, another basin is thereby formed, the

whole of which seemed alive with quadrupeds of all kinds

;

whilst the appearance and disappearance of the miners, as

they emerged from or entered the innumerable little holes in

the mountain side, reminded one of a rabbit warren or an
ant-hill. The natives have no beauty of feature to boast of,

nor are they improved by the habit of chewing " coca,"

which they stuff into their mouths to such an extent as to

cause a protuberance of the cheeks, which at first I took for

a disease, until informed to the contrary.

The miners almost universally chew the coca, and take a

supply of the article into the mines with them, which, in one
instance, was the means of preserving the lives of several

men for many clays. The roof of the mine having fallen in, the

buried men had no means of egress until rescued by their

companions, after several days' confinement, life being alone

sustained by " coca/' of which it fortunately happened they
had a plentiful supply.

In one deserted mine there are still buried several miners,

neither the richness of the ore, which was remarkable,

nor the love of friends, being strong enough to induce

further search for those unfortunates, who some years ago
were buried alive. I forget the Spanish name since given

to the mine, but the literal meaning is " the mine of

death."*

Our point of egress from the bowels of mother earth was
at some distance from the shaft by which we entered, but the
cooling mountain breeze was not the less welcome. The noise

of the pick and hammer below was exchanged for the gibber-

ish of innumerable ant-like beings who, emerging from their

burrow, deposited their burthens on the surface, and leisurely

* ["La mina de la muerte."—Ed.]
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disappeared with their swollen cheeks to bring up fresh loads

of the precious ore.

We will now follow the ore to the grinding and amalga-
mating works, where it has to undergo sundry operations

before the silver bar is cast and ready for export.

In many establishments the crushing of the ore is done in

a very primitive style by the aid of large circular stones,

worked by mules or horses, but at Messrs. Jump and Con-
roy's hacienda, a small steam engine works a number of
massive Chilian mills with a power and regularity far exceed-
ing that of the more primitive means. Each mill consists

of a pair of stones 6 to 10 feet high, working perpendicularly

in a circular trough, on the same principle as we have most
of us seen adopted in madder mills at home.
Water being supplied to aid the crushing process, a kind

of mortar is produced, which is thence transferred to the
"circos," or circular walled pits, in which it is trampled by the
feet of 8 or 10 horses driven round by an energetic driver.

Stationed on a central block of stone, he cracks his whip
furiously, and, on finding its report to fail, jumps into the
puddle, and applies still more persuasive arguments. The
increased trampling aids the more effectual combination of
the ore and salt, with which latter the '

' circo " has been
previously charged.

After many days similar trampling a certain amount of
mercury is added, and the same trampling and mixing pro-
cess continued for some weeks. After this a stream of water
is forced through the circo, thereby clearing the less heavy
muddy particles from the amalgam of silver and mercury.
The latter, by its own specific gravity, is precipitated into
pits, along a channel, in which men are placed to agitate the
stream and retard the progress of the precious contents.
These they trample into leathern bags previously placed at

the bottom of each hole or well.

Great care is taken to wash and examine the feet of both
men and horses during these trampling processes, as other-
wise much amalgam might be carried away.
The circo being thus thoroughly washed out, the bags

containing the amalgam are carried to the inner storerooms
of the establishment, where by pounding the amalgam the
mercury is in a great measure pressed through the pores
of the leather and deposited in a receptacle below.
The mass still remaining in the leathern bag, not yet

pure, is now poured into rough moulds like cheese presses.
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The moulds are transferred to a furnace, where, by sublima-
tion, much of the remaining mercury is evaporated and
subsequently recovered, leaving the pure metal in somewhat
similar moulds to that of a small Cheshire cheese. These are

then sent to the Government Smelting Works, which are

conducted in a very free and easy style. When the furnace
has reduced the metal to a proper state, the crucible's molten
contents are poured into a rough mould, in which hay or

straw has been previously placed. At the moment of contact

the latter ignites, thereby producing a gas which I was given
to understand prevented splashing or bubbling of the metal,

which would otherwise ensue. After remaining a short time
in the mould, the bar is tossed over on the floor, and any
rough edges are well hammered whilst soft. Next follows the
cooling, as if it were a piece of iron in a blacksmith's shop.
Weighing and stamping with the progressive number, marks,
&c, of the revenue, weight and value, complete the whole,
and the bar is then ready for transmission to Lima, on the
backs of mules.

These ingots are sent down the mountains without the
slightest protection, as the banditti know that they are of no
use to them in the state they are, and prefer occasionally
attacking the escort coming up to the mines with coin for

the payment of wages and purchase of metal.

Art. VII.

—

On some Domesticated Animals of South America
which ivould be useful in Victoria. By P. Nisser, Esq.

[Bead before the Institute, 22nd June, 1859.]

For some peculiar reason the regions of Chili, Lower and
Upper Peru, but especially the latter, are the more favored

regions of the vast South American continent, where varieties

of animal tribes exist which have proved of great importance

to the original occupiers of that part of our globe. Previous

to the conquest and extinction of the great empire of Peru,

much care and attention was paid to the animals termed
by the Spaniards Peruvian sheep, but now known as the

Llama, Alpaca, and Vicuna. The Llama is the tallest and
most corpulent of the three, and is well known as having

been the only domesticated animal of burden in South
America previous to the conquest by the Spaniards. It was
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confined to the Peruvian territory, and capable of carrying

from one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five pounds

weight ; it was therefore of two-fold utility, heing valuable

both as yielding a fleece held in high estimation, and as a

patient beast of burden. The Alpaca is smaller and more
slender than the Llama, and was prized for its fine colored

wool, which is of a light brown hue.

The Vicuna is of a smaller size than the Alpaca, and pro-

duces a long fine white silky fleece, highly prized for the su-

periority of the wool, which was exclusively used to make
cloth for the Incas and other members of the Imperial Family.

Those varieties of the Peruvian sheep which abounded in

the higher regions of the Andes were regularly hunted twice

a year, when the imperial court presided over by the Inca

directed this important operation, which was conducted in the

following manner:—A thousand or more of loyal subjects

being collected, and a convenient well-closed spot in the

mountains selected, a line was formed around a wide space,

which was gradually shortened until the animals were driven

into the inclosure. The lazo was then employed to catch as

many as might be required of each tribe, the old ones being

always selected. The greater number of these were merely

shorn and turned loose again, but some were killed and dis-

tributed among the people as food. The wool was then

distributed according to its quality, and such of the Llamas

as were considered necessary, were reserved to replenish the

stock of beasts of burden. With such systematic regulations,

it is easy to perceive that the stock would continue to increase

both in quality and numbers, but after the conquest the abo-

riginal inhabitants were mostly destroyed or scattered, and

the destruction also extended to the animal tribes, which by
the instinct of self-preservation fled from their usual haunts,

and gradually retreated to the more remote tracts of the

Eastern Cordilleras. The flocks, formerly abundant, were

by this means scattered, and as a consequence gradually

reduced in numbers. The Llama of pure breed and the cross

with the Alpaca are still used as beasts of burden both in

Peru and on the table lands of Ecuador, Quito, and other parts.

Considering that in Upper and Lower Peru especially, and in

some tracts of Ecuador, where the Llama is used as a beast

of burden, that about 600,000 are in actual service, we can

imagine how numerous they have been in former times.

The pure Alpaca is rarely to be found at present, but the

cross with it and the Llama, when properly attended to,
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proves an improved breed, both as to vigor and size, compared

with the pure Alpaca, and as they lamb within about twelve

months, a few years only will be required to obtain a superior

Alpaca fleece, with the additional advantage of having also a

more robust and hardy animal. This circumstance is well

worthy of attention ; and as these animals thrive in all tem-

peratures, they may become of great importance to this

colony.*

The Vicuna, after the conquest, suffered more than the

other two species, on account of its being more feeble, timid,

and shy. A small number only can be now seen among the

domesticated animals, but the superior quality of the wool

will sufficiently justify any additional attention required to

secure the increase of so valuable an article of commerce.

The penalty of death was incurred under the rule of the

Incas by any one who dared to injure one of these highly

prized animals.

In the interior of the mountain ridges of the Eastern Cor-

dilleras of Peru and Ecuador there exists another animal

tribe which has scarcely been known beyond the mountain
ridges where it breeds, but which has been highly appreciated

wherever it has been introduced j it is called the " Peruvian

Highland Goat." Although in many particulars similar to

the well-known species, it differs from the mountain goat of

Switzerland, being taller and stouter than that fine specimen

of the species. In fact, it is beyond doubt the best developed

in size and bulk of its species. But the chief characteristic

of the Peruvian goat is the long curly hair which covers its

back and hind quarters. From this peculiarity in some dis-

tricts it has been called " la cabra lanuda," or the woolly

goat. The wool is generally grey mixed with a light brown
and white, or black and white, the latter being the most pre-

valent.

The milk of the goat has been generally regarded as a good
substitute for the mother^s milk of our species, and in many
parts of the world the goat will be found with the dog as the

* The pasture on which the Peruvian sheep principally feed is a long rough
grass, to which the Spaniards gave the name of " techo, " as it is useful

for thatching. Some writers have stated that the Peruvian sheep will not
thrive where this kind of grass does not prevail ; this is not exactly the case,

for I have seen these animals in a flourishing state in N. Granada, where the

"techo" was not known. This herb is by botanists known by the name of

Monandria Dygynia, of the Iarava class

—

Ichu being the common name for

this gramineous tribe, the reed of which is high and strong, the top part

being the favorite food.
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constant companions of man. Such is the case in many parts

of South America, where the woolly goat prevails. It and the

dog are the constant, and often the only domesticated animals

that follow the aboriginal families up to the elevated regions

on the boundaries of perpetual snow, or down to the deep
valleys where the tropical sun, at certain seasons, burns up
the pasture. In both these extremes of temperature the

goat thrives, and what is still more singular, the quantity of

milk is not materially affected, which averages from forty to

fifty per cent, more than the ordinary goat. It is therefore

regarded as a most valuable addition to the family stock, and
often proves of a special benefit, by supplying nutriment for

infants when the milk of the parent has failed or has proved
insufficient. The hair of this goat is used by the natives in

the manufacture of carpets—" Alfombras."
When we consider the superiority of the Peruvian Goat to

the ordinary one, both as to the quantity of milk it yields and
its peculiarly hardy character, it appears likely to prove a

desideratum to this colony for supplying families who reside

in the Stringy Bark Ranges, and other localities where grass is

scarce, with a substitute for the cow, as the former would
thrive where the latter would starve. It may therefore be
regarded as well worthy of attention to those interested in

supplementing and improving the domesticated animals of

the colony.

On the boundaries of Peru and Ecuador a kind of sheep

exists, which is well-known for its fine long wool. The
fleece has some similarity to the merino, but the color,

instead of being white, is of a light bluish grey or leaden

hue. The animal is also smaller than the merino. The
colored wool of this sheep sells on the spot at about four

times the price of the ordinary white wool. This species

is by no means abundant, and as the colored wool is highly

esteemed for some manufactures, especially for the cloak

known as the " Poncho," it is retained within the limits of

the region where it is produced. The size and quality are

capable of great improvement, and might become a valuable

cross and improvement on the merino. It is well known
that in South America very little, if any, effort is made to

improve the breed of stock. Labor or expense is seldom
expended on any such objects, all being left to nature. It

appears, therefore, well worthy of being commended to the

attention of those who are anxious to improve and increase

the stock of this colony. That these colored sheep would
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thrive in this colony there can he little doubt, and their great

value, as well as singular peculiarity, would amply justify the

moderate amount of trouble and expense the attempt to intro-

duce a small number would involve.

The Horse was introduced by the Spaniards, and greatly

aided them in their rapid and bloody conquest of the timid

and gentle natives, who were equally surprised at the strange

animals their invaders rode, and the novel weapons they used.

There has been very little care taken by the Spaniards to im-

prove the breed of this useful animal. They are generally

allowed to roam wild on the open plain, where they are caught

with the lazo as required. A superior breed, however, is to

be found in Peru and other parts of this extensive continent.

The mules from Upper and Lower Peru are of a superior

quality, and form a considerable article of export to the

Northern States, where they are extensively employed for the

purpose of transport in the mountain regions.

The Peruvian pony is a small, hardy, sure-footed animal.

It is capable of enduring fatigue to nearly as great a degree

as the mule, but for mountain travelling the latter is generally

preferred for its well-known sure-footed quality. Having
thus briefly presented an account of the most useful domes-
ticated animals of South America, I now leave it to the Philo-

sophical Institute to consider what steps may be deemed
requisite to secure the benefits likely to result to this colony

from the introduction of some of these useful animals.

Art. VIII.

—

On the First Technical Use of Gold by the Abo-
rigines of South America, with a description of the Indian

Tombs. By P. Nisser, Esq.

[Read before the Institute 22nd June, 1859.]

(With a Plate.)

The present times furnish ample illustration of the influence

gold has had in extending civilization and promoting the

rapid populating of previously desert regions.

Gold, as the representative of material wealth, has always
exercised a powerful influence on the actions of mankind.
It is, therefore, highly interesting as well as instructive, to

observe the effects produced on the natives of the wilderness
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by the first discovery of this metal; and, it is worthy of
especial note that it served a most important purpose in

arousing the dormant intellectual faculties, and calling into

activity the inventive genius of the untutored savage. In
fact, gold and copper have, in different parts of the globe,

served a most important purpose in awaking the first sparks

of genius, and inducing efforts to obtain some of the benefits

these metals confer on those who, by their ingenuity, could

turn them into articles of utility or ornament.
The history of the gradual advance in civilization of bar-

barous tribes shows us, among other important facts, that

where no metals where found by the inhabitants, improve-
ments in domestic conveniences were very limited ; and, we
also find that the discovery of metals gives the first impulse
towards an early civilization. By further attention we shall

likewise find that, to a certain degree, moral improvements
were stimulated or retarded as the material progress of the

people advanced, retrograded, or remained stationary.

Gold, we have reason to believe, was, in many parts of the

world, the first metal brought into use. This was the case in

South America. As soon as this valuable metal was known
to be easily liquified by strong heat, it may be presumed that

the desire of producing some articles of fancy as ornaments
was excited. Then the first casting of some simple trinket was
made. In such rude and clumsy castings we have the first

proofs of this metal being applied to technical purposes, and
also the first step in early civilization. It is true that the use of

gold by the aboriginal inhabitants of South America was the

indirect cause of much suffering to them, as their valuable

massive ornaments excited the cupidity of their invaders;

but the effects of the early use of this metal were of consi-

derable value to the nation long before the disastrous invasion

by the Spaniards.

Copper, also, came under notice ; as, like gold, this metal
is found in a native or metallic state; but, owing to the

comparative scarcity of copper in some localities where gold
was plentiful, the former was held in higher estimation than
the latter, in consequence of certain improvements obtained

by an alloy of copper and gold.

These two metals were the only ones we have any know-
ledge of having been discovered in that part of the continent

comprising the elevated districts and table lands of the Andes,
from the Atlantic ocean to the borders of the empire of

Peru, which, at the time we speak of, was in a flourishing
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state. To obtain the necessary heat for fusing gold, a furnace

and a blast were found to be requisite ; accordingly we find

the very simple plan was adopted of making an excavation in

the ground, and coating it with clay. In the centre some
stones were placed as a fire-place ; charcoal was then ignited,

and the smelting pot, with the gold, placed. The heat of the
burning charcoal was then increased to the required degree
by a certain number of men supplying air by alternately

blowing through long canes, protected at the ends with clay,

so as to produce a constant blast in imitation of a double
bellows.

The original inventors made the patterns and the moulds
for their castings in the following primitive but effective

manner. The beeswax having been used to make toys, in

the form of reptiles and other animals, for the amusement of

children, these insignificant playthings were afterwards used
to reproduce, in gold, what they had imitated in wax. The
fancy article of wax was, therefore, used as a pattern ; it was
embedded in clay, a small orifice in the mould being left,

made also with wax, through which the melted metal could
be introduced. These moulds were then carefully dried in

the sun, and afterwards gradually heated so as to melt the

wax, and leave the clay-casing or mould ready to receive the
fluid metal. This simple and ingenious contrivance of the

original inhabitants of South America was also used to pro-

cure more elaborate imitations of the flora and fauna of
Mexico and Peru.

The Spanish conquerors reached the interior of South
America in the year 1545, the northern portion of which
they called " Capatania de la Nueva Granada." This included
the coast land between the Gulf of Darien and the Cape de la

Hacha, reaching the first degree north latitude. The in-

terior part of this Spanish colony occupied a considerable

extent of the region of the Andes, the inhabitants of which
Avere represented as a " timid and quiet people." The
gold trinkets we have alluded to were here, as elsewhere,

used for ornaments by the chief or Cacique, as well as the
community in general, though a distinct class of ornaments
seems to have been reserved for the chiefs. The principal

object of the new visitors was gold, which was eagerly
sought for in any form. Glass beads, and articles made
of iron or steel, which were great novelties to the
Indians, were readily bartered in exchange for their gold
ornaments. There were, however, some ornaments they
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were very unwilling to part with; snch as images of the

chief and his wife, in a sitting posture, made of gold, about

ten inches high, and sixteen ounces weight, and some other

imitations of various animals, which were used as ornaments

in the dwellings of the chiefs, and were regarded as superior

articles of art. These were the cause of the first attack on
the property of the inhabitants. In revenge for the outrages

they suffered from their oppressors, when gold ornaments

became scarce, they refused to show where they obtained this

metal in its natural state.

The ornaments obtained by the first visitors being regarded

merely as articles of commerce, they were mostly melted

into ingots, so that very few of those specimens of early art

remain ; but as they were in the habit of burying some of

their ornaments in the tombs of the caciques, and as some
of these burial-places are occasionally discovered, samples of

these ancient ornaments have been secured, which furnish

interesting illustrations of the first attempt in this branch of

industry. We shall, therefore, proceed to describe

THE INDIAN TOMBS.

Burials were performed by the Peruvians in two different

ways, above and below ground. The still existing elevated

mounds remind us of the Egyptian catacombs, though those

of the Peruvians are smaller, and constructed of stone and

earth. These monuments of the Incas are of a pyramidal

form and different dimensions, some being more than one

hundred and fifty feet high, and are known by the name
1 ' Cucara." They are built in subdivisions formed of large

slabs of slate. In one of these divisions the body was placed,

and in another the utensils and ornaments. Sometimes gold in

its natural state was left in an earthenware vessel, mixed with

pounded charcoal. Where the chief or governor was interred,

an imitation of the sun or the moon -was placed in the tomb.

The sun was represented by a flat round plate of gold, or

alloy of copper, about an eighth of an inch thick, and some-

times more than twenty inches in diameter. The moon was

made of a silver plate, showing the half moon. A neck ring

and bracelets, a waistband and ankle rings, made of gold,

sometimes alloyed with copper, were also left with the body

of a chief. These rings are from one and a quarter to two

inches in width, and opened and closed as a spring. They

are thin, and perfectly equal in width and thickness through-

out. In fact, they are so perfect that it is difficult to imagine
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how such laminated rings were produced, considering the

deficiency of suitable implements for such delicate and exact

work. There are several of these tombs above ground still

to be seen.

The excavated tombs, as found in our times, are all alike

throughout South America. The Spanish conquerors having

entered the territory of " la Capitania de la Neuva Granada/'

and collected all the gold they could among the Indians,

turned their attention to the natural sources of gold, and also

to the burial places, which soon became objects of much
interest to the gold-seekers. These tombs are always found

on some isolated range with sharp outlines, so situated as not

to admit of any water accumulating, and no apparent proba-

bility of water being led to it. In hills so situated the exca-

vations are discovered by observing certain concavities on

the surface ; but where a thick forest exists, with a dense

undergrowth, often of several feet, it is necessary to clear

the ground by fire. It is generally allowed that a long period

has elapsed since these tombs were closed, as by the accounts

of the Mexicans and Peruvians, given at the time of the

conquest, their calculations amounted to about two thousand

years. The excavation is circular and perpendicular, and

three or four feet in diameter, dug out of the decom-

posed syenitic rock. At the depth of nine to eleven feet

charcoal is found among the soil, under which a flat stone

(some kind of slate) covers the pit, on removing which, the

edge of a perpendicular slab is observed. At about four

feet deeper the bottom of the tomb is reached, and on the

perpendicular slab being removed, a horizontal excavation is

seen towards the east. This is about four feet in height and

the same in width, but somewhat more in length. Here the

bones of the defunct are found, the body having been placed

in a sitting posture, with the face towards the east, that is

towards tlie rising sun, regarded as the "King of the

Heavens." The bones are generally found in such a decayed

state that they will not admit of being handled. The earth,

which has more or less fallen in and mingled with the remains,

is gathered and brought under the washing process, and the

trinkets thus obtained are partly of gold, with its natural

alloy (silver), and partly gold with copper. On one side of the

remains a large earthenware vessel is found, covered with a

piece of slate, and in some instances a sediment has been

found deposited from the drink, the Indian "chicha," left

with the deceased. On the opposite side, perfectly decayed,
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ears of Indian corn have been found. In a niche cut out

of the end of the tomb, a vase of earthenware is sometimes
found, covered with a stone, and filled with pounded char-

coal, in which the remaining trinkets and gold-dust, left with

the occupant of the grave, had been deposited. Implements
for smelting gold, and some tools made of gold and copper,

are sometimes, though but rarely, found in the pot occupying

the niche. The Spaniards, who during three centuries have
gathered gold from the fluvial deposits, have found many of

these burial places very remunerative.

Some localities show that systematically arranged ceme-
teries have formerly existed where two excavations in the

centre, of greater depth than the surrounding ones, were
found. The deep graves appear to have been appropriated

to the chiefs and their families, and the numerous others to

the inferior classes. These burying places are termed
" Pueblo de Indios," but these larger cemeteries are now
seldom found. Traditional accounts of certain localities are

still preserved, and eagerly sought after, where great trea-

sures are said to have been buried. In like manner reports

are often heard of rich fluvial deposits of a more recent date,

where the proprietor is said to have had a measure corre-

sponding to about twenty to twenty-five pounds weight, on
collecting his weekly produce. This may be regarded as

probable, if we consider that as many as from two to three

hundred African slaves were often employed in mining
pursuits by one proprietor.

The foregoing narrative supplies a proof that the aborigi-

nal inhabitants of South America had some indefinite notion
of a future state ; they appear to have believed '

' that their

deceased relative or friend had a long way before him,"
and that he would require some refreshment in his long
journey to "reach the stars." This idea still extensively

prevails.

The trinkets which are now submitted for the inspection

of the members of the Institute are of the most ancient date,

and form a collection from which a correct idea may be gained
of the most simple as well as the most elaborate workman-
ship of these people, and supply a good illustration of the
valuable influence the discovery of metals exerted in advanc-
ing early civilization.

Figs. 1 to 37 in the plate illustrate the trinkets in half

size, and Figs. 38 to 41 the natural size. (See explanation
of Plate in the next page.)
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Explanation of the Plate.

ORNAMENTS AND IMPLEMENTS OP GOLD FROM THE INDIAN TOMBS.

Tab. I.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4—Nose-rings. Alloy of gold and copper.

Fig. 5—Ornaments for the head—front and side views. Fine gold.

Fig. 6—Pendants for the ear. Finest gold.

Fig. 7—Pendants.
Tab. II.

Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11—Ear-rings.

Figs. 12, 13, 14—Hair-pins.
Figs. 15, 16—Pins.
Figs. 17, 18—Chisels—front and side views. Alloy of gold and copper.

Fig. 19—Fishing-hook. Fine gold.

Tab. III.

Figs. 20, 21—Representations of the sun.

Figs. 22, 23—Pendants for the ear—front view.

Figs. 24, 25—Nose-rings.

Fig. 26—Pendant— front and side view of an animal.

Figs. 27, 28—Pendants.

Figs. 29, 30, 31— Ditto for the ear.

Fig. 32—Ornament for a necklace.

Tab. IV.

Fig. 33—Nose-ring.

Fig. 34—Part of a necklace.

Fig. 35—Ornament for the head—front and side views.

Fig. 36—Part of a necklace—front and side views.

Fig. 37—Pendant for the ear—front and side view.

(the above are half the real size.)

Tab. V.

Natural size.

Fig. 38—Ornamental plate with human face—front and side views.

Fig. 39—Imitation of an animal.

Fig. 40—Ditto ditto.

Fig. 41—Small basin.

(These are made of very pure gold.

)
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Art. IX.

—

Improvements inFundamental Ideas and Elementary
Theorems of Geometry . By Martin Gardiner, Esq., GE.

[Read before the Institute 13th July and 3rd August, 1859.]

Many eminent mathematicians have decided on the necessity

of introducing a systematic motional philosophy into the

higher Geometry.
Monsieur M. A. Chaucy, as far back as 1846, brought the

subject before the Academy of Sciences of Paris, in a paper
entitled " Memoire sur les avantages que presente dans la

Geometrie Analytique Femploie de facteurs propres a indiquer

le sens dans lequel s'effectuent certaines mouvements de
rotations, et sur les resultats construites avec les cosinus des

angles que deux systemes d'axes forment entre eux."

In this memoir, after explaining what has been done in

his algebra as to the legitimate restrictions of notation, he
says :

—" This expedient, already generally adopted by
geometers, has caused the disappearance of the uncertainty

which the interpretations of certain formulas presented, and
the contradictions which symbolical calculations seemed to

present."

Dr. August Wiegand, professor in the University of Halle,

in a note to the editors of the Mathematician, in 1847,
entitled " Generalization of the leading operations of Arith-

metic in reference to Geometry," shows, by a motion of

rotation, how we may find rational interpretations for what
are known as imaginary expressions.

Something of a similar method is given in De Morgan's
Double Algebra, published in 1849 ; and more extended ideas

concerning these and kindred subjects are the ground-work
of Sir William Hamilton's celebrated Quaternions.

Writers on Trigonometry have indeed been universally

compelled to take cognizance of directions on straight lines

and formations of angular magnitudes ; and Professor Chasles,

in his " Geometrie Superieure," shows, beyond all doubt,
that great advantages result from introducing such concep-
tions into pure geometrical reasonings.

All this is well known to mathematicians, and many are of

opinion that a more liberal motional philosophy should be
formally introduced into the common primary elements. This,

to some persons, may appear an unnecessary innovation;
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but, laying aside its intrinsic worth, in developing the fun-

damental ideas of the science, there are other reasons of great

importance why it should be introduced ; for by its means
only we are enabled, in some cases, to distinguish between
what is or what is not a perfect geometrical proposition. To
show this I need only instance the following enunciation :

—

" Given two straight lines MM NN in position, and the

points PQ, one in each line; through two given points

BC to draw two straight lines BO CO, making the angle

BOC of a given magnitude 6, and such that EF, being

the respective points in which BO and CO cut MM and
NN, we shall have the segment PE to the segment QF
in a given ratio m : n ."

Here, by not taking cognizance of the method of forma-

tion of the angular magnitude 0, and of the formation of

the segments as to direction on the given lines, and of the

sign of the ratio, we have in reality four distinct proposi-

tions under one enunciation. The result is that, to what
is meant by this enunciation, it is absolutely impossible to

give a direct general solution applicable to all particular

cases, from which the determination of the ' limits ' and
' porismatic ' relations can be adduced.

Now the Geometrie Superieure is almost entirely depen-
dent on homographic pencils and divisions, and their peculiar

developments—all founded on improved ideas. It has not
been found compatible with its principles to use the geo-

metrical truths transmitted to us by the Greeks, as many
of these truths have not sufficient generality and precision.

But it is possible to improve the ordinary geometry, and
give to it all the advantages claimed as the distinguishing

characteristic of modern theories : all that is required to

effect this is a skilful introduction of conceptions of motion
into its fundamental ideas and theorems.

Whether a comprehensive motional philosophy (embracing

movements of rotation, translation, &c.) was ever used in the

writings of the Greeks, it is hard to determine : most pro-

bably it was the groundwork of Euclid's porismatic or second
elements. But, from the accounts of the method pursued

, by Apollonius in his books of solutions, it is evident this

great geometer did not make use of any elements established

on such principles : for, according to Pappus, the general

problems were divided into numerous particular cases, each
case receiving separate analysis, composition, and discussion,
" just," he says, " as variations in the figure might require."
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However, there are conflicting opinions as to the cause of

this peculiar piece-meal method adopted by Apollonius.

Mons. M. Chasles—after giving a general solution to the

Determinate Section, and finding expressions for the limits of

the involved ratio—makes the following remarks, bearing on
the subject :

—" La recherche de ces expressions ofTrait surtout

des grandes difficultes qui ont exige toutes les resources du
Geometre. Car Apollonius ne connaissant pas les differentes

relations analytiques de ^involution dont nous avons fait

usage, c'est au moyen de figures, et par des considerations de

pure geometrie, differentes dans les trois cas, qu'il est par-

venu a la determination des valeurs en question." The
geometers of the English school, having unfortunately fol-

lowed in the footsteps of Apollonius, were unable to perceive

the cause which led to the necessity of having recourse to

supplementary figures.

But, that I am right in attributing the method to the

want of precision and generality in the language employed

to express the elementary operations and theorems, will be

evident from the solutions which I have effected, independent

of involution and homographic theories, for the celebrated

problems of the Greek and French schools.

These solutions I intend to present immediately to the

Institute, with critical and historical notes.

DEFINITIONS.

A and B representing points, it is to be remembered that

when we say ' line AB/ or simply AB, we mean the distance

betweenA and B understood as being described from A direct

to B and that when we say ' line BA/ or ' BA/ we mean
the distance between these same points, as described from B
direct to A.
The two directions along a straight line are said to be the

primitive directions of the line.

To distinguish between the two directions along a straight

line, we call one of them ' left/ and the opposite one ' right/

The ' relative
; magnitude and distance of a finite straight

line BB, in respect to any other straight line CC, is the

magnitude and direction on this other line CC, measured

direct from the projection of its first point B to that of its

second point B.

If a straight line AA be cut perpendicularly by another

BB, then, looking from the point of intersection along the

right direction on AA, and having the point of intersection
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nearest the eye, we say the direction on the perpendicular,

from the point of intersection towards our right hand is

' right normal/ and that the opposite direction on the per-

pendicular is ' left normal.'

Directions are said to he ' oblique right ' or ' oblique left/

in respect to the primitive directions on another straight line

AA, just according as (when taken from the points in which

they cut this line) they lie between a normal and a right

primitive, or between a normal and a left primitive.

If a straight line, which we may conceive produced to in-

finity in its primitive directions, be supposed to become rigid,

and one point of it to be permanently fixed, the rigid line being

otherwise capable of movement in any plane in which it may
lie, then it is evident there are but two ways of revolving

the line in this plane—one being ' right rotation/ and the

same as that in which the hands of a watch would move if the

dial-plate were towards us, and in the plane ; the other, or

contrary, is called ' left rotation.'

If AA and BB be two straight lines, and I their point

of intersection, then the ' angle IA right to B/ means the

angle formed at I by a rigid line having I as a fixed pivot, and
revolving from a position in AA by a right rotation until its

first arrival into the position BB, the revolving line being

supposed produced indefinitely on both sides of the pivot.

If AA and BB be two straight lines, and I their point

of intersection, then the ' angle IA left to B ' means the

angle formed at I by a rigid straight line having I as a fixed

pivot, and revolving by a left rotation from a position in AA
until its first arrival into the position BB, the revolving

line being supposed produced indefinitely on both sides of the

pivot.

The ' angle AA right to BB/ means the same as angle

IA right to B. The f angle AA left to BB/ means the
same as angle IA left to B.

If AA and BB be two straight lines, and I their point

of intersection, then c angle IA right round to IB ' means
the angle formed at I by a straight line having one of its

extremities in this point, revolved by right rotation from the
actual direction iA until it arrives in the actual direction

IB.
If AA and BB be two straight lines, and I their point

of intersection, then ' angle IA left round to IB/ means
the angle formed at I by a straight line having one of its

extremities in this point, revolved by left rotation from the
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actual direction IA until it arrives in the actual direction

IB.

If AA and BB be two straight lines, and I their point

of intersection, the angle ' right AB ' means the angle IA
right round to IB, and the angle ' left AB ' means the angle

IA left round to IB.

The angle (AB) means either one or the other of these

last two.

Similar remarks, as far as regards right or left formation,

apply to the arc of any curve : the elements of the arc being

supposed described by their respective radii of curvature.

THEOREMS.

Magnitudes of like formations, whether lines or angles,

should receive like signs, viz. :

—

All magnitudes of right formations should receive like

signs, and all magnitudes of left formations should be dis-

tinguished by other like signs.

Magnitudes of opposite formations should receive opposite

signs, viz. :

—

Right formations should receive opposite signs to left

formations.

Magnitudes of the same ' relative' formations, such as f
left

oblique,' should receive like signs.

Magnitudes of opposite ' relative
5 formations, such as

c right oblique' and ' left oblique,' should receive opposite

signs.

Numbers, lines, or other magnitudes, whose ratios truly

express the ratios of magnitudes of like or unlike formations,

must accordingly be of like and unlike signs.

If two straight lines MM MN intersect each other, then

the following relations exist amongst the angles at their

point of intersection :

—

The angles MM right to NN are equal to each other.

The angles NN right to MM are equal to each other.

The angles MM left to NN are equal to each other.

The angles NN right to MM are equal to each other.

The sum of the two angles MM right to NN, and NN
right to MM = half revolution right.

The sum of the two angles MM left to NN, and NN left to

MM = half revolution left.

If we have any number of points, and that we assume any
one of them as a starting-point, then, in respect to any pri-

mitive direction whatever, will the sum of the relative dis-
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tances from the starting point to any of the others, and from
this last to another, and so on consecutively, as may be,
until a final arrival at the starting point be equal zero. Cor.

If a b c he any three points in a straight line, then will
ab + be + ca = zero.

And from this we can generalise Euclid's Second Book.
Given any number of straight lines AA, BB, CC, DD,

EE, FF, &c, if one of each of the following pairs of angles
be given, viz. :—Either AA right or left to BB, BB right or
left to CC, CC right or left to DD, DD right or left to EE,
EE .right or left to FF, &c, then BB and EE being any two of
these lines, the angles BB right and left to DD will be given.

If BB and AA be parallel straight lines, and CC any
straight line intersecting them, then will the angle CC right
to AA = angle CC right to BB, and angle CC left to AA =
CC left to BB, and angle AA right to CC - BB right to CC,
and AA left to CC = BB left to CC. And reciprocally, if
any one of these relations exists amongst the angles made by
CC with BB and AA, then will BB and AA be parallels.

If there be any two intersecting straight lines, and that on
each of them there is a pair of points, such that the rectangle
under the distances of the point of intersection from the
points on the first line shall have the same magnitude and
sign as the rectangle under the distances of the intersection
from the points on the second line, then will these two pair
of points lie in the circumference of a circle. And recipro-
cally, &c.

If ABCD be any four points so related that the angle
AC right to B = angle DC right to B, or that AC left to
B = DC left to B, then will these four points lie in the cir-
cumference of a circle. And reciprocally, &c.

If ABCD be four points such that angle AB right or
left to D is equal angle CB right or left to A, then will the
line AD touch the circle ACB in A. And reciprocally, &c.

If BA be fixed points, and C a point so restricted that
the angle CA right or left to B is of a constant magnitude,
then will the locus of C be the circumference of a fixed circle
through the points A and B. And the reciprocal is also true.

If aa and bb are fixed straight lines through fixed points
-A and B, should cc and dd be any other pair of straight
lines through A and B, making the angle cc right or left to
aa equal to the angle dd right or left to bb, then will the
locus of the intersection of cc and dd be a fixed circle passing
through A and B.
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If pp and qq be fixed straight lines, and P and Q, fixed

.

points, and that mm and nn are fixed straight lines and M
and N fixed points ; if straight lines m'm' and n'n passing

respectively through M and N make the angles m'm' right to

mm, and n'n right to nn, respectively equal to the angles p'p'

right to pp and q'q' right to qq—where p'p' and q'q' are any
two straight lines through P and Q,, intersecting in the cir-

cumference of a fixed circle through P and Q,—then will

the locus of the intersection of m'm' and n'n be a fixed circle

passing through M and N.
And if the angles mm right to m'm', and nn right to n'n' be

respectively equal to the angles p'p' right to pp and q'q' right

to qq ; the locus of the intersection of mm and m'm' is a fixed

circle passing through M and N. See " Note" at end of

theorems.

If a circle always pass through two points, should its

radius become infinite, the straight line through these two
points lies in its circumference.

Any straight line can be regarded as an arc of an infinitely

great circle, and if we know on which side of the line the
infinitely distant centre is, we then know the right and left

directions on the line, &c.

If any hypotheses causes two points in a straight line or in

the circumference of a circle to coincide, then if these points

have been always or not necessarily always situated in the line

or circle, so accordingly will any other circle or straight line

through these points touch or coincide with this line or circle.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES CONTAINED IN

THE PRECEDING PAGES.
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Given two straight lines MM NN in position, and the point

P in MM, and Q in NN ; through two given points BC to

draw two lines BO CO, making the angle OB right to C equal

a given angular magnitude right, and such that E and F
being the respective points in which OB and OC cut MM and
NN, ?#e shall have PE fo QR in the given ratio m to n.

ANALYSIS.

Draw QC. Suppose we draw PA making angle PA right to

E = angle QC right to F, and PA : QC : : PE to QF ; then
the triangle APE is evidently similar to CQF, and angle AP
right to E = angle CQ right to F, and therefore, H and D
being the points in which PA and EA cut QC and FC, a

circle can pass through the points ACDH. It is also evident

the points AH and circle AHC are given. Since angle OB
right to C is given in magnitude, and B and C in position, the

circle OBC is given ; and therefore also the point I in which
it again cuts circle AHC. Again, the angle AI right to E or

D being equal to the angle CI right to D or O^ it is equal

angle BI right to O or E : therefore a circle can pass through
AIBE; but AIB are given points ; hence this circle is given,

and the point E in which it cuts MM, and therefore also the
lines EBO OCF.

COMPOSITION.

Draw QC ; through P draw PA making angle PA right

to M = QC right to N, and on it take PA, such that

PA : QC :: m : n; through C A and the point II in which
PA cuts QC, describe a circle ; through B and C describe
that circle such that an angle at any point of its circumfe-
rence, from B right to C, shall be equal angle right

;

through the points A B and the other point I in which this

circle cuts circle AHC, describe a circle ; through either

point E in which circle ABI cuts MM, draw EB to cut circle

CIB in O draw OC to cut NN in F : then will EBO, FCO,
be as required. For let D be the point of intersection of
EA and FC.
The angle AE or AD right to I = angle BE or BO right

to I = CO or CD right to I ; and therefore the point D is

in circumference AHC. The angle AD or AE right to H or
P = CD or CF right to H orQ; and since PA right to

E = to QC right to F, the triangles PAE QCF give as

PE : QF :: PA : QC :: m : n.

DISCUSSION.

If the signs of the directions on MM and NN are known,
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it is evident that, according as the sign of - is positive or

negative, so must the directions PA and QB be like or un-

like when regarded as relative to directions of same species

on MM and NN respectively ; it is also plain that if — be

restricted to one sign, there is but one answerable point A,
one circle AIB, two points E, and two solutions to the
problem.

But if - be unrestricted as to sign, there are two answer-

able points A, two circles AIB, and therefore- four answer-
able points E, and four solutions. Moreover, since the two
points A must be on opposite sides of MM, one of the circles

AIB will always cut MM in real points E, the other two
points E being real or imaginary, just according as the other

circle AIB cuts MM in real or imaginary points.

We will now find the limiting values for the angular mag-

nitude right, and for the ratio ™, so as to be enabled so say

' a priori' when the points E are real, imaginary, &c.

Limiting values for ' 6 right.'

To find the limiting values for the angles ' 6 right/ when
the rest of the data is unchangeable, we may proceed as

follows :

—

The point A is evidently fixed independent of 6 right.

Looking on the triangle DEO, we see the angle DO right

to E is constant for all values of 9, and it is evident that

when OE right to D or OB right to C is at its limit, then

will ED right to O or EA right to B be at its limit ; but

this last angle is evidently at a limit when the circle BAE
touches MM. Hence it is evident that, by describing the

two circles through A and B, which touch MM, and putting

i and i for the other points in which they cut circle ACH,
then will the angles i B right to C, and i B right to C, be the

required limits. And it is moreover evident that, according

as the given magnitude of 6 right ' is not comprehended
between these limits, or equal to one of them, or compre-
hended between them, so accordingly will the corresponding

circle AIB cut MM in two imaginary, in two real and
co-incident, or in two real and distinct points, E. It is also

evident that should A and B not lie on the same side of

MM, then will the points E be real for all values of ' 6

right/
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Limits for the ration -•

To find the limiting values for the ratio -, when the rest

of the data is unchangeable, we may proceed as follows :

—

The points C and H are fixed independent of the varia-

tions of -. And our object is to determine the limiting

positions for A on PA (which is fixed in position) for then

will the resulting values of^ be the limiting values required.

Now the angle EA right to B being evidently constant, it

follows that the other point K, in which PA again cuts circle

AEB, is constant, no matter how A may vary ; and there-

fore putting a and a for the two points in which the two
circles through B and K to touch MM again cut PA, it is

evident that ~ and ~ are the required limits. It is clear

that these limiting ratios have the same sign, and that ac-

cording as any value of ™ (having like sign with these limits)

is of a magnitude comprehended between them—equal to one
of them—or not comprehended between them, so accordingly

will the corresponding circle AIKB cut MM in two ima-
ginary, in two real and coincident, or in two real and distinct

points, E. When ™ and the limiting ratios have different

signs, the points E are always real. If B and K be not on

the same side of MM, the limits are imaginary, and the

points E real for all possible values of ~.

Remarks on the consequences arising from supposing particular
positions and magnitudes for the involved data.

If the point B coincides with C, then the circle COB is

infinitely small, and the points I and O are coincident with
C. It is also evident that the direction CI is in this case a
tangent to the circle AHC at C, and that the direction BI
makes the angle IB right to C = angle ' right/ More-
over the circle AIB, having BI an infinitely small chord, is

touched by BI at B or C, &c.

Secondly.—If MM and NN are parallels, then QC and
PA are parallels, and the point H is at infinity ; and there-

fore the straight line CA lies entirely in its circumference,

and gives the point I by its intersection with circle COB or
with straight line CB when angle ' 8 right ' is equal zero.

Thirdly.—If B coincides with C, and that angle 6 equals
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zero, then it is evident that CB may take any direction

through C, and therefore that the point I is that in which any

straight line through C cuts the circle CHA : hence in this

case the circle IAB coincides with AHC, and the points E
are identical with the intersections of the circle AHC and

straight line MM.
Fourthly.—If B and A coincide, then EAD coincides with

EBO, and O coincides with D, and circle CAD with circle

CBO. In this case the points I and circles IAB are innu-

merable, and the problem becomes f porismatic/ and such

that any two lines CO BO making the angle OB right to

C = 9 right, will cut MM and NN in E and F, so that

PE : QF::m:«.
Fifthly.—It is to be remarked that there are a great num-

ber of other particular cases of this problem, arising from

particular relative states of the involved data; but, as the

solution is general, it holds good in all cases, although it may
sometimes require considerable geometrical address to see

the modifications necessary. For instance, MM and NN
may be coincident, &c.

DEDUCTIONS.

(The figure for the following deductions to be supplied

by the reader.)

THEOREMS.

If P and Q be points in lines MM, NN, and that PB
and QC make the angle PB right M equal QC right to N,

and that the ratio of PB to QC is as m to n ; then H being

the point of intersection of PB and QC, the circle CHB is

such that D being in point in its circumference, and EF the

points in which DB and CD cut MM and NN, we shall have

PE : QF :: PB : QC :: m : n.

And I being the point of intersection of MM and NN, it

is evident a circle can pass through the points IPQH.
And if O be the other point in which these two circles

CHB IPQH cut, it is evident the triangles PBO QCO are

similar, and that PO has to QO the same ratio PB has to QC,

or which OB has to OC, or of m to n.

PORISM.

Given two straight lines MM NN, and two points B C, in

position ; then P being any point arbitrarily assumed in MM,
a point Q in NN can be found, and an angular magnitude
1 0/ such that BD and CD being any two lines through B and

C making the angle DB right to C = right, and E and F
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the respective points in which these lines cut MM and NN, we

shall have PE to QF in a constant determinable ratio.

The angle 9 right is evidently = angle MM right to NN,
&c.

POKISM.

Given two points P and Q, and given the two points BC
in the circumference of a given circle : then MM being an

arbitrarily assumed line through the point P, a Sne.NN pass-

ing through Q can be found, such that D being any point in

the given circumference, and EF those in which DB and DC
cut MM and NN, we shall have PE to QP in a constant

determinable ratio.

The ratio is evidently that of PB to QC, &c.

Given two points B C in a given circle, and a point P in a

given line MM ; another straight line NN and a point Q in it

can be found, such that D being any point in the given circle,

then will DB and DC cut MM and NN in points E and F,

making PE to QP in a given ratio m : n.

For PBH and HCQ are in position, and the point Q
making QC : PB :: m : n, and QNN making angle QC right to

N = PB right to M.
PORISM.

Let P and Q be given points in the circumference of a circle;

if in lines from these points to any point H in circumference,

toe take PB and QC, having to each other a given ratio, then

ivill the circle BHC pass through a fixed determinable point O
in the given circumferance.

It is evident O is such that PO : QO :: PB : QC, &c.

And if the points PQ and circle be fixed only, then O is

fixed, &c.
PORISM.

Given two points PQ, in two lines MM NN, and given any

other point B ; another point C can be found, and a circle

through B and C described, such that D being any point in its

circumference, and EF those in which DB and DC cut MM
and NN, we shall have PE to QF in a given ratio of m to n.

. For PB is given, and therefore QC making angle QC right

to N = PB right to M is determinable in position; and

since QC : PB :: m : n, the point C is determinable. The point

H is the intersection of QC and PB, and therefore the circle

CHBD is determinable, &c-
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Let HQ be fixed points, and H any point in a fixed circle ;

a point O can be found, such that any circle through it and the

point H shall cut PH and QH in B and C, so that D and I

being any two points in the respective circles, BHC and BHQ,
and EF the points in which DB and DC cut IP IQ, then will

PB have to QC and PE have to QF the given ratio which m
has to n.

The point O is evidently in circle PHQ, and PO : QC :: m :

n, &c.

PORTSM.

Given the points P and Q in given straight lines MM NN
;

a point C and angle 6 right can be found, such that E and F
being any two points in the given lines, such that CE right to

F shall be equal angle right, then will PE have to Q,F a

given ratio of m to n.

If we describe a circle through PQ, and the intersection of

the given lines, the point C is evidently in its circumference,

and such that PC : QC ::m:n. The 6 angle is evidently equal

MM right to NN.

Given two straight linesMM NN, and the point P in MM,
and Q in NN ; through two given 'points BC, to draw two
straight lines BO CO, making an angle OB right to C of a
given magnitude right, and such that E and F being the
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points in ivhich OB and OC respectively cut MM and NN,
toe shall have the rectangle under PE and QF egwa/ to a given

rectangle m . n.

ANALYSIS.

Suppose we draw PA making angle PA right to E equal

QF, right to C, and PA . QC equal in sign and magnitude to

PE . QF : then it is evident the triangle APE is similar to

FQC, and that angle EP left to A is equal CQ left to F;
therefore if H be the point in which AH parallel to MM cuts

QC, and D the point in which EA cuts FC, it follows that a

circle can pass through ACDH. It is also evident that the

points AH and circle AHC are given.

And since the angle OB right to C is given in magnitude,

the circle OBC is given ; and therefore also the point I in

which is again cuts circle AHC. Again, the angle AI right

to E or D being equal to angle CI right to D or O, it is

equal angle BI right to O or E ; therefore a circle can pass

through AIBE. But AI and B are given points ; thsre-

fore the circle AIB is given, and hence the point E where
it cuts MM, and therefore EBO and COF.

COMPOSITION.

Draw QC ; through P draw PA making angle PA right to

M equal QN right to C, and on it take PA so that PA.QC
shall be equal in sign and magnitude to m n ; through CA
and the point H in which AH parallel to MM cuts QC de-

scribe a circle ; through B and C describe a circle whose cir-

cumference is such that BB and CC being any two lines

through B and C to cut on it, we shall have angle BB right

to CC equal angle right ; through the points AB, and the

other point I in which this circle cuts circle AHC describe a

circle ; through either point E in which circle ABI cuts

MM, draw EB to cut circle CIB in O ; draw OC to cut NN
in F : then will EBO and DCO be as required.

For let D be the intersection of EA and FC.
The angle AE or AD right to I equals angle BE or BO

right to I = equal CO or CD right to I, therefore the point D
lies in circumference AHC.

The angle AD right to H or EA right to P = CD or CF
right to H or Q ; and, therefore, since angle PE right to

A = QC right to F, the triangles PAE, QCF, give us PEQF
= PA-QC = m-n.

DISCUSSION.

If the signs of m and n be given, and that the directions

M
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on the given lines are specified, then there is but one answer-

able point A, one circle AIB, two points E real or unreal,

and therefore but two solutions. But if m.n be not restricted

as to sign, there are then two points A, two circles AIB, and
therefore four answerable points E and .\ four solutions.

Moreover, since the two points A must be on opposite sides of

MM, it follows that one of the circles AIB will always cut

MM in two real points E.

Limiting values for the angular magnitude c 6 right.'

To find the limiting values of the angle ' 9 right ' when the

rest of the data is unchangeable, we may proceed as follows:

—Thus, looking on the triangle DEO, we see the angle

DO right to E is constant ; and it is evident that when OE
right to D or OB right to C is at its limit, then must ED
right to O or EA right to B be at its limit. But this last

angle is evidently at a limit when the circle BAE touches

MM. Hence it is evident that by describing the two circles

through A and B which touch MM, and putting i and i for

the other points in which they cut circle ACH, then will the

angles iB right to C, and iB right to C, be the required limits.

And it is, moftover, evident that according as the magnitude
of any angle ' 6 right ' is not comprehended between these

limits, or equals one of them, or is comprehended between
them, so accordingly will the corresponding circle AIB cut

MM in two imaginary, in two real and coincident, or in two
real and distinct points E.

Limiting values for m.n.

The limiting values of m.n, the rest of the data being un-
changeable, may be found as follows :

—

It is evident the point A varies on PA according as the

values of m.n vary, and that when m.n is at its limits, the

points A will be in limiting positions on PA. Now it is,

moreover, evident that the other point K in which circle

AEB cuts PA is fixed and given, no matter how A may vary
on PA (because angle KA right to B = EA or ED right to

B or O, and that the angles OB right to C and DC right to

A, or which is the same thing, because the angles OE right

to D and DO right to E are given in magnitudes). But the
points A are in their limiting positions when the circles

AEBK are in limiting positions or touching MM. Hence
putting a and a for the other two points in which the circles

through B and K to touch MM again cut PA, we shall have
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Pa.QC and Pa.QC the required limits. And it is evident

these limiting values have like signs, and that according as

any value ofm.n (of the same sign) is comprehended between
them, equal to one of them, or not comprehended between,
so accordingly will the corresponding circle AIKB cut MM
in two imaginary, in two real and coincident, or in two
real and distinct points, E, &c. If B and K be not on the

same side of MM, the limits are imaginary, and therefore the
points E always real.

Remarks on the consequences arising from supposing particular

positions and magnitudes for the involved data.

First.—If the point B were coincident with C, the rest

being as general as may be desired. Here the circle COB is

infinitely small, and the points I and O are coincident with
C. It is also evident that the direction CI is, in this case,

on a tangent to the circle AHC at C, and that the direction

of BI is determinable, because angle IC right to B = angle

8 right. It is also evident the circle AIB, having the zero

chord IB, touches the direction BI in B, and is therefore

determinable, &c.

Secondly.—If B coincides with C, and that angle right
= zero, the rest being as general as may be. In this case it

is evident that CB may take any direction through C, and
therefore that the point I is that in which any straight line

" through C cuts circle CHA. Hence circle IAB coin-

cides with AHC, and the points E are those in which the
circle AHC intersects MM.

Thirdly.—If MM and CQ are parallels, then QC and HA
are parallels, and the point H is at infinity, and therefore
the straight line CA lies entirely in the circumference CAH,
and gives the point I by its intersection with circle CBO.
And it may be further remarked that should the angle 9
right = zero, then will the straight line CB lie wholly in
circumference CBO, and give the point I by its intersection
with CA.

Fourthly.—If the points I and B coincide, the circles

AIB, CBO, touch in B. And if I and C coincide, the
circles AHC, CBO, touch in C.

Fifthly.—If the points B and A coincide, then the straight

lines EBO EAD coincide, and the point O coincides with D,
and the circle CBO with CAD. In this case the points I
are evidently innumerable, and occupy all positions in the
circumference CHB, and the problem becomes ' porismatic,'
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and such that any two straight lines CO and BO, making
angle OB right to C = right, will cut MM and NN in E
and F, so that PE QF = PA • QC = m • n.

Sixthly.—There are scores of other particular cases, and
as the solution is general, the modifications for these cases

may be easily made, and will afford useful exercise.

DEDUCTIONS.

(Figures for the following to be made by the reader.

)

In the case of this problem, in which B coincides with A,
we have angle PB right to M = QN right to C ; and, there-

fore, putting p and q for the respective points in which QC
and PB cut MM and NN, it is evident a circle can pass

through PQ pq. And we have the line BH parallel to MM,
the point H being in circle BOC. And L being the other

point in which PB cuts circle BOC, it is evident CL is paral-

lel to NN.
Hence we have the following theorem :—Let PQ pq be

any four points in the circumference of any circle ; if on P q
and Qip we take any two points BC, so that PB QC shall

be of a constant magnitude m • n, and draw BH and CL
parallels to Vp and Qq, to cut Qq and Yp in H and L; then

will the points BCHL be in the circumference of a circle

;

and O being any point whatever in this circumference, the

lines OB OC will cut Vp and Qiq in E and F, so that

PE • QF = PB ; QC = m • n. And the following deductions

are obvious.

POBISM.

. Given two straight lines MM NN, and two points BC
in position and an angular magnitude l Q right f two points

PQ can be found, one in each of the given lines, such that

BO and CO being any two lines inflected, making angle OB
right to C = right, and E and F the points in which these

lines cut MM and NN respectively ; we shall have PE.QF
of a constant determinable magnitude.

For the circle BOC is determinable, and BPI and CL, and
therefore BL and CH, and the points P and Q, in which these

last cut MM and NN. And we have PE QF always equal

PB • QC.
PORISM.

Given an angular magnitude & right, and two points BC
through two other given points P and Q, tivo lines MM and
NN, and but two can be drawn, such that BO and CO being
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any two lines making the angle OB right to C = 9 right, and
cutting MM and NN in E and F, we shall have PE QE =
a constant determinable magnitude.

For the circle BCO is determinable, as also PB, QC, and

points L and H, and therefore MM and NN, through P and

Q, parallels to BH and CL. And we have the rectangle

PE • QF equal PB QC.
PORISM.

Given the points P and Q in the given straight lines MM
and NN, and given any other point B in the same plane ; a

point C may be found, and an angular magnitude 9 right,

such that BO and CO being any two lines making angle OB
right to C = 9 right, the points E and F, in ivhich they cut

MM and NN, arc so related that PE QF shall be of any

given magnitude m n.

For the line PB<7 is determinable, and .". circle P<?Q, and

hence point p ; and, since PB QC must be equal m . n, the

point C is determinable. The angle 6 right is evidently equal

PM right to B.
PORISM.

Given an angle 9 right, and the points P and Q in given

lines MM NN; two points BC may be found on any curve

or line, such that BO and CO making the angle OB right to

C = 9 right, and cutting the given lines in E and P, toe shall

PE . QF of a constant determinable magnitude.

For the angle 9 right being given, Vq and Qip are deter-

minable, and the points B and C in which they cut the given

curve or line, "and therefore PB . QC, or the magnitude of PE
BF.
The points BC or one of them may be sometimes imaginary,

&c.

PORISM.

Given the straight lines MM NN, and the point P and Q
therein ; two points B and C may be found in the circumfer-

ence of a given circle, such that O being any other point

whatever in the circumference, the lines OB and OC shall cut

MM and LL in points E and F so that PE . QF will be of
a constant determinable magnitude.

Here we have to draw PBL and QCH so that PH
and QL may be parallels to MM and NN respectively.

The points B and C thus determined give PE . QF =
PB . QC—The method of drawing PBL and QCH as indi-

cated is obvious. For drawing LS parallel to PH or MM to
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cut circle in S, and then SH to cutMM in B, it is evident, P
and B are equidistant from the centre of the circle, and there-

fore that B is determinahle. The point T where MM cuts

NN is also. And the angle HC right to S being equal, LC
right to S is equal NN right to MM; and therefore a circle

can pass through TBH and Q. Hence the point H where
this circle cuts the given one is determinable, and hence HB
parallel to MM, and point B, line HQ, and point C.

Given the points P and Q, in given straight lines MM NN, a

point C and an angle ' right' can be found such that E and
F being any two points making PE • QF equal a given magni-
tude m • n, the angle CE right to F shall be equal angle 6 right.

It is evident that the determination of the point C involves

the solution of the following problem :—Given the base PQ,
the difference of the angles at the base, and the rectangle

under the sides of the triangle PQC to construct the triangle.

It may also be remarked that when MM and NN coincide,

the difference of the angles at the base is zero ; and when
moreover m . n is negative and greater than one-fourth of

PQ . QP, then we have in an implicit manner the theorem
which Chasles establishes concerning homographic divisions

on the same line whose double points are imaginary. See
Chesles' Geometric Superieure, page 118.

Given a pair of homographic divisions on two straight lines

MM NN, and likewise a second pair of other homographic
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divisions on these same two lines ; to find two points 00', one
in each line, such that they shall be corresponding points in the

two pairs of homographic divisions.

ANALYSIS.

According as the first pair of homographic divisions cut the

lines MM NN into proportional segments or not, find a

pair of points AA' in these lines, such that AO shall have
to A'O' a constant determinable ratio, or find the two points

A and A' so that AO . A'O' shall be a constant determinable
rectangle. And according as the second pair of homographic
divisions cut MM NN into proportional segments or not,

find the points B and B in these lines such that BO and B'O'
shall have a constant determinable ratio to each other, or
that BO . B'O' shall be of a constant determinable magnitude.
Now since the points AA' are given, if we assume a point

c, then (by one of the preceding porisms) we can find a point
D and circle DFC such that OD and O'C will cut in some
point F in circle DFC.
And since B & B' are given points, we can find another

point G and circle GCE (by one of the preceding porisms)
such that OG & O'C will cut in some point E in circle GCE.
Now since angle GI right to E or = CI right to E or

F=DI right to F or O, therefore a circle can pass through
GID and O ; but GDI are given points, therefore the point O
in which this circle GDI cuts NN is given, and hence OGE
and CEO' and point O' in MM.

Given the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, and the points A, B, C, D, one in
each line ; given also the points a', b', c', d'; through a' and b'
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to draw a'G b'G, making angle Gb' right to a' of a given mag-

nitude, and through c' and d' draw c'H and d'H making angle

Hd' right to c' of a given magnitude, so that a, b, c, d being the

points in ivhich a'G, b'G, c'H, d'H cut the straight lines 1, 2,

3, 4, ive shall have Aa to Dd in a given ratio, and the rectangle

under Bb and Cc of a given magnitude.

Draw a'A b'B. Suppose we draw CE making angle CE
right to c = to angle Bb rigbt to V, and CE-B6' = CcBb;
then E is given, and we have also the angle cC right to E
= b'B right to b or G.

Again, drawing DF, making angle DF right to d =

angle Aa right to a, and DF to Aa' as Dd is to A«; then F
is a given point, and the angle FD right to d is = angle a'

A

right to a or G.

Now EF are given points, and FD, Cc given lines in posi-

tion ; and a'b' are given points, and a'A b'B lines given in

position ; hence as G is in the circumference of a given circle

b'a'G, it follows (from improved theorems) that the intersec-

tion I of c-E and d¥ is in che circumference of a determinable

circle through E and F.

But (by porism No. 1 of second problem) we can find

points P and Q in lines 3 and 4, corresponding to circle EFI,
such that Vc.Qd shall be of a constant determinable magni-

tude ; similarly we can find points M and N in the same
lines corresponding to the given circle c'Hd', such that the

rectangle Mc.Nrf shall be of a constant determinable magni-

tude : therefore by problem 3rd Ave can find the points c

and d.

If instead of the ratio Aa to J)d we were given the rect-

angle under them, or that instead of the rectangle under Bb
and Cc we were given their ratio, the method of solution is

obvious from the above method of proceeding.
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Art. X.— On some new Australian Polyzoa. By P. H.
MacGillivray, Esq., A.M.., M.R.C.S.

[Read before the Institute 3rd August, 1859.]

(With a Plate.)

Sub-order Polyzoa Cheilostomata.

Fam. Flustradce.

Flustra denticulata, Busk. (Fig. 1). Of this species I have
received specimens of a well-marked variety from Queens-
cliff, King's Island, and Port Curtis. It agrees with the
normal form in the series of minute marginal denticles* but
is peculiar in the constant presence of two stout, blunt spines

on either side of the cell mouth. For this variety I would
propose the name quadricornis.

Carbasea cyathiformis (Fig. 2). Polyzoary erect, cup-
shaped; cells oblong, slightly arching above, aperture entirely

filled in; mouth lunate; back of cells thickly beset with small,

rounded eminences. Avicularia O.

Queenscliff, parasitic on Bicellaria and Catenicella—Mrs.
Dr. Robertson.

The peculiar form of this elegant species sufficiently dis-

tinguishes it from all its congeners. Its nearest affinity is

with the New Zealand C. indivisa (Busk.).

Fam. Membraniporadce.

Membranipora perforata, new species (Fig. 5). Cells very
irregular in shape, generally obscurely hexagonal ; margins
raised, faintly grooved longitudinally ; mouth narrow, with
slightly thickened lips, and a stout spine at either side supe-

riorly ; surface of cell minutely cribriform, with a large round
opening on either side, close to the margin ; ovicells large,

galeate, widely open beneath, granular; avicularia large,

situated at the base of the cells.

Queenscliff, on seaweed.

The irregular form of the cells, and the lateral foramina,

as well as the large size of the ovicells, and the peculiar
position of the avicularia, sufficiently distinguish this from
all previously described species.

N
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.

Lepralia Candida, new species (Pig. 4). Cells small, dis-

tinct, ovoid or roundish, prominent ; mouth semicircular

;

front of cell smooth, with a central pore and several round
markings, seemingly vacuities between the layers of the

cell-wall, of which two are constant, and placed above the

central pore.

Queenscliff, on mussel-shells.

A very small species of a beautiful pearly whiteness, which
seems distinct from any hitherto recorded.

Lepralia canaliculata, new species (Fig. 3) . Cells irregular,

confused, immersed; mouth large, straight below, arched
above, lower lip slightly thickened ; five or six stiff spines

produced from the upper border ; a series of grooves extend-

ing inwards from the margin towards the clear suboral

portion, in the centre of which is a round pore ; a single

avicularium situated on one side of the cell.

Queenscliff, on mussel-shells.

The only species with which this can be confounded is

L. alata (Busk.), from which it may readily be distinguished

by the suboral aperture.

Explanation of Plate.

Fig. 1. Flustra denticulata, var. , natural size.

,, 1«. ,, ,, ,, magnified.
Fig. 2. Carbasea cyathiformis, natural size.

,, 2a. ,, ,, front of cells, magnified.

,,26. ,, ,, back of cells, magnified.
Fig. 3. Lepralia canaliculata, natural size.

,, 3«. ,. ,, magnified.

,, 3b, ,, ,, single cell, still more magnified.
Fig. 4. Lepralia Candida, magnified.
Fig. 5. Membranipora perforata, magnified.
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Art. XI.

—

On Lightning Conductors generally, tvith special

reference to the Conductor attached to the tower and spire

of the Wesley Church, Melbourne. By Sizar Elliott, Esq.

[Read before the Institute, 3rd August, 1859.]

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—
My attention to this subject (Lightning Conductors) arose

from two causes. First, on the completion of the spire of

the "Wesley Church by the architect, Joseph Reed, Esq., a

heavy thunderstorm passed over Melbourne, and feeling an
interest in the building as an architectural embellishment to

the city, I was led to look into the subject of its protection

from lightning; and, secondly, from lately reading in one
of the daily papers that the minister of a church in Castle-

maine had contracted to have an iron rod erected as a pro-

tection from the electric fluid at a cost of five pounds. This

arrangement, i.e., an iron rod, appearing so deficient in the

present advanced state of science, I considered it my
duty to introduce the subject to your notice, so that a greater

amount of information might be diffused among the public.

I have, therefore, endeavored to make this paper as practical

as possible, so that for the future our public buildings might
be better protected than they are at present.

My authorities are Sir Snow Harris, Sir David Brewster,

and others, all names well known to science.

The distinction between perfect and imperfect conductors

rests in the time they require to convey the electric fluid to

the earth. From experiments made, it appears that copper

transmits the fluid in a thousandth part of the time that

water does, and several thousand times quicker than dry
stone. Iron, which is generally used, conducts the fluid

twenty times slower than copper; and as the conductor,

when in action, is thrown into vehement repulsion, it is ne-

cessary that there should be a considerable amount of strength

employed to prevent disruption, and a considerable area, as

the fluid travels only on the surface.

The rapidity of the transit, as estimated by Helvig, of
Germany, is probably from eight to ten miles in a second.

o 2
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In buildings having more than one spire, as is the case with

theWesley Church, therefore, each should be protected by a se-

parate conductor, as itdoes notfollow that the loftiest onewould

influence the discharge, for buildings have often been struck

in one place when there was a conductor not far from the

spot struck ; and in cases of ships, the foremast has been

struck when a lightning chain was employed at the main-

mast. Under Sir S. Harris5 arrangement, each mast is sepa-

rately protected ; so should it be with buildings having

separate spires. The notion of keeping the conductors insu-

lated from the building has been refuted, as it has been

shown that the building itself conveys a large amount of fluid,

and the use of the conductor is to assist, or give a continuous

line of action ; it should, therefore, be secured against the

masonry, and not placed at any distance from the building, for

it cannot be supposed that the fluid travelling with irresistible

force and great rapidity, will leave a sufficient sized rodwhether

solid or hollow, or be diverted by an insignificant piece of

glass, pitch, earthenware, or other insulating matter.

The external conductor of the Wesley Church, from the

top of the spire to its termination in the ground, is composed
of copper tubes one inch outside diameter, the metal of which

is one-eighth of an inch thick. They are in about six feet

lengths, joined together by screw-joints, over solid copper

plugs, each six inches in length, the whole being securely

fixed to the stonework by strong wrought iron wall hooks.

From the top of the spire to the level of the ground, the

conductor measures one hundred and eighty feet ; it is then

continued to a depth of about three feet under ground, and
further, in a nearly horizontal position, to a distance of about

twelve feet from the Avails of the tower, thus conveying the

fluid quite clear of the edifice.

Above the apex of the spire the conductor is continued to

a height of two feet six inches, by a solid copper rod three-

quarters of an inch in diameter. Three forks, each nine

inches long, branch from near the top, and at their junction

with the rod are united by a solid copper ball, the whole of

which above the termination of the spire is gilt, which
renders it less visible, and does not interfere with the general

proportions of the building.

The iron tie rods inside the spire being exposed to the
electric fluid through the open dormers, it was consi-

dered necessary to attach a copper conductor to the same.
From the ends of each of the iron rods and bars a copper
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tube one inch and a quarter in diameter has been fixed;

these are connected together, and from them a copper rod

one inch diameter passes down and out through one of the

dormers to the outside conductor, with which it is connected.

The total cost of these conductors, fixed complete, internal

and external, was about ninety pounds.

The ordinary construction of the rod has now been tried

many years, and the accidents are as numerous as ever; but in

the one just described we have nearly the most perfect rod

that science has invented, and, I doubt not, as perfect as any

conductor in this city.

I am, however, of opinion that the continuation of the

conductor to its extreme point should have been of the same
diameter as the longer portion of the rod, but as the reduced

piece is only two feet six inches in length, it may not be of

much importance . Another improvement that might probably

have been made, would have been to have added another line of

escape under ground; this opinion is founded on the practice

of Sir S. Harris, who endeavours to make the escape not only

direct, but by as many channels through ships' bottoms to

the water as possible. One writer says he feels assured that

if the ship's powder magazine were in the way, Sir S. Harris

would not hesitate to convey the rod through it. I need

hardly remark that bands of copper, where considered desir-

able, are just as efficacious as the rod, provided that requisite

width, thickness, and solidity are kept in view ; neither is it

necessary that the conductor should be on the outside of the

building ; if found more convenient, it could be built in the

walls or carried through the centre of the building. This

mode is partially adopted in the column erected to the

memory of Sir C. Hotham, in the New Cemetery; a portion

of the conductor is passed behind the emblematical figures in

the niches, and built in with the masonry. Neither do I

think is it necessary to have more than one point of attraction.

Since the foregoing remarks were written, I have paid a

visit to the Powder Magazine on Batman's Hill, where I

find the old principle of small rods and wooden insulators

still in use. The situation of the magazine, on the side

of the hill and deep into the ground, is certainly favor-

able for security; but it is to the providence of the Almighty

we have to attribute the safety of the city when an over-

charged electric cloud passes over it, and not to the im-

perfect precautions taken to prevent such a calamity as the

explosion of the magazine would produce.
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The conductors in use at the magazine are not in ac-

cordance with the present advanced state of knowledge on
the subject of electricity, and they ought not to be allowed to

remain in their present imperfect condition. There is,

however, another serious objection to the exposed situation

of the hill on which the magazine is situated. An enemy
coming up the river would have a good opportunity of lodging

a well directed shot, when the calamity from the elements

which we have heretofore escaped, might overtake us by the

hand of man.
In conclusion, no further proof of the value of a good

conductor need be given, than the fact that since Sir S.

Harris' arrangement of band-copper conductors to Her
Majesty's vessels of war, no material damage has been sus-

tained by them, whilst under the old system of chains over

the ship's side, from the top of the mast to the water, an

incredible number of lives and much property were annually

sacrificed.

Akt. XII.

—

On Dove's Law of the Turning of the Wind, as

illustrated and supported by Observations made at the

Flagstaff Meteorological and Magnetic Observatory , Mel-
bourne. By Professor George Netjmayer, Government
Meteorologist and Director of the Magnetic Survey of

Victoria.
(With Four Plates.)

[Read before the Institute 31st August, 1859.]

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—
The subject I have chosen to bring before you is one

replete with interest, both in a theoretical and in a prac-

tical point of view. It is one which is calculated to yield

some aid to an understanding and a comprehension of the

causes of the currents in our atmosphere. It shows how
intimately connected these phenomena are, if traced to their

origin, while the superficial observer sees in them irrecon-

cilable and even conflicting facts. The law of the turning

of the winds gives an additional proof that a careful exami-

nation of such facts, and a simple and clear reasoning, will

put us in possession of the necessary premises whereupon to

found our conclusions, even anticipating the existence of laws

in nature which will sometime be demonstrated. As to the

practical interest attached to investigations on the currents

of our atmosphere, I do not need to dwell at any length, as
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recent researches and discoveries in this branch of science

have illustrated the value of what we have gained and what
we still hope to gain.

Before entering into the enumeration of facts which tend
to support Dove's " Law of Turning/' it will he perhaps well,

in order to prevent misunderstanding, to give in short outline

the principles of this law, although I am quite aware that

many of the members are quite conversant with them.
First of all, it must be understood that the southern coast

of the Australian continent, from a geographical-meteorolo-

gical point of view, is situated in the ec-tropical region of our
globe, which is justly called the central system, or the region

of the oblique alternating winds.

The continuous effect of the sun's heat gives rise to an as-

cending current of air within the tropical region (current

ascendant) which, after having reached a great elevation,

flows off towards the poles, the direction of the current being

consequently in the southern hemisphere south, and in the

northern hemisphere north, if we suppose our globe to have

no rotation round its axis. The cold air from the polar

regions rushes into the rarified space thus produced, which
manifests itself by a current of air towards the north or the

south, as we may suppose ourselves to be in the southern or

northern hemisphere. These two currents pursue their

courses above each other until the upper one of warm air

descends into the lower regions of our atmosphere, and then

makes its way on the surface of our globe. The latitude in

which this takes place varies greatly throughout the year,

following the declination of the sun, and is on an average 30
degrees at both sides of the equator.* Within those two
parallels we have the intertropical, or, as some savans call it,

the peripherical system of winds, and beyond them we have
extending in both hemispheres towards the poles the central

system, with its equatorial limit bounded by the subtropical

belt, within the area of which falls the point of contact of

the descending compensating wind varying throughout the

year. The breadth of this latter girth is consequently given

by the amplitude of the oscillations of the point of contact

of the descending current. As soon as the compensating
wind has reached the surface of the globe, it meets the

current coming from the poles, and the relations between

* The limits of the region of the trade winds depends greatly upon the

configuration of the continents.
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these two currents form the skeleton of the whole complex
phenomena within the ec-tropical region, the principal

features of which we have to explain for the southern hemi-
sphere.* Throughout the remainder of my paper, therefore, I

will refer to the phenomena as they present themselves in our
hemisphere.

Up to the present time we have supposed the earth not to

he in a state of rotation, and we found two currents in the
southern hemisphere, the one from the equator at a great

height above the equatorial belt of calms, and then descending
to the earth's surface, moving towards the pole; and the

second in a northern direction flowing from the pole towards
the equator. But the rotation of our earth alters this state

of things considerably, as we at once perceive, when entering

into Hadley's theory of the cause of the " trade winds."
Columns of air proceeding from the poles in an originally

northern direction will have a smaller rate of motion, in the
sense of the rotation of our earth, than the parallel of lati-

tude at which they arrive,f and an observer on that parallel

participating in the rotation of the earth from W. to E.,

will find a resistance offered him by the comparatively
stationary columns, which cannot follow at once at the same
rate, and the result will be that the south direction will be
changed into one between east and south.

Further, we find with regard to the columns of air moving
from the equator to the pole that they will have a greater rate

of motion, in the sense of the rotation of our earth, than the
parallel of latitude at which they arrive, and an observer on
that parallel will consequently feel a draft of air from the
west, the northern direction of the current thus being altered

into one between N. and W. It is the usual practice to call

the S.E. current the "polar current" and that flowing from
the N.W. direction the " equatorial current." The greater

the difference of the rate of motion, in the sense of the rota-

tion of our earth, between the place of observation and the
column of air, the greater will be the deflection of the " equa-
torial current" towards W., and of the "polar current"
towards E., under the supposition that the rate of meridianal
motion of the column remains constant. Those parts of the
column of air which arrive later at a place of observation

* I give these few explanations because the different recently pub-
lished works have partly introduced confused ideas on this subject.

t As the motion is in a ratio of the radius of the parallel.
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must consequently be more deflected than the earlier por-

tions, therefore we arrive at the conclusion :—The " equa-
torial current" passes gradually over from a northern direc-

tion into N.W. and W., and the " polar current" from a

southern direction into S.E. and E.

These two cm-rents in the ec-tropical region are constantly

alternating, forcing each other out of their way, and passing

each other sideways, or hindering each other in their course.

Their combined action will explain the remainder of the phe-
nomena. We have explained that the " polar current" passed
over into an easterly wind, that is to say, the vane turns from
S. to S.E. and E., and this play would go on in repetition if the
" equatoral current " did not make itself manifest. Its

northerly direction, combined with the now easterly one of
the polar current, will change, according to the parallelogram
of forces, into E.N.E., N.E. and N. ; and the " equatorial

current " from the north passes over into N.W. and W., and
the " polar current " will change the direction of the vane
again into W.S.W., S.W. and S. Between N. and W. and
S. and E. are the critical points in this course of the vane,

as here the currents are " contending," and the vane is more
frequently thrown back, while within the quadrants between
S. and W. and N. and E. the revolution is rapidly accom-
plished. If we now comprehend all that has been said with one
retrospective glance, we shall arrive at the following law :

—

The phenomena of wind in their " chief features," as they
occur within the centrical or ec-tropical system, can be ex-

plained by the combined action of two currents, which gra-

dually move the vane from S. towards S.E., E., N.E., E., N,
N.W., W., S.W. and S., that is to say, " with the sun."*

S.E. and N.W. are in this course of the revolution the
critical quadrants.

This is the law of the turning of the wind, as laid down by
Dove, for the southern hemisphere, and it is for observers

impartially to collect facts which would either contradict or

prove the accordance between the real and the theoretical

speculations. The difficulty of the task has been considerably

aggravated by a constant misunderstanding of the principles of

Dove's Law. The law of storms, whirlwinds, and cyclones has
been constantly confounded with the same, and results of ob-

servations were quoted as contradicting its principles, which,

* In the northern hemisphere the contrary takes place, the vane moving
from N. toward E.. S. . W. . N". . or also " with the. sun."
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when properly examined, keeping in mind what was to he in-

vestigated, were fonnd to he the strongest pillars whereupon

this great law of the household of nature is based.

In proving the truth of the law of turning, we can pursue

a two-fold mode—either we prove it by direct observations,

that is, by carefully registering the anemometer, and then

examining the "retrograde" and "direct" motions, if we un-

derstand by the latter the revolutions in the sense S., E., N.,

W., S., and under the former these in the sense S., W., N.,

E., S. ; this being for the southern hemisphere. I have

undertaken this task for the year from March 1858 to

February 1859, according to the following method. The
results are derived from hourly observations, and the regis-

trations are noted within one point, or 11 j degrees exactly.

Eight columns were formed to receive the positive and
negative (direct and retrograde) motions of the vane from one

hour to the following one. In case the vane passed through

more than one point ; the number of points were counted,

and if more than four points, distributed on the different

sextants through which the vane had passed, and here it

was always understood that the vane had accomplished its

way by the shorter route, i.e., by less than sixteen points.

In case that the vane went from one point of the compass to

that diametrically opposite, the registration was not taken

into account at all, as it could not be said which way the vane
went, and such instances are marked by "jumps."
The positive and the negative motions have been summed

up for each month, each quarter, and for the year, and
the difference between the positive and negative number of

points was taken as the balance of the one over the other,

which, divided by 32, gives the number of whole revolutions

in the one sense or the other.

The following table contains the results from such investi-

gations :

—

March, 1858 9*2 positive revolutions.

April, 1858 4-2

May, 1858 2"1

June, 1858 2'6 „
July, 1858 3-5

August, 1858 1-8 „
September, 1858 6"2 „
October, 1858 1-5 „
November, 1858 33 „
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December, 1858 6*2 positive revolutions.

January, 1859 4 -8 „ ,,

February, 1859 28

These figures give for the single quarters the sums :

—

March to May, 1858 . . 15 -5 positive revolutions.

June to August, 1858 . . 7 -9 „ „
Sept. to Nov., 1858 . . 11-0

Dec, 1858, to Jan., 1859 13-8 „

giving a total sum of 48*2 complete revolutions in the sense

S., E.j N., W.j S., for the year, and an average of four revo-

lutions in the direct sense during the month.
" Jumps " occurred on the following occasions, and under

the following circumstances :

—

Between S.E. by S. and N.W. by N. in the month of March.
W. by S. and E. by N.

,j S.E. and N.W. „ „ „
E.S.E. and W.N.W.
S.E. by E. and N.W. by N. on April the 13th,

„ E.S.E. and W.N.W. on April the 20th.

S.E. and N.W. on April the 29th.

jj S.E. and N.W. on May the 21st.

j j N.E. and S.W. on May the 25th.

S.E. and N.W. on May the 26th.

S.S.E. and N.N.W. on June the 23rd.

j, W. and E. on July the 4th.

j, N.E. and S.W. on August the 28th.

„ N.E. and S.W. on October the 6th.

S.S.E. and N.N.W. on October the 23rd.

N.W. by N. and S.E. by S. on October the 23rd.

„ E. by N. and W. by S. on October the 23rd.

N.W. by W. and S.E. by E. on November the 11th.

„ W. and E. on December the 3rd.

„ N. and S. on December the 10th.

„ S. and N. on February the 1st.

S.S.E. and N.N.W. on February the 2nd.

„ N. and S. on February the 6th.

„ S.S.E. and N.N.W. on February the 22nd.

By examining the single instances of "jumps," we find
the following results. There were under twenty-four occur-
rences :

—

14 from the S.E. to the N.W. quadrant, or vice versa.

p 2
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5 from the N.E. to the S.W. quadrant.

3 from the N, to S., or vice versa.

2 from E. to ¥.

These figures illustrate, in strict conformity with the

theory, how quickly the vane travels hetween E. and N. and
W. and S., while it is retarded in the "critical quadrants,"

viz., S. and E. and N. and W.
The following table contains the analysis of the facts from

which the above results have been derived :

—

Between Positive. Negative. Difference

S. and S. E. 1159-5 . 942-5 . . 2170
S.E. and E. 668-5 . 535-5 . 1330
E. and N.E. 816-5 . 627-5 . . 189-0

N.E. and N. 1565-5 . . 1351-5 . 2140
N. and N.W. 1085-5 . 880-5 . 205-0

N.W. and W. 1012-0 . 858-0 . 154-0

W. and S.W. 1118-5 . 928-5 . 190-0

S.W. and S. 1362-0 . . 11230 . 239-0

1541-0

Sums of positive revolutions throughout

the year 48'16

It is evident that the values, as given in the third column,

ought to be equal; because, if the vane had to pass forty-

eight times round the compass, an equal number of points

must have been traversed in each octant, and these dif-

ferences are, if we reduce the octants to quadrants, as

follows :

—

Between S.E. and N.E 350

„ N.E. and N.W 419
N.W. and S.W 344
S.W. and S.E 456

We see by these results that the vane passes more rapidly

over from S.E. to N.E., and from N.W. to S.W., than from
N.E. to N.W. and S.W. and S.E.

The relative frequency of the winds affords a means to

arrive at the same conclusion, that the quadrants between
N.E. and N.W. ; S.W. and S.E. are the critical quadrants,

i.e., the contesting field of the alternating currents.

The following numbers express the relative values of the
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occurrences of the different winds, if we adopt the number

of registrations of eastern winds as unite :

—

S 4-3 Between N.E. and K. . 55
Between S. and S.E.. 3-1 N 5-5

S.E 2-4 Between N. and N.W. 3*5

Between S.E. and E. 1-6 N.W 26
E 1-0 Between N.W. and W. 2*2

Between E. and N.E. 1-9 W 33
N.E 4-3 Between W. and S.W. 3"7

SW 2-7

S.W. and S... 3-8

Consequently, by giving the means we have

—

Between S.W. and S.E 326
S.E. and N.E 2-24

N.E. and N.W 4.28

N.W. and S.W 270

We readily perceive that the celerity with which the vane

travels through each quadrant is in an inverted ratio with

the frequency, and consequently that between S.E. and

N.E., N.W. and S.W., the vane travels more easily than

between S.W. and S.E., N.E. and N.W. The two latter

quadrants form the contesting fields. Before leaving the

direct proofs, as derived from yearly observations, I should

like to add a few words having reference to the mean direc-

tions of the wind in this country.

In computing this quantity for the year, the formula given

in statics for finding the mean direction, when several powers,

acting in one and the same plane, attack a point, has been used.

The force of the wind was taken as equal to one, and the

relative frequency as the components. By this method I

obtained the mean direction of the wind for the year to be

N. 38° 54' W.

Taking the relative force into consideration, these results

will be slightly changed, as I shall show at another oppor-

tunity. I have only endeavored to prove the greater predomi-

nance of the " Equatorial " over the " Polar Current."

Following the mean direction of the wind through the

different quarters, we find

—

For the quarter March to May N. 50° 45' E.

„ „ June to August . . N. 14° 31' W.
„ „ September to Nov. S. 80° 20' W.

December to Feb.. . S. 17° 44' W.
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We see by these results that the mean direction moved
round from N.E. to S. by W. during the year; and if we
recollect the number of revolutions during the different sea-

sons, as given in the early part of this paper, we are struck

with the fact that the least number of revolutions occur when
the mean direction for the quarter nearly coincides with the
mean direction for the year, and that the number increases

as the former recedes from the latter, in the sense of the
direct revolutions.

After having given the results of the yearly observations

bearing upon the subject before us, I have thought it also

advisable to examine the mean direction of the wind for each
day in a certain month, with the view of illustrating still

further the law of the turning of the wind.

The quantities used are those given in the first column of

Table IV. [Vide page 120, and Plate L]
The month of April, 1859, was selected, because it is an

average month ; with regard to the number of revolutions,

which were 3 "72, this number closely corresponds with that
for April, 1858, viz. :—4"0, and the latter number is nearly
the average number of direct revolutions per month through-
out the year.

If we analyse the directions given in Table IV., and divide

them into positive and negative, according to the principles

laid down above, when speaking of the motions of the vane
in general, and taking, as jumps, all those changes in direc-

tion which are within 5° of 180° distant from each other, we
obtain the following results —Positive sense, 990° 26'

;

negative sense, 686° 25'; and one jump between the 19th
and 20thof the month, consequently if a? represents the jump,
we obtain as the result 304° 1' + x direct revolutions of the
wind more than negative ones. On examining the nature of
the jump we see that the wind went around from N.E. to N.,
N.N.W., S.W. by S., S., and S.S.E., consequently, the motion
of the mean direction could not have been retrograde. The
jump being therefore considered positive, we have 490° 54' as

the total number of degrees through which the mean direction

veered in the sense S.E., N., W., S., in advance to the revo-
lutions in the sense S.W., N.E., or 1-36 revolutions, which
will be as nearly as possible the mean value of the revolutions
of the mean direction in tbe course of a month.

Having given these facts, which directly support the law of
the turning of the winds for the southern hemisphere, I now
proceed to a second and indirect mode of proof; but allow
me first to make a few explanatory remarks.
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If the phenomena Ave observe with the weather vane are in

their principal features the result of two contending currents

of air, namely, the equatorial and the polar currents, it is a
matter of necessity that the various meteorological instru-

ments should be differently affected by the prevailing proper-

ties of those currents.

The polar current coming from the antarctic regions must
be cold, dense, and dry. The equatorial, on the contrary, com-
ing from the belt of calms, must be warm, light, and moist.

The barometer will therefore stand high with the polar
current and low with the equatorial.

The thermometer will be low with the polar current and
high with the equatorial.

The tension of aqueous vapour will be slight with the polar
current and great with the equatorial.

The different intermediate winds* will, of course, have cor-

responding influences on the meteorological instruments.

It is necessary that we call to mind the different principles

of the law, and that we thoroughly understand the illustrious

savant who founded these theories, when he says, " a south-

east wind comes further from the south than the south wind
itself." The amount of deflection offers a criterion as to the
difference in latitude between the place of observation and
the point whence the current of air comes, and certainly the
S.E. being more deflected than the S., must have more of the
qualities of the polar current than the S. With S.E. wind
Ave should have the highest barometer, the lowest temperature,
and the least tension of aqueous A'apour. As the wind recedes
from this point, the barometer begins to fall, the thermometer
to rise, and the tension of aqueous vapour to increase, in
consequence of the approaching equatorial current.

Analogously to the conclusions Ave arrived at with regard
to the polar current, Ave might expect that the lowest state of
the barometer, and the maximum of temperature and aqueous
pressure would coincide with N.W. ; thus the extremes of
the phenomena are given, and between them the instruments
must shoAv regular curves. For the purpose of illustrating

these facts, I could have used the results of yearly observa-
tions, but I content myself Avith laying before you those of
but one month, and for this purpose I again selected the
month of April, 1859, because the means of the pressure of
air, and of aqueous vapour, and of temperature of air, nearly
coincide Avith the mean values for the year, viz. :

29 '881
inches, 0365 inch, and 58 -3 degrees.
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Glancing over the mean values of the different elements,

as shown in Table IV. [vide Plates I. and II.), we perceive

at once that a maximum of the barometer is constantly ac-

companied or immediately followed by a minimum in tem-

perature of air and tension of vapour, as on the 5th, 13th,

and 21st, the mean directions of the wind being, for those

days respectively, S.W., S.W., and S.E. :

—

Bar. Ther. P. V. Wind.

5th—30-000 .. 60-5 .. 0-338 .. S.W.
13th—30-034 . . 52-5 . . 0-278 . . S.W.
21st—30-292 .. 52-4 .. 0-242 .. S.E.

Further, we see that a minimum of the barometer coincides

with a maximum in temperature and aqueous pressure on the

3rd, 11th, 19th, 30th :—

Bar." Ther. P. V. Wind.

3rd—29-809 . . 62-9 . . 0-279 .

.

n.w:
11th—29-555 . . 55-4 . . 0320 .

.

N.N.W.
19th—29-847 . . 59-5 . . 0286 . . N.E.
30th—29-772 . . 70-1 . . 0-324 .

.

N.

In the first instance we have the polar current with its

properties, and in the last the equatorial ; the intermediate

days show signs of the combined action of both currents.

The pressure of dry air accommodates itself closely to the

pressure of air, as shown in the respective columns, and the

amount of cloud reached its maximum at the same time as

the barometer, and the rain fell abundantly when the tem-
perature was very low (52

-

0).

If such diagrams and tables are calculated to illustrate the
simultaneous occurrences in the various meteorological ele-

ments, they must still fail to exhibit the law of alternating

currents as closely as we could wish ; another mode is there-

fore necessary. I refer to the construction of wind-roses, or

barometric, thermometric and atmic cards, the nature and con-

struction of which I shall endeavour to explain in as simple

a manner as possible.

By taking the means of all the readings of the barometer,
thermometer, or hygeometer,when thewind blewfrom a certain

point of the compass, we obtain the mean reading of these me-
teorological elements for that point; and by taking the mean in

this way for each point of the compass, we obtain what is called

a barometric, thermometric or atmic wind-rose.
(
Vide Plate

III.) But I must mention here, that we have first to eliminate
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certain oscillations, the values of which are already known to

us, for instance, the horary variations ; in order to accom-
plish this object, I pursue the following course. As men-
tioned in the commencement of this paper, all results are

derived from hourly observations, so that each observation
will have to be corrected by a quantity equal to the amount
of oscillation due to the hour of observation. These are the
principles according to which Tables I. and II.— [vide pages
116-117, and Plate IV.]—have been constructed, and a dia-

gram showing the states of the meteorological instruments at

different periods of the revolution of the wind in a direct sense.

Barometer.—-The barometer is highest at S.E., passes over
from rising to falling, continues to fall E., N.E., N., and
reaches its minimum when the wind blows from N.N.W. ; it

then passes over from falling to rising, continues to rise

through W.S.W. and S., and reaches its maximum at S.E.
again.

Thermometer.—The temperature is lowest Avhen the wind
blows from S.E., and passes in S.E. from falling to rising,

continues to rise in E., N.E., N., and reaches its maximum
in N.N.W., when it passes over from rising to falling, and
continues to fall in W., S.W. and S.

Aqueous Vapor.—The tension of aqueous vapor is least in
S.E., and rises in passing through N.E. and N. The western
hemisphere clearly shows local influences as the tension does
not decrease towards south, but increases again on account
of the great area of ocean towards the west and south.
Pressure of dry air coincides almost entirely with pressure of
air.

Thus we have an indirect proof of the truth of the law of
the turning of the wind, furnished by observations of one
month only.

The different meteorological instruments give us to under-
stand which current prevails at a certain time, a point which
it is sometimes very difficult, if not impossible, to do without
their help.

It must be borne in mind that the results obtained from a
month's observations only, are greatly affected by disturb-

ances, because of the small number of observations that have
been made in some points of the compass. These deficien-

cies will be removed if we have to do with observations
extending over a longer period. In another place I shall bring
before the scientific world results deduced from one year's
observations, bearing on the same subject.

Q
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In closing this subject, I cannot pass over in silence one

remarkable fact, viz., that the positive electricity-rose

—

[vide

Plate II.]—nearly coincides with the pressure of air, which

fact may perhaps lead to some clue for the solution of this

remarkable, but still mysterious agency in nature.

Allow me to read a passage from a log kept by Captain

Gilfillan, late master of the schooner " Yarra," which illus-

trates in a most striking manner the general course of the

wind and weather on this coast. He states as follows :

—

" It will be seen that we had some heavy weather during

this voyage. The first breeze was when off Cape Otway,

which lasted up to midnight of the 9th, when the wind shifted

from northward to south by the west, and taking its regular

course after falling light round the east to the north, being

lightest at east. It continued to haul round to S.W. again,

and fell calm, and was lightest when E.N.E., continuing to

follow round to west by the north, and it blew hardest when
between W.N.W. and S.W., from which quarter we expe-

rienced some very heavy hail squalls. It then continued

sometime at S.W., and then hauled back by the west to the

north, after which it fell light and came to N.E. There the

breeze increased, and hauled round to N.W. by the north,

and blew hard. It then gradually became calm, again

sprung up from N.W. light, fell then calm, and in the calm

shifted to S.W. light, when we reached Adelaide."

The question may be raised, why does the wind at all go

back, and not pursue its course continually according to the

law ? To this I may reply, firstly, why does a balance not

come at once to a state of rest after an oscillation? Secondly,

the retrograde motion may also be caused by hurricanes, in

which the vane may turn with or against the sun, according

to the side of the storm on which we are. Furthermore, the

land and sea breezes, hot winds, and local influences must
necessarily cause irregularities ; and if in spite of all these

interferences we can prove such a surplus of direct revolu-

tions, we cannot but feel surprised that the law makes itself

manifest so clearly as it does.

Another objection which may be raised is, how is it to be
proved that the alternating currents are passing each other

sideways ? Why do they alternate at all ? Why does not
one prevail for ever ? And what law rules this change in

winds ?

. These are questions containing problems which to attempt
to solve would be rather premature. A system of meteoro-
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logical observations, in which the means are taken for every

five days, is now in progress of organisation in this colony,

and I hope that the neighboring colonies will join us in our

endeavours, as we may be sure that such exertions cannot

but lead to the thorough explanation of the interesting pheno-
mena I have this evening brought under your notice.
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Table I.

[Vide Plate III.']

MONTH OF APRIL, 1859.

MEANS FOR EACH POINT OF THE COMPASS.

Direction of Wind. Thermometer. Barometer. Vapour. Dry Air.
Number
of Regis-
trations.

S. 59-04 30-103 0-327 29-776 46

S. by E. 61-90 30-086 0-353 29-733 12

S.S.E. 52-60 30-154 0-266 29-888 9

S.E. by S. 57-70 30-129 0-355 29-774 6

S.E. 51-70 30-180 0-277 29-903 14

S.E. by E. 57-50 30-139 0-269 29-870 12

E.S.E. 65-70 30-133 0-316 29-817 5

E. by S. 62-50 30-304 0-246 30-058 2

E. 57-50 30-048 0-329 29-719 10

E. by N. 52-40 30-039 0-321 29-718 6

E.N.E. 60-90 30-002 0-276 29-726 13

N.E. by E. 53-16 30-058 0-241 29-817 5

N.E. 59-90 29-971 0-295 29-676 62

N.E. by N. 59-50 29-907 0-311 29-596 24

N.N.E. 65-90 29-862 0-295 29-567 35

N. by E. 66-00 29-867 0-308 29-559 21

N. 63-50 29-859 0-300 29-559 64

N. by W. 64-70 29-849 0-297 29-552 16

N.N.W. 73T0 29-902 0-299 29-603 27

N.W. by N. 66-50 29-845 0-293 29-552 12

N.W. 63-90 29-958 0-299 29-659 22

N.W. by W. 64-60 29-981 0-320 29-661 9

W.N.W. 56-50 29-989 0-319 29-670 15

W. by N. 54-50 29-989 0-318 29-671 18

W. 59-10 30-013 0-315 29-698 63

W. by S. 58-20 29-974 0-335 29-639 21

W.S.W. 56-20 29-992 0-330 29-662 41

S.W. by W. 56-80 30-040 0-304 29-736 14

S.W. 58-80 30-015 0-322 29-693 39

S.W. by S. 61-80 30-031 0-353 29-678 6

S.S.W. 60-50 29-991 0-316 29-675 16

S. by W. 60-10 30-075 0-322 29-753 16
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Table II.

[Vide Plate III.]

MONTH OF APRIL, 1859.

MEANS FOR EACH POINT OF THE COMPASS.

Direction of Wind.
Atmospheric
Electricity.

Force of
Wind.

Amount of

Cloud.

Number of
Hours

of Bain.

S. 2-S9 1-90 6-10 0-60

S. by E. 3-53 1-40 5-30 o-oo

S.S.E. 6-22 1-30 7-30 o-oo

S.E. byS. 4-73 1-07 9-30 o-oo

S.E. 5-10 1-20 5-00 o-oo

S.E. by E. 5-02 1-00 6-60 o-oo

E.S.E. 4-70 0-80 8-00 0-40

E. by S. 7-39 1-00 9-00 o-oo

E. 4 57 0-95 475 0-30

E. by N. 4-36 1-25 4-80 0-40

E.N.E. 4-21 1-50 3-30 0-00

N.E. by E. 4 Go 1-00 2-00 o-oo

N.E. 3-73 1-80 4-25 0-70

N:E. byN. 3-03 1-90 5-90 o-oo

N.N.E. 2-62 3-00 5-40 oao

N. by E. 2-04 2-70 5-90 0-00

N. 2-27 3-15 5-50 0-00

N. by W. 1-87 2-90 6-90 1-00

N.N.W. 2-23 2-20 6-60 3 '40

N.W. by N. 1-90 1-60 8-30 1-00

N.W. 2-G3 1-60 4-60 0-20

N.W. by W. 2-27 1-50 9-30 2-50

W.N.W. 2-00 2-00 8-70 0-80

W. by N. 1-82 2-20 7-90 0-50

W. 2-29 2-20 8-10 1-80

W. by S. 2-04 2-30 8-70 0-80

W.S.W. 2'60 2.50 8-45 4-30

S.W. by W. 2-32 2-50 8-10 2-30

S.W. 3-23 2-60 7-70 2-80

S.W. by S. 2-53 2-30 8 -GO 1-00

S.S.W. 3-35 2-30 6-20 0-30

S. by W. 3 -85 2-80 5-60 0-70
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Table V.

[Vide Plate II.]

MONTH OF APRIL, 1859.

DAILY EXTREMES IN THE DIFFERENT METEOROLOGICAL
ELEMENTS.

Days of
Pressure of Air. Pressure of Vapour. Temperature of Air.

the

Month, Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum.

inch. inch. inch. inch. deg. Fahr. dc£. Fahr.

1 30-169 30-062 0-437 0-251 70-6 44-4

2 30-112 29-911 0-309 0-147 85-5 50-2

3 29-937 29-700 0-492 0-111 84-0 52-3

4 29-975 29-912 0-347 0-225 67-1 49-0

5 30-039 29-965 0-367 0-269 67-0 54-3

6 29-998 29-893 0-386 0-324 72-1 56-5

7 29-992 29-8S3 0-446 0-350 66-1 55-7

8 30-022 29-909 0-361 0-281 65-9 49-0

9 29-929 29-811 0-340 0-267 67-4 45-8

10 29-855 29-514 0-392 0-274 69-8 50-S

11 29-679 29-491 0-396 0-251. 64-8 49-6

12 29-955 29-672 0-422 0-275 62-3 50-3

13 30-186 29-881 0-376 0-237 56-6 48-0

14 30-213 30-142 0-327 0-246 55-5 47-0

15 30-191 30-129 0-334 0-265 60-9 49 -S

16 30-225 30-136 0-366 0-304 62-7 52-3

17 30-189 30-056 0-322 0-179 62-7 47-9

18 30-046 29-885 0-299 0-232 68-5 39-8

19 29-933 29-745 0-429 0-249 71-6 50.0

20 30-313 29-955 0-345 0-193 60-2 49

21 30-336 30-258 0-255 0-231 59-8 46-9

22 30-245 30-081 0-289 0-233 61-6 42-3

23 30-076 30-004 0-317 0-239 62-4 43-1

24 30-140 30-016 0-377 0-227 66-1 49-1

25 30-112 29-908 0-356 0-285 76-0 46-0

26 29-980 29-8S2 0-447 0-292 73-7 53-3

27 30-075 29-965 0-439 0-379 67 -5 55-0

2S 30-040 29-944 0-400 0-342 75-0 53-0

29 29-965 29-872 0-402 0-304 76-5 60-7

30 29-871 29-677 0-409 0-290 74-8 66 1

Moans 30-060 29-908 0-373 0-258 67-8,2 50-24
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Art. XIII.

—

An Attempt to Simplify and Generalise the
Theory and Practice of Railway Curves. By William
Hill, Esq., C.E.

(With a Plate.)

[Read before the Institute 14th September, 1S59.]

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—
If we suppose two places to be on the same level, and

that they are united by a canal, then the trace of the surface

of the water, on a vertical plane, passing through the ter-

minal points of the canal and the centre of the earth, will he
a great circle of the globe; but if the two places are not equi-

distant from the earth's centre, then in its course the canal,

proceeding from the higher to the lower station, would have to

be traced by concentric arcs, successively of shorter radius,

until the minute (in comparison with the radius of the earth)

but important difference of level was made in the surface of
the canal at the two places. The steps (or locks) by which
the descent is effected are each several feet deep ; whereas if

a railway connected the same two places, it would be made to

descend by imperceptible steps, and its longitudinal profile

would be a curved line, called the gradient. On paper this

curve is, for obvious reasons, drawn as a straight line. A
railway can seldom, however, be carried throughout upon one
gradient, and a track is selected with regard to the economy
of gradients, from point to point of elevation and depression,

and impracticable ground is evaded by a judicious se lection

of curves, so as to minimize on the plan its departure from a

direct trace from point to point. To enable us to do this, so

as to avoid obstructions and " lose ground " as little as pos-

sible, in short, to economise curves, is the object of the pre-

sent attempt to generalise the subject, and to simplify the
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consideration of the capabilities of the ground—what curves

are possible, first for the evasion of obstructions, and next

for the recovery of the direct course, from point to point, pre-

determined to be passed through.

I have treated the subject analytically, and have aimed at

a tangible set of simple deductions from the data, to be fixed

in the mind, and as applying to all cases, so as in a

great degree to supersede theorising in the field, and to have

the mind as free as possible for viewing leisurely and coolly

the practical and physical difficulties of execution.

The track of a railway may be considered as a system of

curves and their tangents, each curve to the right or left

necessitating an early reverse curve ; for the further a

divergence is continued, the more there is to rectify by the

return curve. It has least to do when the two reciprocating

arcs are contiguous.

It is proposed to prove that the locus of the point of con-

tact, or of osculation of these two arcs, and the locus also for

a compound curve, is the arc of a circle, which may be called

the " arc of contact," and that where both are possible the

locus of both is the same arc.

The formulas for finding the radius and position of the

tangents of the arc of contact are simple, so that the arc

may be set out very readily ; and it will be seen that it at

once affords a key to the capabilities of the ground. I pro-

pose to consider other formulas connected with or independent
of the arc of contact.

The Arc of Contact for Simple and Compound Curves.

Investigation No. I. (of the " arc of contact," or locus of the

osculating point (A) of every possible $ or compound curve,

from a given railway tangent at B to a railway tangent at D.

It is first to be shown that the locus of the osculating point is the

arc of a circle, in either case.

Figure M shows the usual position of the parts in an $ curve, the

angles a and /3 opening each to the right out of BD, to an observer

stationed on the angular points B and D respectively. Figures N
and O show a possible arrangement of the parts, the angles a and /3

opening right and left respectively out of DB, so that, considered as

opening to the right, /3 in each figure (N and O) is, evidently, as

determining the sign
(=) of its sine, cosine, &c, to be placed or taken

be, in the fourth quadrant. Figure P will be sufficient for the
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investigation as regards a compound curve, there being not the same
variety of appearance in the figures assumed by this as by the less
" prehensible " and eel-like S curve, to all of which, however, the
same trigonometrical principles apply. We have only to be attentive

to the sign positive or negative of the gonometrical ratios, and for

that purpose, and that only, to estimate all the angles as opening on
the same hand right or left ; and as to their angular quantity
(as of a and B), to take them simply as they appear by their necessary
designation in the figures. The repetition of this precept may be
necessary.

To prove tliat the locus of osculating point is a circular arc.

Note—That a and B are the angles of intersection of the radii of
the two arcs, at D and B, with BD.

Fig. M.

The |_ OAD = half supt. of O

or, OAD = t!_
a= ADB + 8

2

(by Ext. |_— two inter. & opposite)

V ADB=^
— 2

and the L PBA= half supt. of P

or, PBA=E±i=ABD + /S

ABD: 8-B

and '.
" The angleBAD = supt. Z.

"

Fig. N.

p„
J-

are parallels to < p^

(Either an S or C.)

The L OAD = half supt. of O

or, OAD =^LS
= ADB + g

(for ADB = AD'P; and OAD is

the exterr. \_ of the A, AD'P ; and
AD'P and 8 are the interr. and
opposite [_cs.)

a-8

ABP = PAB

:

•.• ADB =

MPB B-

8

(as shown by construction of the
figure)

MPB or 8 - abeing exterr.
[_ of the

A, ABP and A and B being equals.

But ABP = fi-DBA = fi~ g

•DBA =^
— 2

and •
.

• The angle BAD = supt. of
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Fig. 0.

P0S=a-S
ADO = FOS="" 5

2 2

•ADB =«-ADO = a
Jl?

ABp=MPB == /3+^
2 2

ABD =/3-ABP=^l!
— 2

The angle BAD = supt. of
a_lA

Fig. P.

ABP = ^_~L! = ABD + B

— 2

ODA= a + i80°- a = ADPi + n

180°-a-SADB =

•
.

• remaining [_,
BAD = 180°-

180°-(a + B)

2

or, the angle BAD = 90° - '1±£
2

The same in effect as Fig. M, if

the same |_ be taken as a, for

90° + « + /3= 180
o_(180-a) + y3

In like manner it might be proved that the same values respec-

tively attach to the
[_
BAD, at whatever other point A', two arcs,

tangt. at B and D respectively, may osculate. If therefore a segment

of a circle be described through the points BAD, that is, if there be

drawn a segment cai)able of containing an angle of the proved value

of BAD, its arc will be the locus of osculation.

Q. E. D.

Cor.—From these two things, viz., the
[_

of segment and the

length DB of its chd., the position of the tangents of the arc of con-

tact and its radius are determined. Thus

—

For setting out this arc on the ground.

BD is the chd., and the position of the tangents of the arc of con-

tact is at once determined, for they intersect the line DB at angle

(T DB or T VBD) = BAD,—(the latter being the [_ in the alterut.

Segmt.)

* Or it might have been proved by means of Fig. M, that BA"T)
has the same value as BAD — put x', y' for the contiguous angles, in

Fig. M, of the isosceles triangles whose bases are the chords BA'".

A'"D (as x and y are in Fig. P), and let h' in Fig. M serve as

auxiliary to the proof.

Then,/ = (
180°-") + *

y

and BA'"D is their sum :

,,_(180°— B) + p

360° a+ (3 , n a— B
L = suppt. 01 Z



Value

°f|_(A
A'orA")

in the

Segmt.
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' In the ordinary position of the parts, ) -r, . t, na— B
as in fig. M, for an S curve }

BAD = Sul3t -
of-^

In the possible arrangement of parts, ) t, .-r. C( i,a-\~B

as in fig. NA for an S curve }
BAD = SuP*- of^

In the case of a compound curve BAD = 90° + a ~^P
2

(The same in effect as in fig. M, but that a in this figure is the conpt.

of a in fig. M.)

(As proved on preceding page.)

The radius A of C = \ chd. cosec. Sl = ^£ Cosec. BAD
2 2

Or, if a table of secants is not at hand, say r. a. of c.= 2
_

Sin. BAD

A simplification of common method of setting out curves will be
explained hereafter.

Use of the arc of contact.—It is observable that the prolongation

of one of the railway tangents TD intersects the arc of contact at A",

(this prolongation may be considered, for uniformity's sake, an arc

of infinite radius), but that beyond that point the arc of contact is

not available for an S curve, nor short of that point for a compound
curve. It is evident, however, that if the absence of obstructions

allows the choice of any available point on it, as A or A', the $ or

compound curve will have greater freedom than the sharp curve A"B.

The length DA" of the prolongation of the tangent that of the
chord A"B and r, the radius of such simple arc, may be found by
calculation ; thus, (values of A", B, D, being given in the investiga-

tion below.)

The DATA are DB or d and a and 8.

(i.) DA"=cZ sin. A + D cosec. A"; (n.) BA"=<i cos a cosec. A"

i
AB .

~
xand r =

. cosec. A . (in.)

Note—That this observation and these three formulae apply to the
case where one of the railway tangents produced cuts the arc of
contact. At this end of the curve is the

|_
designated the a in the

second of these formulae.

Investigation of the above three formuke.

In the A A'DB, the
|_
A"=BAD, the

[_
of the segment, (Its value
already stated.)

L D —a — 90° in all cases of one arc curve.

LB =supt. (A" + D)
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Sin. A" : sin. B : : d : A"D = d sin. B cosec. A"
Sin. A" : sin. D : : d : A"B = d sin. D* cosec. A!'=d cos. a cosec. A".

But A"=A or DAB and BA"T"=supt. A- 5 (fig. M)
2

and the cosect. of an
[_
=cosect. of its Supt.

. •. A!'D=d sin. (A+D) cosec. A ; A!'B=d cosec. a cosec. A
A"B

and by rt. |_d. trigy. r— cosec. A.

The choice of Curves.

If the arc of contact be set out merely to the available extent,

then an assistant may be directed to move along it, and be signalled

from the D or B, to fix an eligible point of osculation. It will then

be absolutely necessary to measure only the angle D or B where you

stand of the A, DAB, of which the base DB and its opposite
[_

A,

are already known ; we then have all the angles and the base of

A, DAB, and the difference between a and D = either
[_

at the base

of the isosceles, whose base is the chd. AD, and equal sides OA, AD
s and the difference between /3 and B = either of the corresponding

angles of the A, whose base is AB, and sides the radii AP, PB of the

other arc.

The chords are the two remaining sides of ADB—
Sin. A : Sin. D : : BD or d : Chd. AD = d. Sin. D. Cosec. A
Sin. A : Sin. B : : d : Chd. AB = d. Sin. B. Cosec. A
Then r'=^L Sec. ADO* and r" = ^5. Sec. ABPt

2 2

It is thus seen that after the arc of contact is set out the rest is

exceedingly simple, and in obtaining the elements for that arc no

difficulty presents itself, since the angle A of the segment, which is

the key to the whole, is plainly enough stated at pages 126-7, and in

terms of the known angles a and /3 ; and the |_
at base of each

isosceles on this page.

N.B.—For distinction the arc of contact, and the position of its

tangent, may be marked by arrows tipped with red cloth.

One radius given, to find the other radius, in Ogee and
Compound Curves.

It will be useful to run through the process by which, with the

aid of the arc of contact, we may find a radius for the second arc,

the radius of the first being given.

* Cos. a - sin. D = sin. a -90°

t ADO and ABP are the [_es at bases respectively of the isosceles Aes,
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(In this investigation, let the centre of the arc that is "without"
the arc of contact be designated by O, and its chd. by AD,
and let a be at that end of BD, as in all the figures.)

In all cases of $ curves,

L OAQ=(A + a)-90°

PAQ = 270°-(A + a)

And in compound curves,

OAQ and PAQ are the

same
|_
= 90° + a— A*

and r. arc of contact is common to the two As, OAQ, PAQ

Then,

If ?', the radius OA, be given, or If r", the radius AP, be given,

Then in A OAQ - Given two
sides, viz., r' and r. arc of con-

tact, and included [_ OAQ —
To find [ AOQ, the |_ of theseg-

ment opposite to AHD (being

half the [ at the centre O).

Then in A PAQ — Given two
sides, viz., r" and r. arc of con-
tact, and included

[_
PAQ

To find [_ APQ, whostTsupt.
is APV, the

|_ of the segment
. opposite to AGB

(by the well-known rule a + b : a— b : : tan.
A+B : tan. A-B

and thus finding half-difference of the unknown [_es, and knowing
half their sum, we get AOQ) which is the half sampltts half difference

if its opposite side (r. arc of contact) is greater than r' or r" respec-
tively— (and minus, if less.)

At this L AOQ, or At
[_
APY,

The chd. AD must be deflected \

from the By. tangent. The length >

of chd. AD = 2 r' sin. AOQ. j

( The chd. AB must be deflected

< from the Ey. tangt. The length

{ of chd. AB = 2 r" sin. APV.

* InFigs. M, N, ODQ = OAQ= a + compt. of supt. ofA ) . _ AO
In Fig. O =a+ compt. A '

/
=A + °~ yo

and PAO= supt. of OAQ = 270°- (A + a)

In a compound curve (Fig. P) ODQ = OAQ= a-comp. sunt.
A= a + 90°-A.

s
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Next having found

The chd. AD and its position

Let x be the [_ at base AD of

isosceles ADO (compt. ofAOQ)
Then in A BAD, D,(=a— a?) and
A being known, we have given

two sides AD, DB and all the

angles to find AB.
Lastly in the isosceles APB we

have AB and L ABP, or y=

/3=L:ABD* and _ Sect. y=r"
2

In a compd. curve y = /3 + ABD

Or, Chd. AB and its position.

Let y be the
[_

at base AB of

isosceles ABP (compt. ofAPQ)
Then in A BAD, B=/3 02 y; (i.e.)

the difference between
ft and y

and A being known, we have
given two sides AB, BD and all

the angles to find AD.
Lastly in the isosceles AOD we

have AD and |_ ADO or x =

a—ADB and Sect. x=r'

In a compd. curve x = a + ADB
Moreover when x or y is known, then y=BAT> — x ) in a compound

or x=BAD — y j . curve.

It has thus been attempted to simplify and generalise the various

possible cases of § an(i compound curves, and to j>resent the whole

at one view, in order, as has been premised, to anticipate practical

difficulties in the field by such general theory, and provide a

starting point for their solution.

It may be excusable here to point out the importance of keeping

these few essential points steadily in view, viz., the distance BD
and the angles a and

ft
(alpha and beta) are of course given, x (and

y for distinction when two arcs are concerned) is the angle at the

base of each isosceles A (see fig. X), and this angle is the compliment

of the several [es marked, in the figure, G (the capital theta) viz.: 1st,

of the |_ of deflection of the chord from the tangent of the arc. 2nd,

of any angle in the alternate segment. And 3rd, of half the |_ at the

centre (i.e.) it is the complement of the angle of a right-angled A,

whose hypothenuse is the radius of the arc, and whose opposite side

is half the chord. In short, x= 9 -TAB= 9 0°-ASB= 90°—APR.
The L BAD is easily made out (see page 127). Also, AOQ and

PAQ, when one radius is given (see page 129) ; and thence to find

AOQ, when the radius OA is given, and APV when the radius PA
is given, and their compts. severally x and y at bases of isosceles.

* In a compound curve, and in the ordinary figureM of an $ curve,

y=ft + ABD, the minus sign occurs when (as in fig. N, O) the two
centres of an $ curve are on the same side of DB.

In fig. P, an $ curve might be adopted up to A" from D. Let the

blue Hues be the radii of such ; then the |_es OA'Q, PA"Q, the re-

quired |_ AOQ or APQ, and chord AD or AC, will be as in fig. MNO.
The (angle) DAB being the same in either case.
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The explicit directions for setting out (page 137) with the simple

example given on page 139, will make every thing else sufficiently-

comprehensible, and it is believed that it will all be found easy after

a little practice in the field, in the ordinary position of the parts

certainly, but it has been deemed most desirable to attempt to lay

down one general plan to provide for all possible cases.

Ogee Curves of Common Radius.

Investigation of formulae for finding the radius that shall be common
to the two arcs of an $ curve, together with the length and
position of the chords.

It will be proved that

C( . s sin. a + sin. 8
I. Sin. S = l.

(and only so when the radius

is common)

r. Chord DA = 2 r cos.
a
_ZL

2

deflected at an
[_
= 90°—

from the tangent.

cos. a + cos. j3 + 2 cos. 8

iv. Chord AB = 2 r cos.

at 90°-ill

It has only to be remembered, as far as these formulae are con-

cerned, that, as before observed, the proper station to consider an

angle is the angular point (as B or D) and that the angle a or 8 is

then to be estimated in determining the sign (plus or minus) by the
" quadrant it is in ;" supposing the angle to be the degrees passed

over by the radii OD, PB, severally and turning out of the same
line DB on the same hand, right or left. The usual conventional

direction is to the right. Thus, then, an angle in the 3rd or 4th

quadrant has its sine minus, and one in the 2nd or 3rd quadrant

has its cosine minus.

The numerical values of these ratios and their degrees are to be

taken simply as those of the angles designated a and 8 in the figures.

Thus, in the first place, in fig. R, a is in the 2nd quadrant, and (3 in

the 4th quadrant.

. •. The sine of a is (+) ; its cosine (—

)

Sine of 8 is (—) ; cosine (+)

so that in formulae I. the sign (+) of sin. /3 is reversed, and becomes

(—) ; and in formulas II. cos. a becomes (—); whilst, secondly, as re-

gards their value in degrees, in formulas III. and IV. a, 8 and 8 merely

represent the angular quantities so designated in the figures, so that

the angular quantity
"""*"

and
"'

are necessarily less than a right
2 2

angle, because they are each half of two angles of a triangle.
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With this caution, these fonnulse are universally applicable, or, as

it is technically called, " general."

Investigation of Formula No. I.

Let PS be drawn parallel to BD. Then, in Fig. Q,
OS = OF+EP, but OS^OP sin. 8+2 r sin. 8

and OF+EP = OD sin. a+PB sin. fi=r (sin. a+sin. /3)

o • 9 /
• n\ a- * sin. a+sin. 8

.: 2 r sin. 8 = r (sm. a x sin. /3) .*. Sin. B= ^
2

N.B.—By the trigonometrical law of signs, this formula is true for

all values of a and j3, which angles are in this figure acute angles,

and have all functions (Sin., Cos., Tangt., &c.) positive.

And it is easily shown that what is said above of Fig. R as to the

alteration of sign ( =+= ) in the fourth quadrant, makes sine /3 negative

in Fig. R.

Where OS = OP sin. 8 = 2 r sin. 8=OF-EP=r (wa.a-wa.fi)

so that the equation becomes sin. 8 = ~
'

"
in Fig R.

2

Investigation of Formula No. II.

Fig. Q.

BD = r cos. a+ 2 r cos. 8+ r cos. /3

cos. a+2 cos. <5+ cos. ft

N.B.—This is true also for all values of a and /?, which are in

this figure acute angles, and have all functions positive, and in Fig. R
it is easily shown that the sign (

=L ) of cos. a is reversed from its

being in the second quadrant, for BD =r cos. (3+2 r cos. 8 — r cos. a
BD

.-. The equation becomes, ^ =
cos . ^+2 cos. 8-cos. a ^ Fi°" R>

As to Formulae III. and IV., it is only required to show that—the

triangles DOA and BPM being isosceles, their equal sides (rot

itroo-KeXoi) being the equal radii, and their equal angles, at the bases

DA, BA, being severally a mean between a and 8 and (3 and 8—if

then each be bi-sected by the perpr. from apex upon base, into two

right-angled triangles, of which half the chord is the adjacent side to

the I at the base, and of which, radius is the hypothenuse ; then

. •.
aa

J- 5 - cos. . \ cos. (L at base) = '— = J^
hyp.

.-. chd. = 2 r cos. (|_ at base.)

(i.e.) chd. AD and AB = 2 r cos.
a ~*~

and 2 r cos .LZ_, severally.
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and the angles deflected out of the direction of tangents are evidently

the compliments severally of these angles at the bases aforesaid.

In a compound curve, the radii approximate equality as the angles

a and B do so ; when a= 8 then the two arcs merge into one simple

arc.

Note.—The extraordinary figure S is drawn to show an S curve

DGB of equal radii, to unite an arched unto a straight tangent, the
arc of contact being only a small portion of a very small circle, on
which osculating points for two arcs of differing radii might, however,
be chosen between D and A" on the arc of contact ; and figure T,

by way of showing the general applicability of the formulae, is drawn
with two symmetrical $ curves of equal radii, to which the above
formulae are applicable ; and the arc of contact of each is also drawn,
to show that the principle of that also applies to all sorts of sym-
metrical figures formed by the ogee curve.

Intermediate Straight.

Investigation of a rule for the direct calculation of a common radius,

to admit a given length of intermediate tangent.

Fig. V.

CP= Vrt+h? .-. OP=2 V^+A2

PN = r (sin. a+sin. 8) ; VW = NO = a/OP2-NP2

Let in be put for sin. a + sin. 8 = 2 sin.
' cos.

~^

Then PN = rm

(Note.—If tangents are parallel m = 2 sin. a because a = /3)

VW2 =OP2 -PN2

VW2 - 4 h2

and VW2 -4A!=4r-m-r . •. r- =
4-wi2

But (see fig.) VW2 = d-r (cos. a+cos. ft)
=

Let n be put for cos. «+cos. /3 = 2 cos.
"*""

cos
"

2 2

Then YW = d-rn

(Note.—If tangents are parallel, then n = 2 cos. a.)
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VW2 — 4- h 2

. \ VW2 = d?-2 drn+t* n2
; but as r2 = v

4 -TO2

,_ d2 — 2 c£ro+«2^ 12

4- TO
2

, »2 "« j 2 ?ze£ d2
- /i

2

)'
4 — to

2
J 4 - to

2 4 m2

Let p be put for d? — h2 = (d+2 h) (d — 2 h)a,nd cancel com. den. r.

4 — (m2 + n2
) r2 = — 2 ?icZ r +p

.
•

. r2 = — r + tJ

if q be put for 4 - (m2 + n2

) q q

.-. r= Vnci\
1 +M — nd (the rule required.)

For the length and position of the chords we have

—

Sin. g = PN= rm = m
cos.

OP 2 r sec. 9 2

Cos. 6 = r
_ or

h
tan.

r

The angles at the bases of the isosceles triangles DPE AOD, are

severally the mean between a and 8 + 9 and (3 and 8 + 9. (See Fig. V.)

(i.e) EDP = a + 8 + 9 and OBA = /3 + 8 + 9

Chd. AD = 2 7- cos. EDP and AB = 2 r cos. OBA

The chords may be deflected from the tangents at the counpts.

respectively of these angles (EDP and OBA).

Note.—If the tangents are parallel, then

. 9 PN 2 r sin. a . _
Sin. 8 = = = sin. a cos.

OP 2r sec.

Tangent 9 being as before _
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Example, Fig. V.

Supposing the distance DB or d = 285, and the demi-tangent EC

or h— 31, and that the angle a = 38° 20', and the angle

/3 =29° 30'—Required, the common radius of the two curves,

and the length and position of the chords.

a 38° 20'

/3 29° 30'

by sin.

by cos.

dn2 =

by 2 0-3010300
9-7466237 cos,

9-9987084

0-3010300

,
9-9189996
9-9987084

sum 67° 50'

diff. 8° 50' by m = 0-0463621

bycZ

by dn =

222415-87 by dn2 =

0-2187380 byn

halfsum 33° 55'

half diff. 4° 25'
2-4548449

= 2-6735829
2

= 5-3471658

by m2 = 0-0927242 and mr = 2738268
by n2 = 0-4374760 and n2 = 1-23801

4 - 3-976278 = -023722 the denr.

d.

2h-

285
62

347x223=i>

by q = 2-3751513

by 347 = 2-5403295

by 223 = 2-3483049

by pq = 3-2637857
222415-87 =Ansr.

;>2 = 1835-6326

224251-5026

root = 473-552

nd=471-61

The numr. 1-942

r= 81-865 Answer.

2)

by = 5-3507354

by root = 2-6753677

by numr. = 0-2882492
- denr.= 2-3751513

by r= 1-9130979
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To calculate the Chords.

t -$- 31 1-4913617=
;
=
8F8T5

1
'913Q979

V 5 = 20° 44' 25", Tan. 0=9-5782638, cos. = 9-9709123
by m- 0-0463621

0-0172744
by 2 = 0-3010300

V «=8P 21' 6" by sin. 5= 9-7162444
= 20° 44' 25"

,

a = 38° 20' — f^_^_-P

2) 90° 25' 31"

^EDP = 45° 12' 45J"

2)81° 35' 31"

Z. ABO = 40° 47' 45J"

Chord ED = 2 r cos. 45° 12' 46" AB = 2 r cos. 40° 47' 46"

0-3010300
1-9130979
9-8478460 9-8791012

byED= 2-0619739 2-0932291 =by AB

Chord ED = 115-34 Chord AB= 123-94

Example for Practice.

Fig. W.

Let d= 150, the demi-tangent = 10
a= 80° /3 = 74° 20'

Required—The radius, and length, and position of the chords.

Answer

—

r — 16405
EDP = 79° 56' 551"

ABO = 77° 36' 55J"
AB= 70-373

ED = 57-267
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The " Setting Out " of Arcs on the Ground.

The following remarks are themselves rather " lengthy," but if

they tend to shorten and simplify the process they refer to, they will

perhaps be read with patience.

If the tangent points and the length and position of the chords

have been determined by any of the preceding or other methods,

then the setting out of the simple arcs of circles can be proceeded

with by either of the well-known methods most adapted to the case.

It will here only be attempted to explain a simplification of the

method by the theodolite, first observing that if there be two tan-

gents given on the ground to be united by an arc of a circle, and if

no previous fixing exactly of the points of contact has been

attempted, the best plan is to take one point—the most convenient

—as fixed, on one of the tangents, the point on the other to be
afterwards fixed, in subordination to this, and in the following order

(supposing that the point of intersection of the tangents is distant

or inaccessible). Set up the theodolite at an assumed approximate

point on the opposite tangent to that on which the point of contact

has been fixed as aforesaid, and direct the instrument along the pro-

longation of the tangent on which it stands, the index of the vernier

being first clamped at 360° of the limb ; clamp the lower plate, and
bisect the pole or arrow that indicates the direction of the tangent

with the vertical web or wire (of the diaphragm, fixed in the interior

focus of the telescope, and which is common to the eye-piece and
object end). Then unclamp the upper plate, and turn the telescope

upon the point fixed upon as aforesaid in the opposite tangent, and
read off the angle. Now remove the instrument to aforesaid fixed

point, and by the same process read the |_ of divergence of the Line

of collimation joining this and your previous station from or out of

the prolongation of this tangent ; take half the sum of these two
angles, which at once deflect from your tangent, as the true direction

of the chord, whereby you fix the opposite point of contact. Measure

the chord.

Note.—It is better, as far as the convenience of reading off, in the

further process of setting out, is concerned, if we " fix " the first

point on the left hand tangent, so that the instrument is first set up
on the right hand tangent, and being removed to the left hand tan-

gent, there remains, to the end, perhaps, of the setting out of the

curve.

In whatever way the points are fixed, when that is done, and the

length and direction of the chords is ascertained, either by calcula-

tion or measurement, then

Let us next consider (Fig. X) that the |_ of deflection of the chord

A,B from the produced tangent is the |_ 9 of the alternate segment,

T
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and half the angle at the centre ; that it is also the
(_
of a right-

C
angled triangle, and that half the chord or _ is its opposite side

2

and that r, or the radius of the curve, is the hypothenuse, and

recollecting that in right-angled trigonometry, if we want a side, it

is convenient to make the given side radius ; that is, it is convenient

to put given and required sides into the form of a vulgar fraction, with

the given side for the denominator ; we should then have this fraction,

hypothenuse r

opposite side 7

Now, according to trigonometrical definitions of sine, tangent,

secant, &c,

hypothenuse r,

1 = cosec. = ' c

opposite side 7

'.' r=_ cosec. 6. By this we find radius.
2

c

And the same form of ecraation applies to the small half-chord -
2

the radius r of the circle, and the little L &•

c

viz. : r= - cosec. 6 (1)
2

2 r ° (u)
and v cosec. 6= (n) .• Sin. 0- o

v '

c
x ' z r a

c = 2 r sin. 6 (in)

So that 6 may be found from its cosec. or sin. ; by the former gene-

rally, most easily by natural numbers and natural cosecant, because

c being arbitrary, may be assumed an easy divisor.

Now if we have a very small table of natural cosecants to only a

few degrees extent, and for angles only that may be read on the limb

of the theodolite, we may then use the vernier to verify our readings

merely, which it will do by showing that the index and the last

division on the vernier are in complete coincidence with densions in

the limb, by ocular comparison with the intermediate divisions. We
have only to consult such a table to see instantly the nearest cosecant

2 r
to the value in decimals of and then assuming this, which is an

c

angle which can be set off with great certainty and precision, as — use

the reverse formula, No. III. c = 2 r sin. 6. By this we find c,

which can be done in the field easily by means of table of natural sines,

of like extent, &c, as the above-mentioned table of cosecants.

The angle 6 is thus made readable to very great accuracy, whilst

measuring of the sub-chord c to a nicety is a matter of no difficulty.
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The little tables of sines and cosecants might be written on a card
for the waistcoat pocket.

Curving of Practice on Durdham Down.

Example for Setting Out.

Fig. Y.

The tangents of an imaginary railway being marked ont, the dis-

tance BD measured 24*32 chains, a was found to be 68° 50', and

ft
92° 57', measured by the theodolite. An $ curve being required,

it was proposed to find, first, the arc of contact, or "locus" of the
various points of possible contact for the two arcs.

Then r
v
arc of contact = _ cosec. fl f ;

2
or .

sm.

4 d* 12-16

—5- sin. 12° 3£'

92° 57' log. 12-16 = 1-0849336
68° 50' log. sin. 12-3| = 9-3199538

2)24° V log. rv = 1-7649798

v = 58-218 r"
12° 3A'

It was next assumed that c = 1 chain

2 r" 116-436
cosec. =

The nearest cosecant to 116-436 on our card was the cosecant of
30', whose sine (as found on the card) is -0087265.

We adopt 30' as 0, and, using the reverse equation,

say c = 2 rv
sin. 30' = 116-436 x -0087265 =1-016

The arc of contact was then set out by radiating the angle 30'

from the point D, deflected from the prolongation of tangent to the
extent of sub-chord T016 chain, and the first point was thus fixed

;

and then the same angular quantity 30' was subtended by the like

distance from this first point, and the ground being clear, the whole
arc was set out without removing the theodolite from D.

The arc of contact was set out for practice merely, although it

served the purpose of verifying the formulae and as a check on our
*

* Having no table of log. cosecants, the value of rs
in terms of

sine was preferred.
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further proceedings, which were merely to set out the two arcs of an

S curve of common radius.

By Formulas I. and II, page 132.

• . 5, sin. a + sin. 8, x ,
d

, s
viz. :—sin. 8 = £Yi.) and r= ~ «. ^ (n.)

2
v ' cos. a + 2 cos. 8 + cos. 8 ^ 1

N.B.—Cosine a is positive, a being in the fourth quadrant to the
right out of DB, but cosine 8 is negative, 8 being, similarly con-

sidered, in the third quadrant.

Calculation.

For the Radius.

Nat. sin. 92° 57 = -9986748 — cos. = -0514645

„ „ 68° 50 = -9325340 — cos. = -3610821

2) 1-9312088
J"

Nat. sin. 8 = -9656044 *

cos. = -2600130

cos. = -2600130

:• *= 74° 56' •8811081
•0514645

by 24-32 = 1-3859636

by -8296436 = 1-9188917
sum == -8296436

log r = 1-4670719

For the Chords.

\-r = 29-314 chains.

DA = 2 r cos.
aJ^ AB = 2 r cos.

3 + 8

2 2

log r = 1-4670719 1-4670719
log 2 = 0-3010300 0-3010300

by cos. 71° 53 = 94926946 by cos. P+6 58° 56|' = 9-0234222

log DA = 1-2607965 log BA = 0-7915241

••• DA = 18-23 chains. -.- BA = 6-1876 chains.

Angle protracted from tangent-radius, 71° 53, and 58° 56J,
or their complements, severally deflected from tangents.

The chords being protracted, duly intersected on the arc of contact
the same point, and measured the calculated lengths.
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For setting out the Osculating Arcs.

The distance of the stakes was assumed as 33 feet, or 05 chain.

Cosec. = 2
_Z = 29 '3U x 2

= 29-314 x 4 = 117-256
C -5

The nearest cosecant was that of 30 v
(in this case also).

Then, by reversing the formula,

c = 2 r sin. 30' = 58-628 x -0087625 = -4515 chain

66

= 29-8 feet

The arcs swept through B and D, being staked out by setting up the

theodolite at A.

N.B.—A fresh tangent at any point arrived at on the curve is

simply the deflected
[_
6 from a chord, i.e., from one of the lengths

(29
-8 ft. in this case), and a subsequent chord is the deflection again

of 6 out of tangent, so that the deflection of chord from chord is 2 0.

This was shown on the ground, and the whole was understood by
several articled pupils who attended.

Art. XIV.

—

On the Resources of Victoria, and their Develop-

ment. By William E. Bryson, Esq., C.E.

[Read before the Institute, 5th October and 16th November, 1859.]

Your Excellency, Mr. President and Gentlemen—
In reading this paper before you, I think it necessary to

mention that the subject of " Our Resources and their De-
velopment " have occupied my attention for a considerable

time. It was about the 9th of last July, when the news
first reached this colony of war having broken out between
France and Austria, that the propriety struck me forcibly

of making no longer delay in contributing my mite to incite

the inhabitants of this colony to the necessity of increased

action in providing for their national wants, by making them-
selves as far as practicable independent of other countries for

articles of agricultural produce, and also for manufactured
articles.

I am sorry to say that, at the present time, the perusal of
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the details of our exports and imports induces a painful

impression that we are doing for ourselves only a little of
what we could and ought, considering our capabilities.

On the subject of successfully introducing manufactures
among us, I was at first rather sceptical, considering the high
rates of labor ; but I have not been satisfied with vague sur-

mises, and my researches after facts have put me in posses-

sion of many pieces of information, which only require to be
acted upon, to considerably enlarge the industrial resources

of this colony.

The introduction of manufactures is not the main feature

of this particular paper—it will form the subject of another.

It is glanced at here, however, because of its great import-
ance, and the firm conviction that we can manufacture many
kinds of articles here to compete with those imported ; I can
with confidence refer to some of the advantages which the
introduction of manufactures would confer upon us.

Besides the profits accruing from the establishment of

manufactures, the projectors and introducers of such would
serve a higher purpose, in the general advancement of the co-

lony. The class of artisans would be increased and encouraged.
"We should have colonial designs suited to our colonial wants,
and these would require colonial designers. The amount of

popular intelligence would be elevated, and the now rising

generation of Australia, who inherit the mechanical genius
and inventive energy of their forefathers, would put the same
into practice ; while, on the other hand, the production of
raw materials alone, which is the present staple of colonial

industry, requires very little exercise of intellect, as it is

generally carried out with unskilled labor.

Only a few young Australians have now a chance of rising

in the world as merchants ; and if the rest dislike going into
the interior to mine for gold, or to keep sheep or cattle, or
are above keeping a butcher's or baker's shop, or drapery, or

grocery, or public-house, their only resource is to obtain Go-
vernment employment, or enter a solicitor's, land agent's,

or broker's office—most of which branches of business are

overstocked in the colony.

Manufactures would open an healthy outlet for colonial

industry, invention, and enterprise for the present and future

generations. And while the production of raw materials

gives employment to only a few in the lowest order of labor,

manufactures would require a division of skilled labor, and
diffuse benefits among the general population.
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My aim in this paper is to show that an ample field exists

here for the further extension of our resources in raw
materials, and for the profitable introduction of manufac-
tures whose products can compete successfully with imported
articles.

Under ordinary circumstances the balance of trade would
be in favor of England, which produces the most value in

commodities at the least cost in labor ; but in our very pe-

culiar circumstances, situated at the antipodes, though our
rates of labor are high, yet the long voyage of about fifteen

thousand miles of our raw materials to England, and the
similar voyage back to us of those materials as manufactured
articles, with the interest of money during these two long
voyages, and other detentions, with the double insurances,

the many commissions, storages and brokerages, and profits

of the various persons concerned—all these amounts, added
together, gives a natural protection to the industry of this

country. I say a natural protection, not a protection laid on
by Government, which will enable us to successfully compete
with England and other countries in our own market, by the
conversion of many of our own raw materials into manufac-
tured articles.

Let us now consider the effect that would be produced on
these colonies by England being engaged in a war with
Erance, or any other nation whose fleet could interfere with
our commerce.
At the present time we are dependent for our supplies of

almost every manufactured article on England ; and many
of these imports are our own raw materials returned to us in
a manufactured state. These supplies now come to us regu-
larly in ships, several of which arrive here every week. But
in time of war all this will be altered. Vessels leaving this

colony for England, and taking away our raw materials,

such as gold, wool, hides, bark for tanning, will not leave our
ports, as they do now, every few days, they will have to wait
till a number ofthem can sail together, and then they will have
to sail under the convoy of a ship of war, as they did in the
wars of the first Napoleon, when our colonies furnished to Eng-
land much less valuable articles than gold, wool, and hides.

And vessels conveying manufactured articles to us from
England, will have to arrive here in our ports after similar

long detentions in English ports, till many of them can be
got to sail together, and they will be similarly escorted by
armed vessels.
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Now, the certain consequences of this state of things must
be, as all experience has proved—first, the cost of transport
from here to England, and from England here, will be
enormously increased ; and for months together there will be
delays in sending our raw materials out of the colony. This
will cause a reduced demand, and a fall in then' value, which
will be a serious loss to the colony ; while the manufactured
articles only arriving here at uncertain times, and after ex-

perience on our part of much inconvenience for want of them
in our market, will certainly rise enormously in price.

Thus those who now produce and export raw materials to

England will suffer greatly from depreciation in value of
such articles; while every one in the colony, without any
exception whatever, will suffer from the enhanced value of

all manufactured articles imported. This depreciation alone
in the value of our raw materials, will cause many persons
to be thrown out of employment ; and thus, when manufac-
tured articles are much dearer, there will be less means to

purchase them. These disadvantages will tell upon us most
seriously in war times, as long as we are not a manufacturing
people.

Looking at the list of articles we import, there are no
importations which are so fatal to our interests as are the intro-

duction of wheat, flour, oats, barley, malt, maize, and gram.
We import these from countries, for the most part, which have
no manufactures, and we pay for them invariably in ready
money. All these articles we could raise ourselves, and we
ought to raise them ; if we did, then the one and a half

millions of money which we pay for them would go into the

pockets of our Victorian farmers, instead of into the pockets

of the farmers of other countries. And therefore so much more
money would be in circulation among us, for the encourage-
ment of colonial enterprise and industry.

I say, in time of peace that the importation of these things

is bad for us ; but in time of war dependence on such impor-
tations must reduce us to great straights, and panics, and
severe loss, and possibly even to plague and famine.

There is no commodity on which scarcity or precarious

supply has such an effect as on the price of corn. An emi-
nent writer says—" In the case of deficient supply, every one
aiming to get what he requires, produces a disproportionate

advance in price. Thus, a deficiency of one-tenth of the

quantity of corn required, will raise the price three-tenths

beyond the usual rate. And a deficiency of one-fourth, more
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than doubles the price of the article. And even in England,,
the price of corn in a short time has fluctuated to 200 per
cent, advance." But we can easily see what monopolies of
dealers there would be in this colony, and what panics, well
fed as we are now used to be, if such fluctuations in the price

of breadstuff's ever take place here, in conjunction with depre-
ciation in the value of our raAv materials, and a heavy rise in
the price of manufactured articles, how deplorable will be the
condition of half the people of this colony.

I have now to direct your attention to our importations of
wheat, flour, oats, malt, maize, and gram, and shall mention
how much these articles cost us in the year 1858.

In that year we consumed 75,000 tons of flour ; and of this

quantity we imported 31,000 tons (25,000 tons of this came
to us as flour ready milled, and 6,000 tons of it came as wheat,
which we ground into flour) ; and for these 31,000 tons of
imported grain we paid £600,000. The greater part of this

flour came from Adelaide and Tasmania. Now, if the Adelaide
and Tasmanian people can afford to ship their flour here, with
all the heavy expenses attendant thereon, we ourselves ought
to be able to raise it at a considerable profit ; and our farmers
do seem to be getting into a knowledge of this, for whereas
there were only 13,000 acres of land under wheat in 1854,
there were 87,000 acres under wheat in 1858—that is, about
seven times the quantity ; and if we found it worth while
to raise 41,000 tons of flour, why not raise the 31,000 addi-

tional tons required, and which were imported ?

As to oats, in 1858, we imported one and three quarters

millions of bushels, at a cost of £530,000 ; and yet we raised

in the colony £420,000 worth, or one and a quarter millions

of bushels—that is, we raised nearly as much oats as we im-
ported. But we might as readily have pocketed the additional

£530,000 we paid away.
In the case of barley, in 1858 we produced 157,000 bushels,

worth about £33,000 ; and we imported 122,000 bushels, at a
cost of about £26,000. Now, barley is a grain which comes
to perfection in the greatest variety of climates, and is, con-

sequently, found over the greatest extent of the civilised

globe ; it bears the heat and drought of the tropics, and ripens

at the torrid zone. There is, I believe, actually a strong

prejudice against the raising of this grain in Victoria, which
is a great misfortune ; for barley is better suited to Victoria

than, perhaps, any other grain. If sown at the proper time it

is not affected by the hot winds. It is admirably adapted for
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horse-feed, as horses prefer it to hay, which, in Victoria, often

rises to enormous prices. It is most extensively cultivated

in New South Wales, and is considered a most remunerative
crop. In Spain two crops are reaped in one year—one in

spring, from seed sown the preceding autumn, and one in

autumn,from seedsownin spring. The practice of sowing clover

or ryegrass with the barley should be universal, as it is consi-

dered one of the great modern improvements in agriculture.

Now, what I have just said refers to the desirability of our
raising barley extensively, to do away with the necessity of

our importing it as horsefeed. A far more important use
of barley yet remains to be considered. Malt is barley

converted into the material for brewing. And of malt we
did not make 50 bushels in 1858 ; and we imported the
large quantity of 215,000 bushels, worth, at lis. the bushel,

£118,000. In the case of malt we made no effort to help
ourselves, yet the malt which comes to us from England
is deteriorated by the long sea voyage. One would almost
suppose that two-thirds of our farmers did not know that

malt was simply barley or other grain which has been steeped
in water till it swells, then is laid on floors till it heats and
germinates, at which period it has attained its maximum
of sweetness, and then it is kiln-dried. Now, all these are

simple operations (in fact, malting is considered as a change
of the starch of grain into sugar, preparatory to a further
change into spirit) . There is rather a fine field here for our
farmers. We should raise annually 350,000 more bushels of
barley than we do, principally for conversion into malt.

In the case ofmaize, though our climate is admirably adapted
to grow this valuable grain, yet last year we raised only 7,000
bushels ; and we imported, to our shame be it said, the large
quantity of 150,000 bushels, for which we paid away in ready
money £52,000. Nearly all this imported maize came from
New South Wales, a gold colony like our own. This fact

speaks volumes on our inertness in taking advantage of our
colonial resources.

Of gram we imported in 1858 a quantity worth £37,000
;

and this is a grain that grows to perfection in Victoria, and
only requires to be better known to come into universal re-

quest as an economical horse food.

Thus, in the year 1858, a year in which there was great
distress in this colony among the laboring classes, we actually

sent away for the above five descriptions of grain the follow-

ing sums, viz. :

—
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For wheat and flour £600,000
For oats 530,000
For barley, and malt made from barley. . 144,000
For maize, imported principally from
New South Wales 52,000

For gram 37,000

£1,363,000

That is, for the above five articles alone, our colonial farmers
in this colony of Victoria kept out of their pockets nearly
one and a half millions of money in the year 1858 (and this

list does not include hops, potatoes, vegetables, &c, nor
many other items of agricultural produce, as the total amount
of agricultural produce imported last year into this colony
cost £3,000,000 of money).

Let us hope that our farmers will now bestir themselves,
especially as, in the opinion of many, we are on the verge of
a war which may make us almost wholly dependent on our
own resources ; and it is proper to be mentioned that if our
imports for the remainder of this year continue in the pro-
portion they have for the last seven months, all our imports
for this year will exceed all our exports by more than two
millions of money.

In treating on agricultural produce, I will continue on a
little longer in connection with other wants than our own.
In England great attention is paid to the fattening of cattle,

and among such great beefeaters as we are, to provide a suf-

ficiency of food for the sustenance of our cattle is a subject of
great importance, especially as for many months in the year
our natural pastures are burnt up. Linseed cake is most ex-
tensively used for this purpose in England. Now linseed, or the
flax plant, grows here very well. The oil is easily expressed
from it quite cold ; and we import about 300,000 gallons of
the oil yearly for the use of painters and other purposes, worth
about £70,000. Were we to grow this plant, we could not only
save this £70,000 which the oil costs us, but we could pro-
vide about 60,000 tons of oil cake for cattle feed. The oil

would yield a profit, and the oil cake would be had for
nothing'. 60,000 tons of oil cake would be worth £500,000
at the least.

Speaking of cattle-feed, I will also mention the sunflower.
This is a most prolific plant. One acre bears from thirty to
forty bushels of seed ; each bushel yields one gallon of oil,
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worth 6s. j which sells readily in the market ; the refuse after
the oil is extracted is the oil cake, at the rate of 12 to
15 cwt. per acre, for the feed of cattle, poultry, &c. The sun-
flower derives its nourishment, in great measure, from the
air, and exhausts the soil very little. In this case also there
is much cattle-feed per acre for a trifling expense.

Both in England and France, within the last two or three
years, beetroot has assumed new importance, both for the
fattening of cattle and for the purposes of distillation. This
root has been always famed for its fattening properties as
cattle-feed. Until very lately many plans of distilling this

root have been adopted, in France and England ; but all of
them, though they produced a satisfactory amount of alcohol,
left a residue of little value for cattle feeding purposes, until
a new method was discovered by a French distiller. This
system is simple, and is as follows. The beetroot is cut by a
common root-cutter into thin slices. These are put into
fermenting vats, with a little acid and some yeast and
water, by which they are brought into a high state of fer-

mentation. After this the slices are placed in layers on per-
forated plates, in iron cylinders; and steam is introduced
into the bottom of the cylinders, which steam passes through
the perforated plates and boils the beetroot ; the vapor is then
received and condensed in worms, and is a spirit twenty per
cent, over proof, resembling whisky. In France, in the
year 1857, two and a half millions sterling of this spirit

was distilled, showing its value. But, best of all, the resi-

due is so useful for cattle food, that eighty per cent, of the
nutritive matter remains after distillation ; and this residue,
after distillation, is not affected by heat or cold, and may
be kept for an indefinite time. Some of it, after lying two
years in an open tank, has been eaten with avidity by sheep
and oxen ; and, mixed with chaff, it is their favorite food all

the summer. Thus, two tons of beetroot yield thirty-two
gallons of excellent spirit, equalling the best whisky, and
leaves one ton of pulp, which is equal in nutrition to 32 cwt.
of the original root, for cattle-feed. When it is remem-
bered that we import beverages yearly to the amount of two
and a half millions sterling, the importance of colonial dis-
tillation will be more fully appreciated.

Before leaving the subject of cattle-feed, I would refer to
the sorghum millet, or Chinese sugar cane. Most of the
varieties of the sugar cane flourish in Victoria. To show the
hardiness of this plant, it may be mentioned that in the most
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northerly of the States of North America it grows to a height

of fourteen feet ; and, while maize and other grain is killed

by frost alongside, the sugar cane remains uninjured. For
cattle-feed its nutritious powers, compared with hay, is as

three to one. Two crops of fodder can be grown in a season
from the same roots, irrespective of drought. In fact, as

green food for cattle, it is unrivalled, as it produces at the

rate of seven tons to the acre green, or two tons to the acre

cured.

I do not refer to the sorghum cane here with reference to

its saccharine qualities for the manufacture of sugar, or for

distillation, but simply for its advantages for animal fattening,

it being freely eaten either in a green or dried state, by horses,

cattle, sheep, and swine. And the sorghum nourishes during
the summer season, when our natural pasture is suffering

much from drought.

As I have spoken of the linseed and sunflower plants in

connection with the production of oil, as well as cattle-feed,

I would now continue the subject, by referring to the suita-

bility of our soil and climate for the growth of the olive

tree. Olive oil, we all know, is much in request ; and the
production of oil from the fruit of these trees is very easy.

The fruit is allowed to drop, which is preferred to beating
it from the trees, and would be better for us, as involving
less labor. The olives are collected in heaps, and taken to

a mill, where they undergo three distinct pressings or crush-
ings. The oil from the first pressing is the best ; that from
the next is inferior ; and the last yields an oil inferior still.

A couple of men are able to express a fabulous number of gal-

lons per day. This is a business, I need not say, we have
not yet gone into ; but it would be desirable for our farmers
to see the importance of growing the olive tree in planta-

tions. These, after a few years, would be most remunerative.
There are few in this colony who do not know the castor-

oil plant, but there not many who know its value. For the
first two years of its growth it is rather handsome ; but its

beauty soon departs, and it is looked upon as an unsightly
cumberer of the ground, whereas in reality it is the more
valuable the older it is until it arrives at maturity. It is a
hardy perennial, and grows on year after year without re-

sowing. It is valuable principally for its oil, worth 10s. a
gallon. This oil is the only oil used for locomotive engines,
and for the journals of machinery. One locomotive engine
requires about ten pints a week, and other machinery in pro-
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portion. The consumption of this oil will increase rapidly,

and for many years to come it may be expected it will be re-

quired in larger quantities.

The next subject I would mention is the culture of the

grape. As I wish to bring original ideas only before the In-

stitute, and to tread in no man's footsteps, at first I felt

tempted to pass over the grape ; but I feel its importance
too strongly to do so. My convictions on this subject are

strong ; and. I think that if they have been considered be-

nefactors of mankind who have made two blades of grass to

grow for one that grew before, so I should consider every

Victorian a benefactor to his country who either plants a few
vines himself or induces his neighbors to do so.

An acre of vines produces 10,000 lbs. of grapes ; 15 lbs.

of grapes make one gallon of wine. The first cost of an acre

of grapes is as follows :

—

Under disadvantageous circumstance, trenching

and clearing . . . . . . . . .

.

£40
3,000 plants, at £2 a thousand, is. . . . .

.

6

Thirty days setting these 3,000 plants is. . .

.

16
Post and rail fence, per acre . . . . .

.

50
Labor and management, and interest of money

for three years . . . . . . .

.

130

Total for one acre .

.

.

.

. . £242

After three years this vineyard will produce 400 gallons of

wine, worth from £150 to £200 ; and at least one and a half

tons of grapes worth £30, at less than 2d. per pound.

In the fourth year this vineyard will produce 700 gallons

of wine, worth at the least £300, and two tons of grapes

worth, at 2d. a pound, about £38 ; making £338 per acre at

the least : and every year after this the yield will increase.

Thus, a good vineyard, if it contains good vines, in a good
situation, may be fairly expected to yield £340 per year per

acre. As much as 1,400 gallons of good wine have been
produced in this colony from one acre of grapes, which was
worth £700, in the parish of Barrabool, near Geelong.

I may as well mention here that the application of sulphur

to the roots of the vines is a certain cure for the blight, to

which vines are occasionally subject; and a large reward has

been paid by the French Government to the discoverer. Still

there are difficulties in determining when the plants should
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be sulphured, that being dependent on the soil, the tem-
perature, and the variety of grapes.

In the process of wine-making, the grapes which get satu-
rated with wet are only fit to make brandy. But as there is a
revenue derived from the import of French brandies, the colo-
nist is practically prohibited from making brandy for sale from
his own vineyard, lest he should interfere with the importa-
tions from France. Thus we annually put £180,000 at least
into the pockets of Frenchmen, which our own vine-growers
might transfer to their own. We have had lately, in the
daily papers, an instance of an insolvent who stated that his
insolvency had arisen from his being disallowed to rectify some
simple kind of spirit, after he had gone to great expense in
procuring the necessary plant and materials.

But this subject of wine and brandies is only part of what
the culture of the grape leads us into.

Why should we not produce raisins' and dried currants,
such as we now import so largely? England imports from
Spain and Turkey annually 20,000 tons of raisins, worth
,€800,000, exclusive of the duty of .€15 a ton; and we in
this colony import of raisins about 300 tons annually, worth
about €35,000. For my part I do not see why we might not
annually export 5,000 tons of raisins to England, as well as
meet our own requirements. 5,000 tons of raisins exported
would be worth at least €180,000; and, with the €30,000
which we pay for raisins here, would be €210,000 into the
pockets of our Victorian vine-growers ; and if our Victorians
were pocketing this amount every year, it would still leave
15,000 tons of raisins to be imported into England, from
Spain and Turkey ; so that we need not be afraid of being
considered selfish. This curing of raisins is a simple affair

;

and the quality of raisins depends more on the method of
cure than anything else. The finest raisins are cured in two
methods—either by cutting the stalks of the bunches half
through when the grapes are nearly ripe, and leaving them
suspended on the vines till the watery part has evaporated,
and the sun dries and candies them ; or by gathering the
grapes when they are fully ripe, and dipping them in a ley
made of the ashes of the burnt tendrils, after which they are
exposed to the sun to dry; those cured in the first way
being most esteemed, and being called raisins of the sun.
We might also do a large trade in what are called grocers'

currants. These are not real currants, but a kind of very
small black grape, which is even now cultivated to a small
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extent in this colony. I have had a receipt for the prepara-

tion of these currants for many years, which is as follows :

—

Preserve your vine-cuttings till the vines ripen, then make
charcoal of these vine-cuttings ; mix one quart of charcoal

to four quarts of water, dip your currants (placed in a sieve)

three times in this ; then expose them to the sun. These
precautions are most necessary, for if the weather is bad the

drying process takes a fortnight, and a thunderstorm will

often completely spoil the fruit.

Of tobacco I need not say that it is a most important article

of consumption. Nor need I say how admirably the climate

and soil of Victoria is suited to the growth of this plant. A
general idea prevails that tobacco requires a tropical cli-

mate. This is a great mistake; as it grows to perfection

both in England and Ireland; and its growth is prohibited

there only because imported tobacco yields the tremendous
revenue of five millions per annum, which revenue in the

home-grown tobacco it would be impossible to coUect. I

believe we annually pay away about £200,000 a-year for

imported tobacco. Now the only objections that have ever

been urged against Victorian-grown tobacco are, that it is not

quite so strong as the imported, and has a slightly peculiar

taste. These objections, I am persuaded, could be removed,
by preparing the tobacco in the same way as in the countries

where our best tobacco comes from. And this method of

preparation is very different indeed from any method that

has been adopted here. The plan of preparation is as fol-

lows :—The tobacco is cut and taken to a shed affording

a free circulation of air. It is then placed on poles laid

horizontally, at a height of a few feet over the surface

of the ground, where it dries, and when hot weather comes
on it swells, which gives it a silky appearance. The tobacco

is then laid into heaps, and sprinkled with water, when it

ferments. Some refuse leaves are then infused in water
or very weak wine, and this infusion undergoes a species of

fermentation, after which the refuse leaves fall to the bot-

tom of the vessel. All the tobacco is then dipped into this

fermented infusion, and hung up to dry in a room almost air-

tight, when it begins again to sweat, which process is called

the calentura, or fever. And this process of dipping is re-

peated as often as the tobacco requires it. Now let it be
generally known that, on an average, in the best tobacco-

raising country only one good crop may be expected in three

years ; and, in any case, all the tobacco will not be of the
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same quality; only a small portion will be of the best de-

scription, and the remainder will be of different degrees of

excellence. The knowledge of this would deter many from
being discouraged who are now completely disheartened by
the failure of their first efforts ; and the dipping process, I

am convinced, is absolutely necessary for the manufacture of

a strong tobacco.

The next subject I would direct your attention to is our
wool trade. England at present annually imports over one
hundred millions of pounds of wool ; and about half of this

quantity, or nearly fifty millions of pounds, comes from this

and the neighboring colonies. The rest is supplied by Ger-
many and Spain, by the south of Africa, the south of
Asia, and the south of America. The wool trade of these

colonies is the growth of only thirty years ; as in 1830 the

colonies only exported three millions of pounds. The colonies

should certainly produce all the wool England requires

;

and if we Victorians did our part, we could annually export

to England £900,000 sterling worth more of wool than
we do. Two millions sterling a-year is lost to these co-

lonies in the wool trade, which two millions goes into the

pockets of aliens. Seeing the rapid strides which our wool
trade has made in thirty years, I doubt not that xdtimately

the export of wool from Australasia will equal one hundred
millions of pounds avoirdupois. But I think this result

ought to be brought about in the shortest time possible.

In this place I would remind you that at this advanced age

of the world's history means are employed whereby, in agri-

culture, as in other vocations, the mere cost of labor is a small

item ; and it has been predicted, and I think will be fulfilled,

that all harvest operations on land properly laid down will

shortly be performed in one-fourth the time now occupied in

hand labor. The truth is now beginning to be duly appre-

ciated, that sound theory in physical science consists simply

of facts, and the deductions of common sense from them re-

duced to a system. I would refer you to an article headed
" Steam, and its Advantages to Agriculture," which appeared

in Bear's Weekly Circular of Saturday, September 3rd, 1859.

That article should be read and studied by every agriculturist

in the colony. Horse-power is twice as dear as steam, where
the latter can be employed; and on every farm of 150 acres,

or less, there ought to be a six-horse power engine to grind

corn, crush oats, break rape cake, cut and steam chaff, thrash

and dress corn, work pumps, saw timber, and cultivate the

v
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soil, and perform the harvesting. Be it remembered, on a

farm of 150 acres there ought to be 150 tons of straw to be

cut into chaff, and to be steamed from the waste steam of

the engine. And the following are some of the operations,

such a machine as above will accomplish under competent

management :—Cut hay into chaff, roots cut for sheep, roots

cut for bullocks, roots pulped, thick oil cake broken, wheat

and barley thrashed and dressed.

Every hundred acres of arable land requires, according to

the present system, about five horses, and these consume an

enormous amount of the produce of the land ; and we know
that time is money in agriculture as in every other indus-

trial occupation. I would refer these matters to your serious

consideration, convinced as I am that a more general use of

steam engines in agricultural operations, with our natural

advantages of climate and soil, would take away the shadow

of an excuse from us for squandering in this colony of Vic-

toria the large amount of over three millions annually, in

importation of agricultural produce, which we can and ought

to raise for ourselves.

In the matter of drugs and chemicals a good deal could be

done in the colony of Victoria—sarsaparilla, for instance

;

large quantities of this are imported into this colony from

America and Great Britain. Now this root is indigenous to

many of our mountainous districts, equal to the red sarsapa-

rilla of Jamaica, which is considered the best.

Saffron can be produced most abundantly in the colony ;

also rhubarb, equal to Turkey ; with sassafras, quassia, and

such dyes as logwood, brazil wood, and sumach.. Of this

last dyestuff, I may as well mention that the very large

quantity of 80,000 tons are annually imported into England.

It grows in Spain, Portugal, and Italy. The sumach tree,

or rather shrub, grows to a height of about eight or ten feet

;

the stems are ligneous, the bark is hairy and brown in color.

The shoots of the shrub are cut down every year close to

the roots, and after being dried are reduced to powder in a

mill.

As to the numerous gums and resins of Australia, they have

been so carefully enumerated and described in a paper read

before this Institute in September, 1856, that I need only

refer to it on this subject. Opium and anodynes, such as

laudanum and morphine, could be manufactured here. The
opium poppy grows well, and by macerating and boiling

the capsules in water, and evaporating the decoction down to
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a paste, a large quantity of extract is obtained. The seeds

are not medicinal, but are fattening food for fowls.

But there are niany reasons why we the colonists of Vic-
toria should not confine our exertions to Victoria. Victoria

is the leading colony of Australia, and a.very large propor-

tion of the capital and enterprise of this continent are pos-

sessed by us. Now there are some articles which might
become great staples of Australasian trade, which the climates

of New South Wales and Moreton Bay only would produce.
I refer more particularly to cotton and indigo. From time
to time enterprising individuals have imported small quanti-
ties of cotton seed from America; and cotton, as you all

know, I doubt not, of most excellent quality has been pro-
duced by white labour along from 500 to 700 miles of the Aus-
tralasian coast to the north of Sydney, water carriage being
everywhere available. To England, of course, the cotton
would be sent; but our distance from England is not a great
obstacle, as our freights for wool are only about £d. to |d.

per lb., and cotton is easier packed. While cotton from New
Orleans to Liverpool costs |d. per lb., and though the
American cotton is raised by slave labour, I am convinced
Australian-grown cotton could compete in the English market
with it. Our wool has competed many years in the Eng-
lish market with wool grown in the cheap countries of
Spain, France and Germany; and though within the last few
years the rates of wages here on account of the gold disco-
veries have been more than doubled, yet our wool competes
now even as successfully with the wool of the cheap countries
as before ; and if this is an eloquent fact in regard to wool,
it would be equally so with regard to cotton, in all probability;
and the mere cost of labour on an article worth 2s. per lb.

would prove insignificant. It is a well known fact that slave
labour is not economical, the labour of a white man being
always reckoned as worth the labour of several slaves, besides
the fact that appliances in the slave states are generally of
the rudest kind.

In many respects the example of the United States will be
instructive to lis. Sixty years ago their population was only
three millions; they have now a population of twenty-six
millions, and now they manufacture nearly everything they
require.

In the cycle of human affairs events often repeat them-
selves; and the rapid increase of population and manufactures
in America may be equalled by a corresponding increase with
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us. But even at the present day, though America is within

such a short distance of the cheap labour countries of Europe,
yet the rates of labour in all parts of America are double
what they are in England, yet America finds it profitable to

manufacture for herself. Nearly all her manufactories are

in the northern states, where there is no slave labour, and
where the rates of wages are highest. But after all, where
machinery and subdivision of labour are carried out practi-

cally, the mere item of dear manual labour is an inconsidera-

ble one, as a set-off against the expenses of long voyages,

interest of money, insurance, and many profits.

As many opinions are entertained on the value of our gold
deposits, I cannot but glance at the question.

Gold and silver, as mediums of exchange, act as a stimulus

to industry and invention; without these two metals we
should have to fall back on the obsolete system of barter.

These metals also exercise a most decided influence on the
distribution of wealth, for having a certain relative value to

each other, we can offer much or little of these metals in

exchange for what we want, according to the value of the
articles; and our mode of payment will be acceptable all over
the earth, no matter what may be the race of our customers,
or their language or habits.

Looking upon gold and silver in the light of permanently
acceptable mediums of exchange, has opened up speculations

as to whether these two metals will continue to bear the same
relative value to each other as they do now. This must de-

pend on the quantities of each commercially available, and
on the quantities commercially required. This subject re-

quires breadth of treatment, and speculations founded on the
present limited commerce of the world cannot grapple with
it. As human beings become civilised, so do their wants
increase, and the imports and exports of all communities are

less or more, exactly in proportion to their industry and
intelligence. Africa has no gold-coined money, with near
two hundred millions of barbarous inhabitants, most of whom
in their uneducated condition, like the inhabitants of ancient

Nineveh, do not know their right hands from their left. Asia
has six hundred millions of pagan inhabitants, and even in

India and China, at this advanced period of the world's
history, gold is not used as coined money, but is bought and
sold exactly as pearls, diamonds, and precious stones, for

personal ornamentation and barbarous display; and where
gold is not used to perform the functions of money, it has
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proved of less real value when exchanged for other commo-
dities.

But even the civilisation of the greater part of Europe and
America is very imperfect, when compared with that of Eng-
land; and consequently as their trading transactions are

limited, so their gold currency is limited also.

But give any of the most barbarous inhabitants just enume-
rated, amounting to hundreds of millions, give any one of them
mental culture, and bring him up under such advanced human
institutions as we are privileged to possess, each one, except-

ing those mentally and physically imbecile, is fitted by nature

to long for and enjoy the thousand etceteras of civilised life

with as much zest as any member of this Institute; and these

etceteras are not to be obtained by individuals and commu-
nities without gold and silver as circulating mediums.

Gold is coming into use more extensively every day for the

purposes of gilding and jewellery. It is an undoubted fact,

that within the last ten years jewellers have increased two
and three fold. The sale of gold watches has increased enor-

mously; and if every one of the twelve hundred millions

of inhabitants in the world had but one single article of

jewellery each to supply them, it would nearly use up all the

gold we possess ; while of these, few of the softer sex, if they

could manage it, would be satisfied with less than a pair of

gold earrings, gold necklace, gold watch, gold chain, gold

rings, gold bracelets, gold brooches, and gold pins, while

much gold is lost yearly by friction, and large quantities in

gilding.

The use of tea brought silver spoons into fashion, and only

a few years ago we had no silver forks; but the silver now
manufactured into teaspoons and forks amounts to many tons

annually. And thus new inventions may multiply the uses

of gold. But be this as it may, should Victoria, and New
South Wales, and California, and llussia furnish every year

for the next hundred years as much gold as is now annually

produced by them, I believe it would be all absorbed into the

general circulation of the world without any depreciation in

its value. And even now in this colony of Victoria gold is

being purchased in large quantities to send into China; but
the wants of China are now small compared with what they
will be.

In concluding this paper I would remark that the chances
and changes whdeh may take place in the world within a short

time are incalculable. The annexation of a good part of
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China to our Asiatic empire is not an improbability. The
history of the world for the last 360 years is most instructive

on the subject of great territorial changes. 360 years ago all

of our globe which was then known was Europe, Asia, and

Africa. 360 years ago Columbus discovered America, and

since that time this continent of Australia has become known.
Europe, Asia, and Africa contain about thirty millions of

square miles, and America and Australia about twenty mil-

lions of square miles; thus within 360 years the known earth

has been nearly doubled in extent.

But to come nearer to our time, the history of the world

for. the last 103 years is more surprising still. In the year

1756 British soldiers fought and gained the first great battle

of India, by which England gained the province of Bengal,

and the base of our present gigantic Indian empire. And in

the year 1759, three years later, and only 100 years ago,

British soldiers nobly fought and gained the equally great

and eventful battle of Quebec, by which England gained pos-

session of the greater part of North America; also within

100 years we have become possessed of this great continent

of Australia. Thus within about 100 years our British em-
pire has increased to forty times its former extent; and in

the same time Russia has increased over fifty times.

When we turn our attention to the events which have

taken place, we are struck with the definiteness of their lead-

ing features, and their suitability as an introduction to the

succeeding states of human progress. And I cannot but

look on the discoveries of gold within the last twelve years in

large quantities, first in California, which is on the west coast

of the Pacific, next on this, which may be called by distinc-

tion the great Australasian Continent of the Pacific; and

still later, in Oregon, Vancouver's Island, and Frazer's Biver,

all on the west coast of the Pacific, and all these countries

bordering or in the Pacific. With the immense emigration

which is induced to these places, all of which are in the pos-

session of people of British descent, I say I cannot but look

on all these as indicative of a design manifested on the part

of the Buler of the universe to found a series of new Pacific

empires—Pacific in more than name, where liberal institu-

tions, suited to this advanced period of the world's history,

shall be planted down all at once in the Pacific, to exer-

cise ameliorating influence on the surrounding barbarous

and semi-civilized people of Asia and Africa, and the west

coast of South America, which contain a large part of the
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population of the globe; and to exercise their just sway in

scenes unpolluted by the many sad acts ofhuman selfishness,

perfidy, despotical dominion, and carnage of the older por-

tions of the world.

This colony of Victoria will be added to the list of unex-

ampled strides made in the last half century, and will yet be

spoken of in connection with steam-power, gas, a hundred-

fold increased manufacturing capabilities, electricity, photo-

graphy, and the many other additions to human advantages,

which are the distinguishing characteristics of our age and

nation.

Art. XV.

—

Notes on the Cheilostomatous Polyzoa of Vic-

toria and other parts of Australia. By P. H. Mac-
Gillivray, A.M., M.R.C.S.

[With a Plate.]

[Read before the Institute Oct. 26th, 1859.]

Having had opportunities of examining a considerable num-
ber of Polyzoa from our own colony and several other parts of

Australia, I am induced to present to the Institute a complete
catalogue of the species of the Cheilostomatous sub-order

which have hitherto come under my observation. A large

proportion of them have already been described, but several

are new to science, and some previously known are now
for the first time recorded as Australian. I would par-

ticularly call the attention of any members who may study
this class to the fact that little is known of the structure of

the animals in the genera most characteristic of the southern
seas, and that the details of the anatomy of Catenicella espe-

cially would be of high scientific interest. I would also

recommend a careful examination of the MembraniporidaB,
which, although extremely abundant in other parts of the

world, seem to have almost escaped the notice of naturalists

in Australia, and of which I believe that a diligent search

would add many species to our fauna. In other genera also

a large accession to the already extensive list may be confi-

dently anticipated.

The arrangement adopted is that given by Mr. Busk, in

his admirable British Museum Catalogue.

I would here beg to express my thanks to those friends

who have kindly aided me by the contribution of specimens.
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and especially to Mrs. Robertson, Dr. Mueller, Mr. Ellery,

and Mr. Verdon, whose donations have been most valuable.

Class.—POLYZOA.

Order I.—P. infundibulata.

Sub-order I.

—

Cheilostomata.

Sect. I.—Articulata.

Subsect I.—Uniserialaria.

I. Fam. Catenicellib-tE, Busk.

I. Gen. Catenicella, Blainville.

a.— Catenicellce fenestrate, Busk.

1. C. lorica, Busk. Port Phillip, Dr. Mueller; Cape
Otway, Mr. J. Payter.

2. C. ventricosa, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port

;

Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

A very variable species; lower lip sometimes notched, at

other times with a minute submarginal pore, and frequently

straight and entire.

3. C. hastatu, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port; Cape
Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Cape Lefebre and Sealers'

Cove, Dr. Mueller.

Of this species there are two marked varieties. The com-
mon form agrees precisely with the description and figure

given by Busk. The other is much stouter, and has the

lateral processes of enormous size, extending completely to

the base of the cell, as in C. alata, which species this form
very much resembles; the superior processes are broad,

rounded, and pierced by numerous apertures, the avicularian

chambers wider than in the common variety, and the large

inferior process also frequently presents several apertures. It

may always be readily distinguished from C. alata, the only

species with which it can be confounded, by the perforations

on the supra-avicularian process.

4. C. alata, Wyv. Thomson. Queenscliff; Kangaroo
Island ; Holdfast Bay, Dr. Mueller.

5. C. plagiostoma, Busk. Western Port; Queenscliff;

Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Sealers' Cove, Dr.

Mueller.
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6. C. cribraria, Busk. Western Port; Port Phillip;

Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

7. C. margaritacea, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port;
Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Kangaroo Island, Dr.
Mueller.

ft.
—Catenicellte vittatce, Busk.

8. C. formosa, Busk. Western Port, parasitic on C.

hastata.

9. C. perforata, Busk. Queenscliff; Cape Otway, Mr.
J. Payter; King's Island.

10. C. elegans, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port;
Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

11. C. Dawsoni, Wyv. Thomson. Queenscliff; Cape
Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Encounter Bay, Dr. Mueller.

I have found both the varieties described by Pro-
fessor Thomson.

12. C. castanea, Wyv. Thomson. Queenscliff; Western
Port.

13. C. Buskii, Wyv. Thomson. Western Port.

7.

—

Catenicellce auritce, Wyv. Thomson.

1-1. C. aurita, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port; Cape
Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Wilson's Promontory, Dr.
Mueller.

One large central pore, situated on an eminence, is con-
stantly present; there are also generally several smaller per-
forated papillae round it, and occasionally there is a crescentic

series of small, round, distinct cavities or foramina extending
along the lower border of the anterior surface of the cell,

seemingly of the same nature as the markings in the C.

fenestrates.

15. C. geminata, W. Thomson. Western Port, on C.
ventricosa ; Queenscliff.

Sub-sec. II.—Bi-multiserialaria.

II. Fam. SalicornariadjE, Busk.

I. Gen. Salicornaria, Cuv.

1. S. farciminoides, Johnst. Queenscliff.
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2. S. gracilis, Busk. Sealers' Cove and Cape Lefebre,

Dr. Mueller.

3. S. tenuirostris, Busk. Sealers' Cove, on Callophyllis,

Dr. Mueller.

II. Gen. Nellia, Busk.

1. N. oculata, Busk. Port Curtis, Mr. Griffiths.

III. Gen. Onchopora, Busk.

1. 0. hirsuta, Busk. Western Port, Mr. Verdon;

Queenscliff ; Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter.

III. Fam. CelltjlariadjE, Busk.

I. Gen. Cellularia, Pallas.

1. C. cuspidata, Busk. Queenscliff; Western Port;

Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Sealers' Cove, Dr.

Mueller.

A specimen from Western Port has two spines on the

internal margin.

II. Gen. Menipea, Lamx.

1. M. Cyathus, W. Thomson. Western Port, on Seria-

laria cornuta, Mr. Verdon ; Cape Otway, Mr. J.

Payter ; Queenscliff, Mr. Gale.

2. M. crystallina, Gray. Queenscliff; Cape Otway,
Mr. J. Payter; Western Port; Encounter Bay, Dr.

Mueller.

3. M. Buskii, W. Thomson. Western Port; Queens-
cliff; Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

4. M. tricellata, Busk. Frequent on Alg8e and Polyzoa.

III. Gen. Scrup>ocellaria, Van Beneden.

1. S. scrupea, Busk. Queenscliff.

2. S. cervicornis, Busk. Port Curtis, Mr. Griffiths.

IV. Gen. Cauda, Lamx.

1. C. arachnoides, Lamx. Sealers' Cove, on Champia
parvula, Dr. Mueller; Western Port.
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Sect. II.—Inarticulata.

Sub-sec. I.—Uniserialaria.

IV. Fam. Scrupariad^e, Gray.

I. Gen. Hippothoa, Lamx.

1. H. patagonica, Busk. Point Rapid, River Tamar,

V. D. L., on Delesseria and Lenormandia, Dr.

Mueller.

In many specimens the cells are aggregated, forming con-

tinuous membranous expansions, with quite the aspect of a

Lepralia. The ovicells are galeate, terminal in the branched

form, interspersed among the cells in the membraneous
variety.

II. Gen. Mtea, Lamx.

1. JE. dilatata Busk. Queenscliff; Cape Otway, Mr.
J. Payter; Wilson's Promontory, Dr. Mueller.

2. JE. ligulata, Busk. Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter.

Sub-sec. II.—Bi-multiserialaria.

V. Fam. GEMELLARIADiE.

I. Gen. Dimetopia, Busk.*

1. D. spicata, Busk. Queenscliff; Cape Otway.

2. D. cornuta, Busk. Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

II. Gen. Didymia, Busk.

1. D. simplex, Busk. Queenscliff.

VI. Fam. Caberead.e, Busk.

I. Gen. Caberea, Lamx.

1. C. rudis, Busk. Port Phillip, Dr. Mueller.

VII. Fam. BicellariadyE, Busk.

I. Gen. Bicellaria, Blainv.

1. B. grandis, Busk. Cape Otway, Mr. J. Payter; Port

Curtis, Mr. Griffiths.

* The name, Dimetopia, Dr. Mueller informs me, was applied by De Can-
dolle many years ago to a genus of TTmbelliferas. Dr. Mueller suggests that the

synonymous term Bifrons might be substituted for the present genus.
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2. B. tuba, Busk. Queenscliff and Western Port.

II. Gen. Halophila, Gray.

1. H. Johnstonice, Gray. Sealers' Cove, Dr. Mueller.

III. Gen. Bugula, Oken.

1. B. neritina, Lamx. Queenscliff and. Hobson's Bay.

2. B. avicularia, Pall. Hobson's Bay.

3. B. dentata, Lamx. Hobson's Bay.

VIII. Fam. Flustrad^:, Gray.

I. Gen. Flustra, L.

1. F. denticulata, Busk. Queenscliff; King's Island,

Mr. McGoAvan ; Port Curtis, Mr. Griffiths.

None of my specimens present the large, flat, marginal

processes described and figured by Busk. In some there are

two or four stout spines at the margins of the mouth ; while

in one form from King's Island they are entirely wanting,

and the upper half of each cell is provided on either side with

four or five short, sharp, conical processes arching over the

cell. The series of minute marginal denticles, and the pecu-

liar form of the avicularium are the only constant characters,

and afford a ready means of recognising the species.

II. Gen. Carbasea, Gray.

1. C. pisciformisy Busk. Queenscliff, Mrs. Robertson.

2. C. dissimilis, Busk. Queenscliff; King's Island, Mr.
McGowan.

Specimens received from Queenscliff and King's Island

have a small, blunt, marginal process on either side of the

mouth; in the form of the marginal cells, however, and the

constant presence of the peculiar avicularium at the base of

each cell, they agree perfectly Avitk the Tasmanian form.

3. C. episcopalis, Busk. Queenscliff; King's Island,

Mr. McGowan.

4. C. cyathiformis, P. McG. Queenscliff; Cape Otway,

Mr. J. Payter.
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III. Gen. Diachoris, Busk.

1. D. spinigera, n. s., pi. II., figs. 1. and 2. Cells

elongate-oval, entirely open in front ; three or four

long straight spines springing from the upper margin,

and a series, usually five, of long slender incurved

spines arising from the margin on either side; a

large pedunculate avicularium situate on one side

of the mouth; back of cells smooth ; ovicells —

?

Wilson's Promontory, a single specimen, Dr.

Mueller.

IX. Fam. Membraniporid/e, Busk.

I. Gen. Membranipora, Johnst.

1. M. membranacea, L. Queenscliff, on Alga3 ; War-
nambool, Mr. Hannaford.

In the Australian form the cells are much elongated, of

nearly uniform width throughout, and truncate at either end.

2. M. pilosa, L. Queenscliff; Cape Otway, Mr. J.

Payter ; Wilson's Promontory and Scalers' Cove,

Dr. Mueller.

In all the specimens I have seen the maginal processes are

constantly three on each side, and the submarginal vibracu-

lum of enormous length, giving the specimen the appearance,

to the naked eye, of being clothed with long hairs.

3. M. umbonata, Busk. Queenscliff; Kangaroo Island,

Dr. Mueller.

4. M. mamillaris, n. s., pi. II., fig. 3. Front of cell

oblong, slightly punctate; margins narrow, raised,

smooth ; mouth very narrow, lofty, with thickened
margin, and a short, thick, mamilliform process on
either side. A single large avicularium on the front

of the cell interiorly; mandible triangular, pointed.

This species is nearly allied to M. umbonata, from which it

may be distinguished by the different form of the avicula-

rium. Like the last also, it presents a striking resemblance
to a Lepralia in the radiate disposition of the cells. Colour,

purple.

Queenscliff, on sea-weed.

5. M. cervicornis, Busk. Port Phillip, encrusting a
species of Sargassum.
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In my specimens the branching processes are considerably
more slender than in the specimen figured in the British

Museum Catalogue, and seldom inosculate. The ovieells are

galeate, sculptured, and frequently have a small avicularium
in front.

6. M. perforata, P. McGr. Queenscliff; Tasmania, on
Delesseria and Lenormandia, Dr. Mueller.

II. Gen. Lepralia, Johnst.

1. L. pertusa, Johnst.

2. L. ciliata, Johnst.

3. L. canaliculata, P. McGr. Queenscliff.

4. L. Candida, P. McG. Queenscliff.

5. L. excavata, n. s., pi. II., fig. 4. Cells immersed,
elongated, running in lines ; elongated areolae round
the margins, leaving a narrow smooth surface in

front ; mouth nearly vertical to the plane of the
polyzoary, its upper border armed with four straight

stiff spines, the lower lip with a deep notch, inside

the bottom of which is usually a small simple
denticle.

The marginal areolation seems to consist of a series of

horizontal tubes, opening in front by oval pores, and occa-

sionally, from the anterior wall being destroyed, giving the
appearance of deep channels.

Queenscliff, on mussel shell.

6. L. lunata, n. s., pi. II., fig. 6. Cells rhomboidal,

immersed, areolated at the margin ; mouth arched

above, straight below, with four or five spines on
the upper margin ; a lunate pore below the mouth

;

a large avicularium at one side of the mouth, man-
dible very long, pointed.

Queenscliff, on mussel shell.

7. L. elegans, n. s., pi. II, fig. 5. Cells diamond-shaped,
irregularly oval or octagonal, quincuncial, separated

by a thick raised margin; mouth rounded, with a

slightly thickened lip; surface of cell areolated, the

areolae frequently radiating from an elevated portion

below the lower lip.
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From L. areolata it differs in the absence of the large

sinuous spout, and in the thinness of the mouth-margin.
Queenscliff.

X. Fam. Celleporid.e, Busk.

I. Gen. Cellepora, O. Fabricius.

1. C. pumieosa, L. Queenscliff.

2. C. fusca, Busk. King's Island, Mr. Arnold.
3. C. eocigua, n. &., pi. III., figs. 4 and 5. Polyzoary

small, foliaceous, expanded, free; cells irregular,

areolated at the edges; rostrum prominent, below
the mouth, with an avicularum on its inner aspect

;

avicularia numerous, scattered, mandible triangular,

pointed.

Queenscliff, on zoophyte.

XL Fam. Eshcarid^e, Johnst.

I. Gen. Eschara, Ray.

1. E. chartacea, Lamx. PI. III., figs. 1, 2, and 3.

I have received from Port Curtis and King's Island two
distinct varieties, which seem referable to this species. In
both the polyzoary is very much convoluted, thin, and exces-

sively brittle; the cells are oblong, arranged in linear series,

separated by raised margins, and are partially filled in by a
dense granular membrane, leaving an oval or eliptical opening,
the edges of which are thickened. In specimens from Port
Curtis the cells are nearly square, the margins thick and
strongly crenulate, and the edge of the opening minutely
denticulate. In those from King's Island the cells are very
much more elongated, the raised margins are nearly smooth,
and the membrane is not so strongly granular; ovicells deeply
immersed. The first form occasionally occurs decumbent in
a single layer on algae.

Port Curtis, Mr. Griffiths ; King's Island, Mr. Arnold.

2. E. platalea, Busk. Port Curtis, Mr. Griffiths.

Besides the large spoon-shaped avicularia, in one speci-

men, there are numerous others, small, scattered, and with
pointed, triangular mandibles, mostly directed obliquely across
the cells.
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3. E. lichenoides, Milne Edwards. King's Island, Mr.
Arnold.

4. E. decussata, Milne Edwards. Queenscliff.

II. Gen. Retepora, Imperato.

1. R. phcenicea, Busk. King's Island, Mr. McGowan.

2. R. monilifera, n. s., pi. III., figs. 6-9.

Polyzoary rising from a narrow base, much convoluted,

consisting of a number of turbinated portions densely crowded
and confused. Cells decumbent, oval, ventricose; mouth
round, with usually a projection on the under lip sometimes
surmounted by an abortive avicularium; frequently an avicu-

larium at the side of the mouth; occasionally instead of the

mucro there is a slight notch on the lower lip. Ovicells nu-
merous, galeate ; a beaded rim occupying the upper edge of

the aperture, and extending as a club-shaped band along the

middle of the anterior surface for about two-thirds of its

length.

King's Island, Mr. Arnold; Queenscliff.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate II.

Fig. 1. Diachoris spinigera, front.

,,2. ,, ,, back.

Fig. 3. Membranipora mamillaris.

Fig. 4. Lapralia excavata.

Fig. 5. Lepralia elegans.

Fig. 6. Lepralia lunata.

Plate III.

Figs. 1 and 2. Eschara chartacea.

Fig. 3. Eschara chartacea, edge view.

Fig. 4. Cellepora exigua, natural size.

,,5. ,, ,, magnified.

Fig. 6. Retepora monilifera, natural size.

„ 7. >) >) magnified.

„ 8. ,, ,, more highly magnified.

„ 9. ,, ,, ovicells, do.
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Art. XVI.—On some Tertiary Rocks at Portland Bay, By
Rev. Julian Edmund Woods,, Penola, South Australia.

[Read before the Institute 26th October, 1S59.]

In a paper read before the Institute last year I described the

tertiary formation at Guichen Bay. I have now to deal with
the same formation on a different part of the coast, seen in

connection with two others. At Portland Bay (the most
westerly port in the colony of Victoria) there is a remarkable
exception to the general character of Australian coast scenery.

Instead of the long ridges of sand, covered with scanty vege-

tation, and scattered salt-bush, the coast is bold, rising to

fine bluffs on the northern side of the bay. In the centre of

the port, and on the left of the town of Portland, there is a

high bluff, having very much the appearance of a chalk cliff.

It is capped by a thin stratum of shingle, and above this lies

red clay. On the north side and on the right of the town
there is a high cliff of red clay. This is the Flagstaff Hill,

and on its summit a lighthouse is in course of erection. A
little past this at a short distance from the road there are a
series of islets called the Lawrence Rocks. These are vol-

canic. Further on at a small distance is Cape Grant. Here
the cliffs are of quite a different character to those found in

the bay. They are based on a thick stratum of basalt ; and
above these to the thickness of about 100 feet, the formation
is the same as that described at Guichen Bay. This is a cal-

careous sandstone, which I shall, for convenience, term
" crag." These three localities contain the rocks forming the
subject of the present paper. To return to the white chalk
cliff in the middle of the bay. This is called Whalers' Bluff.

It is formed of a loose friable white limestone. This is the
lowest of the three formations, because it is capped by the
decomposed trap rock which.underlies the crag. It contains

few or no perfect fossils. All that we found were disposed in
their seams about a foot apart, much broken, as if borne from
a distance before being stratified, in what must have been a
white calcareous mud. There can be no doubt that this forms
a portion of the coralline strata found at Mount Gambier

;

and is a portion of an immense deposit extending over nearly
a third part of the continent of Australia. It is continuous
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right up to the River Murray., and thence may be traced

westward (from the sea coast to about 100 miles inland) to

the foot of the great dividing range which runs north and
south from the bend of Lake Torrens to Cape Jarvis. On
the east of this range it may be traced right along the great

Australian Bight. Here it appears in tall white cliffs con-

taining fragments of coral, and its appearance led Captain

Flinders to believe that this portion of Australia was an up-

raised atoll, and that an inland sea would be found the other

side. The whole formation owes its origin to detritus from a

coral reef. The further north, and the warmer the latitude

into which it is traced, the more perfect the fauna become.

The reason, therefore, that fossils are so broken and so

scarce at Portland Bay, is because the latitude was too cold

for the reef to have nourished there, so that all that are found

have been brought from a distance, and consequently broken
in the transit. However, many beautiful novelties in polyzoa

have been discovered by me in a very perfect state, and have

been duly forwarded to the Geological Society of London. I

propose to do no more in this paper than merely allude to

the formations ; and, therefore, will pass on to the next, after

observing that the formation is of the Eocene or Lower
Miocene period, and does not extend much to the eastward of

Portland Bay, unless perhaps at Port Fairy. A mere seam
is all that is found further east.

Above this is a stratum of decomposed trap. This is con-

tinuous with the same deposit at Flagstaff Hill and the

basalt under Cape Grant. Probably it has flowed from a

sub-marine crater which, to all appearance, has existed very

near the Lawrence Rocks, for all around that locality a thick

stratum of trifa, enclosing fragments of scoriae, is found.

There is no coralline found above the trap ; but the crag im-

mediately succeeds. The manner in which it is decomposed
varies very much in different localities. Thus near the

Whalers' Bluff it is greyish white, coarsely granular, and pos-

sesses large concentric circles of oxide of iron. At Flagstaff

Hill not a trace of its former crystalline texture remains. It

is decomposed into a deep bed of red ferruginous clay. At
the Lawrence Rocks the lava is as white as the limestone.

It powders easily, and sometimes contains disseminated

crystals of mica and selenite.

At Cape Grant the line of junction between the trap and
the crag is not easily traced. The limestone from above has

been filtered down over the surface of the rock, so as to
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encrust it with a thick coating of stalagmite. Huge boulders
lie at the foot of the cliffs. They are water-worn and very
vesicular. It is not, however, at all decomposed, and the only
effect time has had upon it is to fill every available crevice

with lime. In fact, it is an amygdaloidal lava. A small
fragment of this infiltrated trap looks precisely as if it were
studied with lentils of wax. Some of the larger vesicles

contain very red acicular crystals of carbonate of lime, radiat-

ing from the centre towards the circumference. There can
be no doubt it has flowed under the sea, aud the huge hills

and valleys which it seems to have covered, show that the
bottom could not have been very level at that time. As the
coral strata must have been deposited while the bottom was
subsiding, the volcanic disturbance most likely created a
change, and gave rise to elevation. This explains why no
coralline is found above the trap ; for the same effect which
caused it to be covered, rendered the surrounding circum-
stances no longer favorable to its growth.

Immediately above the trap occurs the crag. This has
been already described ; but there is a reason why it should
be slightly dwelt upon now. In the first place, it shows very
clearly that the lava was not of sub-aerial origin, these strata

having been formed under the sea. The strata, properly
speaking, are about twelve feet thick, and are much con-
torted. This is not from the manner in which they have been
upheaved, for no two strata correspond. The lower ones
are sometimes horizontal, while those immediately above
are waved and undulating. Between these great divisions of
the strata there are cross laminations dipping in every direc-

tion. All these facts, and the nature of the stone, which is

composed of calcareous sandstone, shows that the deposit was
formed by a deep-sea current. As on each side of Cape
Grant there are rises of trap rock, the thickness of the beds
may be due to a valley in the sea bottom, in which sediment
would more easily collect. The crag here, as at Guichen
Bay, contains the root like concretions. They are termed
roots, and so great is their resemblance to the name they
bear, that it is extremely difficult at first to explain their

purely aqueous origin. Darwin mentions a similar appear-
ance on the Bald Head in Western Australia. He considers

. them in that place to be really vegetable casts. He supposes
sand to have drifted round bushes and trees, and subsequently
consolidated, and when the wood decayed away, the hollows
became filled up by infiltered lime, which being harder than
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the surrounding matter, resisted the decomposition which
has attacked the latter ; and now they stand out like roots

or trees. Mr. Darwin found many land shells round them,
which quite bears out his view of their sub-seriel origin. But
at Cape Grant nothing of the kind is visible. The so-called

roots may often be traced many feet through different strata,

and are quite as thick at the bottom as at the top. Besides,

there is evident proof that there has been nothing but up-
heaval since the trap was deposited; and as a great part of

the crag, even now, lies beneath the sea, there has been no
opportunity for trees to grow where the supposed roots are

found. I believe such formations as the crag are common on
the whole coast westward as far as Western Australia ; and it

is just what we might expect to follow the extension of a great

coral deposit before the site of the coral reef was raised into

dry land.

I have now described the tertiary rocks at Portland Bay.
My object has been only to draw attention to the rocks that

are there visible, in order that future investigators may have
a clear idea of their sequence and nature, in any examination
they may make of the locality.

Art. XVII.

—

On a new Photo-Lithographic Process. By
John Walter Osborne, Esq.

(With an illustrative Map.)

[Bead before the Institute 30th November, 1859.]

Photographic science has of late years .made such asto-

nishing progress, that it has stimulated the inventive
genius of scientific men, awakening in them the very
natural wish to make its many advantages applicable to the
several graphic arts. The result has been the more or less

perfect development of a number of processes bearing directly

upon the reproduction of works of art.

Thus the application of photography to engravings has
been the object of Mr. Fox Talbot's exertions ; Niepce de
St. Victor and Mr. Pretsch are also working in the same
direction; while several gentlemen, of whom I shall subse-
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quently speak at greater length, have turned their attention
to photo-lithography.

It is not my intention to undertake the description and
criticism of the majority of these important inventions,
save as far as they stand in close relationship to the subject of
this paper. The invention I have been fortunate enough to

make belongs to the latter class, and I shall describe it as con-
cisely as possible, and then proceed to compare its capabilities

with other photo-lithographic methods.
To prevent misconception, it may perhaps be well to state

that the manipulations I am about to describe are only such as

aid the lithographer in producing one particular kind of work,
namely that which is printed from smooth stones. My pro-
cess, in the form I shall give it in this paper, is chiefly

applicable to the reproduction of drawings formed of hard
defined lines, such as maps, pen and ink sketches, and im-
portant documents ; and less so to photographic views of
landscapes, portraits, or indian ink drawings, composed of
tints and shades ; and although the former class may not be
as interesting and attractive a study as the latter, yet I
believe it to be of equal, if not superior, practical value.

Circumstances have caused me to turn my attention more
particularly to the reproduction of maps and plans, and I
wish it to be understood that my remarks on this occasion
bear reference to that description of work.

It is generally the case that the scale on which a map is

drawn by the surveyor of a district is very much larger than
that which would be wisely selected for publishing his map

;

inasmuch as the details become too minute and tedious,

and would take him more time than shoidd be expended
upon one copy, if he were to draw upon the usual publishing
size ; the consequence is that his plan must be reduced
before it is engraved or drawn upon stone. This process of
reduction is more or less troublesome as the map contains
more or less work, when it is accomplished in the old way;
but by photographic means it is a matter of the utmost
indifference whether the original be crowded or not. The
application of photography to reducing maps was introduced
into the Ordnance department of Great Britain, in the year
1855, by Colonel James, with perfect success.

To proceed a step further, and imprint such a reduction
directly upon the stone in such a way that common litho-

graphs can be printed from it, is the problem the photo

-

lithographer has to solve.
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Without entering too minutely upon a description of

the manipulatory details peculiar to my process, I shall

simply give a concise account of the several operations, so

far as they are of scientific interest.

In the first instance a sheet of paper is prepared with

albumen in the usual way known to photographers; it is,

when quite dry, passed through a copperplate or lithographic

press, upon a polished steel or copper plate, by which opera-

tion it receives a very smooth and regular surface ; it is then

coated on the same side with a solution of gelatine, to which

an addition of bi-chromate of potash has been made ; this is

then carefully dried in the dark, and again passed through

the press to ensure the finest surface. This operation com-

pletes the preparation of what I shall call the sensitive

paper. Having made a negative of the original map bearing

the desired proportions to it, I place a suitable piece of the

sensitive paper, just described, under and in close contact with

the map, and the whole is exposed to daylight in such a way
that the luminous influence passing through the transparent

parts of the negative, shall strike directly upon the prepared

surface, while the greater part of the paper is protected from

its influence by the dark parts of the negative, which cor-

respond to the white places on the original map. In the

presence of the organic matter, the actinic agency effects the

decomposition of the bi-chromate of potash, and the liberated

nascent oxygen in all probability re-acts upon the gelatine,

altering its chemical characteristics in a peculiar manner.

The visible effect after removing the negative is the forma-

tion of a picture in brown upon the clear yellow of the

paper, corresponding to the transparent portions of the nega-

tive, or to the black lines upon the original drawing.

This positive photographic print is next covered with an

even coating of lithographic transfer ink, by passing it

through the press face downwards upon an inked-in litho-

graphic stone ; the pressure causes the whole of the sensitive

surface to lay hold of the ink, and bear away with it an
even coating, hiding the brown photographic positive from
view. The altered parts of the gelatine which have been

exposed to the luminous action appear to be possessed of a

certain amount of affinity for the grease of the ink, so that

they will be found to retain it with considerable tenacity.

The next operation is to coagulate the albumen which still

exists under the prepared surface ; this is done by floating

it upon boiling water, with the paper-side downwards. A
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subsequent soaking for a short time causes the unaltered

gelatine to swell in such a way as to raise the ink with it

from the paper, and a slight amount of friction, with a sponge
or other soft substance, removes the superfluous ink from all

parts of the inked print which correspond to the white parts

upon the original document. When the lines all appear
clear and well defined, boiling water is poured over the whole,
to remove the last traces of gelatine, and the print is dried.

We are now possessed of a bona-fide lithographic transfer

—that is a drawing in greasy ink of such a nature that it

admits of being transferred to the stone in the ordinary
manner, by simply inverting it thereon, and passing it through
the press ; the albumen, which will be found to have with-

stood all the washing, acting as the adhesive substance under
the ink to prevent the paper slipping on the stone.

The whole of these operations need not occupy more than
from two to three hours-

Having now given a description of the leading features of

my process, allow me to offer a few critical remarks upon
those of others, having the same or similar ends in view,

prefacing them with some observations on the possible

means of obtaining the photo-lithographic image.
While endeavouring to produce a delineation or drawing

upon lithographic stone, from which impressions can be
printed on paper in the lithographic press, it must be borne
in mind that the nature of such a delineation is what may
be styled ' c a reversed positive"—a positive, inasmuch as the
lines and shades are represented by similar lines and shades
upon the stone—and reversed, because those parts, which ou
the finished print appears on the right hand, are to the left

on the stone, and vice versa. Whatever means the operator
may adopt, his ultimate object is to produce a drawing of
this nature.

In calling in the help of photography, the lithographer
will find that there are but three obvious ways in which the
agency of light can be used to aid him in producing a delinea-

tion upon a surface made sensitive to its chemical action.

1st. The exposure of such a surface in the camera.
2nd. Its exposure under a negative which has been made

in the camera ; or

3rd. Its exposure under a positive, produced from such a
negative.

Let us now examine the circumstances which attend the
application of each of these three methods in photo-litho-
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graphy, when the sensitive surface which is to receive the

impress of light in the first instance, and afterwards to

retain the greasy ink forming the picture, is spread upon
the stone itself. In explanation of my reasons for making
this examination, I may state that, as far as I can learn, all

the efforts which have been made to produce lithographs by
photographic means have been expended directly upon the

stone itself, and not, as in my own'process, upon a chemically

prepared transfer paper.

Firstly, Exposure in the Camera.
The exposure of the lithographic stones in the Camera is

a very difficult matter, owing to their varying dimensions,

their weight and bulk, and the serious difficulty which the

endeavour to make the surface of the stone coincide, as

regards position, with that of the ground glass side of the

camera, gives rise to. As long as we adhere to this method
of exposure, the cumbersome nature of the stones excludes

the application of photo-lithography to the reproduction of

landscapes altogether. It will also be seen that a sensitive

surface being exposed in this way must subsequently take

the ink upon the parts which have not been acted upon by
light; in other words, upon those parts of the stone cor-

responding to the unaltered portions of the said " surface."

Secondly, Exposure under a Negative.

This is the most obvious, and the most convenient means of

attaining the end we have in view ; but if we work with a

"sensitive surface" upon the stone itself, there are several

difficulties which present themselves. A negative, to possess

the sharpness from which good results may be obtained,

must be made upon glass, either by the collodion or albumen

process ; such a negative is, when taken in the usual way, a
" reversed negative ;" this when placed upon the stone, will

give a "direct positive" photographic delineation, and a

stone so prepared will give in the press " reverse positive"

prints; that is, prints of a nature utterly useless, except

perhaps in the case of portraits. To overcome this difficulty

either the collodion film must be taken off the glass and

turned upon the stone, or the glass with the sensitive film

upon it must be turned in the camera, when making the

negative, and the rays of light allowed to shine through the

glass plate, striking the sensitive film on its inner surface;

the inconvenience which both these alternatives occasion is

very great, and very apparent ; they are however, both per-

fectly feasible, although deficient in certain minor particulars
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into which I shall not enter. In using glass negatives on
stone, we encounter another, and an almost insurmonntahle

obstacle, when the stone exceeds a very moderate size;

namely, the difficulty of ensuring intimate and perfect con-

tact between all parts of the two rigid surfaces. A sensitive

surface exposed in this way receives the ink upon its sunned*

or altered parts.

Thirdly, Exposure under a Positive.

Some of the disadvantages of the previous method of

producing the photographic image which is to take the ink,

are obviated by having recourse to exposure under a positive
;

others again of a very serious nature are superadded. The
rigidity of the glass is avoided if we use a paper positive, but

one of this kind is not nearly so positive in reference to

transmitted light as we would suppose, when looking at it

with reflected light; that is, the contrast is not so great

between the quantity of light which passes through the

black and the white parts of such a print, and is greatly

inferior to the contrast in the quantity of light which passes

through the transparent and opaque parts of a good intense

negative. Seal positives can be prepared upon glass, coated

with albumen of a very intense character, but the manipula-

tions are troublesome, and would not be adopted save in cases

of necessity. Exposure under a positive is tantamount to

exposure in the camera, and the surface so treated must take

the ink upon the unsunned parts.

I shall now enumerate the several photo-lithographic pro-

cesses of which I have been able to gain any information.

M. Lamercier, in 1853, and Mr. Macpherson, in 1856, have

published processes almost in every respect identical ; they

both assure us of very successful results, as far as drawings

showing a " grain" are concerned, that is in a style suitable

for landscapes and portraits, but indifferently adapted for

maps, plans, music, &c, &c. The " sensitive surface" they

use is formed on the stone by running a sort of varnish, made
of asphaltum, over it, and the exposure is accomplished

under a common negative. The circumstances which have

prevented their methods coming into general use are, no
doubt, chiefly the following :

—

1st. Great irregularity and uncertainty in the photo-chemi-

cal constitution of each different sample of asphaltum.

2nd. The expense caused by the extravagant use of ether,

large baths of which are required, in which to dip and soak

the face of the stones.
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3rd. The utter impossibility of timing the exposure, which,

if not done exactly, occasions the loss of a great deal of time

and chemicals, and obliges the operator to begin again.

4th. The reverse nature of every impression produced, the

result of working from a common negative.

M. Poitevin, in the year 1856, patented a process based

upon the alterative action of light on gelatine or gum when
associated with bi-chromate of potash. The stone, or other

material prepared to receive the design, has its surface

covered with a layer, produced by running over it a solution

of gelatine, or some such substance, in conjunction with

bi-chromate of potash, and is then exposed to the action of

light " in the camera, under a negative, or under a positive."

After exposure it is wetted with water, and the lithographic

ink rolled in, which attaches itself only to the parts acted

upon by light, inasmuch as they remain dry and unaffected

by the water ; it is from this inked surface that impressions

can be multiplied in the press.

The description of this process as given in M. Poitevin'

s

specification, is exceedingly vague, diffuse, and contradictory,

I believe designedly so— an opinion supported to some
extent by a statement made by Mr. Malone, at a meeting of

the Photographic Society, London, December 7, 1858, two
years and eight months after date of patent (see Photo-

graphic Journal, Dec. 11, 1858, page 93) ; after stating that

M. Poitevin was working on stone, and that he (Mr.

Malone) saw him expose a stone in his garden at Paris, he
says, " I observe that he keeps the secret to himself," but
taking M. Poitevin's process as it stands in his specification,

it is subject to the following critical remarks, viz. :

—

1st. If he exposes in the camera, or under a positive, as

he suggests, he will, as he himself tells us, produce a nega-

tive picture on the stone, the use of which it is impossible to

conceive.

2nd. If he exposes under a negative in the way he de-

scribes, he will produce a " direct positive" on the stone,

and a reversed positive on the printed impressions, which are

useless, save in the case of portraits of an inferior description.

3. In any case the delineation on the stone, or other

surface from which he prints, will wear out, and give only a

few impressions, owing to the film of altered gelatine which
exists between the stone and the ink, not resisting the com-
bined effects of water, and the pressure and friction of the

press, a fact strongly commented on by Mr. Pouncy, at the
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meeting of the Loudon Photographic Society, January 4th,

1859 (see Photographic Journal, Jan. 8th., 1859).
4th. In consequence of his manner of wetting the whole

gelatinous surface before applying the ink, he increases the
difficulty of getting the ink to adhere to the altered parts of
the coating ; by smearing them with semi-dissolved gelatine,

he deteriorates the quality of the ink which does adhere,

and the idtimate result will be rotten lines.*

Mr. W. G. Newton has taken a patent for photo-litho-

graphy, a detailed copy of which is given in the Photographic
Journal for Nov. 22nd, 1858; this gentleman prepares his

stone or zinc plate in a manner very similar to M. Poitevin

;

he exposes in the camera, or under a positive, and the result

is that he has to use the altered insoluble parts of the gela-

tinous surface, not as points of attraction for the ink, but as

a means of protecting the stone while he removes and inks
in the unaltered portions ; this method obliges him, 1st, if

he wants to get the best results, to expose in the camera, if

not to use a positive on paper, or a real positive on albu-

menized glass, all three methods of exposing having many
disadvantages. 2nd. Inasmuch as he uses for the boundary
of his lines that section of the gelatinous surface which is in
contact with the stone, not that on which the picture is im-
pressed by the luminous rays, he can never obtain the
sharpest definition.

With these objections I believe his process to be sound in
theory, and by it he may produce good results as far as land-
scapes and portraits are concerned, but not so when the copy
of a map, or any other design composed of and bounded by
hard dense lines, is required.

M. Jobart, in a communication to the Academy of Sciences
of Paris, has intimated his discovery of a photo-lithographic
process, based upon principles differing totally from the fore-

going, namely, some peculiar action exerted by iodide of
silver upon gum arabic. The only notice of his invention
I have been able to procure, is in the Athenceum for Feb.,
1859, where the description of it is too indistinct and sketchy
to admit of any criticism.

Since the above was written I have met with the following statement
in the Illustrated London News, Jan. 22nd, 1859, p. 33 :—

* * Certain patents taken out in Dec. 1855, by M. Poitevin, for photo-
lithographic and carbon printing (Nos. 2815 and 281G), have just lapsed,
the renewal fees not having been paid on them." J. W. 0.
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I now come to my own process, which, judging as fairly as

I can, I believe to be superior to all others, and perfectly

distinct and new. I rest its superiority on

—

1st. Its simple and thoroughly practical character, in

virtue of which it can be easily learned and executed.

The utter absence of all specimens of Photo-lithography

in this country, save my own, tends to show that processes

which have been patented in other countries three or more
years ago, either do not pay in the working, or are too diffi-

cult, intricate, or imperfect in their details, to admit of being

advantageously carried out.

2nd. I produce by photographic means, a bona fide "trans-

fer" in its technical sense, on lithographic paper, in litho-

graphic ink, from which the image is conveyed to the stone

by the well-known process of transferring, in such a way
that it then becomes a genuine lithographic drawing, differ-

ing in no one respsct from those produced in the ordinary

way, and subject to all the operations and manipulations

practised by the lithographic printer ; the ink is not on the

stone, separated by any interposed substance, but in it, as it

ought to be ; the stone will not wear in the press, or the

quality of the drawing suffer by any number of impressions

short of 2000 or 3000.

3rd. My process gives direct results, working as I do from

a common negative which may have been prepared anywhere,

at any time, or by any person ; I form on the photo-litho-

graphic transfer paper a " direct positive," in lithographic

transfer ink ; this, by being impressed upon the stone, gives

a "reverse positive," from which direct prints maybe" thrown
off in the press.

4th. By using transfer paper I overcome all the numerous
difficulties which arise from having to expose a stone in the

camera, or from having to expose it under a positive or

negative. I exclude stones altogether from the photographic

laboratory, and all cumbersome apparatus appertaining there-

to. Besides which, the facility with which a piece of

paper can be exposed under a negative is very great ; from its

flexible nature the most intimate contact can be established

between the two, whereby the most minute details are

obtainable, and the operator can with perfect safety examine
the paper from time to time in the ordinary way, and stop

when the change of color is sufficient.

5th. That part of the photographic picture which in my
process takes the ink, is on that surface of the sensitive
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gelatine which is first struck by the luminous rays ; namely,

that surface which is in contact with the negative, and the

lines and dots forming the picture are bounded by a section

made through that surface, and not through that which is in

contact with the stone, or otjier material on which the gela-

tine is spread, whereby I produce the utmost sharpness of

definition.

6th. I can prepare a stock of sensitive gelatinous papers,

which will keep for a considerable time^ready for use at any
moment; whereas when stones are used they must be

severally prepared when wanted.

7th. One most important peculiarity in which my process

surpasses all others is involved in my method of inking.

Other operators (M. Poitevin for example) who have used gela-

tine, after having exposed the sensitive surface, proceed by
wetting it before applying the ink, with a view to keep the

unaltered portions free from ink; the consequence of which is

a part of the gelatinised surface is rubbed over the altered parts

which represent the drawing, making them refuse to take the

ink, or only to do so with difficulty ; and the quality of the

ink, and by consequence that of the lithograph, is very much
injured; whereas I ink-in, covering the whole surface of the

photographic print while dry, before the swelling of the un-
altered gelatine has depressed the positive portions of the

print, and trust to the subsequent washing processes to re-

move the gelatine, and with it the ink from those parts which
ought to be clean and white.

8th. The method I have adopted of applying the ink in

the press cannot I believe, be surpassed; it gives the greatest

regularity and accuracy as to quantity, and aids the affinity

which exists between the altered gelatine and the ink, by the

force with which it is applied.

9th. The coating of albumen on the paper which precedes

that which I apply of gelatine, is also of the greatest value,

and its adoption is completely original. The solubility of

dried albumen causes the albuminised surface to unite in-

timately with that of gelatine during the manufacture of the
paper, and the readiness with which this, under coating of

albumen, can afterwards be coagulated, by simply floating

it upon hot water, thereby rendering it no longer soluble in

water, enables a sufficiently glutinous surface to be retained

under the inky-print when finished, to establish the im-
portant property which the "transfer" must possess of

adhering to the stone during the operation of transferring/
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The coating of albumen also performs an important part in

giving the paper a smooth and dense surface before that of

gelatine is applied, whereby the quality and uniformity of the
latter is much improved ; and lastly, it has the effect, after

coagulation, of preventing the ink coming in contact, while
washing, with the fibrous substance of the paper, the advan-
tage of which is the production of cleaner and more delicate

transfers,

10th. I also regard as a very valuable part of my invention
the means I have employed to glaze the coatings of both
albumen and gelatine, with a view of getting the most delicate

results, the possibility of glazing in the way described being
one of the advantages I derive from working on paper.

11th. I can from the same negative produce an unlimited
number of transfers, all equally good, so as to put any num-
ber of drawings of the same object upon one large stone, or

upon different stones, so as to expedite business by employing
several presses at once.

12th. The photographic delineation of a design can by my
process be transferred to the stone with astonishing rapidity,

one man doing the work of a dozen draughtsmen, and in

many cases of a much larger number.
13th. I can also boast of actual superiority as regards the

quality of some fine description of work over what it is pos-

sible to do by hand.

14th. In washing off the ink advantage is taken of the

gelatinisation of the gelatine in cold, as well as its solu-

bility in hot water, the swelled surface of the print enabling

considerable friction to be applied without injuring the

work.
I will now recapitulate more concisely the new features

and advantages of my invention, viz :

—

1. Its simple and practical character.

2. The thorough lithographic nature of the drawings when
transferred.

3. The " direct" results obtained, working at the same
time from a common negative.

4. The use of photographic transfer paper, whereby the

difficulties attending manipulations on the stones themselves

are avoided.

5. The sharpness of detail produced by causing the ink to

adhere to the altered gelatine where it has been in intimate

contact with the negative.

6. The stock of sensitive paper which can be kept on hand.
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7. The method of inking the whole surface after exposure

while dry, and wetting afterwards.

3. The method I have adopted of applying the ink forcibly

in the press.

9. The advantage taken of the coagulability of the coat-

ing of albumen, which can only be turned to account when
working as I do on paper.

10. The superior quality of work insured by glazing the

sensitive surface.

11. The unlimited number of transfers which can be made
identical in every respect.

12. The astonishing rapidity with which work can be got

through.

13. The superiority in the actual quality of the work.

14. The advantage taken of the swelling power of the

gelatine in cold water.

In this paper I have, as above stated, adhered to the de-

scription of that particular form of my process applicable to

the reproduction of maps, plans, and pen and ink sketches.

I hope on some future occasion to enter more generally

into my subject, and show what may be done on grain

stones towards the production of tints and shades, and also

to lay before the Philosophical Institute of Victoria the

results of some purely chemical investigations connected
with operations of the kind I have been describing.

Art. XVIII.

—

Notes on the Plants collected during Mr. John
Macdouall Stuart's recent Expedition into the North-west

interior of South Australia. By Dr. Ferdinand Mueller.

(Read before the Institute, January 9th
?
I860.]

HAViNGbeen entrusted by Samuel Chambers, Esq., ofAdelaide,

the principal promoter of Mr. Stuart's last expedition into the

north-west interior of South Australia, with the examination

of a small but very interesting collection of plants gathered

during that journey, it occurred to me that a few general

remarks on the vegetation of the country recently explored

might interest this meeting,

t
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The important bearings of the vegetation on the physical

character of a country are, I need not state, universally

acknowledged ; but the elucidation of plants becomes one
of double interest, when the country from whence they
originated possesses to so full an extent the charms of novelty

as the north-west tracts of the colony of South Australia ;

and in this instance I also felt that, whilst I endeavoured to

throw some faint additional light on the nature of the in-

terior lately explored, I was also sharing in the public ap-

preciation which in every way should reward the toils of

a traveller who, like Mr. Stuart, has already achieved, with
means scanty in the extreme, such great geographical dis-

coveries, and who amidst his cares and privations availed

himself of the opportunity of furnishing additional material

for our knowledge of the Australian flora.

The collection placed at my disposal adds about sixty

species of plants to those obtained during Mr. Babbage's
expedition.* Of these several are perfectly new, and will be

a lasting record in botanical science of the exertions made of

late in South Australia to reveal a portion of the yet widely

unknown interior of this continent.

The nature of the plants before us indicates at once that

they belong to a country devoid of high mountains. For
although some of the species are identical with those dis-

covered by Capt. Sturt, in 1845, at the Barrier Ranges, and
found also by myself in 1851, at the Flinders 5 and Elder's

Ranges, they still belong to the arid vegetation of which
also the treeless hills of the southern interior so much par-

ticipate.

On the other hand, Mr. Stuart's journey has, first of all,

shown the occurrence within the South Australian territory

of several plants which are known to inhabit the periodically

dry stream-beds of tropical Australia, plants which appear

as harbingers of the flora of a country much less subject to

draught than the southern steppes of this continent. Thus
Dentellarepens,Forst.; Cleomeflava, Banks; Mukia scabrella,

Am.; iEschynomene Indica,L.; Flaveria Australasica, Hook.;

Cyperus angustatus, R. Br., are found unexpectedly repre-

sented in the more southern latitudes of Australia.

On observing in Mr. Stuart's collection, also, several

characteristic plants brought by Mr. A. Gregory from

Cooper's Creek, we are led to suppose that a gradually rising

* Report on the plants collected during Mr. Babbage's expedition, 1S5S.
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country stretches perhaps as far N. W. as N. E. from

Lake Torrens, and that the drainage of this tract, at least in

wet seasons, is finding its way into the great depression north

of Spencer's Gulf; and, finally, that in all likelihood a path of

communication will be opened from thence, in a N. W.
direction, through a country traversed by watercourses similar

to Cooper's Creek.

If these suppositions, which suggests themselves from the

inspection of the plants before us, should be borne out, then

also the surmise of the Surveyor-General of this colony

may be realised; namely, that the creeks or channels of

drainage from N. W., noticed by Mr. Stuart in the remotest

parts of the interior explored by him, are perhaps to be re-

garded as the continuation of Start's Creek, left by us in

Gregory's expedition towards Central Australia, and which
disappeared in a saline desert at the point where we left it

in 1856.

Should the identity of these systems of water be hereafter

demonstrated, then an overland-route will be open for our

South Australian neighbours to the fertile portions of Arn-
heim's Land, and to the harbors of the N. W. coast of

the continent. This hypothesis is certainly favored by the

established fact, that the lower part of Sturfs Creek is found
sufficiently elevated to admit of a very faint, and therefore

easily interrupted, yet in great floods continuous, drainage

from S turfs Creek to the N. W. parts of South Australia.

Returning to the immediate subject of this paper, we ob-

serve in the collection neither plants peculiar to the dense

brigalow scrubs of Eastern Australia, nor hardly any species

approaching to the harsh, often thorny and impenetrable

scrub-vegetation of Southern and Western Australia, a fact

which augurs well for a traversable country towards Central

Australia.

The united botanical collections which we owe now to the

zeal of Messrs. Gregory, Babbage, and Stuart, have brought
into our possession some material for judging on the numeri-
cal relations of the order of plants in the sub-tropical region

of the Australian interior. According to the data before us,

Compositse and Leguminosse prevail over all other families of

plants, and probably the former again over the latter. Next to

them Salsolacese, Grasses (many of nutritious kinds), Malva-
ceae and Myoporinse appear most numerous. That Myrta-
cese should be scantily represented seems so much more
singular, as they are constituting, not only in most other
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parts of Australia,, a prominent order, but rank also under
the same latitudes in Western Australia, according to Mr.
Augustus Oldfield's observations, near Shark's Bay, as one of

the main tribe of plants. Yet, although their variety of

species is unusually small, Myrtacece still continue to offer, in

the ubiquitous Eucalyptus, the principal timber, besides

which some Avovise are forming fair-sized timber trees. Ca-
suarinse, and what is still more singular, Proteaceee are not
common ; Epacridese entirely absent. Monocatylidonese bear

a scantier proportion to Discotylidonese than usual. Acotyli-

donese seem remarkably scarce. The hirbarium shows, besides

the novelties enumerated on the following page, several plants

evidently as yet unknown in the flora of the globe ; but these,

I regret to say, not collected in a sufficiently perfect state to

admit of their introduction into the botanical system. We
may take them as a proof of how much additional labor is still

needed before a system of the plants of this continent will have
advanced to completion, and let us ardently hope that the in-

trepid traveller to whom we owe this contribution to phyto-

logy, will safely and successfully return from his present

arduous exploits, and also add again to our knowledge of the

treasures of the vegetable empire.

Enumeration of the Plants observed for the first time during

Mr. Macdouall Stuart's expedition in the north-western

interior of South Australia :
—

Cleome (Polanisia) flava, Banks in D. C. prodr., I., 241.

Busbeekea Mitchelli, F. M. Plants indig. to Victoria, I.,

53, Suppl. pi. iv.

Tribulus cistoides, L. sp. 554.

Sturtia gossypioides, B. Br. Append, to Sturt's Central

Austr., II./p. 68.

Hibiscus hakeifolius, Giard. Mem. di una Nuova Specie

d'Ibisco, 1833.

Hibiscus brachysiphonius, F. M. Fragm. Phytogr. Austr.,

I., 67.

Sida diplotricha, F.M., in Linmea 1852, 380.

Hymenotheca pyramidalis, F. M. Fragm. Phytograph.
Austr., I., 282.

Ammarmia multiflora, Roxb. Flor. Indica. L, 447.
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Triantlierna crystalhna, Vahl Symb., I., 32.

Zehneria scabrella, F. M. (Mukia scabrella, Arn. in Hook.
Journ. Bot., III., 276).

Euphorbia Chamsesyce, L. sp. pi. 652.

Loranthus nutans, A. Cunn.. in Mitcb. Trop. Austr., 158.

Acacia pendula, A. Cunn. in Don Gen. Syst. Dichl. Plants,

I., 404.

Cassia heteroloba, Liudl. in Mitch. Three Expeditions

—

vol. II., 122.

Petalogyne labicheoides, F. M. in Hook. Kew Miscell. 1856,

325.

Templetonia retusa, B. Br. in Ait. Hort. Kew, ed. II., v. IV.,

269.

Indigofera casiantha, F. M. Enum. of Plants coll. by Mr.
Gregory in Sub-central Austral., p. 6.

iEschynomene Indica, L. spec, 1061.

Swainsona campylantha, F. M. Enum. of Plants coll. by
Mr. Gregory in Sub-central Austr., 6.

Didiscus glaucifolius, F. M. in Linn8eal852, 395.

Sphseromorphaea petiolaris, D. C. prodr., VI., 140.

Senecio magnificus, F. M. in Linnsea 1852, 418.

Ixiochlamys cuneifolia, Sond. and Muell. in Linnaea 1852,

461.

Flaveria Australasica, Hook, in Mitch. Trop. Austral., 118.

Pachysurus multiflorus, Turcz. in Bullet. Soc.Natur. Moscow,
xxiii., 29.

Eurybia Stuartii, F. M. Frag. Phytogr. Austr., I., 208.

Eurybia Muelleri, Sond. in Linnsea 1852, 459.

Dentella repens,Forst. gen. p. 26., tab. 18. (Lippaya teliphoides

End. Atakta, 8.)

Isotoma petrasa, F.M. in Linnsea 1852, 420.

Goodenia Nickolsonii, F. M. Fragm. Phytogr. Austr. I., 209.

Goodenia Chambersii, F. M. Fragm. Phytogr. Austr. I., 210.

Myoporum parvifolium, B. Br. prodr., 516.

Eremophila rotundifolia, F. M. Fragm. Phytogr. Austr., L,
210.

Eremophila divaricata, F. M. in Papers of Boy. Soc. Tasm.,

1859, 293.

Solanum discolor, B. Br. prodr. 445.

Solanum petrophilum, F. M. in Linnsea 1852, p. 433.

Samolus litoralis, B. Br. pr. 428.

Santalum lanceolatum, B, Br. pr. 356.

Kentropsis lanata, Moquin Chenope. num., p. 83.

Xerotis dura, F. M. in Linnsea 1856, 219.
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Typha Shuttleworthii, Koch, and Sonder in Synops. Flor.

Germ, et Helv., II., 786.

Juncus maritimus, Lam. Encycl. Bot., III., 264.

Cyperus angustatus, R. Br. prodr., 214.

Cyperus rotundus, L. Syst. Veg., 98.

Panicum villosnm, R. Br. pr., 192.

Art. XIX.

—

Notes of a recent personal visit to the unoccu-
pied Northern District of Queensland. By William
Lockhart Morton, Esq., with a Map of the District.

[Eeacl before the Institute, January 23, I860.]

I have the honor to lay before the Institute, this evening, a
few particulars respecting the extreme northern limits of
civilisation in Australia, and in reference to a considerable
extent of unoccupied country to the north and west of those
limits.

I propose to confine my remarks to the climate, to the
geographical features, and the geological character of the
country I travelled over, "and to its capabilities as an agricul-
tural and pastoral settlement ; concluding with some general
remarks explaining how few facilities are granted for actual
settlement.

Landing at Rockhampton, on the Fitzroy River, I went, in
company with two other persons, first northerly, parallel to
the coast, to within a few miles of Mount Funnel. After-
wards, travelling westerly from Broad Sound, I crossed the
River Isaacs, and traced up the Mackenzie for about one
hundred miles.

For the sake of distinctness, I propose to begin with the
River Fitzroy.

This river, which is formed, as you are all aware, by the
confluence of the two large rivers, the Isaacs and Mackenzie,
was first discovered by Dr. Leichhardt, empties itself through
several channels into Keppel Bay. This bay at one time
doubtless extended thirty miles further west, or as far inland
as the site of Rockhampton, but it has apparently been gra-
dually filled up by the debris of the river ; a process which is
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still going on, as the level mud flats, and even the well

grassed level plains, still liable to inundation, sufficiently

prove.

The hills in the neighbourhood of the mouths of the
Fitzroy appear to be composed of slaty rocks, which dip at a
high angle to the east. Portions of the top of a high range
opposite to Rockhampton are quite white, apparently with
quartz. It is probable that gold may hereafter be found
there.

The country, within eight miles of Rockhampton, is

in general level and intersected with numerous lagoons ; and
possessing a rich soil, abundantly grassed, is admirably
adapted for cattle pasturage. On the south of Rockhampton,
and distant one and five miles respectively, occur two isolated

low ranges of porphyry, with an exceedingly hard slaty rock
and masses of fossils. This formation, which frequently oc-
curs along the coast to the north, produces gold.

About eight miles up the river, and west from the township,
there is an extensive tract of open undulating downs, the soil

of which is formed from decomposed basalt. I may take the
liberty of mentioning that the Rev. Mr. Clarke is of opinion,
judging from a small quantity I showed him, that this soil is

similar to the cotton-growing soil of India. Further up the
river, towards the crossing place, and N.W. of this fine tract

of country, the land is in general level, and well watered by
lagoons ; the soil is rich, and well grassed. Any cattle ob-
served were in fine condition. At the crossing place of the
Fitzroy, which is about thirty miles up from Rockhampton,
the stones of the river-bed consist almost entirely of quartz,

exceedingly waterworn, with occasional pieces of fossil wood
and chalcedony. I afterwards found that the rivers Isaacs
and Mackenzie do not differ from the Fitzroy in this respect.

The country on the north bank is level, swampy, well
grassed, and openly timbered. Five miles up, a hilly country
begins. Passing the station of Messrs. Ramsay and Gaden,
where the rock is clay slate, I travelled for several miles over
a well grassed country, intersected by deep creeks. Every-
where the soil is exceedingly rich. Magnesian limestone
abounds in the creeks, and lies scattered on the surface.

Crossing a narrow strip of serpentine, I came again upon
clay slate, with great abundance of quartz covering the ranges
and slopes. There is a considerable extent of this country
which, besides possessing well grassed flats between the
ranges, bears every appearance of being auriferous. I ob-
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served, however, that the quartz reefs trend to the east of

north. About fifteen miles N.W. from Messrs. Ramsay and
Gaden's station, I came upon a country entirely of serpen-

tine. The rock is soft, and might be used for ornamental
purposes. Between the lofty ranges of naked rocks extend

long wide flats of rich black soil, well grassed, and abounding
in springs, the waters of which taste strongly of magnesia;
and, I may also add, affect the bowels. Petrifaction, or

rather incrustation, is ever going on. The surface is, in

many places, strown with grains of magnetic iron, exceed-

ingly round and polished. Under the rich black soil is a

stratum of white earthy matter, apparently a deposit of mag-
nesia from the springs : the heat of the ground is continually

evaporating the water, the magnesia held in solution being

left in the soil.

Passing Mr. Radford's station, which is about 25 miles

N. W. from Messrs. Ramsay and Gaden's, the serpentine

formation continues for five or six miles, when some basalt

appears in dykes. Further north, and near Mr. Henning's
station, the formation is granitic. Rising out of the flat

country of rich black soil on the west of the granite, and half

a mile from it, is an isolated low range of little hills, com-
posed entirely of iron ore (supposed to be chrome-iron), so

rich that small portions of the ore are readily lifted by a mag-
net. Millions of tons of this ore could be obtained without
any trouble or expense, beyond the operation of lifting it into

drays. This range is distant from Broad Sound about twenty
miles, and is near to Marlborough Creek, a tributary of the
Fitzroy. Half a mile west from the position of the iron ore,

is a singular hill 'called "Redcliff;" evidently of volcanic

origin. What appeared to me as remarkable, however, is,

that with scorise at its base, and a brown or reddish igneous
rock at its summit, on the hill itself are patches of clay-slate

of a light colour, apparently un-metamorphised. Near the
top are round and oval masses of magnesia.
The country in this neighbourhood is a first-class " cattle

country." The cattle, on this the farthest north and furthest

west station, look well, and though they have only been on
the run a few months, are in fine condition and seem re-

markably healthy. The sheep on the various stations do not
look so well as they ought ; the fault, I am inclined to

think, not of the country, but of the shepherding. They
seem very healthy. There is abundance of "yolk" in the
fleece. The climate is certainly not too warm for sheep ; but,
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in my opinion, all the country near the coast is better

adapted for cattle or horses.

A few miles north of Marlborough Creek, after crossing a

porphyritic rock, of the same description as exists near

Bockhainpton, I came upon ground strown with quartz ; fur-

ther on, in approaching the range that divides the waters of

Broad Sound from those of Eitzroy, occur veins of the same
rock. There is no well defined range, but a continuation of

broken country, consisting of clay-slate with veins of quartz.

This country, extending for twelve or fifteen miles north and,

as I afterwards found, many miles to the west, is destined, I

have no doubt, to be a future gold-field. Beyond this con-

try to the north, and on the waters of Broad Sound, there is,

I think, a carboniferous formation. In the beds of the creeks

there is a friable shale. Large masses of sandstone in some
places appear on the surface ; and there are hills, three or

four hundred feet high, with fiat tops of horizontal strata of

sandstone rock. The country here is level, soil sandy,

openly timbered, well grassed, and abundantly watered. At
Tuloomba Creek, which is a tributary of the Styx, and about

twenty-five miles N.W. from Marlborough, are the farthest

out white men, engaged in forming a new station. I as-

cended here a sandstone peak, like a pyramid, and saw
Prospect Hill, which bears N. 33° W., and is distant about

twenty miles. The intervening country is all level, well

grassed, and is watered by running creeks. Many fragments

of quartz, tinged with iron, are scattered over the surface,

and indicate that the hills to the west are probably covered

with this rock.

Prospect Hill is isolated, but is only a few miles distant

from the coast range. It is of porphyritic rock, and, like all

the other hills of porphyry, has at its base the same compact
slaty rock observed at Rockhampton. Beyond this hill, to

the north, between the sea and the coast range, which is

high and well defined, is a level, well grassed and watered

country, finely adapted for cattle.

Eight miles north from Prospect Hill, after crossing some
marine plains from which the sea has recently receded,

I ascended a low hill near the coast, naming it Sea

View Hill. Its rock is of grey porphyry, much weathered,

and contains cubes of iron pyrites of a deep yellow, probably

from an admixture of gold. North 55° E. from this hill is

the mouth of a tidal river, seemingly half a mile wide.

Unable to cross this river, we had to follow it up westerly,
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and pass over four or five well watered creeks that fall into

it. Here, we first observed a branching pandanus ; and first

came upon " devil devil" flats. There is an old, and a more
recent, description of this singular surface ; the former being

furthest from the sea. It is evidently produced by some
kind of worm which builds flat-topped hillocks upon the ori-

ginal surface. An experienced horse can generally step from

one to another ; but what annoys both horse and rider, is the

circumstance that the old variety is generally covered with

rich strong grass, rendering the uneven surface invisible.

Crossing a range of porphyry, and a fine running creek fur-

ther north, winding between lofty hills of porphyry, and over

some fine undulating grassy country, we passed over several

tidal rivers on bars of rock. At the distance of about ten

miles from Sea View Hill, hills and ranges of porphyry ap-

proach the coast. For three or four miles the country is

very hilly and perfectly -worthless. Grass trees and zamia

trees are numerous; the latter bearing a fruit which seems to

be much eaten by the blacks. A hill, remarkable for having

its western side almost vertical, and which is distant from
Prospect Hill about twenty miles, bearing N. 7° "W., I

named Mount Upright.

About eight miles N.N.W. from the latter hill, we passed

an isolated hill of granite, naming it Druid's Mount. The
country is here well grassed and watered ; and six miles fur-

ther, having crossed a fine large running creek, we passed

the angle where the coast range approaches nearest to the

coast. There is in this neighbourhood some fine well watered

cattle country, but there is a good deal of "devil devil" land,

which, although considered excellent for cattle, must be con-

sidered as inferior to a sound level country.

From the hill at this angle, the coast range trends greatly

to the N.W., gradually leaving the coast. Four miles beyond
we came to a fine large shady creek. We found here ripe

figs (Oct. 10th) on fine large shady trees, with polished

leaves. In this variety of fig, the second we had noticed,

Australia fully sustains her claims to singularity. The figs,

which are about the size of a loquat, are yellow when ripe,

and possess a fragrant smell and agreeable taste, and grow
in bunches like grapes ; strange to say, not attached to the

leafy branches, but to any portion of the naked branch or

the naked trunk, even to the root. But what is even more
strange, every ripe fig is inhabited by small clear black flies,

like winged ants, but with long tails, consisting of a single
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hair. There is no opening by which these creatures can have
entered; and, that they are prisoners is proved by the fact that

those figs I plucked and brought away enclose now their in-

habitants dead and embalmed. There is no appearance of

them, or of their ovce or larva, in the unripe figs. The moment
the fig is opened they vanish, and it may then be eaten.

Three miles further we again came upon a creek, rising at

the foot of a hill about a thousand feet high, which, as usual,

consisted of porphyry. We ascended it next morning, and ob-

tained one ofthe most magnificent views that can possibly be
conceived. The vast ocean was, as it were, lying at our feet,

and clear and smooth as glass, glittering in the sun of the

early morning, and studded with innumerable islands, great

and small, far as the eye could reach. From this hill Mount
Funnel bears N. 13° W. That singular island, or ocean py-
ramid, known as "West Hill," N. 35° E., thirty or forty

miles out in the sea, in theN.E., is a most remarkable island

with level top, the northern end overhanging the perpen-

dicular ten or fifteen degrees. From this point we returned,

and keeping more inland, found that the country was much
better, and nearly every creek was running.

In reference to the blacks, although we found in many
places their tracks, like those of cattle, and notwithstandingthat

we frequently heard them by night, I think that the portion

of the coast we travelled over is, upon the whole, but thinly

inhabited.

On the 21st of October we again started from Marlborough,
to proceed inland. To the west the whole country is un-
occupied. We followed a marked tree line through an in-

differently grassed box forest for ten miles, when we came
upon a clay-slate formation—the slate almost vertical, or

dipping slightly to the east, and the stratification trending to

the west of north, with abundance of gold-bearing quartz on
the ranges, and in veins. This country is on the west and
south-west of the same formation I noticed when along the

coast, and proves that there is a considerable extent of

ground in all probability auriferous. Should this prove to

be the case, there is abundance of water in the creeks for

washing. This formation continued for eight or ten miles to

the west, when we came upon a fine, well grassed, openly

timbered country, watered by Apis Creek, and numerous fine

waterholes. A very high and almost impassable, range

(Connaris Range) of porphyry divides this fine country from
the river Isaacs. From its lofty summit I had expected to

a a
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obtain a good view of the distant interior, but the declining

sun and the smoke of bush fires prevented this. At a great

distance S. 10° W., I saw what I considered as the Expe-
dition Range of Dr. Leichhardt, but it is either a range more
to the north, or Expedition range trending round to theN.W.
and W. With this exception, the whole view to the westward
was like a vast level plain covered with forest, in which the

peculiar shade of the brigalow scrub was but too plainly-

visible. South west, and distant fifteen or twenty miles, I

observed two reaches of water, a portion *L believe of the

main channel of the River Mackenzie. Going west from this

range, in four miles we came to the River Isaacs ; a fine large

ever flowing river, with reaches of water one hundred yards
wide, and lined with lofty gum trees. Great floods must
pour down this river, which comes from the N.W., as I have
never seen in any river the trees on the banks so much torn
up and destroyed. The soil here is rich and well grassed, but
both banks are very scrubby. There is here an entire

change in the geological formation. A sedimentary rock,

containing pieces of dark shale, and indicating the presence
of lime when touched with acids, slopes at a low angle to the
west, in the bed of the Isaacs.

We followed up the Isaacs for five miles, and crossed it at

the junction of another large river, which I think is the flood

branch of the Mackenzie. This crossing place and junction
of the two rivers is about forty miles west, by compass, from
Marlborough.

Following up the Mackenzie, which comes from the S. W.,
we entered upon a level country subject to great floods. We
ascended this river for one hundred miles, and it is all the
same, and is easily described. A winding river, liable to

great floods, flows through a level country. Patches of
brigalow scrub are never out of sight. There are no open
plains, but long strips of openly timbered country, alternat-

ing with strips or patches of brigalow scrub. All the open
country, at certain periods, is liable to inundation. Flood-
channels break away from the river, and cutting off

great bends, or curving away from the river for many miles,

enter it again ; and beyond their influence scrubs almost
invariably exist. The soil is everywhere rich, richest in the
scrubs. Grass is everywhere abundant in the open country.
Grass and a small variety of saltbush is nearly always abund-
ant in the scrubs ; but for which there could be no better

pastoral country, and with which it is equal to fatten any
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kind of stock. Cattle, however, would become wild. As
brigalow is like the Myall, it is probable if it were once
burned, cattle would keep down the fresh young shoots. I
observed many places where it seems to be perishing, and
there most luxuriant grass grows.

About twenty miles up a range approaches the river, and
a small hill stands near to the left bank. This hill, about
three hundred feet high, seems entirely composed of pieces

of fossil wood, waterworn pieces of sandstone, and quartz,

held together by a sandy cement
;
just as if those remains of

antiquity had, at some period less remote, been brought there

by water, and left to become a conglomerate, to be subse-
quently upheaved into their present position. I took the
liberty of naming this Mary's Hill, after Mrs. Morton.
The position is north by compass, from the steep western end
of the range before mentioned. That range is most remarkable
for its abrupt termination to the west, descending from a
great height at an angle of 75°, and when once seen, can
never be afterwards mistaken.

About eight or ten miles above Mary's Hill we turned up
a tributary that comes from the N. W. We went up this

creek about twenty-five miles, and saw some beautifully

grassed undulating country, thinly timbered with narrow-
leaved ironbark. Over the whole of this country the surface

is strewed with fragments of fossil wood, whilst trunks of
trees are sometimes met with lying on the surface, but broken
into lengths of twelve or fifteen inches, and completely
changed into silica. Sometimes the sun-cracks, or what is

apparently such, are filled with quartz, quite white and in

crystals. We here came upon a tribe of blacks, who fled

from us in great haste, leaving everytiling behind them.
This fine country, just large enough for one station, seems
entirely encompassed by dense brigalow scrub.

On this creek I saw in some scrub, near a waterhole, a

number of human vertebrae and a thigh bone; also the cannon
or shank bone of a horse or bullock. We looked about in order

to find the skull, by which to determine whether the bones
belonged to the remains of a white or black man, but without
success. Beyond this fine open country we went N.W. ten
miles into a dense brigalow scrub, which becoming more
difficult by the presence of a swamp oak scrub, we returned
to follow up the Mackenzie. But desirous to see what was
on the east of the open country, we, on our return, went
easterly, and soon came upon high open clowns richly grassed.
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To the east and north east there was apparently only scrub

and thick forest. Here I again got a view of the remarkable

range before mentioned. Its steep western end bore S. 10° E.

As evening approached and the trees and belts of forest

threw their long dark shadows along the beautiful, open, and
verdant plains, kangaroos of great size were to be seen on
all sides.

Proceeding up the Mackenzie, which above the junction

of the creek we had gone up, comes from the south and the

south east, in six miles the bed of the river becomes quite

changed—the banks become higher, the river much larger,

and great reaches of water stretch away for miles, almost

in a straight line. I have no doubt, that another, and the

main branch of the Mackenzie, strikes off here to the right,

to join the river Isaacs fifteen or twenty miles more to the

south than the branch we had come up.

Three miles below this enlargement of the river, a large

flood-channel comes in from the west, and because this

channel points out a much better course than the river for

any future dray-road up the river, on our return I

marked this spot, by cutting my initials and a broad arrow
on the north side of a large tree of Moreton Bay ash, which
stands on the flat about sixty yards from the edge of the
water. I observed here the footprints of some unknown
animal. They were larger than those of a Newfoundland dog

;

round, not oblong, and with marks of claws. I traced them
up the steep clay bank into the scrub.

On this flood-channel there is open well grassed country,
and six miles up it there are numerous large reaches of water.

On the river itself, round the great bend which the channel
cuts off, there is good country. Where this flood-channel
breaks out from the river, twelve miles up, there are good
geological sections of horizontal sandstone strata, with the
ends of petrified trunks of trees projecting from the face of
the cbffs. The Mackenzie is here divided into several chan-
nels, in one of which I found large angular pieces of coal,

bright when fractured, and in appearance equal to the best
coal. Carrying a large quantity to the top of the bank, here
about one hundred feet high, I made a fire, and found that
the coal burns with a bright and lofty flame, and a strong
smell of bitumen.

Five miles further, after crossing a considerable creek
coming from the N.W., when riding along a plain where the
course of the river is north, I again got a view of the re-
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markable rangebefore mentioned. The steep end bore S. 25° E.
It is, therefore, about thirty-five or forty miles distant from
the Mackenzie.
We went forty or fifty miles above this open plain.

Beaches of water, many miles in length, and one hundred
yards in width, are interrupted by bars of sandstone rock.

Such are the only crossing places, and generally the only
places where stock could drink ; so steep and difficult are the
banks. The river flows in a zig-zag course ; several miles
east and north alternately, making a general course of north-
east. Flood-channels slightly curving away from the river,

or followiug a straight course, cut off on each side those
great bends. To follow these channels is the only way to

travel on the Mackenzie with any degree of comfort, for

close upon the river itself scrubs are frequent, and though
the banks, sloping from the edge of the high land, are free

from scrub, they are cut with numerous deep, steep-sided

gullies by waters that have flowed from the level ground
above. %

All the open country does not consist of plains, but
of thinly timbered and well grassed long narrow strips, run-
ning parallel to the river. Behind are patches or belts of
scrub. Further back the land generally rises, and the slopes

are strewn with quartz stones, two or three inches in diameter,
and exceedingly water-warn. Further back there are some
large tracks of open country, with large blocks of sandstone
cropping out. The soil consists of loose sand, thinly grassed,

and difficult to travel over.

I felt much interest in observing in a stratum of sandstone
an angular piece of beautiful bright coal embedded—proving
that this piece of coal is of greater age than the sandstone,

and than the seams of coal which that sandstone now over-

lies.

In the scrubs of the Mackenzie we found two kinds of
native fruits : the lemon which is mentioned by Dr. Leich-
hardt, and an extremely acid fruit, of a rusty purple color,

enclosing a large smooth stone; each stone having two
kernels so oily that they burn readily when touched with the
flame of a candle. This fruit is about the size of a small
apple, and grows on a tree from fifteen to twenty-five feet

high, with leaves like the mountain ash. Bauhinia trees,

with snowy white and purple blossoms, are everywhere
abundant on the river banks, and their fragrance embalms
the air. The river swarms with fish, and large muscles are
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so abundant that they seem to constitute the chief food of
the natives. The water of the Mackenzie appears very green,
but, unless when taken from shallow pools, does not taste bad.
The blacks do not seem numerous. We sometimes saw

their fresh footprints, but themselves only once. Every night
Ave went to sleep as securely as if Ave had been at home. We
kept no watch and Avere never disturbed.

In reference to climate, from the 7th till the end 'of Sep-
tember there was very little change. At day-dawn, light

clouds drift up from the N.E., from the sea. By eight or
nine o'clock, a fine cool breeze comes up from the same
quarter, and generally continues throughout the day.

There are no hot winds, and neither the ground nor the
atmosphere ever seems to become so thoroughly heated as in

more southern latitudes. Very heavy dews fall, and thunder-
storms are frequent, generally from the Avest. In that region,

the temperature of one day does not differ so much from that

of the preceding or following day, as does the temperature of

the night from the day. Tak^one example : at day-light on
the 6th of Nov., when on the Mackenzie, the thermometer
was at 55°

; at noon 93° ; at sunset, 76° ; at daylight next
morning, it was at 48°. The night had been calm, and as

usual, there was a very heavy dew. On the 7th of Sep., a
perfectly calm morning, at daylight, at Rockampton, the
temperature of the atmosphere was 40°, Avhile the tempera-
ture of the river, which is constantly agitated by tidal cur-

rents, was 59°. Of course there was a very dense fog.

Nothing which I observed caused in me so much astonish-

ment as the greenness of the grass. I had expected to see it

all dried up by the heat of a tropical climate. At the begin-
ing of September there had been no rain for four months,
yet everywhere the grass was remarkably green, and became
greener every week till I left in November.
With such a climate, and possessing so much excellent

soil, that portion of Australia must, at some future period,

become great in the production of cotton, tea, sugar, coffee,

and all other tropical articles ; but the vast region lies in its

ancient glory unsubdued, and should we wonder, if, after

the lapse of so many ages of neglect, Ave find some portions of
its richest soils buried under a covering of brigalow scrub ?

To those who Avish to settle in the north, the greatest ob-
structions are in the way, all arising from the system of ten-

dering for runs having been taken advantage of as a system
for speculation. The whole of the vast region is locked up
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against the real settlers in the hands of absentee speculators,

from whom it must be purchased. No man of small means
can become a squatter there, as he could in the early days
of Victoria. I have no doubt there are many runs yet un-
claimed, but no man can say what country is and what is not
already held under lease. All is darkness and confusion

from one end of the country to the other. A vast region is

all unoccupied, yet nearly all held on speculation, and if a

man of small means happens to find a run, and goes to settle

on it, he takes up a position perfectly isolated, for those who
ought to be his neighbours are all absentees. Not only has
he to contend single-handed against untamed savages, but
also the want of labour and all those neighbourly offices

and kind acts which those who have lived in the bush, as its

first occupants, know how to appreciate.

If northern Australia is to be settled, the system of tender-

ing for runs must be abolished, because it is the greatest ob-

struction to the settlement of a new country that can well be
devised. •

If young men intent on actual settlement could proceed to

that really good pastoral country, and, in my opinion, excel-

lent climate, taking their stock with them, certain of getting

a run by simply going beyond the farthest out occupants,
the whole country would soon be settled ; that, in short,

would be done in two or three years, which, under the pre-

sent system a quarter of a century will not accomplish.
Perhaps it may not be considered out of place here to sug-

gest that the time has now come when a settlement should
be formed on the shores of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Such a
settlement would form another link in the golden chain of
Australia. It would be situated on the highway of nations,

and command eventually an extensive intercourse with
India, China, and the rich and gorgeous islands of Borneo,
and others of the Archipelago.
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Art. XX.

—

On a new application of Lever Power in the Ex-
traction of Teeth. By the Hon. David E. Wilkie, M.D.,

M.L.C.

(With a Plate.)

[Read before the Institute, January 23, I860.]

The extraction of teeth is an operation of such frequent

occurrence, that almost every one understands the different

methods that are used for this purpose.

It is not my object, therefore, to detain you with a his-

torical account of the different instruments now in use for

the extraction of teeth.

I shall simply exhibit soaie of these instruments, and
point out wherein they are defective in principle, in order

that you may be in a position to understand the importance

of discovering some new application of power for the more
direct and easy extraction of teeth.

I shall then endeavour to show that a very simple instru-

ment, which I have recently invented, furnishes a new ap-

plication of lever power in the extraction of teeth, which I

believe is calculated, in a great measure, to surmount the

difficulties that are frequently experienced in this operation.

It may perhaps be thought that this subject is strictly

medical, and that I should rather have brought my instru-

ment under the notice of the Medical Society, but it is

scarcely necessary for me to say that the extraction of teeth

has, of late years, been almost entirely taken out of the

hands of the medical profession, and that very few medical

men feel any particular interest in the subject. My object

is, therefore, to submit my instrument to the judgment of

scientific men, in the hope that its merits, if it has any, may
invite the attention of dentists generally, and that the

public at large may reap the advantages of the invention, if

it really possesses any advantages. If any apology were

necessary for introducing this subject to the Institute, I

might refer to Sir Charles Bell, Marshall Hall, Sir Ben-
jamin Brodie, and other eminent medical men, who first

published many of their original observations and experi-
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ments, and many of their important discoveries in anatomy
and physiology, in the valuable papers which they read
before the Royal Society of London.

During my early residence in Melbourne I had fre-

quent occasion to extract teeth, and have therefore some
practical knowledge of the difficulties that are sometimes
experienced. The chief difficulty is met with in the case of
the inferior molar teeth, and I have seen the strongest efforts

sometimes fail in extracting them. On two occasions the
common key broke in my own hands, from the force re-

quired to be used.

The key, however, is not by any means a perfect instru-

ment, as the extracting force is not applied in the axis of
the tooth, but at a««considerable lateral angle, and therefore

at a great disadvantage. On this account the forceps is now
preferred by surgeons and dentists; but this instrument,
especially in the case of the molar teeth, requires peculiar

skill, and strength of wrist which very few possess, and the
operation of extraction with the forceps is often much more
formidable and much more painful than with the key.

I shall now simply apply the key to one ofthe inferior molar
teeth, and you will see at once that the lever power em-
ployed is very far from being in the axis of the tooth, and
that there is even considerable danger of the tooth being
broken across, and of the jaw itself being injured, when
much force is used. I may dismiss the key, however, as it

is now almost abandoned by dentists, and direct your atten-
tion to the forceps.

This instrument has been used in various forms, some of
which are exhibited, but of these it is unnecessary to speak.
In all the intention is that the extracting force should be
applied in a line with the axis of the tooth ; and when long
practice has given unusual skill, and extraordinary strength
of wrist to the operator, the forceps may be regarded as in
many respects a perfect instrument. It is impossible,
however, to deny that the forceps is not and cannot be used
by most operators in this skilful and powerful manner ; and,
in point of fact, it is almost always used in the first instance,
to shake the tooth from side to side, and to twist it in its

socket before the extracting force is applied ; and without
great skill and great strength, many teeth cannot be ex-
tracted by the direct application of power in a line with the
axis of the tooth.

Thus, with all the advantages of daily practice, I have
b b"
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sometimes seen the most skilful dentists extract the molar

teeth with difficulty,, and at the expense of protracted suffer-

ing to the patient. This suffering might no doubt be

obviated by the use of chloroform, but the many fatal acci-

dents that have occurred in the use of this powerful agent,

renders it very undesirable to be used except on special occa-

sions, and when a medical practitioner is present for the

purpose of administering it.

I trust, therefore, that I have shown that a new and

more effective application of power in the extraction of the

molar teeth is a very important desideratum.

The principle on which this new instrument acts is that of

the lever, a fulcrum being obtained from a sound tooth,

at a convenient distance from the tooth to be extracted.

The lever can thus be used either on the adjoining tooth or

on any other within reach. The only objection that can be

urged against the principle of its action, is the possibility in

certain cases of a very strong pressure on a sound tooth

proving injurious to it. I do not anticipate any such in-

jurious consequence when the instrument is used with

ordinary care and judgment, but against such possible ac-

cidents with the lever we must bear in mind the rough

usage to which the jaws of patients have hitherto been sub-

jected both with the key and the forceps, and the many
serious injuries that have been caused by these instruments,

and especially by the common key ; and if the forceps has

been productive of less injurious consequences than the key,

I feel quite confident that the direct pressure of the lever

on a sound tooth will be much less injurious to the jaw,

than the violent shaking and twisting motion with which

the forceps is frequently used. If the principle of this lever

therefore be admitted to be correct, the great power which

it possesses must give it, in difficult cases, a very great

advantage over all other instruments for extracting teeth.

There are two modifications of this lever power which I

shall now endeavour to describe :

—

The first (Fig. 1, Table 1) which will probably be found the

more easy of application, consists of a shaft and handle, being

similar in this respect to a common tooth key, the shaft termin-

ating in two short arms like a fork—on one of these arms is a

small plate or rest, which is moveable, and protected with

leather. This rest is that part of the instrument which is placed

on the tooth or teeth selected as a fulcrum ; the other arm of

the instrument being employed to raise the forceps when it
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has firmly grasped the tooth. It will he ohserved that

both hands are employed in this operation—one hand grasps

the tooth with the forceps in the usual way, while the other
hand places one arm of the lever on the fulcrum, and the
other arm under the forceps, which is then raised along with
the tooth by rotating the lever.

The second (Fig. 2, Table 1) modification of the lever consists

of ashaft and handle similar to the first, but the shaft terminates
on the rest or plate on which it rotates where the lever for

raising the forceps is connected with the extremity of the
shaft in the form of a door-key, with a roller to facilitate

its motion in contact with the forceps. (Vide Plate.)
It is an advantage in favour of this lever power, that it

can readily be applied to many of the ordinary forceps now
in use without alteration; at the same time it adds greatly

to the usefulness of the lever, to have a small steel bar
attached to the forceps by means of the pivot either on the
upper or under side, and to project half an inch beyond the
jaws, as in the forceps now exhibited ; or the same projec-

tion can readily be forged on new forceps expressly designed
for this lever power, as in the forceps now shown. (Figs. 3, 4,

Table 2.) With this projection the lever may be used either

in front of the jaws with the forceps or behind them, as

the case may require.

I shall only further call your attention to the importance
of this mode of extraction as a means of lessening the pain
of the operation. It is well known that the pain of the
operation is very much lessened when the tooth is extracted

without shaking or twisting, as I have myself frequently

proved in using Gilbert's patent chair, the principle of
which is to provide a fulcrum as a rest for the forceps. I

now exhibit the bar and rest which are attached to the
chair, and which furnish this fulcrum. The drawback to

Gilbert's chair is its expense, and the trouble connected with
its Use. But for this it might have come into very general

favour, as it is unquestionably an instrument of great power,
and very much lessens the pain of extraction. The mode of

extraction, by means of this new lever, is very similar to

-that by Gilbert's patent chair, and hence it may be in-

ferred that the pain of extraction will be very much lessened

by the lever, which may be applied so as to raise the tooth
perpendicularly, or exactly in the line of its axis.

As it is only a short time since the instrument first de-

scribed was completed, and as the second was only finished
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two clays ago, I regret that I have not yet had an oppor-

tunity of fully testing their value. I may state, however,

that I have tried the form of lever first described with com-
plete success on the dead subject, and the two molars which
I now exhibit, and which are of unusual size and strength,

may be taken as an illustration of the power of the lever and
of the success of the principle. I have to apologise for

reading a paper before the Institute which is in so many
respects imperfect, but I felt unwilling to delay the descrip-

tion of my instrument until after the vacation.

It sometimes happens that there are inventions of which
we may fairly predicate success, without waiting for the

results of experience ; I believe that this invention is one of

these, and I cherish the hope that it may be the means
both of greatly lessening the difficulties, that are frequently

met with in the extraction of teeth, and of mitigating the

sufferings of those who are compelled to submit themselves

to this disagreeable operation.

[Explanation of Plate.]

Table I. represents the instrument described above.

Since the reading of the paper, an important improvement has suggested
itself to the Author in the construction of the instruments shown in Table I.,

and Table II. sufficiently explains the alterations made. In both Plates the
figures are nearly half the real size.

Art. XXI.

—

Address of the President, Ferdinand Mueller,
M.D., Ph.D., F.R.G. & L.S., &c, &c.

[Delivered to the Members of the Instittite at the Inauguration of the
Hall, January 23rd, I860.]

Gentlemen—
In the development of social as well as political institu-

tions, events occur of significant importance from which
the historian dates new epochs, or which the . citizen

points out as the inauguration of new eras. Such an event

has on this occasion arisen to our Institute—that moment
from which our existence as a scientific union may be re-

garded as perpetual, and its labors as consolidated. More
fortunate than many other scientific associations, we have
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here early found a home, in which for centuries to come the
philosopher, no longer a wanderer, may meet the man of
kindred turn of mind—an asylum where united work may
strengthen the researches otherwise lost, perhaps, where
example may arouse the unconscious talent to intellectual

activity, and where the bond of science will connect all its

disciples here in an harmonious and powerful communion.
With the emotions of pride and pleasure which we experience
in inaugurating on this occasion the new and hopeful phasis
of our Institute, are mingled feelings of deep gratitude to

those who, in a spirit of enlightened liberality, have endowed
us with the means of raising this edifice. Calmly contem-
plating our new position, we feel that the advantages can
hardly be over estimated which the possession of this build-

ing, even unfinished as it is, at once confers. May we not
daily assemble here for the promotion of mutual knowledge
by social intercourse ? Shall we not henceforth find avail-

able all those literary contributions which, as tokens of
adoption of brotherhood, we have received from other scien-

tific unions, and find the sources of delightful information in

those treasures of discoveries and theories, directing perhaps
our thoughts in channels of research formerly untraversed ?

Whilst thus all the newest achievements of science are early

brought within our reach, the horizon of observation with
increasing clearness will extend around us, and the grain,

sown by a stranger's hand, bear here perhaps its harvest.

Great will be the impetus now given to our work
; greater still

will be the gain which we may now prognosticate for the re-

moter future of the Institute. Our imagination may carry

us onward to a distant time, when all assembled with us now
shall long have ceased to exist on earth ; when other genera-

tions have extended this building to one of the more noble of

the grandest southern city ; when a long series of discoveries,

important in their bearings on Australia's prosperity, shall

have been first enunciated at this forum ; when those scanty

shelves of books shall have expanded to a library, bearing tes-

timony to the literary work in which this Institute shared

;

when a glance at the busts of the wisest of all ages, raised

here in veneration of by-gone greatness, shall to new efforts

excite the wearied mind ; when a gallery of works of art shall

elevate the thoughts to sublime aesthetics ; and when collec-

tions from every region of the globe shall to the searching eye

unfold that harmony eternal which Isis' works pervade. And
then, perhaps (if we may be allowed to indulge in this train
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of thought)—then, perhaps, the memory of this day and our
early struggles may not have fully suuk into oblivion., and
future generations, whilst celebrating their scientific tri-

umphs on this spot, and measuring their achievements by
the standard of our time, will gently judge the labors of this

epoch. And is not all which we hopefully foresee commensu-
rate with the already gigantic progress of these flourishing

youthful colonies ? Let us cast our eyes on the vivid picture

which, as the beginning of future decorations of these walls, a
friend equally talented and generous has placed before us.

We recognise the greatest of Britain's exploring navigators,

not bent on warfare's glory, but on the triumphs of more
enduring conquests, boldly directing his vessels into waters
unfurrowed by a keel before. His eagle eyes in inexpressible

delight are glancing, like Columbus's, along the verdant
shores of a new continent—a panorama of nature never
before beheld by any European's sight, is there expanding be-

fore him. His phantasy perceives cities arising on the
virgin ground, sees millions crowded in activity where then
the solitude of the wilderness prevailed, sees browsing herds
and flocks on the then trackless pastures—the " harvest trea-

sures " clothing hill and dale, sees anchoring the fleets of
commerce in the peaceful waters of that romantic bay. The
realisation of what the most vivid imagination brought before

the vision of the immortal Cook, has been the work of much
less than a century. This presage of Australia's future, we may
well imagine, was the greatest reward which crowned his

arduous labors—the richest jewel he took with him from
these shores. If since that period the gigantic strides made
by civilisation have verified the highest expectations of a now
bygone time, what marvels may not yet be revealed by the
second century of Australia's colonisation ? No longer shall

we then remain almost exiled from the northern countries

from whence our population sprang ; no longer shall we then
regard with mingled feelings of hope and dread the blanks of
our geographic charts ; no longer shall the tired traveller

then stray waterless through inhospitable wastes ; no longer
shall, for many thousand miles, the coast of this great conti-

nent remain unoccupied by homesteads and settlements ; no
longer tracts of immense extent remain devoid of the harvest
grain. Then the electric wire shall have established

our contact with all nations, and shall uphold the cordial

affections of scattered friends and families. And then, we
trust, the elements of life poured forth by numerous artesian
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fountains shall irrigate the desert, whilst a vegetation nutri-

tions and luxuriant, disseminated far and wide, shall have
attracted countless flocks and herds. An almost endless

network on the chart shall have interlaced the tracks of those

who shared in the work of adding to the world's dominions
;

then the wrecked mariner shall find a coast on which no more
the fury of the savage reigns, and monumental cairns will

signify then to the wanderer the spots where the never-

returning pioneers of civilisation fell the victims of their hero-

ism. An improved system of agricidture shall afford bread to

millions then, where now only thousands exist ; forests of

varied useful trees shall have been transplanted to our shores

;

the introduction from Flora's and from Fauna's treasures,

commenced in our days, supported by our anxious exertions

on this spot, may then enliven a much more varied industry

;

the trout and salmon shall traverse our streams, and game in

manifold variety shall roam through the forest, in which the

feathered tribes of many zones shall, in their melodies, have
added to its primeval charms. Then the steam-engine shall

penetrate far through the continent, and from the point at

which its whirling velocity must cease, the ship of the desert

shall in safety accomplish the remaining distances from shore

to shore, whilst those floating towns, called forth by the

enlarged conception of a Brunei, shall bend their steady

course across the ocean. But not alone in promoting the

material welfare of our adopted country shall this Institute

have borne its honorable share. A higher ideal of man's
destination in the world shall then have shown its influence.

Man elevated more and more by science shall have aban-

doned that egotism by which he but too often retrogrades.

No longer shall be lost that skill and that amount of physical

and mental energy which now are wasted in the field of war.

It shall, we trust, have found a higher task in realising grand
national projects, dictated by the requirements of a coming
time—fulfilling what, perhaps, in past ages, engaged the con-

templation of the ancients.

In countries stretching through a climatic zone almost

alike to ours, arose the genius of poetry, of arts, and
of philosophy; from thence we trace those masterpieces

which, through thousaods of years to our time, have

been admired as the types of plastic art, of rhetorical

composition, and of poetical sublimity ; from thence it

was that Orpheus' lyre sounded in passion-subduing, ever

lovely harmony. Was it the influence of an eternal spring
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under a milder sky, or was it the command of the wealth of

a rising country, or was it the lofty thoughts or the proud
feeling of the southern ancients to stand pre-eminent in

power and civilisation, -which called forth those early develop-

ments of the human mind ? Was that the source from which
that antique grandeur sprang—that touching language of
the poet, recited to the present day—that irresistible power
which, in the words of the orator and philosopher, have
lasted to our period ? And may we not reflect on this, when
we see the sons of the North raising the standard of

high intelligence in a country where also the sunny, -trans-

parent sky, the never fading-foliage, and nature's virgin

beauty, leave on the mind those deep impressions which
render it susceptible to the exaltations of a classic age, and
which, to imitation of grandeur, excite the rising genius ?

The field of science is unbounded, and it is fruitful everywhere.

Still, at no distant period, we shall be envied for having
lived in the era of Australian discoveries, for having enjoyed
the opportunity of applying the sum of knowledge ac-

cumulated by lengthened experiments, and by the toilsome

studies of the past, at once to our immediate advantage ; and
to have brought, first of all, to bear, that sum of knowledge
in a country which, although the oldest in the scale of the

Creation, remained the latest in the development of

human faculties and enterprise. The veil of morning dew,
which involved Australia since the creation day, has been
dispersed as yet but partially by the rays of the dawning
civilisation. But its beams shall have burst forth soon every-

where in brilliant light. Where is a country to be found in

which such novelty of nature, inexhaustible resources, ample
space for occupation, and a salubrious clime are equally in-

viting industry to settled happy homes, activity to successful

enterprises, and philosophy to the most promising research ?

A universal system of the types of vegetable and animal life

should—as tbe result of our inquiries—initiate with ease the

student into nature's wonderful arcana. Ascending from its

lowest forms, which only the microscope reveals, through
divisions of higher development of organic life, there is no
branch devoid of novelty, and more than one not even drawn
as yet within the circle of elucidation. The isothermal lines,

as yet unfixed, should circumscribe the zones of vegetation

;

the curves of terrestrial magnetism be patiently traced, and
the climatic annals be completed. From fossil vestiges,

buried in almost unknown rocks, from remnants of organic
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structure concealed in our coal, are to be reconstructed yet

the forms of vegetation of ages anterior to human life—from
these also are to be re-established in their outlines the animals
ofnow long gone-by times—there are to be re-organised by an-

atomical comparison, triumphantly perhaps from a single bone,

the colossal creatures of a former world. The youth, who has
learnt here by applied science to measure the altitude of stars,

the courses of the planets and their satellites, may plunge,

depending on the guidance of his faithful instruments, at

once from settled homes into the field of exploration, and
may reap the lasting laurels of his learning on his native soil.

How glorious, then, if ere long our meeting shall narrate all

the successes and achievements of the explorers sent from
hence; if the volumes of the Institute shall, first of all, unfold
the maps of mountain chains, of watercourses, of pasture-

tracts, where now the eye is wandering over the vacant
chart ; or if the vivid sketches of the artist more eloquently
still shall bring before our view the dreary desert, the wild
romantic glens, and the scenes of nomadic life ! That as yet
the pages of our volumes do not embrace the records of fresh

geographic research, initiated here, is much deplored by all

of us. Prudence demands, however, that for executing the
extensive plan sketched out for the Victorian Expedition, the
aid of Camels and Dromedaries should be employed. Ere long,

however, we are confident, the expedition thus strengthened
will be organised. All augurs thus far well. Important geo-
graphical discoveries, as well in the north-western interior of
South Australia as in the regions stretching north-east of
Sharks' Bay, have recently not only diminished the distances

between the points explored, but have also disclosed, un-
expectedly, such features of the Australian interior as in all

likelihood will render the work of the Victorian explorers
much less hazardous and more hopeful than before. By the
additional liberal support of Government, the means shall

be afforded to the travellers of extending their operations
over a space of time probably sufficient for connecting all the
main points of former surveys of the interior. The objects

of scientific organization are manifold—one of high interest is

to understand our time and to respond to its call.

Living in an age no longer content with advancing isolated

doctrines, we have been guided by a brilliant star (rising in

incomparable lustre on the firmament of science) to those
generalisations by which are brought in universal contact the
distant departmentsof knowledge,whilst in theirgrandreactions
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they celebrate the highest triumph of mental power. This is

the ideal which, in faint outlines, appears in the morning
rays of a promising future. And as the leader to this ideal,

stands before us Humboldt—the Aristotle of this century.

He stands before us as the type of sterling nobility, great

as a man through his philanthropic modesty, a genius of

universal knowledge, the brightest ornament and highest

ruler of the world of science. With the light of this leading

star we are entering this new promising epoch. The present

age is also characterised by a much more complete ascen-

dancy, which science is gaining over almost every branch of

industry, of which she has become the benefactor and the

guardian. Does not, therefore, a sphere of unlimited utility

lie here before us ?—here, where the field for active life is so

extensive, and where the laborers of science are so few ? Our
means are great ; may we wisely use them ! And may the

value of our work be measured by its influence on the welfare

of this country ! Under such anticipations we accept this

hall, entrusted to us as a possession in which science should

reap its never-faihng harvest. Let us leave it as a heritage

to our successors, conscious of having deserved the gift—of

having responded to the confidence by which the rulers of

this country have patronised all our designs. May the

tempest of discord never re-echo from these walls ! may every

word resounding here be one expressive of friendly feelings, of

philosophic thoughts, of elevated inspiration for all that is

noble ; and, in aiming to fulfil the destiny for which we here

are called, may our symbols be '
' Concord and Progress !

"
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Anniversary Meeting of the Philosophical Institute

of Victoria.

Wednesday, 9th Ifarch, 1859.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, Vice-president, in the Chair.

The business of this meeting was to elect the officers of the In-

stitute for the ensuing year.

The minutes of the Annual General Meeting for 1858 were read

and confirmed.

The Treasurer announced that all members in arrears of subscrip-

tion were, in accordance with Rule XII., precluded from taking part

in the election of officers, or other business of the meeting.

The Secretary announced that certain lists of proposed officers

(which had been printed and circulated) were not official, the Council
having taken no part in directing the elections in any way.

The annual fists of attendance of the Members of Council at the
council meetings, printed by order of the Council, were distributed.

Dr. Gilbee, and John Millar, Esq., C.E., were appointed scrutineers.

Dr. Mueller proposed " That His Honor Sir William Foster
Stawell be re-elected President." This was seconded by A. K.
Smith, Esq., C.E.

Professor Irving referred to an understanding arrived at, at the
previous anniversary meeting, that the officers should retire annually,

at least as regarded the President and Vice-Presidents. He proposed
Dr. Ferdinand Mueller as President for the ensuing session. This
was seconded by Dr. Lffla, who referred to Dr. Mueller's having
declined the honor when spoken to on the subject by many members
of the Institute.

Dr. Mueller begged most respectfully to decline the intended
honor, and urged the re-election of Sir W. F. Stawell.

The Rev. Mr. Bleasdale, Professor Hearn, and others insisted on
proceeding to the ballot, when Dr. Mueller was elected, the votes
being 20 to 17.

a 2
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Dr. Mueller very reluctantly accepted office, pleading as an excuse,

his fear that he might not do justice to the office.

Professor Hearn, L.L.D., proposed Dr. Iffla as a Vice-President.

This was seconded by Dr. Mackenna.
Thomas E. Rawlinson, Esq., C.E., proposed the Rev. John I.

Bleasdale as a Vice-President. This was seconded by Dr. Gilbee.

There being no other candidates proposed, these gentlemen were

declared duly elected.

Dr. Mackenna proposed that Professor Irving be re-elected Trea-

surer to the Institute. This was seconded by the Rev. Mr. Jarrett,

and carried unanimously.

The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C., proposed that John Macadam, Esq.,

M.D., be re-elected Honorary Secretary. This was seconded by Lieut.

Amsinck, R.N., and carried unanimously.

Dr. Wilkie stated, that although the Council had last year voted

a sum of money to be placed at Dr. Macadam's disposal for obtain-

ing clerical or other aid in the discharge of his onerous duties as

Honorary Secretary, yet that that gentleman had declined to accept

of it. Dr. "Wilkie considered the present to be a fitting opportunity

for the general body of the members of the Institute to express their

desire that the Secretary would avail himself of such assistance.

On the members present doing so, Dr. Macadam stated, that

during the two years he had had the honor of holding office the

Institute had so increased its roll of membership, and extended its

correspondence, that he had decided, as far as the issue of circulars

for meetings and copying work were concerned, to avail himself of

clerical assistance for the future, provided that the new Council, on
assembling for the current session gave bim the opportunity of

doing so.

The following gentlemen were nominated as Members of Coun-
cil :—

C. W. Ligar, Esq., C.E.

Professor Neumayer.
A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E.

T. E. Rawlinson, Esq., C.E.

Professor M'Coy.
C. R. Swyer, Esq., C.E.

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E.

William Blandowski, Esq.

John Millar, Esq., C.E.

Lieutenant Amsinck. R.N.
Joseph Bosisto, Esq.

J. G. Knight, Esq., C.E.

William Schultz, Esq.

Sizar Elliott, Esq., J. P., and
Dr. Gilbee.
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The Institute then proceeded to elect from these six members of

Council by ballot, the period of office to be two years.

The following gentlemen were duly elected :

—

Charles Whybrow Ligar, Esq., Surveyor General.

Professor George Neumayer, Government Meteorologist.

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., Deputy Surveyor General.

John Millar, Esq., C.E., F.S.A.

Dr. Gilbee, and
Thomas E. Rawlinson, Esq., C.E.

The Institute then separated.

30th March, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting of the Institute.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the anniversary meeting for 1859 were read and
confirmed, and several new members were introduced to the Insti-

tute by the President.

The Secretary read the names of two candidates for honorary
membership, and one name for ordinary membership, to be balloted

for at the succeeding meeting.

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members of
the Institute, Professors Irving and Wilson acting as scrutineers :

—

Dilmond John Howes, Esq., C.E., Belfast.

Eichard W. Larrett, Esq., District Surveyor, Sandhurst.
Octavius Lanktree, Esq., Victorian Railway Department.
Thomas Brown, jun., Esq., Gardiner's Creek Road.

The Reverend John I. Bleasdale moved " That Samuel M'Gowan,
Esq., Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, be a member of Council,
m place of Dr. Iffla, elected a Vice-President at the previous meeting."
This was seconded by Mr. Edwin Jones. Dr. Macadam proposed
" Dr. Ludwig Becker, formerly a member of Council, for the vacant
office." This was seconded by Dr. Iffla.

Professor Wilson moved, prior to the ballot, " That before any
member of the Institute be allowed to vote, he should produce proof
that he had paid his subscription." This was seconded by Professor
Irving. The Reverend Mr. Higginson thought the suggestion was
unworthy of a Philosophical Society ; he urged that the honor of
the members should be trusted in the matter. Professor Wilson's
motion was put and lost.

Professor Wilson protested against the vote of any member being
received whose name did not appear in the list of members not in
arrear, which was then in the hands of the Treasurer.
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The result of the ballot was

—

Samuel M'Gowan, Esq 8 Votes

Dr. Luclwig Becker 17 „

Dr. Becker was accordingly declared duly elected.

The Secretary laid upon the table the following contributions :

—

Botanical Beport on the North Australian Expedition, under the

command of A. C. Gregory, Esq. By Dr. Mueller, Botanist to the

Expedition ; communicated by the Colonial Office, and presented to

the Institute by the author. A box containing shells and other speci-

mens, and three samples of Silt dredged out of the River Yarra-Yarra,

while removing Raleighs' Bar, a little below the junction of Salt-

water River, by John L. Simpson, Esq., Engineer. A copy of the

account of the Principal Triangulation of the United Kingdom, from
the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, by direction of the Right
Honorable the Secretary of State for War. Parts III. and IV.,

volume XIV, of the " Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society

of London," with the President's address for 1859, by the Geological

Society of London. Part IV. of the " Fragmenta Phytographise

Australia?;" also, "Report on the Plants collected during Mr. Bab-
bage's Expedition into the North Western Interior of South Aus-
tralia in 1858," by Dr. Mueller. Presented by the author. "Treatise

on Measurements as a Diagnostic Means for Distinguishing the

Human Races," by the Naturalists on board H.I.A.M.'s frigate

" Novara." " Instructions for the Guidance of Meteorological Ob-
servers in Victoria," by the author, R. B. Smyth, Esq., C.E. "Me-
teorological Tables for Victoria, for July, August, September, 1858;"

also, "Quarterly Abstract ending September, 1858," by the Govern-
ment. "The Royal Kalender and Guide to Tasmania, 1859," by
the author, H. M. Hull, Esq., E.R.S., Tasmania. Communication
from Monsieur Laporte, aine Imperial Office of Administration of

Marine, expressing a desire to exchange specimens with the Institute.

A paper was read entitled "A General View of the Geological

Distribution of Gold, by Pedro Nisser, Esq., many years practically

engaged in the gold-mines of South America."—Communicated by
the Honorary Secretary.— [Vide "Transactions."]

Dr. Ludwig Becker read a paper, entitled "Some Observations on
Donati's Comet," illustrated by 12 drawings.— [Vide "Transac-
tions."]

The Honorary Secretary communicated, in behalf of A. C. Gregory,

Esq., "Some Interesting Facts, founded on Barometrical Observa-

tions," conducted in connection with the late expedition from More-
ton Bay to South Australia, illustrated by a chart.— [Vide "Tran-
sactions."]

Discussion ensued on the reading of each of the communications.

From the lateness of the hour, the reading of Mr. Gregory's letter,

on the subject of Australian exploration, was postponed until next

meeting. The Institute then separated.
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20th April, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary read the names of eight candidates for ordinary

membership, to be balloted for at the ensuing meeting.

W. H. Ackhurst, Esq., was duly elected an ordinary member of

the Institute—Drs. Wilkie and Iffla officiating as scrutineers.

The following two gentlemen were duly and unanimously elected

honorary members of the Institute.

Professor Von Haidinger, K.M.T., &c, &c, Director-General of the

Geological Survey of Austria. Proposed by the President, and
seconded by Professor Wilson.

Professor John Smith, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-

versity of Sydney. Proposed by Professor Wilson, and seconded by
Dr. Macadam.

The Secretary gave notice of his intention to move certain altera-

tions in Rules V. and XXV., at a special general meeting to be called

at an early date, for the consideration of the same.

The President then called upon the Secretary to read to the mem-
bers a letter on the subject of "Australian Exploration," of date

the 31st December, 1858, from A. C. Gregory, Esq. This was a

private letter, addressed to Dr. Mueller, but, on account of the im-

portance of the subject, he (Dr. Mueller) had pleasure in handing it

over to the Institute. The President further stated that the Council

had arranged that the present meeting should be specially devoted to

the consideration of the present position of the Institute with regard

to the exploration of the interior of the Australian Continent, and also

that steps should be taken to aid the " Exploration Committee" in

obtaining the remainder of the sum necessary to secure the liberal

donation of £1 000, conditionally given by a citizen of Melbourne.

The Secretary then read the letter referred to, which was to the

following effect :

—

"Sydney, 31st December, 1858.

"Dear Sir,

"As it appears that your province of Victoria is determined

to attempt the exploration of the interior, I have thought it desir-

able to give you a brief outline of my views on the subject.

"Assuming that the object is the exploration of the unknown por-

tion of the interior, by penetrating into it as far as practicable, we
must first look for the best line by which to pass the country already

known, and this still appears to me to be by of way Sturt's Creek
and the Victoria River, on the North West coast. But there are

many circumstances which render it injudicious to make the attempt
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until the permanent settlement of that portion of Australia has been

effected.

"On the South East side the desert is bounded by the Cooper

River, and, therefore, some spot on its banks would be the best to

select as a centre of operation. The general character of the country

on its banks renders the upper portion of its course unsuited to the

object, and it is only on the lower part, or "Cooper Creek" of Sturt,

that the requisite supply of water and grass exists. Taking every-

thing into consideration, the most eligible point is where the Strez-

lecki Creek branches off from the Cooper River, in its course South

to Lake Torrens. Here there is a fine reach of water in the River,

and sufficient grass for the stock even if detained through the dry

season. Were a depot formed at this place the stores and equipment

could easily be brought up from Port Augusta, as only 150 miles of

desert intervene between the out stations of South Australia and

Cooper River, and, by following the channel of Strezlecki Creek,

water would probably be found by deepening the native well, in

lat. — . From this depot, two days' journey would take a party into

the unexplored country, nearer the centre of the Terra Incognita than

any other that could be selected, with a due regard to the existing

facilities of approach. Of the subsequent proceeding of the expedi-

tion, only a N.W. and W.N.W. course can be indicated, as so little is

known of the country, that there is nothing to indicate the exact

course on which fewest obstacles would be encountered. With re-

ference to the time of year that the expedition should commence, the

party should be fully equipped and at the out stations not later than

March, and, if practicable, return before the ensuing summer, and not

remain out at the depot during the hot season, for it would be
cheaper and better to send another party out the following year, than

to keep the first out in the field, if the equipments were stored at one

of the out stations.

" The equipment should be carried entirely on pack horses, drays

being worse than useless in the sandy country to be traversed. If a

few camels could be procured, they would, I think, prove invaluable,

though the public seems (?) to put too much confidence in the results,

over-rating their powers of endurance, &c. They should not be over-

worked by carrying heavy loads, but reserved for reconnoitring the

country before bringing up the main party. Even if a sufficient

number of these animals were to be procured, it would ziot be pru-

dent to employ them to the exclusion of horses, in the present un-

certainty with regard to their adaptation to the country and liability

to suffer from poisonous plants, which may be expected to be found

as we approach the Western Coast, where they are so abundant. The
number of pack and saddle horses required to convey a party and its

equipment fully supplied for a period of six months, is from four and

a half to five horses to each man, but this calculation is based on the

supposition that all unnecessary encumbrances are avoided. In one
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of your letters you advert to the possibility of my undertaking the
charge of the proposed expedition ; this I conceive is not compatible
with existing circumstances, but it is, perhaps, best to give you my
reasons at length.

"First, the party could not, or at least would not be ready to start

at the proper season next year (1859), and that ensuing is too distant

for me to make any arrangements. Secondly, even under the most
favorable circumstances, the residts must fall far short of public
expectation, and, even were as fine a country to be found (which is

scarcely possible), it could only benefit South Australia, as that colony
would intervene between it and Victoria ; and the people of the latter

province would be far from satisfied when they found they had paid
a large sum for discoveries which were to benefit others, while they
were inaccessible to themselves. Thirdly, accepting the charge of
the party would be construed into an approval of the undertaking
generally, and that I had reasonable expectations of attaining the
objects desired ; and lastly, it would be much better if some person
were sent by Victoria, who, by a previous residence in the province,

would be more closely identified with the community than a non-
resident like myself. Apart from these considerations, and only con-
sidered with reference to undeniable risk and inconvemence during
the expedition, I should have readily undertaken it personally, and
assure you Chat, should it eventually start, it will have my best
wishes for its success ; and if I can be of any service in its organiza-

tion, by furnishing memoranda from the details of former arrange-
ments for my own journeys, it will afford me great pleasure.

Although I may appear to take a very adverse view of Australian
exploration at the present time, you must not suppose that I con-
sider that any part of Australia is absolutely impenetrable : it is only
a question as to the desirability of incurring an expense to effect that
which at the present time is practically useless, and may hereafter be
obtained with greater ease and certainty. If it is imperative that new
country should be found for sheep and cattle, which have to recede
before agriculture, while they are more required as the population in-

creases, why not avail ourselves of the East Coast beyond Moreton
Bay 1 The Burdekin, with which you are personally acquainted,
possesses a better and more extensive tract of good country, with
easier access than can possibly exist in the interior, while it is practi-

cally much nearer even to Melbourne than any oasis in the Interior
Desert. Hoping I shall not have overtaxed your patience by the
extreme length of this rambling letter,

"Believe me to remain, my dear Sir, yours very truly,

"A. C. Gbegory.
"To Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, &c. &c."

An interesting and lengthy discussion followed the reading of the
letter, in which many members took part.

b
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The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C., then moved, as the first resolution,
" That the Institute, having had under consideration a letter ad-

dressed to the President by A. C. Gregory, Esq., on the subject of

Australian Exploration, desires that its best thanks be conveyed to

that gentleman for the kind interest which he has shown in the pro-

posed organization of an exploring party in Victoria, and for the valu-

able suggestions which he has offered for its guidance."

C. W. Ligar, Esq., Surveyor-General, in seconding the resolution,

stated his belief that all the west end of Carpentaria is a sand-stone

rock, with here and there erupted rocks. The resolution was unani-

mously carried.

Dr. Iffla moved, as a second resolution, "That in consideration

of Mr. Gregory's long experience and distinguished labors as an ex-

plorer, it is the opinion of the Institute that the command of the

Victorian expedition should be offered to him."

This was seconded by Dr. Mackenna, and when put from the chair,

was carried unanimously.

Dr. Eades moved, as a third resolution, "That a copy of Mr.
Gregory's letter be sent to the Chief Secretary, with an intimation

that if it should meet the approval of the Government (as a con-

tributor to the expedition) the Philosophical Institute will open a

communication with Mr. Gregory to take charge of the expedition."

This was seconded by John Millar, Esq., C.E., and carried.

A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E., moved, as fourth resolution, "That im-
mediate steps be taken to raise the sum yet wanting to complete the

amount of £2000, by private subscription, in order to secure the

munificent gift of ,£1000 more by a Victorian colonist, under the

above condition, for the furtherance of Australian exploration. With
this view, that each member of the Institute be invited by circular

to collect subscriptions for this patriotic object, if possible, amounting
to not less than £20 each."

This was seconded by G. Holmes, Esq., and carried unanimously. ]

During the evening a letter, written by L. Leichhardt immediately
before setting out on his last expedition, was read to the members.

—

[Vide lithographed facsimile of the letter.]

The President gave expression to the gratification he had ex-

perienced in observing the interest manifested by the members in

reference to the subject of exploration, and trusted that the long and
animated discussion which had taken place would be followed up by
the exertions of the members in collecting subscriptions.

The Institute then separated.

Uth May, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

The Treasurer, Professor Irving, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, and
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several recently elected members were introduced to the Institute by
the Chairman.

The Secretary read the name of one candidate for ordinary mem-
bership, to be ballotted for at the ensuing meeting.

The following gentlemen were duly elected as ordinary members of

the Institute, Drs. Mackay and Mackenna acting as scrutineers :

—

William Hill, Esq., C.E., Richmond.
The Rev. J. Kennedy, Beechworth.

Joseph Pittman, Esq., Chief Draughtsman, Geological Survey
Office.

William Beauclerc Otway, Surgeon, Steiglitz.

James Marshall, Esq., Solicitor, Elizabeth-street.

J. Aresti, Esq., Lithographer, Collingwood.

The Secretary laid upon the table the following contributions :

—

"On the model of a Coal Formation in the Breslau Botanic
Gardens"—by Professor Goeppert, presented by the author.

"33rd, 34th, and 35th Annual Reports of the Silesian Society

of Culture "—presented by its President, Dr. Goeppert. "Disser-
tations written in Celebrating the Semi-Secular Festival of the
Silesian Society of Culture"—presented by Professor Goeppert.

No. 1 of The German Monthly Journal for Australia— presented

by the editors, Messrs. Kruse and Piittmann. No. 5, "Vol. II,
of the " Quarterly Journal and Transactions of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Victoria" — by the Society. "On the Denisonia
Barklya and Laboucheria," also contributions on "Australian

Acacise," by Dr. Mueller—printed in the Proceedings of the
Linnasan Society for February, 1859, and presented by the author.

"Monthly Meteorological Tables for Sydney, from November, 1858
until March, 1859, inclusive," also, "Monthly Abstracts from Oc-
tober, 1858 until February, 1859, inclusive"—by the Government of

New South Wales. No. 5 of the "Fragmenta Phytographige Aus-
tralia?"—by the author, Dr. Mueller. Thanks were voted to the donors.

Dr. Becker read a paper entitled "Notes on an Australian Bat,

(No. 2)," with Plate.— [Vide "Transactions."]
Mr. John Cairns postponed, with the concurrence of the members,

the reading of his paper "On the Silver Mines of the Cerro de
Pasco," until the next meeting, in order that Mr. Manuell's paper,

which he considered to be of more immediate importance, might be
then read.

Mr. Manuell then read a paper embracing the following subjects :

—

Firstly, "The Exploration of the Interior."

- Secondly, "Telegraphic Communication with England."

Thirdly, "A Permanent Way through the Continent of Australia,"

And Fourthly, "An Australian Overland Postal Route."

A lengthened discussion followed the reading of this paper, in

which Lieut. Amsinck, Mr. Rawlinson, Mr. A. K. Smith, Drs. Mac-
kenna and Becker, the Treasurer, Secretary, and others took part.
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Dr. Becker gave notice of motion of his intention to move an altera-

tion of Rule III., at a special general meeting, with the view of

restoring corresponding membership.

The Institute then separated.

1st June, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

Dr. Solomon Iffla, Vice-President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting where read and confirmed.

The Secretary read the names of four candidates for ordinary

membership, also the names of two candidates for honorary member-
ship, to be ballotted for at the ensuing ordinary meeting of the In-

stitute.

Several recently elected members enrolled their names in the book
of membership, and were afterwards introduced to the Institute by
the Chairman.

Charles J. Tyers, Esq., Commissioner of Crown Lands, was duly

elected an ordinary member of the Institute, Drs. Wilkie and Mac-
kenna acting as scrutineers.

John Cairns, Esq., read a paper entitled "A description of the

Silver Mines of the Cerro de Pasco, and the Journey to them across

the Andes."—Illustrated with maps and specimens of ore.

—

[Vide
"Transactions. "]

During the reading of the paper Mr. Cairns alluded to the chewing

by the Mexicans of the leaves of the coca, mixed with a small por-

tion of lime, which they carried with them for that purpose.

The Secretary referred to the circumstance that Mr. Ledger, who
had lately imported a large number of Alpacas, had kindly presented

a quantity of the leaves of the cocse for the use of the men in the

forthcoming exploration party.

A discussion afterwards ensued, in which several members • took

part.

The Hon. John Hood, M.L.C., read, "A paper containing Sugges-

tions for a System of Drainage applicable to Melbourne."

—

[Vide

"Transactions."]

A lengthened discussion ensued, in which Drs. Becker, Gilbee,

Wilkie, Iffla, and Macadam, and Messrs. Elliott, Rawlinson, Manuel,

Smith, Amsinck, and others took part.

After which Dr. Becker gave notice of motion, " That a committee
consisting of

—

The Hon. John Hood, M.L.C.,

A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E.,

The Hon. D. E. Wilkie, M.D., M.L.C.,

C. Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E.,
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Dr. Macadam [as Secretary],

The Rev. H. Higginson, and
The Mover,

be appointed to inquire into, and draw up a report upon the best

system of Sewerage for the City of Melbourne."
The Institute then separated.

2'ird June, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E., in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Members present for the first time were introduced to the Institute

by the Chairman.

The Secretary read the names of two candidates for Ordinary Mem-
bership, to be ballotted for at the next Ordinary Meeting.

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members of

the Institute, Lieut. Amsinck and Dr. Wilkie acting as scrutineers :

—

The Hon. Henry Miller, M.L.C., Melbourne.

Martin Gardiner, Esq., C.E., Emerald Hill.

J. B. Hickson, Esq., Homoeopathist, Melbourne.

William Paterson, Esq., Assayer, St. Kilda.

The following gentlemen were elected Honorary Members of the

Institute :

—

His Excellency Sir William Denison, K.C.B., F.R.S., Governor-
General, Lieut. -Colonel R.E., President of the Philosophical

Society of New South Wales, &c, &c.

Professor H. R. Goeppert, Knight, M.D., Ph.D., Privy Council-

lor of State for Medicine, Professor of Medicine and Botany
in the University of Breslau, &c, &c.

The Secretary laid upon the table, as a contribution, "A Report of

the Select Committee appointed by the Legislative Council to inquire

into the condition of the Aborigines of Victoria," with an illustration

by Dr. Becker.

The Secretary stated he had received a communication from His
Excellency the Governor, forwarding to the Institute a circular issued

by the "Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce," London, requesting information on the natural resources

of the colony. He also read the recommendation of the Council of

the Institute, that the following gentlemen form a Committee for the

purpose :

—

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq. C.E., Deputy Surveyor-General

Dr. Mueller, Government Botanist

A. K. C. Selwyn, Esq., Government Geologist

Dr. Macadam, Government Analytical Chemist
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Professor McCoy, Director of Museums
Thomas Skilling, Esq., Director of the Government Model Farm
George Holmes, Esq.

The Eev. John I. Bleasdale

A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E.

Dr. MacGillivray

Lieut. Amsinck.

The Secretary then read the following :

—

"Government Offices,

"Melbourne, 5th May, 1859.
"Sir,

"I am directed by the Governor to enclose a copy of

a letter from the Secretary to the Society of Arts, which has been
forwarded to His Excellency by the Right Honorable the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, in a despatch pointing out the expediency
of discriminating accurate statements of the resources of the colonies,

and of the bearing of such resources upon trade ; and I am desired

to state that His Excellency will be happy to receive your co-opera-

tion in the matter.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,

" Your obedient humble servant,

"O. F. Timins, Private Secretary.

"The President of the Philosophical Institute, &c."

"Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce,
"Adelphi, London, W.C.,

"January 1st, 1859.
"My Lord,

"I am directed by the Council of the Society of

Arts to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th July, and
to request that your Lordship will thank Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton,
on the part of the Society, for the ready assent he has given to the
request contained in my former letter, that he would be good enough
to transmit to the Governors of the several British colonies the pro-

posals which have been under consideration, to make use of the
Society to diffuse information as to the resources and jn-oducts of the
several British colonies.

"The Council consider that the best measures for attaining the
object they have in view will be the following:

—

"1. That such colonies as consider that the meetings and proceed-
ings of the Society of Arts would at all serve to give publicity to

their resources, and tend to increase the demand for their produc-
tions, should select some competent person, or existing society in the
colony, to frame a complete statement of the points upon which it
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is considered that the public of the mother-country are not suffi-

ciently informed.

"2. That the individual or public body thus selected should at

once be put in direct communication with the Society of Arts.

.

" 3. That the person or persons thus chosen should also designate,

and obtain the consent of, some well-informed person in this country,

either himself to read, at an evening meeting of the Society, the

paper prepared in the colony, or to confer with the Council as to the

best method of securing their common objects.

"Further proceedings may be later indicated, or may arise from
the steps proposed.

"Should any colony consider that a different course of proceeding

would better suit the peculiar circumstances of that colony, the

Society of Arts will be quite prepared to receive such suggestions.

"I have the honor to be, my Lord,

"Your Lordship's most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) "P. Le Neve Foster, Secretary.

"To the Earl of Carnarvon, &c, &c, &c,
"Her Majesty's under Secretary of State for the Colonies."

Sizar Elliott, Esq., moved, "That the gentlemen whose names had
been read, be a Committee to carry out the objects contemplated."

This was seconded by E. Fitzgibbon, Esq., and carried.—For
Report of this Committee vide Appendix.]

Dr. Becker brought forward the motion standing in his name,
seconded by Edwin Jones, Esq.

Dr. Macadam moved, as an amendment, "That the Institute

communicate with the 'Sewerage and Water Commission' which
was already appointed by the Government to inquire into the subject

of the motion."

This was seconded by Lieut. Amsinck.
A discussion ensued, in which the Hon. John Hood, M.L.C., Dr.

Mackenna, E. Fitzgibbon, Esq., the Rev. Mr. Higginson, and others

took part.

The original motion was carried.

The Secretary read a notice of motion by the Rev. C. P. M.
Bardin, to the following effect :

—
" That the Council be requested

to furnish at the next Ordinary Meeting a report of the proceedings
taken by it with respect to the erection of a Philosophical Hall,

and that until this report be furnished, and receive the approval of
the members of the Institute, it is considered advisable that further

action in carrying out the plans adopted by the Council be suspended."
The Secretary communicated to the Society two papers by Pedro

Nisser, Esq., entitled as follows :— 1. " On some Domesticated Ani-
mals of South America which would be useful in Victoria."

—

[Vide
"Transactions."] 2. " On the First Technical Use of Gold by
the Aborigines of South America, with a description of the Indian
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Tombs."

—

[Vide "Transactions."] An interesting debate followed,

in which several of the members took part.

The Institute then separated.

July 13th, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

The Chairman briefly called the attention of the members to the

demise of Baron Von Humboldt, and the members expressed their

regret at the intelligence, and their profound respect for the memory
of that eminent philosopher by rising in silence.

The Secretary laid lipon the table the third volume of the "Trans-

actions of the Institute for 1859," and accounted for the delay in the

publication of the same, and also hoped to be able to lay upon the

table the first part of Vol. IV, for 1859, at an early period.

The Secretary read the names of three candidates for Ordinary

Membership, to be balloted for at the ensuing Ordinary Meeting of

the Institute.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Ordinary Members of

the Institute ;

—

W. H. CVnpbell, Esq., Surgeon, Collins-street.

O. H. Christopherson, Esq., C.E., Government Railway Office.

The Secretary intimated that Mr. Rawlinson had assisted in the

preparation of the Plates illustrative of Professor Neumayer's papers.

The following contributions were laid upon the table :—Colored

Map, No. 9, of the " Geological Survey of Victoria"—by the Govern-

ment ; also the 6th number of the "Fragmenta Phytographite

Australise"—by the author, Dr. Mueller.

Dr. Iffla informed the members that the application to assume for

the Philosophical Institute the title of the "Royal Society of Vic-

toria," would be forwarded, per the outgoing mail, for the considera-

tion of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.

Some discussion ensued on this subject, in which Dr. Mueller,

Lieut. Amsinck, and others took part.

The Rev. C. P. M. Bardin brought forward the motion standing

in his name.

The reverend gentleman after a few preliminary remarks, begged to

be allowed to divide the motion into two parts, asking at the same
time permission to withdraw the second part. Leave being given, the

motion stood as follows :
—"That the Council be requested to furnish

at the next Ordinary Meeting a report of the proceedings taken by
it with respect to the erection of a Philosophical Hall."

The motion, so altered, was seconded by Sizar Elliott, Esq.
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A discussion ensued, after which, Joseph Bosisto, Esq. moved, as

an amendment, "The previous question."

Tliis was seconded by Dr. Mackenna, and carried—the division

being 18 to 5.

Martin Gardiner, Esq., C.E., read a paper, entitled " Improvements
in Fundamental Ideas and Elementary Theorems of Geometry."

—

[Vide "Transactions."]
The reading of Mr. Elliott's paper was, with the consent of the

author, postponed till the next Ordinary Meeting of the Institute.

The Institute then separated.

20th July, 1859.

Additional Special Meeting.

Dr. Iffla, Vice-President, in the Chair.

F. Gisbome, Esq., B.A., agent for the Indian and Australian
Telegraph Company, was present.

The Chairman mentioned to the members the reasons for convening
a special meeting.

Professor Wilson described the proposed lines of telegraphic com-
munication with India and Europe.

After which a long discussion ensued, in which a number of the

members took part.

Lieutenant Amsinck then moved as follows, " That in the
opinion of the Institute, the line, as proposed, by the Eastern Coast
of Australia, scientifically considered, is preferable to the only imme-
diate alternative, viz., that by the Western route.

This was seconded by Professor Irving.

Dr. Wilkie moved as an amendment, " That the Institute do not
express any opinion of what must be considered more a commercial
than a scientific question." This was not seconded. Mr. Rawlinson
moved a second amendment, "That a committee of the following

gentlemen be formed to consider and report on this subject," viz. :

—

Professor Neumayer
The Hon. John Hood, M.L.C.
Major General Macarthur
R. J. L. Ellery, Esq.

Samuel M'Gowan, Esq., and
Lieutenant Amsinck

This amendment likewise fell to the ground, not being seconded,
The original motion was carried.

The Institute then separated.
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3rd August, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the two previous meetings were read and confirmed,

and new members were introduced to the Institute by the Chairman.

The Secretary read the names of five gentlemen as candidates for

Ordinary Membership, to be balloted for at the next Ordinary Meet-

ing.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Ordinary Members of

the Institute, Dr. Mackenna and Lieutenant Amsinck acting as

scrutineers :

—

John Davies, Esq., City Councillor, North Melbourne.

John Madden, Esq., Solicitor, Bourke-street.

Henry Watts, Esq., Warrnambool.

The Secretary laid upon the table the following contributions :

—

" Sur la Construction des Salles dites des Geants," by His Majesty

King Frederick VII., of Denmark, per J. B. Were, Esq., Danish
Consul. A discussion ensued, and Sir William F. Stawell moved
" That the standing orders be suspended, and that notice be given

of the e^ction of His Majesty as an Honorary Member at the ensuing

Meeting. This was put to the meeting by the Chairman, and agreed

to. The Secretary then read the name of His Majesty the King of

Denmark as a proposed Honorary Member of the Institute.

Sizar Elliott, Esq., read a paper, entitled, " On Lightning Con-
ducters generally, and with special reference to the Conductor attached

to the Tower and Spire of the Wesleyan Church, Lonsdale Street,

Melbourne," illustrated with drawings.

—

[Vide "Transactions."]

Some discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which the Rev.

J. I. Bleasdale, Dr. Macadam, Ludwig Becker, Esq., and others took

part.

Dr. MacGillivray read a paper " On some new species of Austra-

lian Polyzoa," and exhibited the same under several microscopes.

—

[Vide "Transactions."] Dr. Mueller made a few remarks laudatory

of Dr. MacGillivray's communication.

Martin Gardiner, Esq., C.E., read a paper, entitled, " Supplement
containing Practical Applications of the principles contained in the

paper entitled, Improvements hi Fundamental Ideas and Elementary
Theorems of Geometry."— [ Vide "Transactions."] A short discus-

sion ensued, after which the Institute separated.

2ith August, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

Dr. Mueller, President, in the Chair.

The attendance being very limited, on account of the parlia-
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mentary elections, Mr. Acheson moved, and Mr. Sizar Elliott

seconded, " That this meeting be adjourned until the 31st instant."

This was put to the Meeting by the Chairman, and carried unani-

mously.

31st August, 1859.

Adjourned Ordinary Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the Chair.

The minutes of the two previous Meetings were read and con-

firmed. The names of live gentlemen as candidates for Ordinary
Membership were read, to be balloted for at the ensuing Ordinary
meeting.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Members of the Insti-

tute :

—

Joseph A. J. Macgregor, Esq., Solicitor, Swanston-street.

Edward Bradshaw, Esq., Town Clerk, St. Kilda.

James Dell, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Sewerage and Water
Commission.

Henry Pares V-enables, Esq., B.A., Oxon, Sub-Inspector National

Schools.

Henry Edward Watts, Esq., " Argus" office.

His Majesty, King Frederick VII., of Denmark, was elected an
Honorary Member of the Institute.

The Secretary laid upon the table " Barometric Curves for Janu-
ary, February, and March," presented by the Rev. William Scott,

Astronomer, Sydney Observatory, New South Wales.

Dr. Macadam gave notice of motion for the next Ordinary Meeting
of the Institute—" That owing to the difficulty and labor attached

to the drawing-up of a report on the resources of the colony, for the

Royal Society of Arts, it is desirable to increase the committee
already formed by the addition of the names of the following

gentlemen :

—

Francis Bell, Esq., C.E.

Ludwig Becker, Esq.

R. H. Bland, Esq.

R. J. L. Ellery, Esq., Director, Observatory, Williamstown.

J. G. Knight, Esq., Architect, Parliament Houses.

C. W. Ligar, Esq., Surveyor General.

Samuel McGowan, Esq., Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.

Captain Pasley, R.E.

Captain Ross, R.N.
Professor Neumayer, Director of the Magnetic Observatory,

Flagstaff H :,
l.

And Professor Irving, to act as Honorary Secretary.
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A discussion ensued in which the Eev. Mr. Bleasdale, Mr. Elliott,

and Lieut. Amsinck took part.

Professor Neuniayer read a paper entitled " Dove's Law of the

Turning of the Wind," illustrated and supported by observations at

the Flagstaff Hill Observatory.

—

[Vide "Transactions."]

Lieut. Amsinck stated that he differed in some respects from the

conclusions at which Professor Neumayer had arrived. It being late,

he declined to enter into a discussion on the subject, but reserved his

observations for a future period. After which the President, in the

name of the Institute, thanked Professor Neumayer for his valuable

paper.

On account of the lateness of the hour, Mr. Hill's paper was post-

poned, with the consent of the author, until the ensuing ordinary

meeting, then to take precedence.

The Institute then separated.

14th September, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

The Eev. John I. Bleasdale, Vice-President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous ordinary meeting were read and con-

firmed.

The Secretary read the following communication from the Presi-

dent, Dr. Mueller, intimating his unavoidable absence from the

meeting :

—

" Botanical Gardens, Melbourne,

"September 14th, 1859.
" My dear Sir

—

" The great Humboldt, had he been spared to us, would have at-

tained this day his 90th year. Very considerately the German
Association has chosen this day for a solemn festival in memory of

him whom we must regard as the greatest genius of this century.

Responding on this occasion to a request of my countrymen, to

deliver one of the necrologs, I am unable to be present at the

meeting of the Philosophical Institute convened for this evening.
" Yours most regardfully,

" Ferdinand Mueller.
"John Macadam, Esq., M.D., Honorary Secretary of the

Philosophical Institute of Victoria."

After some appropriate observations from the chair, the members
present expressed their recognition of the loss sustained by the

scientific world on the demise of the great Humboldt, by rising in

silence.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Ordinary Members of
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the Institute, Messrs. Jones and Gardiner acting as scrutineers of

the ballot :

—

The Rev. John Turner, Collingwood.

J. Warburton Carr, Esq., Stipendiary Magistrate and Warden,

Anderson's Creek.

John Walter Osborne, Esq., Analytical Chemist, Melbourne.

E. Drury, Esq., Bank of Australasia.

P. F. Jones, Esq., " Argus" Reporter, Williamstown.

The Secretary laid upon the table the following contributions :

—

" Meteorological Observations," made at Adelaide for the year 185S
(two copies); also, Report upon a letter from Mr. F. Gisborne respecting

the establishment of a line of telegraph from East Java to Sydney

—

—presented by the author, Charles Todd, Esq. Vol. XV., Part 2, of
" The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London"—by
the Society. Ten copies of the " Exploration Chart of Australia"

—by C. W. Ligar, Esq., Surveyor-General.

The thanks of the Institute were voted to the contributors.

The Secretary read the following communication from His Excel-

lency S. Eyre, Esq., Governor of St. Vincent, and one of the explorers

of Australia, addressed to the President of the Institute. :

—

" Government House, 10th February, 1859.
" Dear Sir—

" In replying to your letter on the subject of St. Vincent seeds, I

am obliged to state there are some difficulties, but I will do the best

I can. The fact is, West Indians are for the most part utilitarians,

and care little for anything except sugar. I do not know an indi-

vidual in this island either skilled or interested in botany—there is

not even a commonly good gardener, so far as I am aware ; and when
recently invited by Dr. Hooker to contribute to a new West Indian

Flora, which is about to be published under the aid of the British

Government, we literally were without means of doing so.

" Some time ago I wrote to invite poor Mr. Elsie, surgeon of the

North Australian Expedition, to come and stay with me, hoping
that he might assist us a little ; but, poor fellow, he got

no further than St. Kitts, where he died, whilst on a visit to Mr.

Robinson. There are, I have no doubt, many interesting and
curious plants in this colony, for it possesses an admirable climate

for the tropics, with very frequent rains. It is entirely volcanic in

its formation, but possesses high ranges, deep valleys, dense forests,

open plains, numerous streams, and in fact everything to lead you to

expect a rich and varied vegetation. There are, however, many im-

pediments to making researches or collections. The vines and
undergrowth amongst the forests are so matted and tangled, that it

is difficult to quit a beaten road or pathway citt through it, whilst

the extreme heat and the frequent showers render much exposure

not very safe for Europeans, besides the ordinary relaxing and
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enervating effect of all tropical climates, which not only indisposes to,

but incapacitates for, much exertion ; still, a person who could give

up the time, and felt an interest in the subject, might do much. I

have not seen your memo, on " Australian Exploration," to which
you refer, but have no doubt it is a very interesting one

;
your per-

sonal knowledge, experience, and abilities must necessarily make it

so. Now and then I hear of what is doing in South Australia, but
generally long after the events. They seem very energetic, and to

be making great exertions in exploring to the north and north

west. I should like greatly to know the nature of the country

inland to the N.E. of the Great Bight, about the 129th parallel of

longitude ; as, when passing along the coast line, I found large

flights of parrots coming from that direction to feed upon berries on
the coast, and then flying back again to the N.E. Now, the parrot

always occupies a watered and a wooded, and generally a hilly

country. There is, therefore, much yet to be discovered I believe,

as point after point is gained from which to take a fresh departure. I

feel sure, too, that the natives here crossed the continent from the

north to the south, for reasons given in my travels ; and, if they

did, there must be a country supplying water and food at intervals.

We shall yet, I think, see Australia traversed from north to south

one of these clays, and a good deal appears to have been recently and
to be now doing towards accomplishing this. It would give me very

great pleasure to re-visit a country in which I have spent so many
years, where I have still many kind and valued friends, and where

I universally experienced the greatest kindness. It has always been
regarded by me in the light of a home, and if God spares my life I

dare say I shall return to it again.

" With assurances of my regard,

" Believe me yours, very truly,

" S. Eyre.
" To Dr. Ferdinand Mueller."

Dr. Macadam, as Honorary Secretary of the " Exploration Fund
Committee," intimated that the Committee had succeeded in obtain-

ing subscriptions to the amount of £2400, thereby securing the pro-

visional donation of £1000 by a citizen of Melbourne.

The following letter was read from Wood Bielby, Esq., " On
Variations of the Compass, noticed in the neighbourhood of Mount
Gambier" :

—

"Cranbourne, August 29th, 1859.

"Sir,
" I beg to bring under your notice a letter of mine to

the 'Herald,' published last Friday, in which I have alluded to

remarkable phenomena relative to irregularity of the compass, ob-

served near Mount Gambier some years ago. Possibly the subject

may be worthy of further investigation, as several unhappy ship-
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wrecks have occurred apparently from unforeseen irregularity of the

compass off that coast. The other incident I have alluded to I

cannot now refer to the printed authority for, in the first instance,

but I vouch for its accuracy, and as I was, while perusing the

evidence therein referred to, engaged in compiling a work upon the

colonies, under the direction of the late Wm. Tait, published in

Edinburgh, I was not likely to confound fiction with fact whilst

prosecuting my researches on the subject. The subsequent evidence

of the natives is perfectly correct, and I have little doubt but that

the animal's bones are still recoverable. I resided in the Mount
Gambier district from 1844 to 1850.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,

"Your obedient servant,

"Wood Beilby.

"To the Secretary of the Philosophical Institute."

" to the editor of the 'herald.'
" Sir,

"I have observed in the various newspapers of the day con-
jectures as to the probable cause of the unwitting alteration in the
course steered by the 'Admella,' occasioning her proximity to the
reefs upon which she has been wrecked. I may suggest a possible

cause, perhaps worthy of investigation. Some years ago, I resided
in the then newly-settled district adjacent to Mount Gambier, and
from the generally monotonous character of the scenery of that dis-

trict possessing few prominent land marks, it was then universally

the practice of the settlers thereabouts to travel by compass, and the
extraordinary variations, and at times incomprehensible oscillations

of the compass needle, chiefly in certain bearings amongst the stony
rises around the Mount, were a subject of frequent conversation in
that neighbourhood. Whether this had or not anything to do with
some indications then existing (and recently reported to be again re-

curring), that the crater of Mount Gambier was not extinct, but
merely slumbering, frequent deposits of pumice, like ashes, then
occasionally appearing on the margin of the lake, and not a few ex-
traordinary alterations occuring in the extensive limestone caverns of
that vicinity, I am not philosophic enough to surmise; but as this

fact regarding the variation of the compass, may attract the attention
of the institute, I shall mention another relative to the same district,

which, unexplained, might on some future survey of some of the
wonderful caves in that part of South Australia— (should bones of an
animal not yet ascertained as indigenous to any part of the Australian
continent, be found in a petrified state in such limestone caverns),

greatly nonplus the savans of the day. Some score of years ago, reading
in the Advocates' Library of Edinburgh, evidence of a select committee
of parliament, relative to the working of 'Secondary Punishments,'
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in the then penal colonies of Australia, I perused an account of a
certain ship's captain, who, having been wrecked off Maria Island or

creek, on the coast of South Australia, was there outraged by the

natives. On a subsequent voyage to Sydney, by the Cape, he had pro-

cured a lion at the latter place, and succeeded in landing him safely

for the benefit of the natives of that coast. While a resident in that

locality, I greatly employed and befriended the natives, and on occa-

sion of my becoming the first local proprietor of a cat (carried up
from Portland, distance seventy-five miles, on the saddle) some of my
black fellows at once on seeing it brought this long previously for-

gotten story to my recollection by describing, with much excitement,

that a large and ferocious animal 'liket big one that one ' had at a

former period made a mysterious advent amongst them, and for a
brief period been the terror of their lives—killing and devouring

lubras and pickaninnies, eventually disappearing as incompre-

hensibly as at first he had arrived. His remains were subsequently

discovered in a cavern down which he had either fallen or crept for

water, fresh water in that locality being rarely obtainable in summer
except in caves, most of which have extraordinary chimney-like aper-

tures, from many of which egress is impossible to a quadruped. The
natives proposed to show me the locality and remains which would
probably be still extant, and now coated with calcareous deposit, if

not wholly petrified, as every substance exposed to the water in

these caves gradually becomes. The alleged locality was not far

from Cape Northumberland.
"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" Cranbourne. " Wood Bielby."

Dr. Macadam brought forward the motion standing in his name.

The motion was carried, with the substitution of the name of W.
Bryson, Esq., C.E., for that of Professor Neumayer, who declined to

act on the Committee, on account of his duties in carrying out the

Geodetic Survey, and his consequent absence from Melbourne.

Mr. Hill read a paper, entitled " An attempt to simplify and
generalise the Theory and Practice of Railway Curves."

—

[Vide
"Transactions. "]

A short discussion ensued.

With the author's consent, Mr. Bryson's paper, entitled " Our Re-

sources, and their development either in Peace or War," was post-

poned until the next Ordinary Meeting—then to take precedence.

The Institute then separated.

5th October, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.
The President, Dr. Mueller, in the Chair.

His Excellency the Governor was present.

The minutes of the previous Ordinary Meeting were read and
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confirmed, and members present for the first time were introduced
to the Institute by the Chairman.
The Secretary read the names of two gentlemen as candidates for

Ordinary Membership, to be balloted for at the next Ordinary
Meeting.

The following contribution was laid upon the table :—No. 7 of

the "Fragmenta Phytographiee Australia"—by the author, Dr.
Mueller.

The Secretary read a communication from the Society of Arts
and Sciences of Batavia, forwarded by His Excellency the Governor

;

as also one from the Government of Sweden, per J. B. Were, Esq.,

Koyal Swedish and Norwegian Consul, desiring the exchange of

printed Transactions.

"Private Secretary's Office,

"Melbourne, 7th September, 1859.
"Sir,

"I am directed by the Governor to forward to you the

enclosed documents, which His Excellency has this day received, and
to request you to call the attention of the members of the Philoso-

phical Institute to Mr. Munnich's application for scientific papers,

and to the desirableness generally of establishing friendly relations

with the Society of Arts and Sciences in the neighbouring Island of

Java.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,

" Your most obedient servant,

"O. F. Timins, Private Secretary.

"To Dr. Mueller,

"President of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria."

"British Consulate,

"Batavia, 13th June, 1859.
"Sib,

" With reference to the enclosed translated copy of a letter

addressed to me on the part of the Society of Arts and Sciences at
this place, by Mr. I. Munnich, one of the Directors, I have much
pleasure in offering my services for the purpose of assisting to open
communications between the learned bodies of your colony and
similar institutions here, whenever such may be considered to be
desirable.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,

"Your most obedient humble servant,

"Alex. Fbasee, H.B.M. Consul.
"His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B.,

"Governor of Victoria, Melbourne."

d
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[Translation.]

"Batavia, 28th March, 1859.

"Sir,

"Through the many connections of our Society of Arts and
Sciences with like Institutions in foreign lands, our library has be-

come much enriched, but we find we have as yet no connection with
the British colonies of the Cape of Good Hope and Australia, and we
are consequently ignorant of what is taking place in the scientific

world there. It will require no demonstration to prove that a

friendly intercourse with the existing scientific institutions in those

lands would be highly desirable, and which could best be carried

out by each party forwarding to the other by the most convenient

opportunities the scientific papers published from time to time. On
these grounds we take the liberty of soliciting your influence and
mediation in establishing a relationship by means of which our ideas

as expressed above might be carried out in the way that you should
think most desirable. The importance of the subject submitted to

your consideration will, we trust, require no further proof.

"Not doubting but that you will render us every assistance in this

matter,

"We have the honor to remain, Sir,

" With great respect,

(Signed) "I. Mitnnich, Director and Librarian."

[A true translation,

Alex. Fraser, Esq., H.B.M. Consul.]

The communications were referred to the Council.

The Bev. Mr. Higginson inquired, " Whether anything had yet

been done by the Sewerage Committee 1"

Dr. Becker, the mover and proposer of the Committee, stated that

owing to the absence of several members, he had not been able as

yet to summon the Committee together, but would do so at an early

date.

The Secretary read a communication from the editor of " Peter-

mann's Geographical Journal," at Hamburg, desiring an interchange

of publications, and remarked that this Journal had been already

placed on the published list, and consequently entitled to receive

Transactions.

W. Bryson, Esq., C.E., read a paper, entitled " Our Besources, and
their Development either in Peace or War," illustrated by speci-

mens of Victorian manufactures, &c.

—

[Vide "Transactions."]
At the close of the paper, a lengthened discussion ensued, in

which the author, the Bev. Mr. Higginson, the Bev. Mr. Turner, Drs.

Mueller, Iffla, and Macadam, Lieut. Amsinck, A. K. Smith, Esq., and
others took part.
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Mr. Bryson stated his intention of reading the second part of his

paper at an early date.

Mr. Gardiner's paper, at the request of the author, was postponed
for six weeks.

The Institute then separated.

26th October, 1859,

Ordinary Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the Chair.

The minutes of the previous Ordinary Meeting were read and con-

firmed, and members present for the first time were introduced to

the Institute by the Chairman.

The following gentlemen were didy elected Ordinary Members of

the Institute, Lieut. Amsinck, R.N., and the Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C.,
acting as scrutineers.

Charles Le Gould, Esq., C.E., Melbourne.

Hugh Chambers, Esq., Solicitor, Melbourne.

The Secretary laid a contribution on the table, entitled " Consti-

tutional Representation," dedicated to the Electors of Victoria, by
" Amor Patriae."

Some discussion ensued as to the propriety of receiving contribu-

tions in literature of a political character.

The President ruled that while according to the Laws of the Insti-

tute, contributions of a literary character were receivable, still that

the members in accepting of such did not thereby express any
opinion as to their merit, or the opinions expressed in them.

The Secretary read an extract from a letter, forwarded to the

President by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, intimat-

ing that a contribution from that Academy, in the form of several

volumes of Transactions, had been forwarded to the Institute.

P. H. MacGillivray, Esq., M.A., M.R.C.S., read a paper, entitled,

" On the Cheilostomatous Polyzoa of Victoria."

—

[Vide "Transac-
tions."]

Dr. MacGillivray's paper was illustrated by numerous specimens of

the Polyzoa, which were exhibited under several powerful microscopes.

The Honorary Secretary then read a paper, contributed by the Rev.
Julian Edmund Woods, of Penola, South Australia, and entitled

"On some Tertiary Rocks at Portland Bay."

—

[Vide Transactions."]
A discussion ensued.

The Secretary, on behalf of the President, Dr. Mueller, intimated
the probability of the Institute being honored by the presence, at its

next meeting, of Dr. Hochstetter, and possibly by a communication
from that Naturalist.

The Institute then separated.
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16th November, 1859.

Ordinary Meeting.

The Treasurer, Professor Irving, in the Chair.

His Excellency the Governor was present.

The minutes of the previous Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary read a communication from Dr. Mueller, to the effect

that illness prevented him from attending the meeting.

The names of four gentlemen as candidates for Ordinary Member-
ship were read, and the following contributions were laid upon the

table :

—

" Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,"

Vols. I. to IV. inclusive (dating from May, 1846, to May, 1848)

;

also Parts I. and II. of Volume VI. (new series) of the Memoirs of

the " American Academy of Arts and Sciences "—by the Academy
;

and Part I., Vol. I., of the " Australian Magazine "—by the Editor.

The Honorary Secretary read Eule LVI., and the following Com-
mittees were re-appointed :

—

" On the Resources of the Colony," moved by Lieutenant Am-
sinck, R.N., M.L.A., and seconded by F. Acheson, Esq., C.E. The
committee to consist of the following gentlemen :

—

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller

A. R. C. Selwyn, Esq.

Professor McCoy
Thomas Shilling, Esq.

George Holmes, Esq.

The Rev. John I. Bleasdale

Edwin Jones, Esq.

A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E.

W. E. Bryson, Esq., C.E.

Frances Bell, Esq., C.E.

Dr. Ludwig Becker

R. H. Bland, Esq.

R J. Ellery, Esq.

J. G. Knight, Esq.

C. W. Ligar, Esq., C.E.

Samuel McGowan, Esq.

Captain Pasley, R.E.
Captain Ross, R.N.
Professor Neumayer
F. A. Corbett, Esq.

Professor Irving (to act as Honorary Secretary)
and the Mover.

Carried.
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The " Song Bird" Committee—moved by William Clarson, Esq.,

and seconded by Dr. Macadam. The members to be—
The President, Dr. Mueller.

Dr. Knaggs.

James Smith, Esq., and

Edward Wilson, Esq.

Carried.

The "Museum" Committee—moved by Dr. Macadam, and

seconded by F. Acheson, Esq. The members to be

—

The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C.

Arthur Dobree, Esq.

Dr. Iffla, and
the Mover.

Carried.

The " Murray Cod" Committee—moved by the Rev. Mr. Hig-

ginson, and seconded by Dr. Mackenna. The members to be

—

Professor McCoy
C. W. Ligar, Esq., C.E.

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E., and

Dr. Becker.

Carried.

The " Exploration" Committee—moved by Dr. Gilbee, and

seconded by Dr. Iffla. The members to be

—

The Hon. D. E. Wilkie, M.D., M.L.C.

His Honor Sir William Foster Stawell

The Hon. John Hodgson, M.L.C.

Dr. Ferdinand Mueller

Dr. Mackenna
Professor McCoy
Sizar Elliott, Esq., J.P.

John Watson, Esq., J.P.

Angus McMillan, Esq., M.L.A.

Dr. Iffla

C. W. Ligar, Esq., C.E.

Dr. Richard Eades

The Rev. J. I. Bleasdale

Professor Neumayer
John Macadam, Esq., M.D., M.L.A., (to act as Honorary

Secretary)

and the Mover.

Carried.

The " Sewerage" Committee—moved by the Rev. Henry Hig-

ginson, and seconded by Dr. Iffla. The members to be—

•
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John Hood, Esq., M.L.A.
The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C.

A. K. Smith, Esq., C.E.

C. Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E.

Dr. Becker, and
Dr. Macadam, in the capacity of Hon. Secretary.

The Secretary read Eule LVIL, and stated that any member
desirous of bringing forward a notice of motion for the alteration of

any of the Laws of the Institute, might then do so. Lieutenant

Amsinck, R.N. M.L.A., gave notice of motion for the alteration of

Rules VII., VIII., X., XI., and XX., to the following effect :—

1. In Law VII, in lieu of all the words after "held," insert

"monthly, on the first Monday of every month, with the

exception of the month of January."

2. In Law VIII, for the words "in the first week in December,"

insert "in the second week in January; and for the word
"March" insert "February."

3. In Law XIX, for the word "December" insert "January."

4. In Law LI, for the word "November" insert "December."

5. In Law LII, for the word "November" insert "December."

6. In Law LVI, for the word "November" insert "December."

7. In Law XX, to omit all the words following "character of the

Institute," in the third line, to '-'Institute," and to substitute

the following, "and if two-thirds of the whole council shall

be satisfied that the conduct of such member has been inju-

rious to the character of the Institute, after hearing his

defence, and such member shall not voluntarily have resigned,

the whole matter shall be laid before the members at the

next meeting thereof, that such offending member may, or

may not, be expelled, as the majority shall determine."

8. In Law XI, as an addition, insert the following words: "The
mode of ballot shall be by printed lists of the members not

in arrear being forwarded to each member ten days prior to

the day of election, together with the necessary particulars

for his direction, that he may mark the names he proposes

for the officers and councillors for the ensuing year; such

papers so filled to be used as ballot papers for the elections

at the anniversary meeting in February."

9. In Law XXXIV, insert as an addition the following words

:

"All papers, must, however, be submitted to the Council for

approval at least ten days before the meeting at which it is

intended that they shall be read to the members."

10. In Law XXXVI, for the word "ten" insert "fourteen."

11. That all the laws requiring to be amended in order to admit of

the appointment of a sub-secretary, in accordance with the

following, be so amended, viz., "That a Sub-Secretary be
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appointed, to reside on the premises, take charge of the

books, papers, and property of the Institute, who shall attend

the meetings of the body and the Council, take the minutes,

and assist in all ways the Honorary Secretary, the Honorary

Secretary keeping the direction of the affairs of the Institute

under the Council, especially respecting the Papers and

Transactions, and all the scientific details."

These alterations to be brought forward at the Annual Meeting, to be

held on the 7th December, 1859.

Dr. Hochstetter read a paper entitled, " Notes on the Geology of

New Zealand," illustrated with Geological Maps, &c. A discussion

followed, in which Professor McCoy and others took part. C. W.
Ligar, Esq., C.E., moved " That a vote of thanks be given to Dr. Hoch-

stetter for the valuable information he had brought before the Insti-

tute." This was seconded by Dr. Iffla, and carried unanimously.

It was understood that Dr. Hochstetter would at a future time

present the Institute with his researches in a more extended and

permanent form.

W. E. Bryson, Esq., C.E., read the second and concluding part of

a paper entitled, " Our Resources, and their Development in Peace

or War."
Professor Irving laid a progress report of the " Resource" Com-

mittee upon the table, which was read by the Secretary, and ordered

to be printed.

Mr. Gardiner's paper, with the consent of the author, was post-

poned to an Adjourned Meeting, to be held on the 30th instant.

The Institute then separated.

30th November, 1854.

Extra Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the Chair.

The minutes of the previous Ordinary Meeting were read and con-

firmed, and the names of three gentlemen as candidates for

Ordinary Membership, to be balloted for at the first Ordinary Meet-

ing of the ensuing session, were read.

The following contributions were laid
rupon the table :

—

No. 2, Vol. I., of the " Australian Magazine," presented by the

Editor. No. 8 of the " Fragmenta Phytographise Australia?," by

the author, Dr. Mueller. " The Isthmus of Suez Canal Question

Reviewed in its Political Bearings," by Daniel Adolphus Lange, Esq.,

F.R.G.S., and "An inquiry into the Opinions of the Commercial

Classes of Great Britain on the Suez Ship Canal," by Ferdinand

Lesseps, Esq.; presented by D. A. Lange, Esq., F.R.G.S. Part 2, of

Vol. V., of the " Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts,"
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by the Society. Dr. Iffla moved " That an acknowledgment be for-

warded to the various donors thanking them for their contributions."

Carried unanimously.

Lieutenant Amsinck moved a suspension of standing orders, to

permit Mr. Corbett's name to be added to the Eesource Committee.
This was carried.

The Rev. Mr. Jarrett gave notice of motion for the alteration of

law XL., to the following eflect :
" This Rule shall not, however, be

taken to exclude the reading of papers at the Ordinary Meetings of

the Institute descriptive of recent discoveries or inventions, or upon
subjects of scientific or general interest."

Martin Gardiner, Esq., C.E., read a paper, entitled, " Hints for

Field Practice, in the Laying-out of Compound-circular and Para-

bolic Railway Curves." A discussion ensued, in which the Rev.

H. Higginson, Messrs. Hodgkinson, and Rawlinson, and the author

took part.

John Walter Osborne, Esq., read a paper, entitled, " Description

of a new Photo-Lithographic Process," which was illustrated by
specimens.

—

[Vide "Transactions."] A discussion ensued, in

which Dr. Mueller, Messrs. Ligar, Amsinck, and Osborne took part.

Mr. Ligar informed the members that he would be very happy to

exhibit the process practically at the Crown Lands Office, if members
would visit that establishment.

Dr. Mueller's " Description of the Plants collected by Mr. Stuart
in his late expedition," was postponed to a Special Meeting, to be
convened for the purpose.

The Secretary announced that the Annual General Meeting of

the Institute would be held in the new Hall of the Institute, and
that the President would deliver an address appropriate to the occasion.

Captain Layard exhibited two live specimens of the Ichneumon,
or Mongoose, male and female.

The Institute then separated.

21st December, 1859.

Annual General Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous Ordinary Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

The President, Dr. Mueller, congratulated the members on the cir-

cumstance of their meeting together in their own building, and stated

that at the conclusion of the proceedings he would deliver an address
appropriate to the occasion.

The Secretary laid upon the table the following contributions :

—

"A Paper and Resolutions in advocacy of the Establishment of a

I
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Uniform System of Meteorological Observations throughout tho

whole of the American Continent," by Major E. Lachlan, of the

British Army, and now residing at Cincinnati, Ohio—presented by

the author. "Original Contributions to the Practice of Conservative

Surgery," by James C. Beaney, M.B.C.S.E., &c.—by the author.

The Secretary was instructed to acknowledge the same.

The Secretary presented to the Institute, on behalf of J. Gilfillan,

Esq., a magnificent oil painting, representing "Captain Cook declar-

ing New South Wales a dependency of the British Crown," the work

being from the easel of the donor.

Dr. Iffla moved, "That in consideration of the valuable donation

of Mr. Gilfillan, he be elected a Life Member of the Institute."

This was carried unanimously.

The President brought under the notice of the members the valu-

able and gratuitous services of Mr. Joseph Reed, who in the most

disinterested manner had prepared the plans and superintended the

erection of the Hall of the Institute ; he also stated that the Council

recommended that Mr. Read should receive from the members a Life

Membership.

The suggestion was received with acclamation, and Mr. Read was

declared elected accordingly.

The Secretary read the Fifth Annual Report of the Council for

1859, and -the Treasurer read the Balance Sheet for 1859, duly

audited. Both documents were received and adopted by the meet-

ing, and ordered to appear in the "Transactions."

Dr. Becker's motion for the alteration of Rule III., so as to

admit of corresponding membership, was negatived after consider-

able discussion.

The Rev. William Jarrett brought forward the motion standing in

his name.

Drs. Wilkie, Iffla, Macadam, and Becker, with Messrs. Elliott,

Clarson, and others spoke in favor of the motion ; while the Rev. Mr.

Bleasdale, Professor Irving, the President, Mr. Acheson, and others

spoke against the motion.

Lieut. Amsinck's alterations in Rules VII., VIII., XIX., LI., LIL,

and LVL, so as to have monthly meetings throughout the whole year,

were negatived. The Council was recommended, however, to have the

future general meetings on Mondays, and not on Wednesdays,, as

formerly.

The proposed alterations in Laws XX., XXXIV., and XXXVI.
were negatived ; but in Law number XL it was ordered to. be in-

serted :
—" Those Members only shall be eligible for any office whose

names, together with those of their proposers and seconders, shall

have been posted in the Hall of the Institute one clear week before

the Anniversary Meeting. The posting of a name for any office

shall be held a nomination for any office, the election to which is
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subsequently held." The Law, as amended, therefore stands thus :

—

" XI. The President, the Vice-Presidents, the Treasurer, and the

Secretary shall be separately elected by ballot, in the above-named
order, at the Anniversary Meeting, and the six vacancies in the

Council shall be then filled up together by ballot. Those Members
only shall be eligible for any office whose names, together with those

of their proposers and seconders, shall have been posted in the Hall

of the Institute one clear week before the Anniversary Meeting.

The posting of a name for any office shall be held a nomination for

any office, the election to which is subsequently held."

The Secretary intimated that Part I., Vol. iV., for 1859, was ready

for distribution among the members present.

Dr. Mueller then delivered a very eloquent address, appropriate to

the occasion of the opening of the new Hall, after which the Institute

separated.— [Vide "Transactions."]

9th January, 1 860.

Special General Meeting.

The President of the Institute in the chair.

The minutes of the previous Ordinary Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

The following contributions were laid upon the table :—Parts 1 to

12, from January to December, 1858, inclusive, of Vols. XI. and XII.

of the "Zeitschrift fur geammte Naturwissenschaften"—from the

editors. The first and second parts for 1858 of the "Bibliotheca

Historico Naturalis Physico Chemico et Mathematica"—from the

publishers. "Observations on the Magnetic Orbit," by the Rev. H.
M. Grover, Hitcham Rectory, Bucks—presented by W. A. Grover,

Esq. "Proeschel's Map of Victoria"—by the compiler. "Treatise on
Railway and Harbor Accommodation for Victoria, &c."—by the

authors. Nos. 9 and 10 of Dr. Mueller's "Fragmenta Phytographise

Australia?"—by the author. The following contributions, transmitted

to the Institute by S. P. Lord, Esq., Melbourne, viz. :
—" Barnard's

American Journal of Education," Vol. I., 1856. "Report of the Com-
missioner of Patents for the year 1855," published by order of the

House of Representatives at Washington, U.S., viz:—2 vols. "Patents

in Mechanics," and one vol. "Patents in Agriculture." The "Tran-
sactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis, U.S."—by the

Society. " Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences at Philadelphia

for 1856, including the Act of Incorporation and Bye-Laws of the

Society"—by the Academy. " Proceedings of the Boston Society of
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Natural History," Vol. V., pp. 321 to 410, inclusive; Vol. VI., pp. 1

to 1G0—from the Society.

After a few remarks from the President, a vote of thanks was
awarded to the donors.

The Hon. Secretary read the following paper, communicated by
Pedro Msser, Esq. :

—

On the Elementary Substances Originating and Promoting Civilisation

throughout the World. By Pedko Nissek, Esq.

Our investigations into the abundant and varied stores of nature, when crowned
with success, reveal facts, in the truth of which are reflected the simplicity and even
sublimity of the means offered by Providence for the furtherance of civilisation.]*

In the brief view of " The Geological Distribution of Gold," which
some months ago I had the honor of communicating to this Society,

in referring to the Pleistocene Period of the tertiary epoch of

geological arrangements, I stated—"That though it appeared our
globe had attained that perfection which was required for the re-or-

ganisation of organic development, still the earth would in that state

only have served the purpose of an irrational population (just as we
see had been repeatedly the case during the foregoing epochs), but
not for the intelligent being, who was not merely to master the ani-

mal tribes, but also to cultivate his own intellect. For this grand
moral object certain material agencies were required and provided.

The agency of water being again required, completion was thus given
to the great and marvellous workt This last accomplishment in

creation, when viewing ' the first leaves ' of the often ' mysterious
stone book,' will reveal a surprising and satisfactory answer."—This
answer I now propose to give. But I wish first for a moment to

call your attention to a view of some of the prevailing notions of the
most marked gradations of civilisation in general.

When we inquire into the aboriginal life of our own species, we
find certain gradations in their material improvements, and we see

how man, step by step, has proceeded from his state of nature along

* The word "civilisation" embraces the two distinct branches of culture,
the mental and the moral, each of which has its sub-divisions, and in this
treatise the material part is maiidy intended for illustration. The actual
condition of our fellow beings, who occupy the various sections of the
globe, gives a faithfid panorama of all grades, from the most primitive to
the most perfect state of civilisation, and in this picture the moral culture
offers an ecpially vast and interesting field for contemplation, and which
certainly presents more shadow than light. At some future day I hope to
sketch out such existing facts as may serve as an outline for a more finished
delineation of the "moral progress of mankind."
+ This period (of such influential importance in creation) I proposed to be

distinguished by the name of Post-Pleistocene, as synonymous with "post
diluvial, " or " alluvial.

"
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the narrow path of civilisation. The actual life of some of our fellow-

beings gives us a living panorama of what all over the globe, as

far as we may reasonably conjecture, once was the condition of man
in his primitive position. The truth of this we recognise in certain

districts of the globe, as seen in the northern and southern extremities,

where we find the Laplanders and the Esquimaux, the Patagonian

and the Fuegian. From what we know of these tribes, the two first

possess the use of fire, but some of the latter are still ignorant of

the benefits of artificial heat, and consequently have to partake of

food as nature offers it. Such human beings occupy, therefore, the

lowest grade. These are not numerous, and are rapidly dwindling
away ; a circumstance apparently natural, considering the localities

they occupy. There are other parts of the globe which offer similar

views of a low and stationary life, in which certain aboriginal families

still remain ; while others, again, at no great distance from the former,

are found more advanced in civilisation. This fact we observe in the

original occupiers of Australia and New Zealand, both of which are

familiar with the use of fire, though the former have remained without

any furtherimprovements, being considerably below the latter in social

condition. Directing our attention to the aboriginals of South America,

who had reached the highest degree of civilisation among the tribes

occupying that part of our globe, and considering the state of intel-

lectual culture of the Mexicans and Peruvians—next to these, observ-

ing the Indian tribes of the interior of that country, or the regions of

the Andes ; thence passing to the southern parts of the continent, where
a certain portion of the Patagonians and Fuegians still exist in their

original state—the contrast is so great that we may wonder at the

causes which led to such marked difference in the material improve-
ments of these our fellow-creatures, though inhabiting adjoining por-

tions of the same continent.

Assuming that the human family, all over the world, has

apparently had to struggle from the same state of ignorance, slowly to

discover how to commence and how to continue the path towards ma-
terial and mental improvement, it certainly is worthy of attention to

ascertain, from existing facts, what has caused the advance of some
and the stagnation of others ; or what have been the means by
which man in the wilderness was enabled to commence the import-

ant task of material and intellectual culture ; and further, what were
the means required to support and realise a greater perfection of civi-

lisation 1 Here the subject for observation is the material improve-
ment, the development and perfection of our nobler intellectual

faculties, in a higher degree of civilisation, being the result of the
moral culture.

This question is of importance for our own history, and may, per-

haps, not have been so minutely attended to as it deserves; I, there-

fore, now offer the result of my investigations, with the intention of
presenting a view of the ways and means by which the material
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improvement of our species became stimulated and developed—how
it originated and how it advanced. I, therefore, wish to direct your

attention to man in the wilderness, man left to his own capacity,

though, be it well understood, always under the protection and

guidance of Divine Providence.

Self-preservation being the first law of nature, the first object of

man in his primitive state must have been, as it still is found to be,

the support of life. The means for killing animals in the forest at-

tracted an early attention ; in the fragmentary rock he found the first

implement for this purpose. In this action we see the first proof of

the superiority of man over the irrational beings by which he was

surrounded. Man soon found his superior position, and the master-

ship he owned over the bear and the wolf, which, while giving him

food, also provided him with clothing, the first necessities of nature

being thus provided for.

Archaeological researches in different parts of the world give an

interesting idea of the means by which the human intellect com-

menced its culture at the dawn of civilisation. The northern coun-

tries of Europe, as Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark,

made very slow advance, owing to the severity of the climate. In

progress of time, the fragmentary rock of a larger size was used as

the means of distinguishing burial places, as may be seen in

those northern countries. These large blocks signalized the tombs of

distinguished men, as chiefs and warriors. Considering the large

dimensions and the great weight of such tombstones, which had to be

transported for long distances, further to become arranged in the

manner in which they are actually found, we have reason to admire

the ingenuity displayed. These communities have further left

testimonials of their higher intellectual culture in the early days

of their social life, represented in their traditional records,

or their writings, known as the "Saga," transmitted by the

" Rune Skrift," or hieroglyphics on stone, found in flat granite

blocks, purposely prepared ; these may be seen in the localities where

meetings, " tings," were held, marked out by granite blocks placed in

a circular or oval form ; these are also occasionally found at some

depth below the surface. * From these evidences we infer that certain

records, worthy of remembrance, occurred at a period when stone and

wood were the only substances known.

The human family began its civilisation under equal circumstances,

though more or less favored by climatic influence. Very few are

the communities which, from so early a period of civilisation,

have kept testimonials transmitting their thoughts by signs or

writings. These facts demonstrate superiority in that branch of the

great family which was destined gradually to assume the supremacy

* The Peruvian Quichuas, under the Incas, used symbolic signs, known as

quipos, in knotted cords of variegated colours.
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over its fellows, the Caucasian taking the sway over the rest of the

other human races of our globe.

The hidden stores of nature, concealing most valuable materials

for the improvement of aboriginal life, remained unknown to the in-

quisitive eye and mind all over the globe for a greater period of time

than we might imagine ; and it is interesting to consider how this

continued ignorance still exists in many parts of the world

!

The discovery of a substance so unique and so influential as that

necessary to excite attention and give occupation to the mind, opened

therefore, a new stage in the material prosperity of man. Certain

metals, with their peculiar qualities, are next observed to have produced

most beneficial results, as furnishing quite new means for occupying

and gratifying the mind, and also for cultivating the inventive facul-

ties. In different parts of the globe the metals that first came
under notice were dissimilar. Where gold prevailed, it became

the first ; and where copper existed among the fluvial detritus, it

took precedence, both of these metals being found in a native or

metallic state. But these two metals, even where first found

and brought into use, though they served as influential means for

cultivating the intellect, their material benefit was still very limited.

A new metallic substance was required to produce a material of

more extended effect. The discovery of tin presents us with this

new and important agency, by which a most beneficial result was at-

tained ; large communities being elevated by it from a semi-improved

state of civilisation into great and wealthy nations.

That a Providential protection and foresight existed, and exists,

we continually find when we become initiated into the means by
which the human family has been aided to work its way through the

thick wilderness into the cultivated field of society.

We see how gold and copper, found in a metallic state, are often

superficially distributed in nature ; and being of easy access, they

were destined as the means for introducing an idea of metals in

general. The tin was not offered in a metallic state, but was
like the other two metals found among the fluvial deposits where

gold and copper had been obtained. The dark colour and the

great weight of the pebbles and small gravelly fragments, known as

" stream-tin," no doubt attracted attention. Such a pebble, when for

curiosity sake, broken, would in its fracture of metallic lustre lead

to the idea of its being examined, as gold and copper at this time

were known to be capable of being reduced into a liquid state by
heat. Tin having thus come under notice, induced the formation of

an alloy with it and gold, and also of copper, when it was found

that a small portion of tin melted with copper produced a very hard

compound ; and bronze was the result. The discoveiy of bronze, in

giving a substitute for the as yet undiscovered metal iron, where it

became known, produced most beneficial effects ; a high degree of

civilisation was achieved by those who became acquainted with the
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alloy. Examples of this are supplied by the Asiatic communities, and
others occupying the southern portion of Europe. The South Ame-
rican tribes, which were favored with the use of tin and copper, also

reached a higher stage in social improvement than others which were

ignorant of the existence of tin. Certainly, the tribes of Mexico and
Peru had as much reason as other communities to admire the dis-

covery and residts of bronze, the greatest and most important that

ever was made in that section of the world discovered by Columbus.

This new discovery became not merely of material interest among
the Astecs and Peruvians, but it also was the means of a moral in-

fluence, because this new metallic compound served the Peruvian

ruler, in the eyes of the multitude which he governed, by making it

appear as if placed in direct communication with the sun, the object

adored by the aboriginals and their Inca as their god. Human skill

having invented the reflectmg-mirror, made the rays of the early

morning sun ignite the combustibles on the altar, whereupon sacri-

fices were offered in adoration of their heavenly lord, from whom so

many and such essential benefits were received. From this eventful

discovery, who, among the astonished people, dared to question or deny
the Inca and his family being the offspring of their heavenly protector 1

Like all other nations acquainted with the use of bronze, the

Mexicans and Peruvians partook of improvements in the materials

more immediately wanted for domestic purposes. Implements for

cutting and splitting wood,* for agricultural use, the plough-share and
the hoe, became known ; these latter previously had been made of the

alloy of copper and gold. Though far below that of the Greeks and
the Romans, the advance in social development reached by the Astecs
and the Empire of the Inca, no doubt originated from the discovery

of copper and tin.

About the time tin became known, silver was discovered in

Peru and Mexico ; and there is reason for supposing that the latter

was the first known, because native silver was found at the sur-

face of the silver deposits of Potosi, and other silver mines, which
at that time produced those argentiferous minerals, when under such
circumstances there was an inducement for attention being given to

the pebbles of per-oxide of tin, the " stream-tin," of a dark shining

appearance and glittering fracture.

The art of casting having been introduced from an earlier period,

at the discoveries of gold and copper, improvements had taken place
;

so that at the discovery of silver considerable perfection was displayed

in the castings made in Mexico and Peru, where silver was ex-

tensively used. The records of the conquest of the American em-
pires inform us "that Montezuma and Atahualpa were served in

cups and plates of silver and gold, and that silver was used for cer-

* The saw was not used by the Komans ; the use of this implement was
also unknown to the Peruvians and Mexicans.
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tain culinary utensils for the imperial household." The Mexicans

and Peruvians had also attained a considerable dexterity in imitating

various objects from the flora and fauna of then- respective countries.'"'

Numerous tribes of South America, not at all known to the Mexicans

and Peruvians, though they had discovered gold and copper, had

never any idea of tin, and consequently they were deprived of the

improvements arising from the use of bronze.

In the northern countries of Europe, both copper and gold were

introduced about the same period; and bronze was, through the

discovery of tin, subsecpiently known.

Iron was, all over the world, the last discovered of the metals,

being the most important, from its influence on the higher degree in

civilisation we now admire. Meteoric-4ron, the compound of iron

and nickel, is supposed to have been abundantly found in certain dis-

tricts of the globe, and in those early days having attracted atten-

tion, was the first iron employed. This supposition is supported byformer

discoveries, and that lately made of a large mass of the said alloy,t

In other parts we have reason to believe that the hydrous oxide of

iron, knownbythe more common name of "bog-iron ore," being derived

from the most superficial and abundant sources, yielded an early sup-

ply of this metal. In the first period of the discovery of iron, when

it became known how to convert the crystallised metal into the state

of fibres, i.e., cast iron transformed into malleable iron, we perceive

that this was performed in very small quantities. A small piece of

such wrought iron, as the blade of a knife, or that of a small saw,

was looked upon as one of the wonders of the day, such a curiosity

being fitted into a grooved handle made of gold or copper, owing to

the greater abundance and ductility of those metals. These interesting

records, from the period of the first knowledge of iron, within the

boundaries of Europe, are to be seen in several of its archaeological

collections, of which that at Copenhagen is remarkable for its

valuable store of facts and illustrations connected with the early

civilisation of man.

From these general views of our civilisation, and of how the intellec-

tual culture became introduced and gradually developed, it is evident

that this grand object has been specially promoted by the discovery

of the metals. That in some parts of the globe, where these means

have not come under notice, we find that the material improvements

have not advanced beyond a limited area ; the amount being modified

by the influence of local conditions, and particularly by the site,

* These interesting facts, like so many important fragments of infor-

mation about these countries, have been well depicted by " the master-pen of

Prescott," whose early death is so much to be regretted.

+ A large mass of meteoric-iron is stated to have been found in the in-

terior of Buenos Ayres, in the Argentine Republic, within the latter part of

last year.

i
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whether on the coast of the sea or in the interior of the land, but
especially dependant on the zone within which the locality existed.

The higher or moral cultivation was thus, by a Providential design,

prepared for its perfection through these material instruments.

In becoming better acquaintedwith the circumstances under which all

this was promoted, it appears that there existed some substance that
must have acted as the original promoter, forming, as it were, the
basis of the benefits arising from ulterior discoveries made for the

development of civilisation. The truth hereof we have to search for,

as already mentioned, " among the first leaves of the often mysterious
Stone Book." To accomplish this, I propose that we should inquire

into the incidents connected with the early life of the aboriginal oc-

cupiers of some portion of our globe, as we may be persuaded that,

under Providence as the Eider, even the most obscure corner of the
world will reveal what may be termed the fundamental mysteries of

civilisation. I therefore ask you kindly to follow, and by your facul-

ties to penetrate with me into the interior of some desolate tract of
the Andean region, there to watch some of the early days of the
aboriginal inhabitant, with the object of tracing out what in reality

may have happened, by experience, to that son of nature " twenty
centuries ago."*

Man in the wilderness—man in his natural position, and so as we
have reason to imagine him in the earliest stage of life—the life of
an aboriginal family, is what we here are going to contemplate. It was
after the sun had passed the meridian, when we find the robust
hunter, eagerly following the rapid movements of one of the larger

quadrupeds of the forest, which (avoiding its persecutor on the slope
of the cordillera at the precipitous border of a mountain stream)
made its sudden escape, passing the boisterous torrent. The hunter
had been defeated ; he had failed to stun or kill the "danta" (the

tapyrus americamis), which on several occasions had provided him
with food ; he was tired, and he went to quench his thirst ; he sat

down on the border of the rivulet, contemplating the escape of the
too swift danta. He had a wife and children, and that clay had been
one of disappointment. He went a second time to refresh himself
with the crystalline waters, when his eye met an object not far from
the cascade, among the sands of the rivulet. Without care beyond
anything that would mitigate hunger, he notwithstanding soon found
himself close to the strange object which he contemplated, and being
persuaded that it was not at all like what he generally met with
on the borders of brooks and rivers—he found it, therefore, to be a
strange object lying among the dark-colored sand on the border of
the streamlet. He stood there at the foot of the fall, observing these
small, flat, smooth and bright particles, to which the evening sun

* See Prescott's "Conquests of Mexico and Peru," regarding the sup-
posed period of populating South America.

f
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gave a still more dazzling lustre ; the color resembled the flower

of a tree, which his wife had gathered for their young ones, the

color being of a light yellow. He stooped down, and gathered a few of

the glittering particles, being about the size of his smallest nail. In a

moment he thought, " let me try it," and placing the larger particle

between his teeth, to his surprise, he left the impression on the smooth
surface—" Surely this was not like sand and gravel. But," added

his passing thought, "this cannot appease hunger;" and he made a

movement for throwing this trifle back into the noisy waters, when
he remembered his little ones, and folding the new substance in a

leaf, he placed it in his bag of monkey-skin, used for carrying a pro-

vision of stones, the only missiles known for procuring food from the

bush. His wife had been more successful that day; she had killed

a great lizard. On the arrival of the husband, they, with the children,

partook of the reward of the troubles of the day. After the meal,

the father placed the leaf with the yellow particles in his wife's

hands, who gave them to the children. These yellow, shiny little

objects may be supposed to be the first particles of gold discovered.

Time passed on, and as the first discovery led to the finding of

some more of the singular matter, it was gathered, and though of no
apparent use, yet, all the members of the family liked to look at the
" soft yellow sand," which served as a toy for the children.

The rainy season had set in, heavy thunderstorms were frequent.

A kind of shelter had been made of branches from fallen trees and
some large leaves ; hides of several animals serving the purpose of

sheltering and also that of protecting the youngest of the family.

One morning before daybreak, after a continued thunderstorm, which
had prevailed during the night, the couple were awakened by a

noxious smell, and on the day becoming lighter, a thick vapour now
and then enveloped the shelter. All rose to avoid the suffocating fog

;

on advancing towards the place wherefrom the unknown visitor seemed
to appear, a sight was perceived, which, seen for the first time, must have

produced feelings of astonishment. Lightning had struck and set fire

to a large tree, which, with very little flame, produced dense smoke,

by the natives viewed as a most disagreeable cloud, until this

moment having had no idea whatever of fire and its effect on com-
bustible matter. The surprised observers were acquainted with the

lightning ; but until then they knew not its power of igniting,

and the consequences of the phenomenon was to them un-

precedented. This most singular incident occupied their thoughts

for a long while, which led to contemplations on " the benefit which
might be derived from the unexpected artificial heat." Until then

the sun had been the only known source of heat, though to a small

degree compared with what they now had before them. The family

were the whole day occupied in gathering branches and half-decayed

trees to support the fire. Fire was also applied to many lofty trees,

with the view of subduing them. Thus, this new-born flame, given
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from above, was secured, and from this happy day in the history

of man, the lizard was roasted and the manioc-root was baked.

Certainly, the day when the igneous element became known to the

sons of the wilderness, was one of the most eventful in the history

of the wide-spread children of Adam !

The root of the manioc, the jatropa manihot, grows in all hot and

temperate parts within the tropics of South America, being of a

conical shape and often of large size, several feet in length and several

inches in diameter. This natural production of superior bread-food

was viewed as a providential aid. It is, therefore, much sought

after and used by the aboriginal dwellers of the Andes.* By the

means of fire a wooden implement had been produced, and by

this access to the larger manioc-root had been much facilitated.

One day, on the lower portion of the mountain slope, the extraction

of a large manioc occupied the aboriginal family ; the vegetable

soil had been worked through, next to which a deep layer of sandy

earth had to be dug out, the much coveted manioc still penetrated,

and so the excavation had to be continued. The growth passed now

through an entirely strange soil, of a color resembling the sky on a

clear summer day ; it was not at all like the black soil frequently

met with, because it was tough to dig, and it was pliable. The

manioc being extracted, was, with some of the curious earth, brought

home. A substance, somewhat similar to the new earth had been

known for some time ; this was the wild bees' wax. Of this some

playthings had been made for the young ones, and now the mother

shaped a few little objects out of the new matter. As a good fire was

kept up, some of these little trinkets were placed near the hot ashes,

because it had been observed that they had become harder in the

sun, thus not being at all like the beeswax, the honey of which,

by the way, provided the only sweet substance known at that time.

On the following morning a new and unexpected curiosity was met

with. Whoever would have imagined that some of the basin-like

playthings (imitating, it may be, the shells of some fruits) having

fallen into the fire, were now found entirely different and changed in

their appearance, when compared with those that had not been ex-

posed to the strong heat ; the color was changed, they had become

totally altered from a soft earth to a hard substance !—How pleased

was now the mother with her discovery, and the idea of taking some

water, to try the new vessel, soon presented itself to the mind. One
of these little cups, being left with some water close to the fire, after

a short while the water began to boil. Great must have been the

astonishment with which these two phenomena were observed for the

first time ; and still greater would it have been had the discoverer

then comprehended the vastness of the discovery !—Singular it

* The manioc, or " yuca," so termed by the Spaniards, is extensively cul-

tivated throughout South America.
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is to find, that the first of these influential discoveries has, even until
this moment, never been contemplated to the extent of its import-
ance. Certainly, the rudiments of the greatest and most influential

discovery ever made had then been accomplished ; one with which
the faith of the human race has been so intimately associated ; and
what was this, producing only a few playthings, at that time thought
of as much as were the first grains of gold, which also occupied a place
among toys of no value 1 What might this mysterious substance be,

is the question which now presents itself? I here beg to repeat,
" that among the first leaves of the often mysterious Stone Book we
find the secret revealed." The material development of the hidden
seed of intelligence had to precede that of a more sublime culture in
moral and divine objects. This mysterious crude substance had,
like many other providential agencies of an unknown nature, become
introduced to man nearly all over the world, though at very different

periods, as we are aware that the population of distant tracts were not
all made acquainted with the same fact at the same time ; and though
by historical records we know the effects of this discovery for some
thousands of years, yet it is only of late that the light of science has
introduced its rays over some departments of the vast laboratory of
nature, thus giving a true idea of this most influential among the
known simple means. But, as just stated, the beneficial effects ofthe sub-
stance now under contemplation being achieved, have worked wonders
throughout the gradually civilising populations ; but, as far as I have
been able to observe, no notice has ever been taken of the importance of
this substance among the original elements promoting civilisation.

What we know of the bodies termed elementary, and which al-

together constitute, as ingredients, that great combination of che-
mical compounds we see in the mass of our globe, surrounded by the
atmosphere, and animated by the magnetic and the electric fluids,

we owe to the genius of those who have devoted their time and
labor to the study of the secrets of nature, which surround
us. The benefit derived from our chemical knowledge is reality, and
is, therefore, of immediate usefulness for the higher stages of civilisa-

tion; it is, consequently, one of the most sublime and useful of
sciences, and to it the world is indebted for many of the improve-
ments which have enriched the stores of material welfare. Among
the most interesting and important elementary compounds, we now
beg to name that of the ter-silicate of alumina, commonly known
by the name of clay. Clay will, through all generations, be
viewed as the origin of our first step in the narrow path of civi-

lisation.'"' Vast is the importance of this substance, when we consider

* In the superficial structure of our globe we have to admire the great
importance and powerful influence that clay exercises, by its geological
position; one of the many results we find in the benefit derived from
£«rtesian wells.
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it as the means by which all our metals have been reduced into a
fluid state, and separated from their ores. Further considering that

without clay no metals would have been produced, and that for want
of metals we shoidd have remained in a stationary position as regards

our civilisation, that is, in other words, we should have occupied a
position and order of tribes similar to that of the New Zealanders, as

they were found at the discovery of their islands, nothing better
;

because, though the New Zealanders have employed the clay for

repairing their canoes, they never thought of any farther use of this

substance, nor did they turn their attention, like many other tribes

now existing, to any kind of metal.""' The question may here follow,

cannot clay be substituted by some other substance 1 If so, the abo-

riginal occupier has not known it, and if science has not discovered

and does not find a substitute, that will just answer the question.

Nature has not as yet offered any substitute for clay, therefore it

occupies the highest position among the known compound substances,

being, of all, the most essential for reducing or liquifying the metals,

which, in their turn, became powerfully available as indispensable for

the development of civilisation.

Inquiring into the benefit obtained by the discovery of clay among
the Indian tribes of the Andes, we find by the discovery of earthen-

ware, found in the tombs of the said tribes, the following facts, viz.,

that after attention had been paid to the search for gold and copper,

a vessel for concentrating the metalliferous sands was contrived by
the goldseekers of those early days. This consisted of a circular

dish, somewhat similar to a watch-glass, in which, by a rotatory mo-
tion, the heavier particles, as the gold and the black sand, were kept
together in the centre of the dish, whilst the lighter sand was washed
off, sufficient water being kept in constant use for the purpose of
separating the lighter and retaining the heavier ingredients. This
simple contrivance gives an idea of the inventive skill of the first

gold-washers of South America, who, without the means of clay,

could not have reached the perfection they did in collecting gold and
copper,t so satisfactorily proved by the records of the Spanish con-
querors, and also by the variety of gold trinkets found in the burial-

places. Next to this useful washing-dish, which by the Spaniards was
improved by making the same of wood, being still in use all over
South America, a circular and conical-shaped piece of clay was used
for the heavy part of a spinning-bob, through the hole of which a
straight piece of wood completed the first implement for making a
thread out of the raw cotton. The said piece of burnt clay is fre-

* The superiority of the New Zealanders among semi-civilised people, is

recognised by all who know their natural facility for inventing certain do-
mestic implements, and prosecuting crude manufactures, &c.
+ The Indian washing-dish is recognised as the best of all known imple-

ments for concentrating metals and metallic compounds, whether made of
wood or gutta percha, ; the latter introduced by the writer.
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quently found in Indian tombs, and is now actually in use among

the civilised Indians of South America. Having discovered that

gold and copper would become liquified by the aid of heat, smelting

pots, or crucibles, were made from clay, as the only substance suit-

able for this important purpose, just as we find this substance em-

ployed at present.

The several imitations of animals and many other fancy trinkets

for ornaments and embellishments, which had been shaped out of the

wild bees' wax, became now the patterns for reproducing the same in

gold, or an alloy of gold and copper. For this object, clay offered

itself as the only substance in which the mould could be produced,

and having embedded the wax model in clay, and drying the mould

gradually so as to prepare it for a stronger heat, the wax model in

melting, left the pattern for the liquified gold. Without clay such

castings could not have been produced !

Natural fluxes, for facilitating the liquifaction of the metals, were

found in the nitrates of potash and soda, abundantly provided in

Chili, Peru, and other parts of South America ; but where these

were not available, the ashes of ferns were, by the aboriginals, used

as a substitute.

Clay was further and most extensively employed for making dif-

ferent kinds of pitchers of varied shapes, some of which were very

large, being everywhere used for preparing a fermented drink from

Indian corn (maize) and honey, the only intoxicating liquid then known
in that part of South America. Cooking utensils were prepared from

clay, as also a great variety of fancy-shaped vessels, some of which

represented the human form. These manufactures were at the con-

quest seen in general use, and have been found in all the tombs.

These burial-pits, or perpendicular excavations, have in some districts

retained their original name, but the Spaniards distinguish with the

term " huaca" those which contain gold and gold trinkets.'""

The method in which the women and the grown children prepared

the clay for making earthenware was the same as that we find

the aboriginal tribes using at the present moment. The clay

in a moist state is ground on a large flat stone by a smaller one.

In many localities these implements are dug out from the sites

termed "lavaderos de Indio," where the aboriginal workshops

existed, and where gold and copper were melted and castings made,

such as are found in the tombs, and also got among the leavings

of gold and gold and copper in alloy.t These sites in former days,

*. In one of my later papers, presented to the Society, I have given a

detailed description of these tombs and their golden contents.

t These lavaderos, "washing places," were discovered about four years

ago on the Andes, between the 5° and 8° north latitude. Some of these have

been found very rich in spoils of the early Indian goldsmiths, who seem to

have been very careless about their materials which are found scattered about.

Gold in its natural state is also found here.
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which were occupied with great numbers of Indian artisans mak-

ing the moulds, melting the metals, and producing the castings,

are now covered with a deep vegetable soil, through which the roots

of gigantic forest trees now penetrate deep into the substrata of de-

composed rock, and on which, at that period, the early ingenuity

of man had prepared furnaces and other means for producing such

manufactures as for the most part served the purposes of luxury or

embellishment. The timber being cut down and burnt, water is gene-

rally brought to the spot, when washing-operations lay bare the rock,

and at the same time the remainder of the gold is gathered, the

implements, as those of gold and copper alloy being also collected.

Here is now seen the blocks which were used for grinding the clay,

consisting of granite and trachytic rocks, several feet in length and

from two to three feet wide, all these being found worn down by such

treatment to thin slabs. The grinders are also found, being oval-

shaped stones of granite, such as they were prepared by nature, found

in the fluvial depositions of mountain streams. " La piedra de moler,"

the grinding-stone, and " la mano," the grinder, were also most

necessary implements for grinding the Indian corn, which was ex-

tensively used by the South American aboriginals ; and still, in the

present day, these two implements for preparing the clay and for

grinding the maize, the staple bread-food, are used all over the South

American continent.

Women and children at the present time occupy themselves princi-

pally in making the earthenware ; and in the earlier periods when
these useful articles were introduced among the aboriginal families,

the same arrangement prevailed.

While, therefore, the women and the weaker members of the family

were occupied in the new art, another branch of industry was at-

tended to by the men, who gradually improved their weapons for

procuring animal food. The simple spear, with some sharp stone,

fixed to the point, was the first ; but the bow and arrow were subse-

quently invented. The contrivance for sending missiles by means

of a tube purposely made, was the last improvement made among
the tribes of the Andes. This formidable weapon, with a poisoned dart,

is still in use among the Indians, termed "bodoquera."

The valuable qualities possessed by clay are well known all over

the world. This matter in its plastic, or more or less ductile state,

though in itself not ranging among elementary substances, encloses

a metal possessing rare properties. To the question : is there in

nature any other matter that may answer the purposes of clay 1—
to' this we have already hinted, if there exists one, it has not been

discovered; at least among the known mineral and metallic earths

we do not see a substance for making an ordinary vessel, as that of

earthenware, or for preparing a brick. In this state of things, if clay (the

ter-silicate of alumina) had been omitted from the stores of nature,

or even if this substance only existed at greater depths, as below
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other strata among the depositions of the Pleistocene epoch of the

tertiary era, there is every reason to believe that the aboriginal tribes

would not have been able to discover that which did not lie within

easy access. Even where clay occupies the surface or the first stra-

tum, some aboriginal tribes are known never to have taken any notice

of it. Our nearest example hereof we have in the aboriginals of

Australia, who Hterally have, in many localities, walked and still walk
on the clay ! With the fact before us, we view in the Post-

Pleistocene arrangements a providential circumstance of vital import-

ance for the benefit of man, and in this, at first sight, trivial distri-

bution of clay, we see the mysterious means by which one of the

greatest objects in creation was promoted, viz., the cultivation of the

human intellect !

During the last geological epoch, where water acted as the agent,

clay became distributed partly in a second or third stratum, as well

as presenting the last of depositions. Such superficial layers are

noticed all over the globe, where the floods acted on a favorably

situated locality, and where the silicate of alumina remained. The
substance clay, thus, as we see, gave the last touch to and crowned
the grand marvellous work of creation i

Having observed the great importance of clay as an original

means of civilisation throughout the world, a glance at this sub-

stance, as known to modern science, will now briefly occupy our atten-

tion. Clay in its purer state, from pipe-clay to terra-cotta and kaolin,

encloses an elementary substance (a metal) combined with oxygen,

forming the Sesqui-oxide of aluminium, this again being chemically

combined with silicic acid. At the beginning of this century,

Oersted had the honor of being the first who obtained this metal,

and presented it to the chemical world as the chloride of aluminium.
Wbhler, availing himself of the properties of this chloride, succeeded

in procuring the metal in its free state, though in small quantities,

as a mere scientific curiosity. Still this was a great step towards a

result that might be anticipated. Such was lately arrived at by
improvements in the mode of producing this metal in quantity.

Science and the world at large are indebted to M. St. Clair Deville,

who has lately simplified the process and means for producing the

metal at a moderate expense.

Though aluminium exists wherever clay is present, this substance

has, until lately, offered more difficulties in its extraction than
most other compounds containing it. An unexpected source was
discovered about three years ago, where a substitute for chloride of

aluminium was found to exist. Dr. Percy found this in the cryolite,

or fluoride of aluminium and of sodium, which exists in large masses
in Greenland. This is the most appropriate ore from which to extract

aluminium. Notwithstanding this natural aid for obtaining this

metal, its production must be viewed as one of the high results of

science. Another compound of alumina, the sky-blue " lapis-lazuli,"
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presents another and still more difficult accomplishment in chemistry,

giving us a most splendid proof of the power of imitating a natural

production !

In the physical jjroperties of the metal produced from clay, we
are gratified to find that the most extraordinary qualities present
themselves. Aluminium is ductile and malleable, so as to merit
comparison with gold. It is also an excellent conductor of heat and
electricity, and is the lightest among malleable metals, its specific

gravity varying from 2"25 to 2-60. Its specific heat is considerable.

It is sonorous. Its strength, in reference to tenacity, has been
compared with that of iron. The chemical properties of this metal
are also remarkable. Though great difficulty exists in detaching

aluminium from oxygen when combined, and though it might be
reasonable to suppose that, in its metallic state, on coming in

contact with the air, and so with oxygen, that it would attract that

element with great readiness, still this is not the case. Aluminium
is not acted upon by any acids at ordinary temperature, except the

hydrochloric. Sulphuric acid does not attack it.

As for the usefulness of aluminium, many and varied are the pur-

poses for which it will be adopted in the future. Suffice it here to

mention, that being not at all liable to rust or oxidise, a thin coating

of this metal on iron, the clean surface of which readily receives an
adhering plating, will result in many and important extensive im-
provements in the arts.

Considering the lightness of this metal, when compared with silver,

to which it stands as only one-fourth of its weight, a commer-
cial benefit may be obtained, even at present. Dr. Percy observes

"that aluminium unites with most of the metals, and according to M.
Debray, ten parts of this metal with ninety of iron produce a com-
pound having a greater hardness than bronze, and at the same time,

when heated, possesses greater malleability than the best iron."*

In here repeating the questio vexata, " is it a physical probability

that an serial navigation may, in some future day, be arrived at, and
an aerial vessel steered through the atmosphere 1

" we discern how
this metal from clay may perhaps become the means for accomplish-

ing the greatest enterprise ever attempted by the indefatigable intel-

ligence of man—by man in a higher state of culture.

Thus we perceive how the first promoter of civilisation in the

past, offers its aid for the future, and so has been and will be of

the greatest influence, even presenting the means for traversing the

light element by which we are surrounded.

* The chemical productions of aluminium are very interesting and im-
portant ; but space does not permit me here to refer to them, or to the many
improvements social ljfe will, at some future day, obtain from this most
extensively useful substance, whether viewed as the metal aluminium or
admired in the beauty of the ruby and sapphire, or the iitility of the crucible,

or the many applications of chinaware.



[The above woodcut was designed by Dr. Ludwig Becker, and engraved by Mr. Grosse,
on the native wood, Cattistemon sal/gnus, which proves to be fully equal to European
boxwood for the purpose of wood engraving.]

EXPLANATION

Of an allegorical figure of the aboriginal discoverer of clay in the

regions of the Andes.

The discoverer, placed on the metal aluminium (the base of ter-sili-

ate of alumina), is in the attitude of contemplating the clay held in
his right hand ; in his left hand is seen a branch or stake, the imple-
ment used on the occasion of finding the clay. Gold being the first

native metal discovered, is seen next to the aluminium. Copper
then follows, a,nd next to this, an alloy of copper and gold. Tin,
produced from the oxide of the metal, follows ; and below this, the
alloy of tin and copper, viz., bronze. Crystallized or cast iron, placed
on malleable iron, resting on steel, concludes the pedestal. The
figure is made of silver; the engraving shows about half flie size of
the whole. Here therefore is represented tb# discoverer of clay,

having under his feet the substances, then unknown, but destined to
become the means for future material civilisation.
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A discussion ensued, in which the Rev. Mr. Jarrett and C. W. Ligar,

Esq., Surveyor-General, took part.

Dr. Macadam read a paper entitled " On the Manufacture and
Chemical Composition of Spurious Gold lately detected in Victoria,"

and exhibited specimens of the material. He specially directed

attention to a variety discovered to have been extensively manu-
factured in the neighbourhood of Ballarat, and which had been
brought under his notice, as Analytical Chemist to the Government,
in a recent criminal prosecution for the offence of vending the

spurious preparation for genuine gold. The manufacture had been
carried on by a Chinaman, and the mortars, crucibles, furnaces and
other appliances, as also portions of the manufactured article in its

different stages, were found upon his premises. The alloy consisted

mainly of copper, which was present to the extent of neaily 80 per

cent., gold 8 per cent., and the rest silver ; each fragment of the

alloy had been afterwards successfully coated with a fdm of pure
gold, which enabled the spurious article to resist the action of strong

nitric acid, either in the cold or heated state, even for the space of

24 hours. A few drops of hydrochloric acid, however, to the nitric

acid, soon dissolved the protecting gold film, when the alloy was
rapidly and powerfully acted on by the nitric acid. To detect such
a counterfeit substance, he stated therefore that in future in apply-

ing the nitric acid test the addition of hydrochloric acid would
likewise be necessary, so that if the gold consisted of a merely
superficial coating, that being dissolved, the true nature of the in-

closed alloy would be revealed by the usual evolution of the ruddy
vapour of nitrous acid gas, and the production of a green solution.

As the alloy had been covered with pure gold, of course the

color of the spurious material was almost unexceptionable. It was
rather too bright and lustrous after treatment with nitric acid, or as

it was originally made, but a greenish shade, and the characteristic

unctuous feel of genuine nuggetty washed gold had been communi-
cated by slightly larding the particles.

The sample could be readdy separated into the results of three

different processes, as far as the mechanical part of the manufacture

was concerned, viz. :—Gold-dust, shotty gold, and nuggetty gold.

A quantity of the spurious material had been separated into

these three lands. The gold-dust proved to be an excellent imita-

tion, and had, as was manifest from the appliances discovered, been
produced by pressing the liquid alloy through a perforated iron

cup. The shotty gold had been manufactured in much the same
way, but had been allowed, as in the usual preparation of shot lead,

to fall from a height, the round particles being afterwards flattened

by being struck with a wooden mallet. The resemblance of the

product to shotty vjater-worn gold was thus very perfectly secured.

The nuggetty or rugged particles were much larger, and had been
formed by pouring the alloy from a height into water, as in the
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granulation of zinc, &c . When the three varieties were admixed,
the deception, as far as external or accidental form was concerned,

was perfect. The specific gravity of the three varieties proved on
experiment to be

—

Gold-dust (spurious) 11.64

Shottygold, ditto 12.06

Nuggetty gold, ditto 11.11

The average specific gravity was therefore 11.60, or about two-
thirds of that of Ballarat, or indeed, of Australian washed gold. It

may be remarked, that not a single particle of the sample, which
amounted to about 10 ounces troy, had escaped receiving its coat-

ing of pure gold. Any faulty particles had probably been dis-

covered and removed, by covering the manufactured article for a
few seconds with nitric acid. The material was therefore uniform
in its chemical composition.

Dr. Macadam concluded by recommending gold buyers to protect

themselves against this rapidly increasing fraud, by using, not only
the usual chemical tests, but also the nitric-acid test, modified by
the prebminary addition of hydrochloric acid, as suggested by him,
and also the constant determination of the specific gravity of the
sample—the latter indeed being the most certain guide.

Dr. Macadam read a paper entitled " On a New Guano Deposit
found in Port Phillip Bay." He stated that the Guano, which had
almost a white color, was very friable, and contained filaments of vege-
table matter, had been discovered on Mud, or Flat Island, Port Phillip

Bay, which is situated about five miles to the east of Queenscliff, and
about three miles from Point Nepean. The island, which consists of
a series of small islands, is irregular in its height at low water mark,
averaging from 3 to 12 feet above high water mark. The island
from which the guano is principally obtained is called Boatswain's
Island, but the guano also exists in large quantities in the Middle
Island. The islands are at present visited by great numbers of
cormorants and other sea birds. The existence of guano upon these
islands was known for some years back to the farmers residing in
'the neighbourhood of Mount Eliza and Queenscliff, who have fre-

quently availed themselves of the guano, and obtained successful
results from its use. The guano existed in a stratum about two
feet in thickness, extending over large tracts of the Boatswain's and
Middle Islands, and is covered, besides vegetation, with a layer of
about 15 inches in thickness of a rich dark chocolate soil, which is

highly charged with humus and earthy phosphates ; so rich indeed,
that vegetation proceeds almost too rapidly in the case of tuberous
plants, as the potato, &c. *

The mean results of the chemical analysis of the guano, as obtained
from the examination of several samples, were as follow:—
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Organic matter (minus ammonia) 19.70

Available ammonia '57

Soluble alkaline chlorides and sulphates 1.64

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone earth) 41.50

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) 2.89

Water 21.96

Siliceous, or sandy matter 11.74

100.00

Dr. Macadam concluded by pointing out that the guano differed

from Peruvian guano, specially, in the comparative absence of

ammonia and soluble salts—results to be expected from the action

of rain in this climate. From the abundance of earthy phosphates

in the guano, it seemed to be specially adapted as a manure for grain

crops, though experiments had also proved its applicability to green

crops.

A discussion ensued, in which several members took part.

Dr. Macadam exhibited some specimens of black sand from the

Nicholson Diggings, which contained about 38 lbs. troy weight of

gold to the ton. The specimens were represented to have been

obtained from some tributaries of the Yarra in Gipps Land. It was

not in his power to inform the members of the Institute of the

exact locality, although parties had already visited the spot, and

bringing samples with them, had brought the same under the notice

of the Government. The sand was removed from the bed of the

Yarra, and was of a dark appearance, indicating the presence of a

large proportion of what was commonly called black sand.

The specific gravity was 4.975. Gold particles were very generally

distributed throughout the whole mass, and in unusually large

pieces. The composition of the sand in 100 parts was as follows :

—

Per-oxide of tin (tin ore, equal to 19.2 per

cent, of metallic tin) 24.410

Gold 1.408

Sand, including traces of iron, fragments

of toivrmalin, rubies, &c 74,182

100.000

The richness of this sample in tin ore is much below the average,

having only about one-third of the average value. On the assump-

tion that tin pre is worth £75 per ton, this sample would be worth

about =£25 per ton.

The remarkable per centage of gold is the principal feature in the

results of this analysis ; amounting in all to nearly one and a half

per cent, of the gross weight.

This amounts in the ton of 2,240 lbs. avoirdupois, to 31.5392 lbs.
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avoirdupois, and again, on calculation, to 38.3288 lbs. troy weight,

or 38 lbs. 3 ozs. 18 dwts. 12 grs. troy. The gold itself has a higher

per centage of silver than usual on assay, but may be valued at

,£3 10s. per ounce troy.

At this value the gold in each ton, as stated, would be worth
.£1,609 14s. 9d. sterling, viz. :

—

Sixteen hundred and nine pounds
fourteen shillings and nine pence sterling. When the value of the

tin ore present, viz., £25 is added, a total value per ton of 2,240 lbs.

avoirdupois is yielded of £1,634 14s. 9d. The gold present, how-
ever, was not so rich as that found at Ballarat, but rather re-

sembled the Omeo gold, having a large amount of silver in it ; but

making all allowances, it would be worth, as said, £3 10s. an ounce.

The district extended for about fifty miles, and in no place had the

black sand been found to be non-auriferous.

The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C., as Honorary Treasurer of the "Ex-
ploration Committee," read the fourth report of the Committee.

It was then moved by Mr. Acheson, and seconded by Dr. Mac-
kenna, "That the report as read be adopted, and printed in the

"Transactions." Carried. [Vide " Reports of Committees."]
A special meeting was ordered to to be held for the reading of

the papers of Mr. Morton and Dr. Wilkie.

The President, having vacated the chair, which was taken by Dr.

Iffla, exhibited and described the plants collected by Mr. Stuart in his

late expedition.

—

[Vide "Transactions."]

The Institute then separated.

23rd January, 1860.

Special Meeting.

The President, Dr. Mueller, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, and
the following contributions laid upon the table:—"The 11th Annual
Report of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture, for the year 1856 "

—

by the Ohio State Agricultural Society, through the Smithsonian
Institution. " Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, up to Jan. 28th, 1857 "—by the Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, U. S. Also a " Copper-plate engraving of

Melbourne," executed in 1839, and a specimen of a " Marine Fish "

—

by Thomas E. Rawlinson, Esq., C.E.

On the motion of Dr. Iffla, seconded by the Rev. Mr. Jarrett, a
vote of thanks was awarded to the various contributors.

The President read a copy of a despatch from His Grace the Duke
of Newcastle to His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B., intimating
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the sanction and approval of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,

that the Philosophical Institute of Victoria shall in future assume

the title of the Royal Society of Victoria, also an accompanying com-

munication from His Excellency to the President of the Society.

After reading the documents, the President congratulated the mem-
bers on the new title the Society would henceforth assume. The
documents were as follow :

—

[copy of despatch.]

" Downing Street, 8th November, 1859.

" Sir,
" I have received your despatch No. 70, of the 5th of

August last, requesting, on behalf of the members of the Philoso-

phical Institute of Victoria, of which you are the Patron, that Her
Majesty will be pleased to permit that society to assume the title of
' The Royal Society of Victoria.'

" Having laid this application before the Queen, I have much plea-

sure in informing you that Her Majesty has been graciously pleased

to signify her assent to it, and to sanction and approve of the Phi-

losophical Institute in future assuming the title of ' The Royal

Society of Victoria.'

" I have, &c,

(Signed) " Newcastle.

" Governor Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B.J
" &c, &c, &c."

copy op letter to dr. mueller from his excellency
sir henry barkly, k.c.b., &c, &c.

" My dear Dr. Mueller,
" I have great pleasure in transmitting to you copy of

a despatch from the Duke of Newcastle, signifying Her Majesty's

assent to the application of the Philosophical Institute for permission

to assume in future the title of ' The Royal Society of Victoria.'

" This assent seems to arrive opportunely, just as we have got

into our new hall ; and I trust it may be looked on as auguring

increased exertion and more brilliant results from the labors of the

Society.

" Leaving it to you to take the most convenient opportunity of

publishing the despatch,
" I remain,

" My dear Dr. Mueller,
" Yours very sincerely,

" Henry Barkly.
" To Dr. Ferdinand Mueller."
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COPY OF LETTER FROM DR. MUELLER TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR

H. BARKLY, K.C.B., &C, &C.

" Royal Society (late tlie Philosophical Institute) of Victoria,

" Melbourne, 16th January, 1860.

"Sir Henry,

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Excellency's letter, dated 3rd January, 1860. accompanied by the

copy of a despatch of his Grace the Duke of Newcastle to your

Excellency, intimating that Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen
has been pleased to elevate the Philosophical Institute to the Royal

Society of Victoria.

" Having laid these communications before the Council of the

Royal Society of Victoria, I have been desired by my colleagues to

express to your Excellency their grateful appreciation of the honor

conferred on us by our gracious Sovereign, and to acknowledge also

most thankfully the support which we have experienced from your

Excellency on this occasion, and to pray that your Excellency will

be pleased to convey to the Duke of Newcastle, for the friendly

attention shown to us by his Grace, the expression of our deep

obligation.

"Whilst I join in your Excellency's just expectations that the

great honor of which the Philosophical Institute has been deemed
worthy may augur well for our future exertions, I cannot suppress

the hope that the members of the Royal Society of Victoria will ever

be mindful of the high position we have attained, and will never fail

to justify that confidence evinced towards us in so auspicious a

manner.
" I have the honor to be,

" Your Excellency's most humble and obedient servant,

" Ferd. Mueller.

" To His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B., &c, &c,
" Patron of the Royal Society of Victoria."

Dr. Wilkie, as Treasurer of the "Exploration Committee," intimated

that he had placed the funds contributed by public subscription

towards the exploration of the interior, to the credit of the " Ex-

ploration Committee of the Royal Society." He then proposed

Clement Hodgkinson, Esq., C.E., and James Smith, Esq., as members
of the Committee.

This was seconded by Dr. Iffla, and carried.

The Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C., moved that a vote of thanks be

awarded to the " Exploration Fund Committee " for their valuable

labors.

This was seconded by F. Acheson, Esq., C.E., and carried unan-

imously.

Dr. Macadam moved, " That the Society should instruct a depu-

tation, consisting of Drs. Mueller, Wilkie, Ifna, and Macadam, and
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the Hon. John Hodgson, M.L.C., to wait on the Hon. the Chief

Secretary, and request that the ,£6000 sterling voted for the purpose

of Exploration by the Legislature, should be placed at the disposal

of the " Exploration Committee " of the Royal Society.

This was seconded by the Rev. Mr. Jarrett, and carried.

W. Lockhart Morton, Esq., read a paper entitled " Notes of a

Recent Personal Visit to the unoccupied Northern Districts of

Queensland," illustrated by specimens of the Vegetable and Mineral

Products from that Colony.

—

[Vide "Transactions."]

A discussion ensued, in which the Rev. Mr. Jarrett, Messrs. Elliott,

Ligar, and the Author took part.

On the motion of C. W. Ligar, Esq., seconded by Dr. Becker,

thanks were given to Mr. Morton for his interesting paper.

This was carried unanimously.

The Hon. D. E. Wilkie, M.D., M.L.C., read a paper entitled " On
a New Application of Lever Power in the Extraction of Teeth."

—

[Vide "Transactions."] After which Dr. Mueller made a few

remarks laudatory of the paper. The instruments proposed to be

used were exhibited.

Mr. Acheson's paper on " Ventilation " was postponed until an
early meeting in the ensuing session.

The Society then separated for the session.
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In submitting the Fifth Annual Report, your Council has the

pleasing duty of congratulating the Institute on the satisfactory state

of its affairs and prospects.

During the past year 38 members have been duly elected, of whom
33 were ordinary and 5 honorary members.

The roll of membership for 1859, including life and honorary

members, and those whose subscriptions are not in arrear, as well as

those names appearing on the suspense list, comprises a total of 208.

With respect to the financial condition of the Institute, your
Council has much pleasure in referring you to the Treasurer's Balance

Sheet, showing that although a sum exceeding .£3000 has been

expended in building, furnishing, &c, we have still a balance of

.£180 lis. Id. to our credit. Upwards of £300 have been ex-

pended in the publication of our "Transactions" during the current

year, about double what was spent for the same purpose last year.

This arises from the increasing number of papers read before the

Institute, and considered worthy of publication, and from the elabo-

rate workmanship required in the illustrative engravings.

Your Council believes that the "Transactions" for 1859 and
1860 will involve an expenditure under this head alone which will

nearly absorb the ordinary revenue, but it is confidently anticipated

that the resources will be supplemented by the continued liberality

of the Government.
During the present session twelve ordinary meetings of the Insti-

tute have been held, and three special or adjourned meetings. At
these meetings twenty-six papers have been read, and your Council

has after deliberation decided upon printing twenty of them in the

"Transactions" for 1859. Lengthened abstracts of others will

apjDear in the "Proceedings."

The Institute is now in correspondence with seventy-six kindred

societies in Europe and America and in the neighbouring colonies.
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Many of these have already interchanged " Transactions " with us,

and both the library and museum have been enriched during the

past year •with valuable donations.

The members of the Institute will be aware that the Hall of the

new buildings of the Institute is now completed, in which for the

future the meetings will be held. The Hall will also afford tempo-

rary accommodation for the museum, and other property of the

Institute, and supply the necessary accommodation for sectional

meetings. Your Council hopes to be able at no distant date to

carry out another portion of the original design, so as to afford

facilities to those members desirous of prosecuting experimental

science, and enable the sections of the Institute in this depart-

ment to carry out their researches successfully. The Institute having

now obtained a hall of its own, is in a position to receive and pre-

serve and render available such contributions as may be presented

to the museum and library.

The Council desires to acknowledge the valuable services gratui-

tously rendered by Joseph Reed, Esq., in the erection of the Hall. The
Council would suggest to the Institute that it should mark its

sense of such services by presenting Mr. Reed with a life-member-

ship, and that the same course should be adopted in the case of the

artist whose pencil adorns our Hall.

In addition to the Committees of last year, your Council would

invite special attention to those on the three following topics,

embracing as they do subjects of vital importance to the colony at

large, and falling peculiarly within the scope of the Institute, viz. :

—

The Committee appointed to inquire into the resources of the colony
;

the Committee for carrying out the Exploration of the Interior of

the Australian continent ; and the Committee to take into considera-

tion the subject of "Prize Essays." The report of the first is

expected about the end of January next (vide Appendix). The
second has been engaged in raising funds and taking other pre-

liminary steps for bringing their main object to a successful issue.

The private subscriptions towards the " Exploration Fund " amount

to nearly £2500, sufficient to secure the £1000 conditionally offered

by a citizen of Melbourne, who desires that his name should remain

unknown. In addition to this the Government have placed on the

estimates the sum of £6000. In reference to the third, the Com-
mittee will shortly report on the subjects deemed most important,

and on the premiums to be awarded for the essays, towards which

the Government have placed the sum of £600 sterling at the disposal

of the Council of the Institute.

The following Officers and Members of Council will retire, in

accordance with Law X., next March, viz. :

—

The President, Dr. Mueller; the Vice-Presidents, Dr. Iffla and the

Rev. J. I. Bleasdale; the Treasurer, Professor Irving : the Secre-

tary, John Macadam, Esq., M.D., M.L.A. ; and the six senior
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ordinary members of Council, viz. : Professor Wilson, the Hon. D.

E. Wilkie, Esq., M.D., M.L.C., Dr. Mackenna, His "Worship the

Mayor (Dr. Eades), Mr. Acheson, and Dr. Becker.

In conclusion, your Council hopes that with the increased facilities

for conducting the business of the Institute, its labors will be carried

on with still greater energy, remembering that these increased

advantages involve greater responsibility to the members individually

and collectively.

FERDINAND MUELLER, Chairman.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

PROGKESS REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE PHI-

LOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF VICTORIA, APPOINTED
TO CONSIDER AND REPORT ON THE " RESOURCES
OF THE COLONY OF VICTORIA."

Brought up by Professor Irving, Honorary Secretary to the Committee,

at an Ordinary Meeting of the Institute, held on the \%th
November, 1859. Read, adopted, and ordered to be printed.

To the Council of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria.

Melbourne, 10th Nov. 1859.

Gentlemen,—I have the honor to lay before you the following

Report of the Committee of the Institute appointed to Report on
the Resources of the Colony.

The Committee was appointed on the 22nd June, and held one
Meeting on the 30th August, at which it was determined to ask the
Institute to increase the number of the members of the Committee.
This was done on the 1 4th of September.

The General Committee subsequently held two meetings, at which
Sub-Committees were appointed to report severally on the following

heads :

—

1. The Climate of Victoria, its extent, and the capabilities of its

soil
;

2. Its Mineral Resources
;

3. Its Building Materials
;

4. Its Indigenous Vegetable Resources

;

5. Agriculture and Horticulture
;

6. Animal Products, including Fisheries
;

7. Harbors, Rivers, and Internal Communication.
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These Committees are at present pursuing their labors, and the

Reports are to be prepared by the 22nd January.

I am, Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

(For Dr. F. MUELLER, Chairman of the Committee,)

M. H. IRVING, Secretary.

REPORT ON THE "RESOURCES OF THE COLONY OF
VICTORIA," PREPARED BY A COMMITTEE OF THE
PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF VICTORIA (THE

ROYAL SOCIETY OF VICTORIA.)

Brought up by the Chairman of the Committee, viz., Dr. Ferdinand
Mueller, at an Ordinary Meeting of the Royal Society of
Victoria, held on Monday, the 23rd April, 1860. Adopted
and ordered to be inserted in tlie Appendix to " Transactions

of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria for 1859."

(See Appendix).

FOURTH REPORT OF THE "EXPLORATION" COM-
MITTEE OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF
VICTORIA.

JDraivn up by Drs. WilHe, Mueller, and Macadam ; adopted by the

Exploration Committee ; read by the Hon. David E. Wilkie,

M.D., M L.C., Honorary Treasurer and Chairman to tlie

Committee, at a Special General Meeting of the Society held

on the 9th January, 1860; then received and ordered to be

printed.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—At this, the close of the present
session of the Institute, the Exploration Committee feels it to be
its duty to lay before you its report of its past labors and progress.

Hitherto its efforts have been mainly directed to financial con-

siderations.

It will be recollected that, in September of 1858, the munificent
offer of £1,000 was made by an unknown friend of exploration, on
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condition that £2,000 should be raised by private subscriptions

within twelve months.
' This offer having been made through his Honor the Chief Justice,

Sir William Stawell, a public meeting was called by him, to invite

the co-operation of the public in raising the required amount, in

order to secure the £1,000 thus generously offered.

His Honor the Chief Justice presided at this meeting, and a Com-
mittee was appointed, of which he was Chairman, to carry out the

proposed object.

This Committee, although appointed without reference to the Ex-

ploration Committee of the Philosophical Institute, contained the

names of some of the members of that Committee, and it was soon

ftfu«i that the combined strength of both Committees would be

necessary to ensure success in an undertaking of so much importance.

Accordingly, both Committees harmoniously worked together in pro-

moting their common object, and eventually their labors have been

crowned with complete success.

Many commercial and other circumstances combined to enhance

the difficulty of procuring subscriptions in Melbourne.

A limited number of otherwise very intelligent persons expressed

their fears that the discovery of new country would injure this

colony, and for this reason they withheld then subscriptions.

Many declined to subscribe because they regarded exploration as a

matter of national rather than of private obligation, and were of

opinion that any private effort would be useless and unsuccessful.

A very general feeling was, however, everywhere expressed as to the

great importance of exploration, and the duty of Victoria, as the

wealthiest of the Australian colonies, to take her share in the work.

When eleven months had nearly elapsed, the total amount sub-

scribed scarcely reached £'900, and at this time very great fears were

entertained that our efforts would be unavailing. It was then re-

solved to make a renewed appeal to the colonists in general, and the

squatters more particularly, in the hope that the contributions from

the more distant localities might make up the deficiency. This hope

was not disappointed.

The following letter was prepared, and kindly lithographed by the

Surveyor-General, in his office, and through the favor of Messrs.

Vaughan and Wild it was at once despatched to all the resident

squatters throughout the colony, and to many even beyond the river

Murray, as also to many of the citizens of Melbourne and pro-

prietors of freeholds in the country :

—

"Melbourne, 5th August, 1859.

" Sir,—The great importance of the object must be our apology

for anxiously soliciting your . kind co-operation in the contemplated

exploration of Central Australia.

" We deem it unnecessary to urge the incalculable advantages that

i
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would be secured by a successful exploration of this vast continent,

and the duty of this colony to contribute for this purpose.
" We earnestly beg, however, to direct your attention to the gene-

.

rous offer of .£1,000 that has been made, on condition that £2,000
should be subscribed within twelve months. About £1,000 only

have as yet been obtained, and that chiefly in Melbourne ; and as

only one month remains to complete the required amount, we venture

to make this personal appeal to you, in the full assurance that you
will appreciate our efforts to accomplish an object of so great national

importance, and that you will not refuse to aid us with a contribution

to the Exploration Fund.
" We have the honor to be, Sir,

" Your very obedient servants,

"WILLIAM F. STAWELL,
JOHN HODGSON,
FERD. MUELLER,
JOHN MACADAM,
DAVID E. WILKIE.

"The favour of an immediate answer is respectfully requested,

addressed to the Hon. Treasurer, David E. Wilkie, Esq., M.D.,
106 Collins street east, Melbourne."

Within one week our prospects began to brighten, and within the

specified period of twelve months the subscription list amounted to

£2,199, exclusive of the handsome offer of Messrs. Turnbull and
Cadell to subscribe £500 in carriage of goods on the Murray and
Darling rivers for the exploring party.

Among the names of the subscribers your Committee has much
pleasure in referring to the liberal donation of £50 by His Excellency

Sir Henry Barkly, K.C.B., who has always evinced the warmest
interest in Australian exploration.

Among the earlier subscribers should also be honorably mentioned
the name of Henry Hopwood, Esq., of Echuca, who, in the kindest

manner, and under a strong sense of the importance of the object, at

once forwarded the handsome subscription of £100:
Honorable mention should also be made of the names of J. A. V.

Bruce, Esq., of Messrs. Cornish and Bruce, who veiy liberally subscribed

£100 ; of Samuel W. M'Gowan, Esq., General Superintendent of

Electric Telegraphs, who, at no inconsiderable personal sacrifice, col-

lected the sum of£79 6s.; of Messrs. Winter Brothers, who subscribed

£55 ; of P. A. C. O'Farrell, Esq., who subscribed £52 10s. ; and of
Angus M'Millan, Esq., M.L.A., who subscribed £50.

There is another name to which your Committee would refer with
pleasure—that of the Rev. Joseph Docker, of Wangaratta, whose
letter, enclosing a cheque for £100, is deemed worthy of a place in

this report :

—
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" Boutharambo House, August 9.

" Sir,—I have received your circular of the 5th inst., inviting my
attention to the importance of the ' exploration of central Australia,'

and politely soliciting my subscription for the attainment of that

object. Could a doubt arise in any one's mind as to the advantages

which would result from a ' successful exploration of this vast con-

tinent,' that doubt would instantly be removed by the appendage of

the names submitted in your application.

"I notice and appreciate the 'generous offer' of £1,000 of some-
body for the attainment of the object in contemplation ; and I feel

that I should be wanting in public spirit, and in gratitude for advan-
tages which I have received from my adopted country, if I did not,

as far as in me lies, meet the ' generous offer' by as wide an opening
of my purse as it will bear. Permit me, therefore, to send a cheque
for £100, which you will please to acknowledge.

" Yours, &c,

"JOSEPH DOCKER.
"D.E. Wilkie, Esq."

There is still one other name which your Committee feel that they
would not be justified in omitting in this report. It is, however,
with unmingled feelings of sorrow that they venture to introduce it

on the present occasion.

The gentlemen, whose name as a donor of £100 has hitherto been
withheld, is now no more. Not many days after making this generous
contribution, he was taken away from his sorrowing family and
friends by a sudden and awful death.

In reply to our circular, he enclosed his subscription, stipulating

that his initials alone should appear in the published list. This was,

of course, complied with ; but as death has severed all his earthly

ties, your Committee considers itself relieved from any further obli-

gation to conceal the donor's name, and it is only due to the surviving

members of his family to read his letter to the Institute, and to

publish his noble generosity to the world :

—

" Koort Koortnong, August 23, 1859.

" Sir—I am in receipt of a letter, dated 5th of August, and signed

by Messrs. Stawell, Hodgson, Mueller, Macadam, and Wilkie,

respecting the exploration of central Australia, and beg to state that

upon the first public intimation of the offer of £1,000 for this

purpose having been made, upon the condition of two being raised

by the public, I proposed to a few that we should subscribe a trifle

towards the object. At the time it was not received so favorably as

I expected, consequently the matter dropped. I now, however, have
the honor of sending you a cheque for £100, upon the condition that
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in the list of subscribers my initials only appear. Trusting that you

will succeed in your exertions to raise the sum required,

" I have the honor to be,

" Your obedient servant,

" J; G. WAKE.
"David E. Wilkie, Hon. Treasurer, Exploration Fund, 106 Collins

street, Melbourne."

Having thus succeeded in raising the amount of £2,000 within

the stipulated period of twelve months, it devolved upon the United

Committees to make application, through Sir William F. Stawell, to

the unknown donor for the £1,000 he had promised. Accordingly,

the following letter was addressed to Sir William, enclosing the

following letter for presentation to the unknown donor :

—

[Copy.]

" Australian Exploration.

" To the Unknown Donor of £1,000.

" Sir—We have the honor to announce to. you, through His Honor

the Chief Justice, Sir William F. Stawell, that your munificent offer

of £1,000 for Australian exploration has met with a hearty response

from all classes in Victoria, and that we have succeeded in raising

by private subscription the stipulated sum of £2,000 within the

stipulated period of twelve months.
" In thus announcing to you that we are in a position to claim your

munificent gift of £1,000, we pray you, on behalf of every colonist

of Victoria, to accept the assurance of our grateful esteem and of our

warmest acknowledgments ; and although your name is still withheld

from us, we cannot withhold our admiration of your unostentatious

patriotism and disinterested zeal in the cause of science.

" We confidently believe that the valuable assistance which you

have rendered to the cause of science and Australian progress will, at

no distant period, be rewarded by a wide extension of our geographical

knowledge of those vast central regions of Australia which have

been hitherto cut off from the civilised world, and still remain un-

trodden by the foot of civilised man. And we feel assured that it

will ever be to you a source of unmingled satisfaction, that you have

so successfully initiated in Victoria a movement in favour of explo-

ration, which we are fully justified in believing will be attended with

the happiest and most successful results.

" We have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most grateful servants,

"JOHN HODGSON
"FEED. MUELLER
"JOHN MACADAM
" DAVID E. WILKIE.

"Melbourne, September 5, 1859."
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In reply, the following communication was received from Sir

William F. Stawell :—
"October 19, 1859.

" My dear Sir,—I enclose you a cheque for £1,000—the unknown
donor's promised gift towards the Exploration Fund. Some little

delay has been occasioned in consequence of the desire on his part to

maintain his incognito, but I trust we may now set to work at once.

The donor has requested me to return you his sincere thanks for

the very nattering letter sent him by the Committee.

" Faithfully yours,

" William F. Stawell.

"Hon. D. E. Wilkie, M.D."

The Committee cannot suppress its admiration for the disinterest-

edness of the donor, to continue even now to withhold his name.

On receipt of the £1,000 an immediate and successful application

was made to the late Government to place the sum of £6,000 on the

Estimates for 1860, to supplement the £3,000 raised by private sub-

scription.

It was also the desire of the United Committees to call an early

meeting of the subscribers, in order to adopt suitable measures for

carrying out the proposed object.

Since all the arrangements for organising the party and providing

for its outfit must necessarily depend on the extent of means avail-

able for the purpose, and as the Camels and Dromedaries ordered from

India cannot be expected to arrive before March next, the Committee

deemed it desirable to suspend further action until by a vote of the

Legislature the means to be devoted for exploration should be fixed.

In the meantime, however, an application has been made to the pre-

sent Government to comfirm the promise made by its predecessor

to place the sum of £6,000 on the Estimates for Exploration, and

this has been very kindly conceded.

In the meantime, also, most of the unpaid subscriptions have been

got in, and it has been resolved to call a public meeting of the sub-

scribers for Monday, the 23rd January, to receive our report (vide Ap-

pendix II.); and it is hoped that measures will be then adopted for

securing the successful issue of our past labours with as little delay as

possible. For this purpose it has been thought desirable that there

should be in future only one Exploration Committee, and that this

would be best accomplished by the subscribers entrusting the whole

management of the funds to the Exploration Committee of the Philo-

sophical Institute, and it is contemplated to move a resolution to

that effect at the meeting of the subscribers on the 23rd inst.

There is eveiy reason to hope that the Legislative Assembly will

pass the vote of £6,000, but there is a possibility that it may be

voted conditionally on united action being taken on the subject of

exploration by the other Australian colonies.
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Your Committee does not think that such a union, under existing

circumstances, would be likely to lead to beneficial results, inasmuch
as it must necessarily much more complicate future arrangements, and
most unavoidably delay the departure of the expedition.

Your Committee, moreover, is of opinion that greater success is

likely to be achieved by the exploration of the country from various

directions by smaller parties, than by concentrating a very extensive

party on one line of discovery. But they sincerely trust that this

recommendation may not tend to annihilate the exertions for such a
patriotic object in the neighbouring colonies, but that our neighbours
will continue also in future the noble zeal they have evinced in the
example they have given us.

Your Committee has every confidence that it will be in a

position to take all the preliminary steps, and to make all the neces-

sary preparations for the immediate equipment of an exploring party,

on the arrival of the Camels.

In conclusion, your Committee beg to submit the following finan-

cial statement :

—

AMOUNT OF FUNDS.

In National Bank £1,764
In Bank of Victoria 1,210
Unpaid subscriptions ... ... 210

Total assets £3,184

DAVID E. WILKIE, M.D., M.L.C.,

Chairman of and Honorary Treasurer to the Exploration Com-
mittee of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria.



LIST OF INSTITUTIONS, LEARNED SOCIETIES, &c, RECEIVING
COPIES OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY
OF VICTORIA, 1S59.

I

BRITISH.

British Museum Library.

Meteorological Society of London.

Statistical Society of London.

Geological Society of London.

Museum of Economic Geology of London.

Royal Astronomical Society of London.

Royal Society of London.

Royal Society of Arts, London.

Institute of Civil Engineers, London.
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REPORT

THE RESOURCES OF VICTORIA.





TO THE COUNCIL OF THE EOYAL SOCIETY OF
VICTORIA.

Melbourne, 9th April, 1860.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society has now the honor
to present the Report which it was instructed to prepare upon " The
Resources of the Colony of Victoria," and regrets the delay which has
taken place in the preparation of this document.

Originally appointed in September last, before the end of that month
the Committee met, and having carefully considered the task entrusted
to it, determined on subdividing the whole subject, and appointed sub-
committees of its members to prepare reports on each of these sub-
divisions as follows :

—

I.

—

Climate, Extent, and general Capabilities of the Soil
of the Colony. Professor Neumayer, Messrs. Hodgkinson,
Skilling, Ellery, and Dr. Macadam, M.L.A.

II.

—

Mineral Resottkces. Professor McCoy, Messrs. Selwyn,
Bland, and Dr. Macadam, M.L.A.

III.

—

Building Materials. Messrs. J. G. Knight, Holmes, A. K.
Smith, and the Hon. Captain Pasley.

IV.

—

Indigenous Vegetable Resources. Dr. Mueller, Dr.
Macadam, M.L.A., and L. Becker, Esq.

V.

—

Agriculture and Horticulture. Dr. Mueller, Messrs.
Skilling, Bryson, Jones, and Corbett.

VI.

—

Animal Products. The Rev. J. J. Bleasdale, Messrs. Bryson,
' Becker, and Professor McCoy.

VII.

—

Harbors, Rivers, and Internal Communication. H.
Amsinck, Esq., R.JN"., Messrs. Bell, Bryson, Hodgkinson, Knight,
Ligar, Captain Ross, R.JST., and Professor Irving.

The gentleman whose name appears first in each list undertook the
duties of chairman of that sub-committee.

It was originally hoped that the Report might have been thus pre-
pared by the end of January ; but this was found impossible. Delay
was caused by the necessity of collecting information on several branches
of the enquiry throvighout the colony ; and in addition to this, as almost
every member of the Committee has his time fully occupied with duties,

public or private, great difficulty was experienced in bringing together
the sub-committees ; and from the delay of the partial reports, the
publication of the whole has been untd now impossible.

No attempt has been made to fuse together the several partial reports
into one connected whole ; they have merely been arranged in the order
that seemed most suitable.



IN one can be more fully aware than your Committee of the imperfec-

tions of this Report ; but it has been judged wiser to present it even in

its present form than to seek to perfect it through longer delay.

The members of the Committee have endeavored to discharge the
duty imposed on them to the best of their ability, and imperfect though
their Report may be, they trust that it will not be without value, as

conveying to a certain extent an accurate and authentic account of the

Resources of Victoria.

(Signed) PEED. MUELLER,
Chairman of the Committee

;

M. H. IRVING,
Secretary of the Committee.
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TEE KESOUBCES OE YICTOEIA.

I.—CLIMATE OF VICTORIA.

The principal places in which meteorological observations

have been conducted are as follows :

—

South of the Dividing Range.

Melbourne ... ... near the meridian 145°-LVJ.CJ.UUU1JJ.C ... ... 11CCU. l/JUC UUCllUlCl

Geelong ... ... „ „ 144° 30'

Camperdown . . . ... „ „ 143° 10'

Portland ... ... „ „ 141° 30'

xi-FcirclL • ( • • • jj jj
143°

Ballaarat ... ,.. „ „ 144° 10'

Alberton ... ... „ „ 146° 40'

North of the Dividing Range.

Castlemaine ... ... near the meridian 144° 10'

Sandhurst ... ... „ ,,
144° 10'

Heathcote ... ... „ „ 145°

Wimmera ... ... ,, „ 143°

Beechworth ... ... „ „ 147°

Echuca ... ... „ „ 144° 50'

The period during which meteorological observations have
been systematically registered being too short to admit of exact

conclusions with regard to climatological questions, the few
remarks and facts given in this report will, most probably,

have to undergo alterations and corrections as meteorological

science in this country advances.

This applies more especially to the localities towards the

interior of the colony, where only few meteorological stations

have as yet been established, and. thus it happens that those

places with a sea climate will be more fully represented in the

following remarks than those with a more continental climate.

However, the facts contained in the following, deficient as

they are, may prove to be of value for a comprehensive glance

over the resources of the southern portion of the Australian

continent.



Climate of Victoria.

The Colony of Victoria is situated in the ectropical or central

system of winds, and chiefly within the subtropical belt, and
has its characters accordingly. Ample support for this will be
found in the following facts, if we only make due allowance
for the close vicinity to an eastern shore.

The mean temperature of air for the different quarters and
different stations assumes the following values, according to the

various meteorological reports published in this colony :

—

Stations.
Sept., Oct.,

and
Nov.

Dec, Jan ,

and
Feb.

Mar., Apr.,
and
May.

June, July,
and

August.

o o o o

Geelong 56-0 68-3 58-0 49 4

Heathcote 53'9 72-5 56-5 45-6

Melbourne 56-9 71-0 59-8 50-2

Mount Egerton ... 51-5 66-9 53-8 45 3

Port Albert 54-7 64-5 58-0 49-2

The mean temperature of air in Melbourne, for the years
1858 and 1859, amounts to 57° '8.

The mean range in temperature of air, as derived from hourly
observations in Melbourne, is as follows :

—

March 17° -37

April 15° -64

May 11° -95

Mean 14° -99

June
July
August

13° -23
10° -62

12° -53

Sept.

Oct.
Nov.

16° -94

17° -84

18° -92

Mean 17° '90

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

18° 92
14° 90
19° 39

Mean 17° -74Mean 12° -13

The mean temperature of the surface soil for the different

quarters, as derived from observations in Melbourne, is as

follows :

—

March
April
May

i

J-

61° -47

June
July
August

48° -49

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

70° -33

The mean temperature of surface soil for the year amounts
to 60°"58, and the mean diurnal range in this element for the

single months is as follows :

—

March 33° -39

April 24° -98

May 10° 03

Mean 24° -80

June 15° 87
July 14° -63

August 22° -12

Mean 17° -54

Sept. 23° -18

Oct. 48° 74
Nov. 46° -19

Mean 39° -37

Dec. 43° 94
Jan. 38° -14

Feb. 49° -53

Mean 43° -87

The mean direction of the wind for Melbourne is N.W. by
N., and very likely is so for the greater part of the colony,

although the number of observations has, except in Melbourne,
been too small for the accurate computation of values.
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The relative frequency of the wind is shown in the follow-

ing table :

—
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Climate of Victoria.

Hot winds frequently sweep the country, and the tempera-
ture of air on such occasions reaching in the shade the high
value of 111° and even more, causes considerable damage to

fruits and cereals.

The number of hailstorms is comparatively speaking small,

although the size of the stones is sometimes considerable.

The following table contains the amount of rain and hours
of rain, as derived from observations made during two years in
Melbourne :

—

Quarter. Tear. Amount. Hours.

March
]

April V

May j

1858

Inches.

2-881 100-6

1859 3-414 83-5

June •

]

July
[August
)

1858 4-014 190-6

1859 5-854 175-1

September )

October 1

November )

1858
1859

5-625

6-142
136-01

145-1

December ]

January ... ... ... 1

February j

1858
1859

9-170

2-796
136-0

49-0

The amount of rain for the year collected in various parts
of the colony is as follows

17-26 inches.

23-554

Geelong, 1858
Heathcote, 1858
Melbourne, 1858
Portland, 1858
Wimmera, 1859
Beechworth, 1858
Camperdown, 1858

As mentioned in the commencement,
the few facts as yet registered, to arrive at definite results

with regard to the climatology of this country. These few
lines contain however the principal features of our climate,

and may suffice to fulfil the general scope of this report,

21-69

27-22

14-86

32-95

27-85

it is impossible, with



II.—MINERAL RESOURCES.

The mineral resources of Victoria, excluding building ma-
terials, are principally gold and tin.

GOLD.

The distribution of gold is much more general than that
of tin.

The area in Victoria over which gold deposits extend,
according to the examinations of Mr. Selwyn, is about 20,000
square miles ; this estimate excluding the whole of the
country west of the Grampians, and Swan Hill on the
Murray, in which there is no present reason for supposing
gold to exist (the country not having been as yet geologically
examined), and the whole of Gipps Land, in which several
promising gold fields have lately been opened.
Of this great area of 20,000 square miles, only about 250

square miles have been actually worked.
From this small proportion of the auriferous area, export

duty has been paid on upwards of 3,003,811 oz. in 1856
2,729,655 oz. in 1857, 2,536,983 oz. in 1858. The year 1859^
and the first two months of 1860, show a corresponding small
diminution. This diminution, although made more for-
midable by the large amount of machinery, gradually added
during the period, admits of satisfactory explanation.

1. In the first place, the alluvial gold fields, having an old
reputation, making them well known to the bulk of the popu-
lation by name, are the spots on which people still congregate,
although they are being more or less worked out with the
progress of time, so that these limited areas no longer pay
the great number of men, with insufficient means, which they
formerly supported. In connection with this point we have
only to refer to the very large unworked area alluded to above,
including tracts in all probability as rich as any that have
been yet worked, to indicate the reasons for our belief, that
no gloomy views of failing gold supply could properly be
supported by the decreasing figures of the gold returns of the
last few years.

2. Very large tracts of rich gold fields have within the last
two years been taken up by mining companies, with the in-
tention of applying powerful pumping machinery, and of
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erecting such stamping and amalgamating, and steam pud-
dling machinery, as would exhibit a large profit from the

working of materials scarcely yielding any profit with less

efficient means ; the preliminary arrangements have stopped

the working by the old proprietors, while scarcely any of the

companies have yet got to work. This explanation would
account for a very large deficiency in the official returns. As
an example of the amount of machinery being applied in

special [cases, and the actual result and profit of comparatively

poor, or as least ordinary average tracts, we may most
instructively refer to some details of the Clunes mines.

In 1859, 21,202 oz. of gold, value about ,£84,808, were ob-

tained from the crushing of 21,078 tons of quartz, raised from
ftntr " reefs " rather below the ordinary average richness of the

worked gold reefs of the colony, and from reefs which, without
such machinery, and with the small " claims " formerly attain-

able, would have yielded no profit to the miner. The total

cost of extracting the gold,- including calcining, crushing, and
amalgamating, with somewhat expensive management, has
been in this case about 17s. per ton ; while the usual price for

crushing throughout the gold fields in 1856 was from £3 to

£4< per ton. The extensive application of such machinery to

the richer tracts taken up by the numerous companies now
formed will obviously enormously increase the yield of gold in

future years, even independent of the great increase to be
anticipated from extending operations into the tracts known
to be auriferous, though at present unworked. As a general

rule, the mechanical appliances now used in Victorian gold
mining would compare favorably with the best employed in

other countries. It is a popular mistake to suppose that very-

great improvements are expected or required in the techno-

logical part of gold mining ; the great room for improvement
being rather in the management and conduct of mining com-
panies, than in the appliances for extracting the gold.

TIN.

Tin is at present worked in any important quantity only
in the Ovens district, though it has been observed in the
upper branches of the Yarra, in the Coliban river, and a few
other localities. The amount annually exported cannot be
ascertained, as no duty is paid upon it * but in the year 1856

* The quantity is always declared at the Customs, and may he assumed
as nearly correct. The returns of 1858 give 357 tons 17 cwt. of hlack sand,
valued at £19,596, and 1 ton 6 cwt. of tin, worth £100.
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25 tons exported yielded an average of 75 per cent, of pure

tin. The ore in Melbourne cost £47 per ton, and yielded in

London a net profit of £32 per ton.

ANTIMONY.

Sulphuret of antimony occurs in considerable quantity in

the Yarra basin and otter localities, and may be expected to

add considerably to the resources of the country when the

expenses of land carriage have been reduced by the formation

of railways and roads to the interior.

LEAD.

Sulphide of lead, with a small per-centage of silver, occurs

in Gipps Land and in some other localities, but has not yet

been extracted in any important quantity.

COPPEE.

Copper in carbonate and sulphides, and also native, occurs

associated with the gold-bearing quartz veins, in several dis-

tricts, but has not yet been found in sufficient quantities to be

profitably extracted.

IRON.

Hydrous oxides of iron are abundant in many localities in

the colony, and projects for smelting them have frequently

been brought before the public, but the scarcity and expense

of fuel and manual labor, as well as of carriage, have hitherto

prevented these iron ores from forming any material addition

to our mineral resources. Titaniferous iron sand is very

abundant in the tertiary, basaltic, and sedimentary, forma-

tions of many localities in the colony, but neither has been,

nor is likely to be, profitably applied.

COAL.

Seams of coal of good quality have been discovered at_ or

near the surface in several localities, but with the exception

of those on the coast at Cape Patterson, from 6 inches to

.3 feet 9 inches, and on the Kiver Bass, at Western
_

Port,

3 feet to 4 feet 3 inches, none of them are sufficiently thick to

be profitably worked. Owing to the difficulty of transport

and the high price of labor, even those have not yet been

made available for a supply of fuel.

About eighteen months since, the "Victoria Coal Company

was formed, for the purpose of working the Cape Patterson

seams, and a lease was granted to the company by the
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Government on profitable terms, but they have not yet suc-

ceeded in bringing any of the coal to market.

There is every reason to hope that many more good and
profitably workable seams will eventually be found in some of

the extensive, but as yet unexplored, districts in which the

coal-bearing rocks are known to exist in Victoria.

PEECIOUS -STONES.

Topazes, zircons, and sapphires occur occasionally in the

beds of streams, but not in sufficient quantity to be of economic
value.

CHINA CLAY.

China clay occurs in large quantity and of good quality at

Western Port and in many other localities in the colony, and
some rude pottery is made in several manufactories on a
usefully extensive scale, but as there are not here the same
facilities as in Cornwall from continually flowing streams for

lixiviating the clay, with little help from manual labor and
machinery, it is unlikely that the finer sorts of porcelain will

be attempted in this country with profit ; but the coarser and
more homely wares, the carriage of which from Europe is

disproportionately expensive, may be manufactured from the

native material occurring in Victoria in sufficient quantity

to supply the colonial demand.

SALT.

Salt in almost any quantity can be procured at a small cost

from many of the shallow lakes -situated about forty miles

west of Geelong. Very little has yet been sent to market,
but it is in common use among the settlers in the districts in

which it occurs. It is inferior in quality to the imported
Liverpool salt, and worth about £1 10s. to £2 per ton less in

the market. Hitherto it has only been collected during the
summer months, when the lakes are partially dried up. No
attempts have been ever made to improve it by refining.

Salt is also found in the desert, towards the junctions of the

Darling and of the Murrumbidgee with the Murray ; where
also it is in use among the neighboring settlers.



III.—BUILDING MATERIALS.

BUILDING STONES.

The principal building stones which are known to exist in
this colony are basalt (locally known as bluestone), granites,

clay-slate stones, sandstones of various kinds, and a few lime-
stones.

Basalt is spread over a large area of the country, and is

the most abundant of all our materials. The stone is too well
known to need any technical description ; its durability is

unquestionable, but its suitability for works of much architec-
tural pretension is generally doubted. The color of bluestone
destroys the proper effect of shadows, they are to a great extent
absorbed by the stone instead of reposing distinctly upon it,

and as a natural result the beauty, proportion, and character of
minute enrichments in basalt are comparatively lost, when
contrasted with stones of more appropriate color. While
suggesting the exceptions to be made in the use of bluestone
it must be admitted that for ordinary purposes both in archi-
tectural and engineering works no other material could be so
generally employed. For foundations it is eminently suitable

;

for stores, its sombre hue imparts an appearance of commercial
as well as of structural solidity ; for ecclesiastical buildings
if relieved by freestone dressings, it can be used in a cheap
and most effective form, while for engineering works its

moderate first cost and the facility with which it may be cut
into plain forms, leave no occasion to wish for a better ma-
terial. There is absolutely no waste on bluestone, the smallest
chippings are valuable for road making, and when we further
consider the abundance of the supply, and the trifling cost of
quarrying it for ordinary purposes, we may safely say that
bluestone is one of the most useful of the mineral products in
Victoria.

Granite of good quality abounds in many parts of the colony

;

it has however been but little used owing to the great cost of
working it for ornamental purposes. Quarries have been opened
atGellibrand's Hill, near Broadmeadows,and atMill Park, about
three miles off the Plenty road. It can also be obtained by water
carriage from Corner Inlet, Mounts Martha and Eliza, and from
the You Yangs, by means of a short tramroad to the Geelong
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Railway ; the latter would probably be the cheapest source for

supplying Melbourne. It is not however to be supposed, with
the present price of labor, that granite can be much employed.
The cost of putting good work upon this material is something
enormous compared with bluestone, and for the same descrip-

tion of workmanship the rate is about two and a quarter times
more for granite, and comparing the labor on granite with the
Bacchus Marsh or Darley freestones the former is four and
three-quarter times dearer than the latter.

The most prominent specimens of granite building in Mel-
bourne are the Government offices in William-street, the

pilasters of the Town Hall, and portions of Prince's Bridge.

The stone for these works was procured from Gelhbrand's
Hill, near Broadmeadows. Most of it appears to have been
taken from or near the surface, and none of the works men-
tioned exhibit the material in a very favorable light—they
present a somewhat rusty appearance, and, in some instances,

the original color of the stone is altogether destroyed by
metallic oxidation. It is not at all impossible that age may
have a similar effect upon the more recently erected examples.

The plinth of the new Custom House is also of a species of

granite, syenite, from Gabo Island (to which the remarks on
oxidation will not apply). This material is exceedingly hard,

and, on inspection, it will be seen that without expending an
extraordinary amount of labor, it is impossible to produce a fair

and even surface upon it, and of course more difficult to form
channels, sinkings, or mouldings. Most of the colonial granites

have a strong resemblance to those obtained from Cornwall, in

England, which are distinguished from those of Scotland by
having their constituents more unequally divided. The pecu-

liar fitness and greater durability of the Scotch granites for

building purposes are principally owing to the even and
regular distribution of the particles of which these plutonic

rocks are composed.

Clay-slates.—The clay-slate stones of the silurian formation
next deserve a brief notice. Samples have been produced from
the neighborhood of Tempi estowe and of Kilmore. Both are

exceedingly hard, compact, and closely laminated, in color a
dark blue, and in general appearance resembling the Caithness
flagging imported from Scotland. The extreme toughness of

this description of stone and the great difficulty of cutting

across the planes of bedding render it unavailable for general

building purposes. It is however exceedingly well fitted for

street flagging, steps, lintels, or other similar purposes. Applied
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as " random coursed work " it would be found effective in eccle-

siastical architecture as filling in between freestone or brick

dressings.

Sandstones.—It would appear, that in the early days of

Melbourne, even prior to the gold discoveries, all parties were

not quite satisfied with the appearance of bluestone. Several

buildings were raised with a sandstone, principally obtained

from a quarry on the Saltwater River, near the Melbourne

Racecourse. The stone, however, had but little to recommend
it for general use, being very irregular in its composition, as

well as defective in color. In many parts of the colony sand-

stone was obtained in the neighborhood for local wants, but no

great effort appears to have been made to find a substitute

for basalt.

The employment of sandstone in Melbourne for any building

of architectural pretension is of recent occurrence. Amongst
the earliest works may be mentioned, the Union Bank and
Supreme Court House, built of stone from Geelong, but of

inferior quality to that now quarried at Barrabool Hills. The
first named building was painted, as a measure of precaution,

and appears now to be in good preservation, but the latter is

now too far gone to be benefited by such a precautionary

operation.

The only colonial freestone at all extensively employed,

excepting that now brought from Bacchus Marsh and Darley,

has been used at Geelong. The stone belongs to the Australian

carboniferous formation, and the best quality is obtained from

the quarries of Messrs. Holdsworth and Firth, in the township

of Ceres, on the Barrabool Hills. It is to be regretted, both

for the character of the stone and the durability of many of

the buildings in Geelong, that an inferior material has been

frequently used in preference to the best stone from the

Barrabool Hills quarries.

The result of this want of care in selection is now plainly

exhibited, many costly buildings in Geelong giving evident

indications of slow decay. The color of the stone is not very

favorable for architectural display, the prevailing tint being a

greenish yellow. Nevertheless, the buildings in Geelong con-

trast very favorably with those of the City of Melbourne, the

former being sensibly cleaner, brighter, and freer from the

extremes of blackened bluestone and whitened stucco, which
prevail in the streets of our own metropolis.

The Geelong freestone does not, however, appear to have

found much favor beyond its own township, and even within
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it there seems tfo have been some doubt as to its beauty or

durability, for the Bank of Victoria is erected with the freestone

from the quarry of Mr. Pitfield, at Kangaroo Point, Tasmania.
The Barrabool Hills stone has been subjected to experiments,

with the following results :

—

Under the action of sulphate of soda, a test which, assimilates to that

of freezing, the stone has become partially disintegrated.

An inch cube was crushed by a weight of 2150 lbs.

A scantling, 4 in. by 4 in., placed in the position of a beam or
lintel, with a span of four feet between its supports, broke with
4 cwt. 2 qrs 20 lb. suspended from its centre.

Its specific gravity is 2.207.

Until a recent period the principal buildings of Melbourne
have been erected with a sandstone procured from the neigh-

boring colony of Tasmania, but in consequence of a strong

feeling having been manifest against the importation of

material of this description, the Government of Victoria was
induced to offer a reward of 6P1000 for the discovery of a

good building stone within the precincts of the colony. A
large number of stones were developed in consequence of this

inducement, but none were considered fully equal to the con-

ditions appertaining to the reward. The most important

stones brought to light by the above agency are from the

neighborhood of Bacchus Marsh, about 40 miles from Mel-
bourne. The stone is brought to town by drays returning

from the gold-field, at the cost of about £2 per ton. There are

no properly formed roads to the quarries, and it is somewhat
astonishing how the carriers contrive to cart it at any price.

The Bacchus Marsh stone is being used in the erection of

the new Treasury and Custom House ; both are very large

and costly buildings. The stone belongs to the coal formation,

and is rather soft when first quarried. It does not resist the

freezing test of sulphate of soda. Its power to stand against

crushing is equal to 1949 lbs. to the cubic inch. A 4 in.

scantling, with a clear space of 4 feet, broke with 2 cwt. 3 qrs.

24 lbs. Its specific gravity is 2.213, and analysis shows its

component parts to be

—

Silica ... ... ... ... ... 92.7

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Oxide of iron

Alumina

2.2

0.8

1.42

2.88

100

Beautiful fossil vegetable impressions abound in the above

quarries. The color of the stone is usually a very light brown
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The Darley stone is quarried at about six miles distance

from the last named material, and is of the same geological

formation, though nearly destitute of fossil remains. Its color,

a light buff, is not unlike the Anston lime stone, of which
the Houses of Parliament in London are built. The Darley
stone has been selected for the erection of the outer facades

of the Victorian Houses of Parliament, the internal, or court

yard portion of which are of blue basalt. The general charac-

teristics of the Darley stone differ but little from that of

Bacchus Marsh. A cube of] inch crushed with 2118 lbs.; a

4 inch scautliDg, with a bearing of 4 feet, carried 3 cwt. Oqr. 2 lb.

Its component parts are

—

Silica ... ; ... ... ... ... 93.05

Carbonate of lime ... ... .., .55

Magnesia ... ... ... ... 2.40

Iron oxide ... ... ... ... 2
Alumina ... ... ... ... 2

100

There are other sandstones more or less used, but prin-

cipally employed for local purposes, among which may be
mentioned the stone from Mount Sturgeon, in the Western Dis-

trict, about 60 miles north of Belfast ; this is a highly

indurated material in color, and hardness not unlike the

Craigleith stone of Scotland. A cube of 1 inch sustained a
pressure of 3 tons without being affected. Its specific gravity

is 2.386. A 3 inch cube absorbed only 15 dwts. of water
after 6 hours' immersion. The principal objection to the use

of this material is on account of its hardness and the cost of

bringing it to Melbourne, which would not be less than 8s.

per cubic foot.

The stone from Kyneton, about 60 miles from Melbourne,
on the Oastlemaine Road, is nearly white in color, very fine in

texture, and easily worked, but is found to be not sufficiently

hard or cemented together to resist the action of the weather.

It is well fitted for inside work, and can be as readily carved

as Caen stone. Analysis shows it to consist almost entirely of

—

Silica ... ... ... ... ... 99.3
Carbonate of lime ... ... . .3

Alumina ... ... ... ... .4

100

A sandstone, generally smaller, but somewhat harder than
the last, is obtained at Ballan, about 55 miles from Melbourne,

on the road to Ballaarat.

b2
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Quarries of sandstone, principally laminated like the flag-

ging from Yorkshire, have heen opened within 14 miles of

Melbourne—one at Bulleen, and the - other at Doncaster.

Neither have turned out well, the stone being too soft for

street paving, and the beds usually intersected by cross joints

or veins, which render the stone liable to crack, as well as

prevent its being quarried in sound large blocks.

Very hard and compact sandstones belonging to the coal

formation, are found at "Western Port, Apollo Bay, Cape
Patterson, &c. On the coast and near to the entrance of Port

Phillip these stones more closely resemble those obtained near

Whitby, and if freed from an objection to be hereafter referred

to, are otherwise well adapted for general purposes, and
especially for street pavement, a thing particularly needed

in Victoria.

The constituents of the Western Port stone are

—

Silica

Carbonate of lime

Oxide of iron

Alumina ... •

Magnesia, soluble salts and water

81.7

2.5

7.2
. 6.2

2.1

100

This stone has been used in the erection of one of the

Melbourne Banks, and the surface commenced exfoliating after

18 months' exposure.

Samples of a good hard sandstone have been procured from
Kilmore, about 40 miles from Melbourne, on the Sydney road,

but the material has not yet been tested in any building.

Sample blocks of sandstone have been forwarded to the

Museum for Building Materials, at Melbourne, from the

silurian rocks in the Plenty District, about 18 miles from
Melbourne, and from Keilor, about 12 miles from Melbourne

;

neither are of very good quality, or likely to be usefully

employed, except for very ordinary purposes.

Limestones.—With regard to the limestones it may be briefly

observed, that none which have yet been discovered appear to be
fit for building purposes of an important character. No com-
pact building limestones have yet been found inland ; those

known are found on the coast, and those at present used are

procured from Point Nepean, Hobson's Bay, Cape Schanck,
Cape Nelson (near Portland Bay). Warmambool, &c. They
are usually coarse sandstones with calcareous cement and
appear to belong to a very recent geological formation, they
are very porous and are considerably affected by the weather

;
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a 4 inch cube of the Cape Nelson stone, weighing when dry
SSoz. lOdwts. 12grs., absorbed 4ozs. 7dwts. of water after six

hours' immersion.

A very important discovery has recently been made which
unless counterbalanced by chemical or other scientific agency
is likely to affect the use of nearly all the colonial building
stones.

Symptoms of exfoliation have lately been exhibited in the
stone of which some of the most important of our public
buildings are constructed, and wherein the Bacchus Marsh,
Darley, Western Port, and Geelong stones have been used.

A chemical examination of the decayed particles shows all

the stone to be impregnated more or less with a large quantity
of salts, the principal and worst ingredient being sulphate of

soda. A survey of the quarries has also been made, and salts

have been found in very large quantities ; these are not dis-

tributed equally over the rocks, but in veins and patches, so

that without the constant application of chemical tests it would
be impossible to distinguish the good from the bad stone. In
one case a small block containing only five cubic feet of appa-
rently equally good stone was found to contain in one part of it

salts equal to 351bs. to the ton, and in the other part only 18ozs.

to the ton. Further examination proved that the stone near
the surface of the quarry was free from salts, while the deeper
the bed was worked the more salts were obtained. The quar-
ries at Bacchus Marsh are about 500 feet above the level of

the sea, The stone impregnated with salts does not appear to

be in any way injured so long as the blocks remain in a moist
or wet state, or are kept perfectly dry. It is when the sul-

phates are drawn out to the surface of the stone by solar heat
or evaporation that they become crystalized and thrown
off the particles which previously enclosed them, that the
crumbling away or exfoliation takes place. The stone from
the quarries referred to was analysed before being used for

the public buildings in which it is now employed, but being
opened expressly for these works the samples experimented
upon were necessarily from near the surface and hence
exhibited no indication of salts. It is usual to find better

stone below the surface of the rock, and in the present

instances the quality of the material appears to improve in

all other respects excepting the presence of saline matters.

A portion of these consist of the chlorides of calcium and
magnesium, so that in the event of Ransom's process for pre-

serving stone being proved efficacious, the application of

b 3
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silicate of soda will complete the formation of the double

silicate of lime. Experiments are now being tried to test the

value of this plan for indurating masonry, the result of which
will be hereafter communicated.

LIME.

Limestone yielding lime for building purposes is found in

many parts of the colony, but is not generally abundant.

.Latterly several new discoveries of limestone have been made
near inland townships, and much benefit will be derived there-

from, though none of the limestones at present discovered are

thoroughly hydraulic. The principal kilns for supplying lime

to Melbourne are at Geeloug, and near the Port Phillip Heads.

The lime from the latter place is principally formed of

decomposed shells ; these yield a mild description of lime,

which is well fitted for plastering. The Geelong roche lime is

usually considered the best for general purposes. Other kilns

have recently been opened at Mount Franklyn, on the Castle-

maine Road, about 55 miles, and at Pyreeth Creek, 40 miles

from Melbourne.

Many samples of newly discovered limestones have lately

been forwarded to the Museum of Building Materials at Mel-

bourne, where they are now in the course of being tested.

Gypsum is found in many parts of the colony, especially on

some portions up the River Murray, but it has not been dis-

covered in sufficient quantities to pay for its manufacture into

plaster.

No cement stones have yet been brought to light.

BRICKS.

The most striking illustration of the progress of this colony

in the industrious arts, is manifested in the great improvements

which have been made in the manufacture of this most indis-

pensable article for promoting the comfort of mankind. Six or

seven years ago bricks were sold at from i?12 to i?20 per 1000.

At the present time numerous instances could be referred to

where these very bricks have actually washed away ; and, as a

general remark applicable to those golden times, it may be

stated, that the dearer building materials became the worse was

their quality, and the more flimsy and unstable the work-

manship bestowed upon them. This is an unpleasant fact,

which many who have spent large fortunes upon what is now
regarded as inferior and worn-out property would be able to

verify.
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Since the affairs of the colony have sobered down, and people

have thought it wise to build for the future, an entire change
has taken place in this branch of trade. The fields of Prahran,

about three miles from Melbourne, where these miserable cakes

of clay were principally made, have been entirely deserted, and
entirely new districts have been selected for the manufacture
of the bricks at present used. The principal places where they
are now made for supplying the Melbourne market, are at

Phillipstown, Brunswick, and Hawthorn, all within a few miles

of the city. The colors of bricks now made are white, red,

and iron-grey. The white bricks are made of a fine pottery

clay, and are capable of resisting a very great heat. They
are equal to the ordinary fire bricks, and are used for furnace

purposes.

Considerable care is now bestowed upon the treatment and
admixture of the various clays, which are of a very superior

kindj and capable of making the finest pottery ; and the result

is, that bricks are now made which are believed to be equal in

durability to those of which the old Roman walls were con-

structed. The best facing bricks are now worth about £6 per

1000 ; the best hard grey bricks about £3 5s., and ordinary

bricks about £2 10s. per 1000.

In trying some experiments upon the power of stones to

resist crushing, a cubic inch of it was cut out of a white facing

brick. This resisted pressure up to 4600 lbs., which is

1465 lbs. more than was sustained by a cubic inch of the

Portland oolite stone.

Moulded bricks of various kinds are now being made, and bid

fair to supersede the use of colonial freestone, the bulk of which
is infinitely less durable, and much more costly.

The Chinese on some of the gold fields are now making bricks

of very good quality, and of a dark blue color.

DRAINAGE PIPES.

Drainage pipes of excellent quality, suitable for sanitary pur-

poses, are also manufactured at Melbourne.

SLATES.

Slates have been found in many parts of the colony, par-

ticularly at Sandhurst, Kyneton, Kilmore, &c. They have,

however, been but little used, except in a few cases for local

works. The Museum for Building Materials at Melbourne,

which is devoted for the collection of all descriptions of building

products, is partly roofed with slates from Sandhurst. They
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are not so strong or even as those from Bangor, but more closely

resemble the Westmoreland slates.

TILES.

Efforts have long been made by Mr. Knight, the architect

and projector of the museum above referred to, to promote the

manufacture of colonial roofing tiles, such covering for build-

ings being evidently better suited to resist the powerful heat of

the summer sun in Victoria. Several specimens of tiles are

now being laid upon the roof of the museum, and it is expected

that their manufacture will to a great extent supersede the

employment of imported slates, or the most objectionable use

of galvanized iron.

TIMBER.

Information on this subject will be found in the Report on

the Indigenous Vegetable Productions of Victoria.



IV.—INDIGENOUS VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS.

In the following very imperfect sketch of the resources which
the indigenous vegetation furnishes to the colony, it has not
been attempted to enumerate all the uses of the native plants,
as far as they have been hitherto ascertained.

Many of these, although of local advantage to the districts

in which they occur, are not such as to equal or supersede
similar productions used in other countries ; some are not
sufficiently abundant to become available for export, and the
properties with which providential nature undoubtedly has
endowed numerous others, are not yet revealed to the scru-
tinizing eye of the scientific observer, or subjected to the tests
of the practical artisan.

Many, indeed, of the species which constitute our flora have
only of late received their systematic position, but thus we
may henceforward at least reduce to exact bases those obser-
vations on their practical utility, which have hitherto been
instituted or shall be made in future time.

Allusion has, therefore, only been made on this occasion to
what we have already learnt to acknowledge as belonging to
the. main treasures of the indigenous vegetable empire. This,
however, will suffice to show, that our colony possesses in this
direction also ample means for the exercise of native industry.
In grouping the plants according to the products which they
furnish, we cannot fail to be at once attracted by the manifold
variety, the abundance, the colossal size, or the durability of
many of our native timbers.

First in importance stands the bluegum tree (Eucalyptus
globulus). It is identical with the Tasmanian species, and
constitutes, in many of the humid coast tracts, the main part
of the forest. In durability, and in gigantic size, it yields to
few trees of any part of the globe. Individual trees have

- been found attaining a height of 300 feet, while those of 200
feet are by no means rare in favorable rich sheltered parts of
the forest valleys, and their trunks are generally of a beautiful
straightness. The tree attains, in about eighty years, its full

height, and increases afterwards more in circumference than
in height. The hardness of its timber has rendered it es-

teemed far beyond the limits of the colony, and thus a lucra-
tive trade has sprung up in supplying it for railroad sleepers
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in India. Saw mills have been erected on several parts of

the coast, and tramroads been formed into the recesses of the

ranges, for the purpose of conveying the huge logs to the

shore, and rendering them extensively available not only for

our own building works but also for exportation.

Many fine vessels, built in Tasmania, testify to the import-

ance of this tree, as yielding a lasting material for ship build-

ing. On account of its great specific gravity, it is often

employed for ships' keels, for which purpose it is equal to oak.

Tough and hard, as the bluegum is, it proves equally durable

submerged, or exposed to the air, or sunk into the ground.

Whilst it also thus far resembles oak, it far exceeds the latter

in size. Wherever elegance of woodwork has to yield to

durability, this valuable wood may be employed. " It is." to

quote the words of an experienced engineer of Victoria, " largely

used in engineering works, such as the construction of bridges,

jetties, viaducts, wharves, also in buildings, particularly ware-

houses, for girders, or breast-summers ; further, for standards,

sleepers, shaft poles, and frames of drays, and the felloes of

wheels." Except the white oak of Canada, timber better

suited for piles cannot be found. These may be obtained in

large quantities 70 feet long, perfectly straight, and free from
knots. It is not much used in private dwellings, owing to

the expense of working it in small scantlings. The price per

cubic foot in Melbourne varies from 2s. to 3s., according to size.

The unusual rapidity of growth of the bluegum tree, and
the readiness with which it accommodates itself to less favor-

able localities than its moist native forests, recommend it for

lining our roads, and for timber plantations here as well as in

other countries of the warm temperate zone. The height of the

tree varies according to its situation : in sandstone formations

the trunk is known to measure 120 feet from the ground to

the spring of the branches ; in basalt it is known to attain

the altitude of 180 feet. A bluegum tree in a valley near

Mount Wellington, in Tasmania, showed the following di-

mensions :

—

Circumference near the base ... 90 feet

5 feet from the ground ... 65 ft. 6 in.

7 feet from the ground ... 60 ft. 6 in.

21 feet from the ground ... 25 ft.

Approximate height of the whole tree, 300 feet.

Judging by analogy this stem contained 800 concentric rings.

The redgum tree, or flooded gum tree (Eucalyptus rostrata),
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is the only Eucalyptus which ranges over almost the whole
Australian continent. Although still a large tree, it is inferior

in size to the blueguhi and also less durable. Its wood is brittle,

but of a fine red brown shade and capable of receiving a
beautiful polish ; but although harder than the timber of the
East Australian cedar (Cedrela Australis), which is here uni-

versally used as the principal furniture wood, cannot by any
means compete with it, being much more difficult to work and
apt to warp. Underground, it decays much sooner than
the bluegum timber ; but it still resists long the iufluence of

water. Though seldom used for beams or piles, it makes
excellent planking, and is extensively used as wooden kerbing.

The price in Melbourne is about 10 per cent, above bluegum.
The whitegum (Eucalyptus acervula) is similar to the pre-

ceding, but of paler color.

The timber of the ironbark tree (Eucalyptus resinifera) is

tough, hard, and therefore durable, but difficult to work., and
is mainly used for spokes and felloes. It grows chiefly on
barren ranges, and usually indicates an auriferous formation.

A noble species of Eucalyptus, occurring in the eastern part of

Gipps Land, has, for the excellence of its dark timber, received

the name of mahogany.
The blackwood (Acacia Melanoxylon) may in many of its

qualities be compared to the walnut. It is foremost amongst
the indigenous furniture woods, and surpasses in durability the
Australian cedar, but is less easily wrought. In the rich soil

of our forest valleys the tree attains the height of 120 feet,

furnishing then fine straight logs of timber. For staves of

casks that variety of blackwood is selected which is grown in

more open localities, and is characterized by a more dense
texture. Mr. Ch. Mayes, C.E., remarks, "that it has been
largely used in the construction of the pontoon bridge at

Echuca, and also in the construction of the railway carriages

and trucks for the Victorian railways. It is less liable to

crack or warp than most other Australian woods." The price

in Melbourne is about 4s. per cubic foot.

The stringybark wood (Eucalyptus fabrorum) is one of the

most frequently used timbers, the stems being tall, remarkably
straight, and easily split. In barren mountains this tree is

available in endless abundance, and in size almost rivalling

the bluegum. Whilst its fissile quality renders this wood
superior to any other native wood for shingles, palings, and
rails, in regard to durability it ranks far below bluegum
wood, and fence posts of it are much more subject to decay
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than those of many other Eucalypti. Its price is about 10
per cent under blue gum.
The Melaleuca squarrosa forms in deep inundated forest

valleys a large timber tree.- Its wood is close, hard, and durable,

of pale color, well suited for the manufacture of furniture and
turners' work.

The Acmene floribunda forms a stately tree in Eastern
Gipps Land. Its hard and tough wood may be recommended
for machinery work. The same may be said of that of the
species of NotelEea and Pomaderris, but neither of these woods
is obtainable in large size. The wood of Pittosporum bicolor

seems well fitted for tools and implements. Hedycarya Pseudo-
morus, and more especially the pale wood of the Exocarpus
cupressiformis, or native cherry tree, furnish a wood to be
compared to that of the lime for technical purposes.

The very solid wood of Callistemon salignus claims our
attention, having proved useful in xylography, although
inferior in quality to the genuine boxwood.
The sassafras wood assumes, when polished, a hue similar

to that of walnut wood, and is less liable to crack than most
other Victorian timber.

The Australian beech (Fagus Cunninghami) is less compact
in its wood than that of its English congener, still it affords a
useful, but not readily attainable timber.

Banksia integrifolia and Lomatia Fraseri furnish planks.

Their polishable wood has also been used for furniture,

window frames, and similar work ; it is less heavy than that

of most Eucalypti.

It is to be regretted, that on account of the want of tall

Coniferous trees, we possess no wood suitable for ship masts.

The Casuarina wood is used for axe handles, dray spokes,

and similar articles ; and furnishes excellent fuel.

The Myallwood, obtained from some species of Acacia,

chiefly A. homalophylla, is valued for its fragrance, and par-

ticipates in the hardness and solidity which characterize the
timber of most of the Australian species of the genus. The
indigenous Sandalwood (Santalum cognatum) is also fragrant,

and like the Myall, is obtained in the Murray desert. The
tree is identical with the species which has for many years

furnished to Western Australia an article of export, but the
dimensions of its stem are inconsiderable.

Acacia stenophylla, a gum-exuding tree, which graces the
banks of the Murray and its desert tributaries, yields fur-

niture wood, scarcly less valuable than blackwood.
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The woods of Bedfordia salicina and Eurybia argyrophylla

(Musk tree), although neither of large size nor of great dura-

bility, are occasionally soiight for fancy work.

The Tasnianian cider tree occurs also in the alps of Victoria.

FRUITS.

Amongst the few edible indigenous fruits, those of the

bramble (Rubus macropodus) are not dissimilar to the rasp-

berry. It is, however, generally in sheltered valleys only that

the Australian bramble bears plentifully, although it is by no
means rare along the water courses and banks of rivers. The
plant ascends to subalpine altitudes.

Generally in alternate seasons, the fruit of the quandang or

native peach (Santalum Preissianum Miq. Fusanus acuminatus

E,. Br.) may be gathered in abundance throughout the scrubby

north western depressions of the colony. The fruit, notwith-

standing its thin pericarp, is still one of the most largely

available for food. In taste, it may be compared to acidulous

apples. The order of Santalaceas, offers in Leptomeria aphylla

another fruiting bush, with berries grateful to the taste, not

dissimilar to grapes.

The Exocarpi, also santalaceous, yield pleasant fruits, which
in large quantities are obtained from Exocarpus dasystachys,

but rather scantily produced by the more frequent Exocarpus
cupressiformis. Nitraria Billardierii furnishes a good sized

fruit in the subsaline deserts of the Murray.
The arborescent Cissus hypoglauca is the only plant of

Ampelideae found in Victoria, and offers a fruit of grape like

taste. The Mesembrianthemum praecox, from the Murray
desert and the much more common Mesembrianthemum.
aequilaterale from the coast, afford also agreeable fruits.

NATIVE VEGETABLES.

Amongst the indigenous plants which are available as

culinary vegetables, the Chenopodium auricomum may be
mentioned as a nutritious and pleasant spinage. This plant

extends from the tropical regions of Australia, as far south

as the Murray river.

The New Zealand spinage (Tetragonia expansa) is to be

found in many places on the coast ; whilst the equally useful

Tetragonia implexicoma, is still more widely diffused, occur-

ring abundantly on the whole southern coast of Australia.

The Purslane, not originally indigenous in Victoria, but now
spreading over the country, is, as a vegetable easily procu-

rable for travellers, not to be omitted on this occasion.
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The roots of Microseris Forsteri resemble in taste very
much those of Scorzonera Hispanica, and are, although of

small size so frequently to be found on all meadows from the

alps to the low lands, as to form together with the amylaceous
Typha root, one of the principal articles of vegetable food of

the natives. The bottle tree (Brachychiton populneum)
although restricted to the N.E. parts of the colony, is here

deserving of notice, the root of the young plant forming a
mucilaginous esculent.

The tall cabbage palm of East Australia, (Livistonia Aus-
tralis) reaches in Gipps Land its southern boundary.

GUMS, KESINS, AND DYES.

The gum of the "wattle" Acacia is principally obtained

from Acacia mollissima, A. dealbata, and A. pycnantha, these

being not only more universally diffused over the colony than

most other arborescent species, but also more prolific in their

yield of gum. This gum, although generally less transparent

and pale than the genuine gum arabic and of less solubility,

is nevertheless very valuable for gluing purposes, cotton print-

ing, &c, having the advantage over the Arabian, Nubian, and
Senegal Acacia gum, in being less brittle after application. In

transparency and solubility it is surpassed by the gum of Pittos-

porum acacioides and other Pittosporums, none however being

sufficiently gregarious to render their products readily obtain-

able.

The Sandarac resin can be rather abundantly gathered

from the Callitris verrucosa (Frenela crassivalvis Miq.), a pine

which is not unfrequent along the sandy tracts of the Murray,

and is scattered also sparingly through the interior, extending

westward and northward to Shark's Bay and Arnhem's Land.

The similarity of its exudation with that of the Mediterranean

Sandarac pine is evident.

From the balsamic resin of the grasstree (Xanthorrhoeas),

in many aspects akin to Benzoin, a fragrant spirituous varnish

can be prepared. The resin has been used for fumigation a,nd

in the preparation of sealing wax. It has also been employed
as a Nankin dye for calico. Investigations seem hitherto not

to have pointed oiit any important dye-plants indigenous in

Victoria, although it may be presumed that some of our

various woods and herbs may yield such ; and indeed the

berries of Hymenanthera have already been found to furnish

a lasting violet pigment.
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FIBRES.

The Victorian and South Australian stringybark tree claims

particularly our attention amongst those indigenous plants

yielding fibres. The thick fibrous bark, employed by settlers

whenever obtainable as their first roof, is devoid of tenacity,

but may, as experiments have shown, be employed for the

manufacture of a rough kind of paper, although of brittle

texture.

The bark of Sida pulchella, and of various Pimeleas, and of

Brachychiton affords to the natives the means of making
cordage, but none of these fibres can be compared in yield to

those which European culture has now made universally

available.

MEDICINAL PLANTS.

For investigations into the medicinal properties of plants, a

wide field is evidently still open. What we have hitherto

learned in this direction has been principally through the

guidance of systematic botany, which, whilst it reveals the

structural affinities of plants in a comprehensive view, points

also generally to the close similarity of their properties. Thus
we learn that, for the European gentianeous plants, used so

extensively as tonics, Australian species may be substituted,

such as the Sebsea ovata, which abounds during the spring in

our meadows, or Sebsea albidiflora, an annual plant scattered

over the subsaline pastures of the coast tract, or Erythrsea

Australis, occurring in humid localities. It appears also that

the closely allied order of Goodeniaceae offers, in numerous
species, a substitute for gentianeous plants.

Pervaded with tonic bitterness are also most of the Comes-
permas, which in our colony replace the Polygalas.

The root of Lavatera plebeia has been brought into prac-

tical use instead of Althaea. The bark of the well known
Australian Sassafras tree is employed as a tonic and stimulant.

Its powerful bitterness, probably depending on an alkaloid,

is combined with a pleasant peculiar aroma. As this valuable

and beautiful tree abounds in many of the ferntree gullies

of Victoria, New South Wales, and Tasmania, it is not unlikely,

that it will some day, when its medicinal properties are more
appreciated abroad, form an article of export from these

colonies.

The numerous diosmaceous plants, which ornament in

varied forms almost every part of the colony, from the sum-
mit of the alps to the scrubs and forests of the lowlands,
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deserve notice, as possessing more or less sudorific and diuretic

properties, in which respect some of them may be compared to

the Bucco.

More attention should be directed to the circumstance, that

all the myrtaceous plants, which throughout Australia consti-

tute the main part of the timber, and generally also of the

scrub vegetation, yield in a greater or smaller degree an
essential oil. Unlimited quantities of Eucalyptus and Mela-
leuca leaves might be turned to account by the simple process,

by which in India from the leaves of Melaleuca Leucoden-

dron, the Cajuput oil is obtained. The oil of the leaves of the

redgum tree is similar in flavour to the Cajuput oil, and may
be safely used instead of the latter in spasmodic and rheumatic

affections. The Eucalyptus leaves have, on account of their

abundance of volatile oil, been used already for the manu-
facture of gas in lighting the township of Kyneton.

It is also worthy of record that a bark of equal properties

with that of Mezereon, may be obtained, as the natural system

prognosticated, from our Pimelese. Nothing, for instance, can
surpass the mezereon-like acridity of Pimelea stricta. The
gum resin of Eucalyptus resinifera and other species, has, since

the early days of the Australian settlement, been occasionally

exported as New Holland Kino ; and, being a powerful astrin-

gent, it is entitled to our attention, particularly when we
remember in what vast quantities it is obtainable in every part

of Australia. In domestic medicine it has been often employed
against diarrhoea. It is not improbable that the Gipps Land
Smilax latifolia may serve the purpose of sarsaparilla, this

being the only Victorian plant allied to the genuine American
drug. The pungent juice which pervades all parts of the

so-called pepper tree, Drimys aromatica (Tasmania aromatica

H. Br.), affords another instance how felicitously the natural

system of phytology can be applied for ascertaining properties

of allied species, although they may belong to very distant

countries. This tree supplies us here with the Winteran bark
of Magellan Straits.

The saccharine secretion known as Australian manna is

occasionally, during the hottest months of the year obtainable in

considerable quantities from the leaves and tender twigs chiefly

of the Eucalyptus viminalis, but containing no mannite, it

cannot be regarded as a substitute for Ornus manna. The
exudation, which incrusts now and then the bark of Myoporum
platycarpum, a small desert tree, resembles raw sugar.

The wattle bark, chiefly from Acacia mollissima and pycnan-
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tha, is used medicinally as an astringent ; but technically it is

employed in all our tanneries, and formed, previous to the

Australian gold era an article of export to the English market.

The gum resin of the Eucalypti is likewise employed for

tanning.

The abundance of salsolaceous plants, as well inland as along
the coast, favors evidently the manufacture of soda.

There are few plants indigenous to Victoria, as far as

known, which may be regarded practically valuable for their

perfume ; none of them would supersede in odor or in yield

of essential oil any of those already elsewhere in use ; but it

should be remembered that many of our native plants are as

yet imperfectly examined in this respect, and it is, therefore,

possible that future experiments may prove the existence of

plants possessing a sufficiently copious supply of scented oil

to render them available for distillation.

The great prevalence of myrtaceous trees and shrubs

throughout Australia is a well established fact. All, without
exception, are characterized by the presence of a greater or

lesser quantity of essential oil, pervading leaves and flowers.

This applies not only to the huge masses of Eucalypti, which
mainly constitute our forests, and all yield, as stated before,

an aromatic volatile, often, however, somewhat camphoric oil,

but also to the " tea-trees," species of Melaleuca and Leptos-

permum, so called because their oil, which gives to an infusion

of their leaves an aromatic taste either strong or pleasant, was
used by Cook and other early Australian navigators as an
antiscorbutic tea.

More important as perfume plants are some of the species

of Bseckia and Cbamaelauciese, embracing numerous hand-
some and common shrubs of the myrtle family, of which some
are impregnated with large quantities of truly well scented

oil. But of their actual yield we have no exact record.

How far the plants of the rue tribe, which are all strongly

odorous from essential oil, are of value for perfume distillation,

future experiments must prove. The impression, however,

will probably be correct, that they furnish an oil useful for

medicine rather than for the toilette.

The plants of the mint tribe deserve here particular notice
;

for our three kinds of native mint possess an exceedingly

pleasant odor, very different from that of the crisp or the

peppermint. The species of Prostanthera are nearly all

strongly and agreeably scented. Their oil could be cheaply
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enough obtained, but would be only useful for admixture with

other scents.

The Humea elegans has been recommended as a plant

perhaps worthy of distillation on account of its balsamic

fragrance.

Yery many of the Acacise, indigenous to this country, pro-

duce flowers of a most agreeable odor, and a useful distillation

may possibly be obtained from them. If so, this point will

require more attention, as these trees and shrubs are very

gregarious, and produce flowers in the utmost profusion.



V.—AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
RESOURCES.

The following report on the agricultural resources of Vic-

toria has been compiled from authentic information, kindly

furnished by some of our best informed agriculturists ; and to

render the respective resources of each district more easily

understood, they have been separately considered according to

the three main geographical divisions of the country—namely,

that south of the Dividing Range and west of Port Phillip,

and that north of the Dividing Range and south of the Murray
River, and that of Gipps Land and the Western Port District.

DIVISION I.—SOUTH OF THE DIVIDING KANGE, AND WEST OF
POET PHILLIP.

Melbourne District

The subjoined summary of the average agricultural produce
of the metropolitan district, together with a statement of the

crops experimentally cultivated, and other items of informa-

tion, are furnished by the committee of the Port Phillip

Farmers' Society.

The principal crops grown in this district, and those which
succeed best, are wheat, oats, oaten hay, and potatoes, the

estimated average yield being

—

"Wheat ... 22 bushels per acre.

Barley ... 25 „ „
Oats ... 35
Oaten hay ... 1^ tons „
Potatoes ... 6 „ „ in those por-

tions of the district best adapted to their

cultivation.

Of the crops experimentally cultivated, beans, peas, tares,

mangold wurzel, and carrots, have yielded excellent harvests,

but owing to the attacks of the aphis the turnips and cab-

bage crops have been complete failures during the last few
years. The cultivated grasses, trefoils, lucerne, &c, have been
found to succeed well, as also maize and sorghum, when sown

c2
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for green fodder ; while Canary seed, millet, mustard, and

tobacco have been successfully grown.

Of the imported agricultural produce, only grain for horse

feed is used to any extent.

In average seasons, the cereals grow well throughout the

whole of the district ; but potatoes and the other root crops

are principally grown on the alluvial fiats bordering the rivers,

and on the volcanic soils wherever they occur.

Two crops are taken occasionally off the land in the course

of a twelvemonth ; viz., potatoes, mangold wurzel, turnips,

and sorghum, succeeding oats or Cape barley, cut for green

fodder in spring ; two crops of peas also have been obtaiued

in one season.

Of the influences adverse to cultivation in the district, long

droughts, hot winds, and the ravages of the aphis are the most
prominent.

It is estimated, that were the means of irrigation available,

the produce of the land would be doubled thereby.

It will be perceived, that the principal productions of the

metropolitan district are the cereals, oaten hay, and potatoes
;

indeed, for some years, the growth of oaten hay has formed

the chief occupation of the farmers, and, until within the last

two years was the one which, on account of the character of

the soil and other circumstances, was found to yield the most
profitable return.

The quality of the soils here alluded to varies from poor

sandy or clayey loams, to alluvial soils of the finest des-

cription, and in volcanic soils of a very productive kind.

The report points to the hot winds and long droughts as the

great disadvantages to agriculture, whilst irrigation is sug-

gested as the most fitting remedy for counteracting them.

District comprising the valley of the Rivers Yarra and
Plenty.

The principal crops grown in this part of the colony, and
the average produce indicated by the returns of the Victoria

Agricultural Society are

—

Potatoes ... ... 5 tons per acre.

Wheat 20 bushels „

Oats- 23 „

Oaten hay ... ... 1 ton „

On the low alluvial soils forming the banks of the rivers,

where the growing of potatoes is carried on extensively, the
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crops often average eight tons per acre ; and on the same land

wheat has been known to yield forty bushels per acre.

The valley of the Yarra has already earned a reputation for

the production of fruits of all kinds ; among which may be
mentioned, as successfully grown, the vine and the mulberry

;

wines of excellent quality being made from the former.

These facts point to a vast extension of the resources of the

colony, in this direction, at a future day ; and it is worthy of

mention that, owing to the facilities afforded, an attempt is

being made to commence a system of irrigation from the

Yarra, and with every prospect of success.

Geelong and Western District.

This important agricultural district exhibits a general

resemblance to those previously described. The average yield

of wheat is stated by the Agricultural Society of the district

to be twenty bushels per acre ; that of oats, twenty-six bushels

per acre ; the former succeeding best on the " chocolate," and
the oats (and barley, when grown) on the stiff clay soils.

The influences adverse to cultivation are droughts, and
sudden changes from hot north to cold south-west winds.

On that portion known as the Barrabool Hills the cultivation

of the vine, and the making of wine, has been carried on suc-

cessfully for some time, and is likely to progress.

Melton District.

The crops to which the attention of the farmers located

therein lias hitherto been directed are wheat, oats, and in some
few instances English barley. The average yields obtained

are

—

Wheat ... ... 25 bushels per acre.

Oats 30 „

Barley 22 „

Of the crops experimentally tried, the cultivated grasses, and
trefoils, are mentioned by the Melton Society as having been
particularly successful, forming valuable auxiliaries (for the

feeding of stock) to the indigenous grasses of the colony; and
particular stress is attached to the advantages likely to accrue

to the district, could water be obtained for the purpose of

irrigation.

Bacchus Marsh District.

The most important crops grown are wheat, oats, English
c3
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and Cape barley, and oaten hay, the yields per acre being set

down by the Agricultural Society as

—

Wheat 27 bushels.

Oats 40

Barley ... .. ... 40 „

Oaten hay 2 tons.

In rich alluvial plots, as much as eighty bushels of wheat
per acre have been obtained, and the other cereals have yielded

in proportion.

Villiers and Heytesbury District.

The Agricultural Association reports " That the climate is

moist and genial, and by no means so subject to any drought

as other portions of the colony ;" " that there are no climatic

influences adverse to agriculture ;" " that any crops except

those belonging to tropical climates grow freely ;" and, " that

a greater amount of good would result from an extended

system of drainage on the low lying lands than by any arti-

ficial irrigation of the upper."

As might be inferred from the foregoing account, the wheat
and oat crops are grown largely and successfully ; while potatoes

are found to yield very heavily with comparatively little trouble

in the cultivation.

The average of wheat per acre is 26 bushels, but in many
places it exceeds 40 bushels per acre.

Oats ... ... 50 bushels per acre.

Barley ... ... 45 „ „

Potatoes ... ... 6 tons „
Oaten hay ... ... 1\ ,, „

and all root crops, artificial grasses, &c, are found to thrive

admirably.

Hamilton District.

As the district represented by the Hamilton Pastoral and
Agricultural Association consists principally of extensive plains,

the crops, as might be anticipated, are said to suffer materially

from the hot winds and want of moisture.

Oaten hay is the principal crop, but mangold wurzel and
tobacco have been tried, the latter very successfully ; and it is

to be noted, as an important fact in connection with this arid

district, " that good water can be obtained, wherever tried for,

at an average depth of seventy feet."
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Colac District.

We learn from the Committee of the Colac Agricultural

Society that, although the land in the district might be

improved by irrigation, yet, in their opinion, the climate is

so humid as not to require a resort to an expensive operation

of this nature.

Except the ravages of the caterpillar, there are no adverse

influences calculated to retard the progress of farming

throughout the district. All kinds of root crops flourish.

The averages of the various crops are as follows :

—

Wheat ... ... 23 bushels per acre.

Oats 30 „

Barley 30 „

Potatoes ... ... 2^ tons „

Burrumbeet and Lake Learmonth District.

This tract of country is considerably elevated, supplying

streams to the basin of the Murray and to the southern coast.

A large proportion of the soil is of the fine description locally

termed chocolate soil, formed by the decomposition of the lava,

and is of great depth.

The temperature here is said, in the report of the society,

to be cooler and the effects of the hot winds less felt than in

many other districts of the colony. All the English fruits

grow to perfection, while, although the grape ripens in some
localities, it is considered to be too cold, generally speaking, for

a wine producing district. The crops usually grown, and
found to succeed best, are wheat, oats, and potatoes, and the

average yields as follows :

—

Wheat ... ... 30 bushels per acre.

Oats fully 35 „

Potatoes ... ... 3-g- tons „

The crops that have been experimentally cultivated are

:

English barley, mangold wurzel, and sorghum ; but as it is

found that the potatoes and other vegetables sometimes suffer

from late frosts, the sorghum, as might be expected, has not
been found to succeed well in that climate. About one-fourth

of the district, or 30,000 acres, is under cultivation, and the

position of the lakes, such as Learmonth and others, offers every

facility for converting the land around them into irrigated

meadows.
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Glendaruel District.

In the Glendaruel district, which in regard to soil and other
circumstances is very similar to the foregoing, we have an
instance quoted by the committee of the society of the suc-
cessful results of irrigation on a farm where it had been
experimentally tested.

From potatoes, the crop on which the experiment had been
made (the soils in both cases being chocolate of equal quality),

the returns were as follows :

—

Produce of potatoes, irrigated ... 8 tons per acre.

Ditto not irrigated 2 „ ,,

We have an account also of an experiment instituted for

the purpose of ascertaining the effects of draining on some
heavy clay bottom lands in the district, where the produce of
the wheat crops on the drained land was found to be 30 bushels,

as compared with 1 9 bushels per acre off the undrained land.

From the report of the committee we also learn that two
crops have been obtained in one year, viz., barley, succeeded
by sixty days' maize, grown on well-manured "chocolate"
soil. Wheat is the principal crop, and barley, gram, potatoes,

and mangold wurzel do well.

Kyneton District.

The committee of the Kyneton Agricultural Association
state that the crops are chiefly wheat, oats, eaten hay, and
potatoes, of which oats seem the most successful, and mangold
wurzel, sorghum, and rye, all do well.

The average yields are

—

Oats ... ... ... 45 bushels per acre.

Wheat 25 „
Oaten hay ... ... 2 tons „
Potatoes 3^ „ „

Except for change of seed, there is no agricultural produce
imported into the district, and the only impediments to the
success of the crops are frosts and cold winds, which may
in a great measure be ascribed to the general elevation of this

portion of the colony.

Kilmore District.

The returns relative to the climate, nature of the soil, and
crops cultivated, correspond generally with those previously
given. The staple products are wheat, oats, oaten hay, and
potatoes

; while of the crops experimentally tried, mangold
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wurzel, carrots, lucerne, and turnips, are stated by the local

society to thrive admirably.

The best crops of wheat are obtained off the stiff clay

soils, and of oats, off the light dry land ; and it is pleasing to

learn that, inasmuch as the district is subject to no adverse

influence, it may be regarded as peculiarly adapted for the

extension of agriculture, the proportion under cultivation at

the present time, taking the area of the district as forty miles

in diameter, being one acre under crop to forty acres of waste
land.

Gisborne District.

From the report of the Association, we learn that on the
deep alluvial and volcanic soils " abounding in that moist and
elevated portion of the country lying around the base of Mount
Macedon/' there is every facility for carrying on agriculture.

In addition to very large crops of cereals, all the root crops

and English grasses grow extremely well, as much as 60 tons

of mangold wurzel having been produced per acre ; and an
instance is given of a ten-acre field of self-sown white clover,

irrigated by one of the mountain streams, keeping as much
stock as 200 acres of the best pasture land.

The average returns of farm produce are for

—

Oats ... 50 to 60 bushels per acre.

Wheat . 30 to 40
Barley . 50
Oaten hay .

.

2| tons

Potatoes 5 to 6 tons

It is worthy of note, in reference to the preceding, as to all

the returns of produce previously quoted, that these results

have been obtained without the aid of manure of any kind
;

the regular application of the latter, and the systematic rota-

tion of cropping having only very partially prevailed hitherto

among the farmers of the colony.

DIVISION II.—NORTH OF THE DIVIDING RANGE, AND SOUTH
OF THE RIVER MURRAY.

This subdivision of the colony is particularly well watered
towards its eastern parts, which are traversed by the south-

eastern tributaries of the Murray River. It abounds in patches

of the very best agricultural land, and in rich pastures
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intersected by ranges, barren rather than fertile ; but in many-
localities profusely traversed by reefs, more or less rich in
gold and other metals.

Albury and River Murray District.

From the Albury and Murray River Agricultural Society
we learn that

—

Agricultural and horticultural operations are very primitive in
places so remote and so thinly populated aa the Albury and Murray
River District.

The general description of crops grown, and the average yield per
acre is as follows :

—

Wheat ... ... 20 bushels per acre.

Barley ... ... 25 „
Oats ... ... ... 30 „
Maize ... ... 40 „

Sorghum saccharatum, lucerne, Trifolium incarnatum, white and
red clovers, English and Italian rye, and other grasses, hops, and
cotton seem on experiment suited to the locality.

The grape vine promises to become the staple production of this loca-

lity, and there are already several vineyards, varying in extent from
fifteen acres down to a quarter of an acre ; nearly every cottage having
a vineyard of its own.
In the year 1850 a few Germans settled here, and in a short time

were followed by about three hundred others, most of whom are
experienced vignerons. Every year adds to their number, and to the
extent of the vineyards.

Wine, in considerable quantity, has been produced from the different

varieties of grapes, among which may be alluded to the Scyras,
Malbec, Brown Muscat, Hermitage, Reisling, Carbenet Sauvignon.
The quality of the wine has, by connoisseurs, been pronounced excel-

lent.

Potatoes produce two crops annually, the second crop frequently
proving better than the first ; larger experience, greater inducements,
and facilities for irrigation, will bring about results little dreamt of.

There are portions of this district entirely un suited, by the aridity

of the climate, for agricultural operations. Of course, in the most
rainy season, and in favored situations, instances have been known of
the crops reaching maturity, and producing fairly ; but, generally
speaking, it is found to be labor lost, as the crops become prematurely
ripe, and the grain useless. In the neighborhood of Albury, and for

twenty to fifty miles down the Itiver Murray, the aridity of the climate

is less. At Albury and upwards, during a period of ten years, a
failure of crops has been unknown.

Situated as we are, possessing great facilities for irrigation, I have
never known but two instances where experiments of this nature have
been tried, and they were both successful, completely counteracting
iiny natural aridity peculiar to the particular localities ; and it is only
caused by scarcity of population, absence of skilled labor, aud conse-

quent expense, that a system of artificial irrigation is not more exten-
sively employed, as the very best expedient to obviate the ill effects of

dry seasons, and to improve the yield of even the most fertile places,
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while hundreds of miles of country, now looked upon as useless to the
farmer, could, by artificial irrigation, be rendered productive.

Ovens and Murray District.

The folio-wing extracts are from a report of the Agricultural

Association :

—

Wheat and oats, the latter being grown in large quantities, both as

food oats and for hay, are equally successful. Wheat varies, according
to the seasons, from 20 to 25 bushels per acre, oats from 30 to 50
bushels per acre, and oaten hay from 1 to 2^ tons per acre. Wheat
succeeds best in the stiff clay lands and in the red loamy land
with clay bottoms ; oats, either in the clay or sandy soil

;
potatoes of

excellent quality are grown in the mountainous parts of the district,

but are very uncertain in other parts.

Maize and tobacco have been experimentally tried ; the former
succeeds well in the low lands, or alluvial flats, yielding about 50
bushels per acre, and there are good reasons for believing that tobacco
can be cultivated profitably in this district.

Vineyards only six years old have yielded at the rate of 500
gallons of wine to the acre, and vines of three years old have pro-
duced 12 lb. weight of grapes to each vine ; and it is the opinion of
competent judges that this district is destined to become the vineyard
of the colony. In this district nearly every description of fruit of the
temperate zone grows well.

The uncertainty from, and the blighting effects of hot winds pre-
vailing, sometimes from October to March, are adverse to cultivation,

except in the case of the vine, which resists everything but the late

frosts. But, for the last few years, we have suffered very little from
the hot winds.

It is quite impossible to estimate the immense benefit which
would accrue from a system of artificial irrigation, if it could be econo-
mically applied.

Seymour District.

The following extracts are from a report of the Seymour
Agricultural Society :

—

Wheat is the general description of crop grown in this locality ; but
barley, oats, and potatoes do well. The average yield per acre is as
follows :

—

Wheat ... ... 25 bushels per acre.

Oats ... ... ... 40 „
Potatoes ... ... 4 tons „

Maize, sorghum, lucerne, and vines promise well, and are likely to be
extensively cultivated. In a wet season almost any kind of grain and
fruit can be grown, and as double crops in one year, potatoes and barley
will succeed if rain is plentiful.

Want of rain, hot winds, and the aphis are to be contended with.
O.wing to the latter, turnips and cabbages are a failure ; and the oats
and barley in some places have suffered from the same cause.
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Gastlemaine.

The Agricultural Society reports that the important crops

are, wheat, oats, and oaten hay ; lucerne, sorghum, maize, and
turnips are also grown : the only two crops in the one year
that can be depended on are potatoes after barley. Mainly
adverse to cultivation is frost. Vast tracts of country are ad-

mirably situated for irrigation, and would at least be doubled
in value if such a system was scientifically introduced.

Bendigo.

The Agricultural Society reports-

Oats ... ... ... 30 bushels per acre;

Wheat ... ... 20 „
Cape barley ... ... 40 ,, „
Oaten hay ... ... 30 cwt. „

Maize, sorghum sacharatum, millet, ryegrass, lucerne, mangold
wurzel, English barley, clover, white and yellow, have been experi-
mentally cultivated with success. Rape and turnip are subject to
blight.

Oaten hay or green barley may be succeeded in one year by maize,
sorghum, mangold wurzel, potatoes, or turnips.

The influences adverse to cultivation in these districts are drought,
hot winds, and unseasonable frost.

Artificial irrigation would be universally beneficial as a corrective to

the prevailing drought, but it has not been hitherto attempted, labor
being too expensive.

Carisbrooh District.

The Agricultural Society reports that

—

The crops, and their average yield per acre, are as follows :

—

Wheat ... ... 25 bushels per acre.

Oats ... ... 30 „ „
Barley ... ... 25 „ „
Potatoes ... ... 1 \ tons „
Hay n „

The crops experimentally cultivated are as follows :—Maize, lucerne,
sorghum, tobacco, hemp, carrots, parsnips, and turnips.

The imports into these districts are very large, chiefly oats, flour,

and potatoes.
• Wheat, oats, barley, and lucerne, are most suited to the soil of these
districts.

Hay and potatoes for a double crop.

Adverse influences are late frosts, early hot winds, and want of rain.
The introduction of a system of artificial irrigation would probably

double the producing property of all the land.
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DIVISION III.—SOUTH OF THE DIVIDING RANGE, AND EAST
OF PORT PHILLIP.

The county of Mornington, lying immediately to the "west

of Port Phillip, is the only part of this large district in which
agriculture has been carried on to any extent. In it we learn

that wheat, oats, and potatoes, form, according to information
kindly furnished by the Mornington branch of the Port Phillip

Farmers' Society, the principal articles of cultivation. The
average yield of wheat has been 22 to 23 bushels, that of oats

31 to 32 bushels, and that of potatoes 5 tons, per acre. The
cultivation of mangold wurzel, onions, tares, peas, beans, and
all the varieties of clover, has been tried with very great suc-

cess.. Sainfoin, kohl rabi, and carrots, likewise succeed well.

Sorghum does not yield so good a harvest in the Mornington
district as more inland

; but the cooler climate of this part of

the country renders English fruits generally prolific ; apples
especially so. In favorable localities two crops are obtained,

either of potatoes, or of green fodder succeeded by potatoes, or
of peas, or of the latter and potatoes.

The difficulties encountered by cultivators in this district are
heavy rains during the winter months. Damage to the ripen-

ing grain is occasionally done by caterpillars, and to turnip
and cabbage fields by the ravages of the aphis. Drainage
and irrigation, for which there are great facilities, would con-
tribute largely to the agricultural prosperity of the district.

It may be worthy of note to state, in connection with this

question, that in the Mornington District an area of more than
100,000 acres could be, by a judicious outlay, reclaimed and
rendered highly productive. This area is at present covered
with stagnant water, but as there is a sufficient fall of the
country towards the coast, a very moderate expenditure of
money would provide for laying it dry, and at the same time
would afford great facility for irrigation. It has be?n estimated
that these measures could be effected at a cost of about 10s.

per acre ; and the subject has attracted considerable attention
from many experienced residents, well qualified to form a
correct opinion of the feasibilities of the project.

Turning, finally, to the agricultural capabilities of the south-
eastern part of the colony, comprising the district of Gipps
Land, we have one of the most promising, but still least

generally known and appreciated, tracts of the colony before us.

Isolated by natural boundaries—which are formed northward
by Alpine mountains ; eastward and westward by morasses,
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swamps, and ranges (the latter clothed with dense underwood)

;

and southward by a coast hitherto accessible to vessels at few
points—this part of the colony has remained as yet but com-
paratively scantily populated ; and its resources have become,
therefore, but sparingly developed. Yet the serenity of its

lowland climate, and the extensive fertility of the soil, offer

every inducement to the agriculturist to settle in the district.

Whilst the influence of the Pacific Ocean renders the climate

of the eastern part of Gipps Land milder than in equal latitudes

westward, and whilst the Alpine ranges afford a shelter to the
country against the distressingly hot winds, to which many other
parts of the colony are subject, Gipps Land enjoys also the

great advantage of possessing a never-failing supply of water
from mountain streams, available for extensive and easy irri-

gation ; and many delightful ever-verdant' valleys run back
into the ranges. All this combines to open there for husbandry
a most extensive field of operation.

If we further take into consideration that a considerable

tract of the territory promises to be auriferous, and that pro-

bably, ere long, the activity of the miners will enliven the

solitudes of the Alps, it cannot be otherwise than gratifying to

learn that, however limited the information hitherto gained on
the agricultural productiveness of this part of the country may
be, all that we have learned has proved satisfactory in so a high
degree, and augurs so well for future prosperity. Thus we are

informed by A. McMillan, Esq., the discoverer of Gipps Land,
that not less than 80 bushels of maize per acre, for several suc-

cessive years, have been obtained on that gentleman's estate on
the Avon river, whilst the yield of wheat amounted to 35
bushels, oats 50 bushels, barley 45 bushels, and, on an average,

potatoes 6 tons to the acre. A double crop of potatoes is not
uncommonly gained from the same piece of ground. The pro-

prietor of Clyde Park, the Honorable K. Thomson, estimates

the average produce of wheat during three years in newly
ploughed land at 18 bushels per acre. The harvest during the

subsequent years yielded from 24 to 28 bushels per acre,

without manure, for a series of years. Oats, on previously

worked land, were produced on the same estate at the rate of

30 to 38 bushels per acre. The average yield of potatoes may
be fixed at about 4 tons per acre. Lucerne is extremely pro-

lific, so many extensive localities being suitable to its growth.

John D. Smith, Esq., obtained at his farm at Lindenau an
average yield of 35 bushels of wheat, about 50 bushels of oats,

40 bushels of barley, and 6 tons of potatoes per acre. Vines,
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fruit trees, and vegetables also thrive there exceedingly well.

It is in the mountainous regions of Gipps Land that the cul-

ture of rye is likely to be more successful than elsewhere

within the Victorian territory.

The accomplished first explorer and settler of this beautiful

part of the colony, states, that vines, fruit trees, and currant

bushes, &c, attain the greatest perfection. Apples grown at

the Avon orchard attained a weight of 18£ ounces.

Mr. McMillan finally remarks, that whenever a good road
is formed from Port Albert through Gipps Land, this district

would soon prove the garden and granary of the country.

How much remains yet to be done for tillage there may be
ascertained by the fact, that of the extensive territory of North
and South Gipps Land, comprising about 10 millions of acres,

only about 3000 acres have been hitherto under cultivation.

It should, however, not be forgotten, that some very exten-

sive tracts of Gipps Land are unavailable for cereal cultivation.

Fertile meadows alternate with heath-ground and swamps,
and open valleys with densely timbered, often barren, and
scrubby ranges. The vast swamps may however one day be
turned to profitable account by the cultivation of the New
Zealand flax, a plant of vigorous growth in our climate, and
requiring scarcely any attention in its cultivation. The
machinery for separating the very tenacious fibre from the leaf

has lately received so many improvements as to let us foresee

that a staple of export may hereafter be obtained from the

cultivation of this plant.

Some settlers, with wise foresight, have already turned to

practical advantage some of the swampy tracts, by forming
willow plantations, with a view of obtaining material for

basket-work, no willows, nor any good substitute for them,
being indigenous in Australia.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Throughout the colony millet might undoubtedly be culti-

vated with success, as well adapted to resist the droughts. The
cultivation of tobacco has hitherto not been frequent ; but the
results obtained lead us to anticipate that a very superior
article may be produced, both to meet our own wants and for

export.

The white mulberry tree has become more and more dis-

tributed over the colony ; and growing, as might be expected,
with great facility in this climate, there cannot be the
slightest doubt that ere long the rearing of the silkworm
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will add a new and important branch to the resources of the

country.

Many plants which a few generations hence may possibly

add largely to the indigenous resources, are as yet not even
introduced into the country. Might not our subalpine moors
and forests produce an abundance of the pleasant fruit of

Vaccinium Myrtilius and the other fruit shrubs of the colder

climates ? Might not fields of liquorice be grown here with
advantage, in a climatic zone alike to that of its native

country ? Might not the Carob tree, which bears for a long
succession of years, be grown not merely as an ornament of

our gardens, but also for obtaining its fruit for cattle forage ?

Much might be done for the improvement of our pastures

by the introduction of nutritious perennial grasses. Besides

the superior fodder herbs generally known, the Bromus uni-

oloides has of late been deservedly recommended, as resisting

the drought of the climate. The Chinese tea-plant grows
vigorously in the milder parts of the colony. The cork-oak

exists as yet but sparingly in Victoria, though our climate

would invite the extensive cultivation not only of this useful,

beautiful, and umbrageous tree, but also of the many other

useful plants indigenous to, or cultivated in, the southern part

of Europe, such as the Senna, the Mastix tree, the Ballota oak,

the Tragacanth plants, the Manna ash, &c.

Scarcely any of those American oaks, valuable for their

edible acorns, seem hitherto to have found their way into this

country. Amongst pines with edible fruit, the stately Araucaria

Bidwillii has been rather extensively distributed over the

country, and is found able to resist both the occasional frosts

of our rainy seasons and the sirocco of our summer, though,

from its circumscribed geographical limits in the moist forests

of Eastern Australia, this result was hardly to be expected.

The same observation applies to the still rarer Dammar pine

of East Australia, which is very closely allied to the Amboina
Dammara, and should, for the usefulness of its timber for masts,

and for its resin, be established in our forests ; and, singular

though it may appear, this species is much better adapted to

our climate than the New Zealand kauri. The cones of

Araucaria Bidwillii are perhaps the largest of the coniferae,

approaching in size to cocoa nuts. Araucaria imbricata proves

here of less celerity of growth than A. excelsa, A. Cunning-
hami, or A. Bidwillii. The useful stone-pine is well adapted to

our climate, but as yet but little distributed over Victorian

territory. Many of the Himalayan pines are gradually finding
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a place in our arboreta ; amongst them the noble and quick-

growing Deodar will no doubt one day furnish us with its

excellent timber. The Totara pine is here of quicker growth,

and resists better the dryness of our summers (even on exposed
localities), than any other New Zealand pine. The Norfolk
Island pine, although the product of an insular most equable
clime, raises its majestic form, even in unfavorable localities,

notwithstanding the great changes of our atmosphere, and
should, after a series of years, form a prominent and picturesque

feature in all our landscapes. Of numerous other famous pines

no observations on their relative value to this country can as

yet be adduced, the various kinds being either not yet or but
recently imported into Victoria. On the whole, however, almost
all introduced coniferse exhibit a most promising appearance.

Thus, the huge Wellingtonia gigantea so far confirms our
expectations of seeing it one day a prominent object in our
vegetation.

The red cedar of East Australia, so highly valued for its

timber, is perfectly hardy in the low lands of the colony. Its

consociate, the Australian India-rubber tree (Ficus macro-
phylla), as well as the genuine caoutchouc tree, might also be
cultivated with advantage

; both species being little suscep-

tible to the occasional inclemency of our climate. The culti-

vation of the saffron has, like many other branches of industry
requiring a low rate of labor, never as yet been attempted,
although the plant is well suited to a climate which ripens the
grape.

Madder is of luxuriant growth, but not yet cultivated for

practical purposes.

As the isothermal zones would lead us to expect, most of the

Chinese plants have adapted themselves to our seasons. The
camphor tree and the grass-cloth plants grow luxuriantly ; and
the rice-paper plant, and the tallow tree also, will probably
succeed.

The tamarind tree may possibly be acclimatized in the
milder parts of the colony. The castor oil plant vegetates

with the utmost luxuriance.

It is not at all improbable that the mountain rice will

succeed in the warmer and readily irrigated eastern parts of
the colony.

The Lygeum sparteum, or South European Eope Grass, is

not yet introduced into Australia, but the equally valuable
and extremely tenacious leaves of the New Zealand flax serve
here as a crude cordage. The S. European Tanner Sumach
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is as yet no where cultivated. The true box tree suffers in

any exposed localities from drought.

The various species of the cotton genus are too tender to

ripen their seeds, at least in the southern parts of Victoria

Rhubarb has not yet been cultivated for its medicinal root,

nor the South African species of aloe for their gum-resin,

although the latter might in many barren districts be brought
to perfection, where no other crop is attainable.

Neither the cultivation of suggory, nor of hops, has hitherto

been effected to any extent in Victoria. Arrowroot has been
obtained from plants grown even in the southern parts of the

colony. Opium culture, as well as the culture of flax, hemp,
and oleaginous plants, will be reserved for the future days
of the colony. The excellence of the Australian olive oil has

been sufficiently acknowledged in the great exhibitions of

London and Paris. Almonds yield here an abundant crop.

The bamboo, which now develops itself in all its grandeur as

far south as Port Jackson, will undoubtedly afford its useful

cane at a later period to the warmer parts of this colony, and
the superb Nile Papyrus should be its companion.

The cultivation of forest trees has been no where yet

commenced. But it is evident, that the present indiscriminate

destruction of many of our forests, and the future increasing

want of timber, will render this important branch of industry

remunerative if not necessary ; and it would be a wise fore-

sight to raise in time forests of such trees as are most useful

for the mechanic, and as have been found by experiment to

succeed in the colony. By these means in many dry districts,

the climate would also be ameliorated. As the Scotch fir

produces best only in the colder regions, it might be recom-
mended for timber plantations in our high lands, where it

would, when grown on an extensive scale, be less than else-

where endangered by bush fires. Small fir plantations on
private grounds have been made already in South Australia.

Since Victoria possesses extensive tracts of moist country, it

seems well worthy of consideration, whether the invaluable

red cedar of New South Wales, which is known to be hardy in

our latitudes, might not be established and afterwards

naturally disseminated in favorable spots now lying waste.

For the same purpose we may point to the East Australian

Kauri, which whilst it seemingly possesses all the excellent

properties of the New Zealand Kauri, proves here much more
readily acclimatized. That the Kauri pines exhibit unusual
durability of timber seems not generally known, but may
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be demonstrated by the fact, that a Kauri which was felled

eighty years ago at the Bay of Isles, ;md has since been

continuously exposed to the influence of wet climate, was
lately found, according to information of F. E. Maning, Esq.,

of Hokinga, perfectly sound. On account of this durability,

the Kauri wood is recommended for telegraph posts and rail-

way sleepers. We may choose from amongst many other

trees, which it would be tedious here to enumerate, for intro-

duction into our forests.

HOETICULTUEE.

For the following valuable information on the culinary vege-

tables, and the orchard produce of the colony, we are indebted
principally to Mr. F. Smith, of Melbourne.

During the last years our kitchen gardens have been, by
the introduction of improved varieties of culinary vegetables,

enriched to such an extent, that our assortment in point of
value can bear comparison to that of England.
The climate is admirably adapted for all European ve-

getables, from the old Scotch kail to the delicious melon, the
latter surpassing those of English growth in flavor and tender-

ness. Yet the climate is not without drawbacks to the cul-

ture of vegetables at certain seasons, such as long continued
droughts with severe hot winds during the summer, or as

heavy rain during the winter, when culinary crojDS suffer

most severely in untrenched and undrained soils. But our
spring and autumn are so congenial to growth, that amazing
crops are produced even with the most simple modes of
treatment.

The sods used for growing vegetables vary from the stiff

adhesive clay to the sterile sandy soils, the worst of which
produce crops to advantage at some season, when properly
managed

; but the most productive of all are either the deep
brown loamy or black vegetable soils, well pulverized and free

of stagnant water.

The best situations are low banks, sloping to the rivers or
creeks, and low flats, if not subject to floods, with almost any
exposure, the north being the least favorable. Where the
site is on a declivity, the upper portion is selected for crops
of winter growth, and the lower portion generally for crops of
summer growth.

A few remarks on some of the leading crops will assist in

d2
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giving some idea of the culinary vegetable resources of this

colony.

Cabbage.—Good supplies can be had daily all the year, as far

as the growth of this wholesome and nutritious vegetable is de-

pendent on climate. But the aphides have become so destruc-

tive during the last four years that crops can only be brought to

perfection by great skill and attention ; the chief remedies seem
to be a perpetual examination of the plants, and frequent liquid

stimulant applications, principally of guano, to the young grow-

ing crops ; and it is worthy of remark that, in localities with

cold underground the ravages of the aphis are more readily

subdued than elsewhere.

Gaulifloiver.—The principal crops are fit for use in June
and July, and from October to January. To this as well as to

all other brassicas, the aphides have become so very destructive

that it is now comparatively little grown ; but it was previously

cultivated extensively, and under favorable circumstances

produced very large heads of superior quality.

Peas.—Supplies can be had daily all the year round, but

are sparingly to be got in very wet winters. The chief crops

are available from October to January, then less abundantly

obtained till March, and largely again till June. Although all

English varieties are productive, dwarf sorts preferable.

Broad Beans are generally less esteemed, because of the

wet winters, which cause them to produce only haulm and
flowers, and the dry summers, which exhaust their fruit-bearing

properties. They are only successively productive from October

to December.
Kidney Beans are excellent summer crops, withstanding

hot winds well, and forming an excellent substitute for peas,

when the latter become scarce in midsummer. The supplies

are avadable from November till May. Seeds ripen freely.

Onions.—Young green onions may be had daily ; but the

principal crops of those intended for keeping ripen only from
November to February. They are cropped extensively, and
their production is large and fine. Seeds generally mature
well.

Carrots.—Daily supplies can be had without any difficulty.

The chief crops are ready in January, and the winter storing

crops two months later. They are extensively cultivated, and
in size and flavor they are superior to those of England.

Seeds generally mature well.

Parsnips, although long neglected, are now very re-

quisite and esteemed. The main crop is ready in January,
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and continues on till July in deep good soils ; they grow ex-

ceedingly large, and are very superior in quality.

Turnip.—Spring, summer, and autumn crops can be with

difficulty obtained on account of the prevailing destructiveness

of the aphis, and the dry hot nature of the climate.

Potatoes.—Three crops may be produced in one twelve-

month ; one in May, the leading one on early soils in October

and November, and another on late soils in January and
February. They are, as may be imagined, extensively grown,

producing heavy crops of fine quality, but their keeping pro-

perties are shortened on account of the mild winters.

Asparagus, Rhubarb, and Seakale bear very abundantly in

their seasons. The former may be regarded as quite equal

to any grown in England. Rhubarb produces goods stalks in

spring, gets rather exhausted and dormant in midsummer,
and again grows freely in autumn. Seeds of the former only

mature well.

Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows.—On tolerably good
soils there is no more trouble or care bestowed in the sowing

and growing of these crops than there is with any common
vegetable, they being simply sown during October in patches,

each 5 to 7 feet apart, and if they are not destroyed in their

infancy through cold winds, they are allowed to grow to run
over the ground until they cover it. At this stage the plants

furnish an abundance of beautiful tender fruit, some of the

finest of the cucumbers measuring 20 to 24 inches, and even

more. Supplies are obtainable from December to the end of

May.
Melons.—The rock and English green and yellow fleshed

varieties being more of a rich heavy nature, although not

quite so much appreciated as others, are grown in very large

quantities. These commence ripening their fruit about the

end of January. The crops generally are very heavy, the

plants having 6 to 8 fruits each, weighing from 4 to 10 lb.

Tomatoes are sown in October, and ripen their fruits very

profusely from January onwards.

The above remarks apply more particularly to the gardens

in the environs of Melbourne.

The Chinese yam has recently been cultivated, and promises

to become an additional table vegetable of the colony. The
long-podded Chinese bean, Yigna Chinensis, is found to be
hardy in Victoria, and would unquestionably luxuriate in the

northern districts.

d3
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THE ORCHARD PRODUCTS.

Perhaps there is not a more favored land upon earth than

Victoria for producing, in abundance and perfection, a variety

of the finest fruits, whether these are considered as a mere
article of luxury, or as constituting one of the necessaries of

life adapted to the wants of man in this hot climate, or as

likely to become one of the staple articles of our commercial

exports at no distant period. Nearly all the fruits that can

be cultivated in any of the temperate latitudes can be pro-

duced here in the briefest space of time with the most certain

success. However sterile and unpromising the land may
appear, the simple act of breaking up the earth, and of intro-

ducing drainage when necessary, appears to act as magic on
the newly-planted ground, converting the barren looking

wilderness into the fruitful garden.

It is astonishing to observe how very rapidly and how vigo-

rously the trees grow, when placed in favorable situations,

under good treatment. But horticulture has to contend with

the long parching droughts of the summer months, experi-

enced particularly in low open districts, and occasionally with

fierce burning winds, which, in some years, have had the effect

of destroying the crops of fruit on the trees. A hot wind,

however, seldom continues for more than two or three days at

a time, and is almost certain to end in a good fall of rain,

which soon rallies up the exhausted powers of vegetation.

Fruit realized this season the following average prices :

—

Apples, Id. to 8d. per lb.
;
pears, 2d. to Is.

;
plums, 3d. to 6d.

;

cherries, 6d. to Is. and Is. 6d. ; apricots, 6d. to Is. per dozen

;

peaches, 2d. to Is. 6d. per dozen ; walnuts, 3d. to 6d. per dozen.

This may suffice to show that fruit is freely available for all

classes, both for dessert and cooking purposes ; and the com-
munity will no doubt soon be placed in a position to provide

for the preservation of fruits on an extensive scale. The rea-

sons why, comparatively speaking, but little land is as yet

devoted to this lucrative and pleasant branch of industry, may
be sought in the slow return for the capital expended, as long

as the price of labor and the outlay for garden land continued

so unusually high.

An eastern aspect, having a gentle declivity, is here the

most eligible for fruit gardens ; the trees are there least ex-

posed to the inclemencies of the climate, such as late spring

frosts, hot winds, and heavy rains. It is invariably found that,

upon naturally sandy poor soils fine fruitful orchards can be
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established under good management, when the choice, loamy,

deep soils are not available. The deep alluvial cool soils along

the river banks are very suitable for all kinds of stone fruits,

and rich gravelly bottoms of the hill sides for apple, pear,

quince, mulberry, &c.

None of the small English fruits, such as the gooseberry,

currant, raspberry, or strawberry, succeed well, except in cooler

valleys, or mountainous elevations, where they always attain

the highest perfection for quality and productiveness.

A few remarks on the leading kinds of fruits will assist in

judging of their comparative value in the colony.

The Loquat Trees delight on warm gentle slopes of hills on
good soils, where they produce in some seasons very good
crops of fine, large, well-flavored fruit.

The Quince Trees grow and bear to perfection, the banks
of the rivers along the margins of orchards, being often thickly

bedded with them ; they also succeed admirably well on
higher grounds.

The Walnut Tree is here highly prized for its stately gran-

deur of appearance, as well as for its abundant fruit ; but to

develop the tree to perfection, a cool, deep, loamy soil is

needed.

The Sweet Chesnut is perhaps improperly placed here, but

as it is invariably found in the orchard, we have classed it

accordingly. When planted in a cool, deep, loamy, porous
soil, in sheltered localities, it grows well enough.

The Apple Trees succeed here admirably web, especially

when planted in a good well prepared situation, and properly

treated after the first five years' planting. The fruit of this

season was very fine, and yielded generally a good crop. Six

apples of the custard variety grown, on the banks of the river

Plenty, produced 7 lbs. weight. American blight is very des-

tructive in many orchards, chiefly after being established

eight or ten years. We are very deficient in all those newly
imported varieties now cultivated in England.

The Pear Tree also succeeds remarkably well, attaining to

perfection both in point of flavor and amount of produce.

Some varieties of pears are not unfrequently found to weigh
from, 1^ lb. each up to 2 1 lbs.

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot.—Perhaps there are no
fruit trees which are more prolific here than these, whe-
ther as regards their vigorous growth, or the ample crops of

fruit.

The Cherry and the Plum grow vigorously and produce
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heavy crops of beautiful flavored fruit, equal, if not superior

to those of English orchards, both in size and quality.

The Fig Trees grow to perfection, some varieties bearing
their two crops in the year freely. The leading varieties are
green and white Provence, green and brown Ischia, and
Smyrna. It may be expected, that dried colonial figs will

eventually supersede those imported.

The Black Mulberry Trees are reared with ease. Their
compact habit renders them very ornamental, whilst they
prove bearers of very superior fruit.

Oranges and Lemon Trees.—Although there are some few
orangeries in favorite spots around the vicinity of Melbourne,
yet they are generally planted in smaller quantities in the
warm places of orchards, or in clumps on lawns more for the
sake of ornament and variety than for profitable purposes.

The most suitable situations for them are on warm declivities,

having a good deep friable, dry, porous soil, in which they
will attain the. height of 15 feet, and form fine compact bushy
heads. Single trees are known to have produced in one
season upwards of 200 fine sized well ripened oranges ; such a
crop, however, is considered as yet an exceptional one.

Hitherto the cultivation of oranges has not been remunerative
in this colony, since oranges are largely and cheaply imported
from New South Wales. In cold situations the orange and
lemon trees are here neither healthy nor productive, but they
prosper in the northern districts.

The Vine.—Amongst the branches of husbandry yet to be
extensively developed, the cultivation of the vine will be one
of the most important in this 'colony, the climate throughout
the greater part of our territory being exquisitely adapted
for the prolific growth of vines, although the severity of hot
winds and long continued droughts occasion sometimes rather

severe losses of fruit, and cold winds and early spring frosts

are detrimental to the expanding flowers of vines planted in

low and damp localities. The blight has, during showery
seasons, in some localities affected the vines.

The vineyards hitherto established in various parts of

Victoria comprise approximately an area of 600 acres. It

seems, however, that their extent is annually increasing with-

out a corresponding increase in wine manufacture, and, thus,

notwithstanding some failures of grapes through the long
lasting drought of this season, the Melbourne market is more
plentifully supplied than ever with table grapes, prices

ranging from l|d. to 6d. per lb. There have been instances
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even this season of an average weight of 25 lbs. of fruit on

vines three or four years old, bunches attaining a weight of

upwards of 2^ lbs. ; and it may be expected, that whenever
the training of the vines is regulated more generally according

to the particular climate of the locality in which they are

established, with due reference to the varieties chosen, and by
a more general adoption of the training on espaliers, that

not only a considerable increase in the productiveness of some
of our vineyards might be secured, but also often a fruit of

superior quality. Instances are recorded, that this season in

the vicinity of Melbourne, the return of grapes obtained by
trellis training proved two tons per acre from vines two years

old, whilst of several varieties, including the Muscat, Fron-

tignac, Chasselas, &c, the produce obtained on adjoining land

from plants of the same age, grown on the low stool and
gooseberry bush fashion, was limited from five to eight cwt.

per acre.

The space assigned to this document permits not to enter

into details on the prospect of yield which the respective

varieties of the grape hold out in the various localities of this

country, and under varied climatic influences. The observa-

tions, moreover, on well-established varieties in different parts

of the colony are as yet much scattered, whilst some important
sorts have been only very recently introduced. Many of the

northern parts of Victoria, however, bear so close a resemblance

in point of -.climate with the territory of our western neigh-

bors, that even the tender varieties, such as the Roussillon, will

in all probability be luxuriantly developed. Wine made of

the Scyras grape sold wholesale in South Australia at 20s. per
gallon, and that prepared of the Mataro at 12s. per gallon

;

both of these grapes being well adapted to certain localities of

that country.

The rapidity of growth of the vine in these latitudes is

most encouraging for their culture. An experienced vine

grower compares our plants at the age of three years to those

of seven years' growth on the Rhine.

If the best varieties of raisin grapes were chosen for our
vineyards, we cannot for a moment doubt that raisins of im-
surpassed qualities may be produced at least in the milder and
drier parts of the colony.

We may be permitted to introduce here a list of those

varieties of vines which Mr. Alfred Seidel, near Geelong, has
proved by m;my years' experience to be particularly adapted
to the southern parts of the colony :

—
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The varieties of grape which are, up to the present time, known to
yield the best produce in the vineyards near Geelong, are as follows :

—

Black Grapes.—Hermitage, Black Cluster, Black Burgundy, Black
Esparte, Carignan, La Gloire (Liverdun).

White Grapes.—Madeira, Verdeilho, Riesling, Chasselas, Gouais,
Pineau blanc, Pineau gris.

The best of the red wines have been made from the Hermitage. This
wine will keep very long, and will arrive at its prime after being about
five years old.

Black Cluster and Black Esparte together yield a splendid wine,
approaching in flavor to a strong Burgundy wine.

Black Burgundy is, with respect to quality, superior to Black Cluster,

but inferior in bearing
Carignan approaches in quality the Esparte ; is a prolific bearer, but

is subject to blight.

La Gloire (Liverdun) yields a light wine, of not very great value

;

but its bearing capabilities are very prominent.
Madeira yields a strong, well-keeping, excellent wine.
Verdeilho of equal excellence.

Riesling, ditto.

Chasselas yields an agreeable, soon drinkable wine.
Gouais yields a wine similar to Sauterne, but stronger, and is a

prolific bearer.

Pineau gris and blanc yield excellent, fiery wines, but not in large
quantity ; nor do these wines keep well.

One acre of vines well laid out and well kept will give an average yield

in this colony of from 300 to 400 gallons of wine ; but there are par-
ticular varieties of grapes which would yield double the quantity,
though it should be kept in mind, that the general rule puts the more
prolific bearers among those of less excellent qualities.

In concluding this sketch of the agricultural and horti-

cultural capabilities of Victoria, we append the respective

statistic tables, obligingly furnished for this purpose by
W. H. Archer, Esq., Registrar-General of Victoria, showing
the extent of land under occupation and under cultivation,

and the totals of crops produced in this colony during the

season 1858-1859.
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SUMMARY OF VICTORIA.

COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE I.—Showing the Number of Holders of Purchased Land, the extent
of their Holdings, the Quantity of Land Enclosed, the Area Cultivated
and Uncultivated, and the Extent in Statute Acres under each descrip-

tion of Crop, for the Year ending 31st March, 1859.

COUNTIES

AND PASTORAL

DISTRICTS.

Anglesey

_L to
- 63

K g
c y, .

Ill

Total

extent of

Holding.

Total

extent

Unculti-

vated.

Extent

not En-

closed.

Total

extent of

Enclosed

Land.

Extent of

Enclosed

Land not

Cultivated.

Total

extent

under

Tillage.

acres.

86

acres.

17,341

$

acre9.

15.191J

acres.

6,074

acres.

11,267

$

acres.

9,1171

acres.

2,150

Bourke 3,090 548,682J 476,653$ 133,729£ 414,952| 342,923| 72,029

Dalliousie .

.

667 94,833$ 67.391J 9,911 84,922$4 57,480$ 27,442

Dundas 126 42,6391 41,041 32,4681 10,171 8,5721 1,598-1

Evelyn .

.

192 45,6 13J 41,138$ 8,0451 37,568$ 33,092! 4,4751

Follett 14 8,041 7,950 620 7,421 7,330 91

Grant 2,289 458,496! 401,S58| 152,583 305,913| 249,2751 56,638$

Grenville .

.

317 100,534| 94,8441 50,0673 50,467 44,7761 5,6901

Hampden 104 121,320| 119,4731 67,587 53,733£ 51,886$ 1,847$

Heytesbury .

.

77 40,334 38,1821 4,519 35,815 33,663$ 2,151f

Mornington 217 86,911 82,141J 25,120} 61,7901 57,020! 4,769|

Normanby .

.

395 87 ,697J 82.764J 40,703| 46,993! 42,061 4,932!

Polwarth 169 84,1561 80.281J 23,806 60,3501 56,4751 3,875

Ripon 277 61,670 47,223 15,783 45,887 31,440 14,447

Talbot 1,243 239,216 201,1751 60,446 178,770 140,7291 38,0401

Villiers 833 195,2401 168,501! 47,681 147,5591 120,820} 26,738J !

Gipps Land .

.

244 65,386£ 61,854$ 15,238$ 50,148$ 46,616 3,532$

The Loddon 733 109,116J 92,978 48,471 60,6451 44,507 16,1381

Rodney .

.

41 13,382 11,6001 5,651 7,731 5,9491 1,7811

The Murray 400 83,700-1 73,899 39,428£ 44,272 34,4701 9,8011

The Wimmera .

.

Total .. ..

59 14,843 14,054$ 6,846 7,997* 7,208$ 788-!

11,573 2,519,156! 2,220,197 794,780$ 1,724,3761 1,425,416! 298,959|
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE I.— Showing the Number of Holders of Purchased Land, &c, for

the Year ending 31st March, 1859

—

continued.

PASTOBAL DISTRICTS.

Anglesey ..

Bourke

Dalhousie

Dundas

Evelyn

Follett .

.

Grant

Grenville .

.

Hampden .

.

Heytesbury

Mornington

Noimanby

Polwarth ..

Bipon

Talbot

Villiera

Gipps Laud

The Loddon

Bodney

The II array

The AVimmera

EXTENT UNDEB CBOP IN STATUTE ACEES.

Cojin, Peas, Beans, Etc.

acres.

660J

14,277j

5,409

6684

1,493

12

18,019J

743|

636

1,386

1,460

2,0764

1,1794

2,895

4

6,7944

15.871J

868J

840

186^

2,751|

78,234

acres.

5974

12,434

13,253

240J

1,4C8£

2

13,484^

2,0384

6924

185

2,2014

579

l,893f

4,528

15,616

2,796|

702

2,2134

236

2,260

104}

Barley.

77,5264

44

773J

495

21J

47J

3

1,066

91|

33

132

105^

53j

614

154

582

1,062 J

80

253J

43

192J

26J

401

35|

2904

Eye
and
Bere.

Beans,
and

Millet.

574

131

1254

114

acres.

1,303

27,5631

19,210|

9324

3,024j

17

32,709

2,878

1,3624

1,707

3,787f

2,7 11J

3,135|

7,592

23,041

19,786

1,659

3,359

4674

5,501|

136

161.884J

W. H. ARCHER, Registrar-General.
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE I.—Showing the Number of Holders of Purchased Land, &c, for

the Year ending 31st March, 1859

—

continued.

EXTENT UXDER CROP IN STATUTE ACRES.

COUNTIES

Green Ckops
(exclusive of Market and Kitchen Gardens).

AND

G
w •a »

51 m • u
PASTORAL DISTRICTS. i 3 Stj « bo ° £ fc

Total.

Q 3

acres.

« as 5 5 "3

^ tr K Wti U pq -/: &<

acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres.

SHi 6 1 221}

5,357} 13| 29 2 H 30} 1,908 7,348}

Dalbonsie 3,292| 85} ii i 294 3,673!

140 1 141

506} 4} 71} 582}

14 14

3,758 48} 74} 34| 15} 1 ,735| 5,667|

1,126} 4 5 1,135}

Hampden 229 2 10 241

Heytesbury 313J 1 1 315}

Momington 377} 4} 30} 43} 455!

Normanby 368} 17 385}

Polwarth 194} 6} 21 221f

2,331} 6} 5 6} 10 113} 2,472!

6,736} 34} 7 20 8 4S6 7,291!

3, 147J 52} 23| 3} 2} 58 3,287}

Gipps Land 341} 14} i
1 I39| 496

The Loddon 1,031} 37} 9| 13| si 440} 1,537}

48} } 49

The Murray 418} 9! 1 i 3 2} 616} 1,051}

The Wimmera

Total

79} 3 }

96}

1 44 128

30,026} 332 185} 3| 75 5,998} 36,717}
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE L—Showing the Number of Holders of Purchased Land, &c, for
the Year ending 31st March. 1859

—

continued.

EXTENT UNDER CROP IK STATUTE ACRES.
COUNTIF.S

AND

PASTORAL

Hat. Gkeen Forage.

- . to •£

DISTRICTS.

1 1 5?

•3|K
£ jz •&

acres.

O
>>

Total.
i I!

^

•33s

5 £

>

>

3

acs

|
to

acs

Is
Total.

acres. acres. acres. acres. acs acres. acres.

Anglesey 577 6 583 54 4 19$ 29

Bourke 32,833a 148$ 32,9821 C574; 167 41 H 41J 268 1,176

Dalhousie 4,394$ 4,3944 20 3 j 2 5 98 1284

Dimdas 443$ 443$ 5 i 4 94

Evelyn 687| 687| 224 54 57J 8 93|

Follett 46 46 3 3

13,9204 311 14,2314 2.377J 20 761 94 19| 159 2,662|

Grenville 1,543 1,543 26 30 56

Hampden 222£ 1 2234 H 14

Heytesbury 101 101 5 10 15

Mornington 334 334 30 3 4 9 34 624 112

Normanby 1,4744 9 1,4834 11 4 1 158 174

Polwartli .

.

383 24 407 44 5 50 594

4,032 4,032 85 'J 114 4 4 35 141

7,259 6 7,265 75 10 10 2 84 1054

Villiers 1,936* 30 1,9661 224 If "i 5| 1,4034 M50|

Gipps Land 653§ 14 667f 30 n 2254 i 3224 586

The Loddon 10,383 1 10,384 106 84 454 16| 252J

Rodney 1,120 1,126 1344 1344

The Murray 2,845| 54 2,851J 116 194 223 1 1 160J

The Wimmera . 410 410 564

315J

ii i 58|

Total. 85,6063 556 86.162J 3,7794 283 328 lOOf 2,6024 7,409
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE I.—Showing the Number of Holders of Purchased Land, &<\, for

the Year ending 3 1st March, 1859

—

continued.

EXTENT UNDER CROl IN STATUTE ACRES.

COUNTIES

Otuek Chops.

AND

PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

acres.

6

>

o

o

V

o

Total.

acres. acres. acres. acres. acres

.

Anglesey 10 3.
23 134

ISourke 2,559j 1 88f 159* 1504 2,959}

Dalhousie 18} *i HI 344

Dundas 54| 154 i n 72

Evelyn . . .

.

354 34} *i 123 863

Follett 10 1 11

Grant 836f 2| 323| 89| 1143 1,367|

Grenville 66a H 5 4 • 78

Hampden 94 2 1 7 18|

Heytesbury 12} 1 13}

Morning"ton 69 1| 9} 80

Normanby 175J If 1 178J

Polwarth 45 2 4 51

Eipon 192 2} 54 34 6 209}

Talbot 290J 94 73 5 244 337}

Villier3 222 6 61 4 10 2484

Gipps Land 99 24 24 19 J 1234

The 1 oddon 539 31 38 4 153 91 605|

Rodney 34 1 44

The Murray 198 26 4 4 84 237

The Wimmera

Total

39 4 16
4 66

6,7865,486} 664 5474 288} 3974

W. H. ARCHER, Registrar-General.
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE II.—Showing the Gross Produce of each description of Crop, for
the Year ending 31st March, 1859.

PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

Anglesey .

.

Bourke

Dalhousie

Dundas .

.

Evelyn

Follett

Grant

Grenville .

.

Hampden

Heytesbury

Mornington

Normanby

Polwarth .

.

Ripon

Talbot .

.

Villiers .

.

Gipps Land

The Loddon

Rodney .

.

The Murray

The Wlmmera

QUANTITY OF PRODUCE.

Cobu, Peas, Beans, Etc.

bush.

15,140

253,351 1

126,424

14,070

29,777

328

258,313

12,1934

14,149

35,729

34,089

40,103

26,566

84,128

160,215

365,137

16,960J

12,648

2,862

60,846

83

1,563,1124

bush.

18,035

333,294

466,709

5,036

39,924

25

222,773

48,6984

18,392

4,565

67,492

12,865

47,028

164,630

513,112

73,600

15,444

40,8954

3,908

61,7564

2,175

2,160,3574

H

bush.

1,095

15,005

10,783

395

1,116

30

14,940

2,062

840

4,485

4,115

1,176

1,395

4,3014

12,921

29,502

2,0634

3,5694

910

115,619 9,i

1,106

815

2024

200

1,652

120

180

20

262

296

1,663

4,8324 3,854,2704
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COUNTIES AND PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

61

TABLE II.—Showing the Gross Produce of each description of Crop, for

the Year ending 31st March, 1859

—

continued.

COUNTIES

QUANTITY OF PRODUCE.

Green Crops
exclusive of Market and Kitchen Gardens)

•a
a

PASTORAL DISTRICTS.

(5

bo

•i

Total.

tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons.

Anglesey 721J 24 1 7464

Bourke 23,5434 77 528 43 24,1914

Dalhousie 11,525J 343 5 11,873

J

Dundas 339J 4 3434

Evelyn 2,312 2 2,314

Follett 26 26

Grant 9,929 3024 1,1434 1 181 48 11,605

Grenville 3.273J 4 25 3,3021

Hampden 906 4 910

Heytesbury 1,038 6 6 1,050

Mornington 1,651 1,651

Normanby 1.098J 1,0984

Polwarth 644 10 654

Eipon 9,366 30 50 3 39 40 9,528

Talbot 25,402^ 117 142 117 23 25,8014

Villiers 11,311 319 215 66 13 11,924

Gipps Land 1,442| 58 4 1,5011

TheLoddon 2,162J 241 64 i 484 124 2,312

Eodney 148 2 150

The Murray 1,425| 14 4 4 44 1,448J

The Wimmera 201J 2014

Total 103,466| I,334| 2,1564 5 528 141 1 12,632
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COUNTIES AND PASTOKAL DISTRICTS.

TABLE II.—Showing the Gross Produce of each description of Crop, for
the Year ending 31st March, 1859

—

continued.

QUANTITY OF PRODUCE

COUNTIES

Hat. Other Crops.

AND

PASTOKAL -

Grape.

3

DISTRICTS.
If >,

6Sa

03

Total.

1

1

1

H

p
Pi .

ffl'O

IS

§
a .

tons. tons. tons. cwt. cwt. No. cwt. gal. gal.

Anglesey .. 1,157 12 1,169

Bourke 41,956£ I76i 42,1 32| 10 47,080 5445 120 30

Dalhousie .

.

7,689j 7,689l 56 5

Dundas ml 7115 200 400

Evelyn i,in 1,111 7,160 30 100

Follett 74 74 20

Grant 15,065| 310 15,375| 1,795 15 778,266 2,663 7,405 42

Grenville 1,9052 l,905j 15 17,000 45

Hampden 229j 2 231 5 60

Heytesbury 165 165 15

Mornington.. 625^ 625| 1,040

Normanby 1,963 13 1,976 40

Polwarth 633 34 667 20

Klpon 7,893 7,893 30 17,650

Talbot 9,979 10 9,989 273 5 16,786 28

Villiers 3,663 15 3,678 132 190 135

Gipps Land 764 255 790 7,100 31

TheLoddon.. 10,878| 1 10,879 480 31 59,182 27 5 i

Rodney 1,371^ 1,374 10

The Murray 4,497| 4 4,501

1

41,892 55 110

TheWimmera

Total

6O85 6O85 237

873 72J112,940 602J 113.542J 2,690 993,602 3,578j 7,740

W. H. ARCHER, Registrar-General.



VI.—ANIMAL PRODUCTS.

The peculiar character of the Australian indigenous animals

is due to the geological character of the land. Australia, the

oldest part of our globe, has to some extent, a corresponding

fauna ; the greater portion of the land as well as many of the

types of its animals dating as far back as the pie-oolitic period.

Nearly all the Australian mammals are pouch-bearing (Mar-
supiata) ; some show other signs of the low rank which
they hold in reference to the development of their physical

organization.

The same observation may, in some degree, be applied to the

birds and other animals inhabiting Australia. There are no
animals here of a higher order, and more useful to man,
than these marsupiata, whose utility to him is but limited.

Fortunately, the physical condition and the climate of the

country offer considerable advantages for the introduction of

many species of quadrupeds, birds, and fishes, from abroad.

The alpine region of our colony with its never-parched meadows,
the thickets of the forests, the cool and verdant glens of the

ranges, the more arid scrubby plains in the north-west, all are

apt to receive such animals as are accustomed to live in corres-

ponding places in other parts of the world.

Amongst the more useful of our native animals are the

different species of kangaroos ; their skins form an article of
commerce, and their venison is brought to our markets.
Excellent meat is also furnished by the porcupine anteafer

(Echidna hystrix). Opossums, native cats, ivomhats, in fact,

nearly every marsupiate quadruped, as well as the platypus

(Ornithorhynchus paradoxus) , are clad in a valuable fur.

Of birds, the following may be mentioned as valuable to man
;

The emu, whose flesh is highly prized, as well as its eggs and
their shells

;
geese and ducks on account of their flesh, feathers,

and eggs ; the same may be said of the native turkey (Otis

Australasianus)
; the Murray pheasant (Leipoa ocellata), and

many others ; the mutton bird (Puffinus Brevicaudatus) for its

feathers, oil, and eggs. A great number of other birds are used
for food, and the brilliant plumage of many of the members
of the feathered tribe render them much sought for private
collections of natural history, and a considerable traffic exists

e2
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in skins of the lyre bird (Menura superba), the different species

of parrots, cockatoos, &c.

Gruano is found on some of the islands in Port Phillip.

Our waters, fresh and salt, contain many treasures aAvaiting

only enterprising men to raise them. Several species of seals

are found near our shores, which are also occasionally visited by
whales. Of fish, there is a considerable variety. The Chinese

here have already commenced curing fish, a pursuit which might

be followed up advantageously. Deep-sea fishing in our waters

would render importation of cured fish unnecessary, and at the

same time would supply poor and rich with a cheap, wholesome,

and plentiful food. Of the freshwater fish the so-called Murray
Cod (Grystes Peelii) is the most important ; besides this there are

great number of smaller fish. Along with fish, eels of enormous

size and excellent flavor are found in the lagoons and creeks of

the rivers falling into the sea. We have also excellent oysters

crabs, lobsters, and crayfish ; of the latter, the large Astacoides

serratus, from the River Murray, is worth mentioning.

The most useful animals for importation are : camel, drome-

dary, Alpaca, Cashmere, Angora, and Californian goat, Merino
sheep; then the different species of deer; the hare, beaver, fyc. ;

the gazelles and antehp.es of Africa ; the asses of the east ; the

genet (viverra genetta) and other vermin-destroying animals.

Of birds it is desirable to introduce partridges and pheasants

—invaluable on account of the abundance of ants throughout

these colonies.

Of insects, the silkworm and the cochenilla, deserve our atten-

tion as desirable for introduction.

When contemplating how much by the introduction of new
treasures of the animal empire, may be added to our wealth, we
cannot refrain from merely alluding in a single instance to the

vast amount of food, which for our increasing population may be

obtained by transferring the salmon to our alpine streams—

a

plan which has hitherto not been merely the subject of vague

surmise, but of actual experiments, and which presents appa-

rently no obstacle which perseverance and care could not over-

come. Again, if we turn our view to the introduction of game, we
may safely anticipate that with the gradual extirpation of the

dingo, such animals as the deer or the hare would surely multi-

ply in our forests. More difficulty may be encountered in

domiciling the pheasant and other birds in our ranges, where
they have to contend with the hostilities of numerous rapacious

birds, and the Dasyuri.
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PASTORAL RESOURCES.

The area of the colony of Victoria is about fifty-five millions

of acres. Of this only two millions and a half have been

alienated to purchasers, thus leaving above fifty millions still in

the hands of the Crown.
The country, from causes which will be hereafter referred to,

is yet comparatively in a state of nature ; and scarcely an
effort has been made to increase its grazing capacity. Large
tracts of country have to be vacated in summer, from the ab-

sence of surface water. Again, in wet seasons, a great extent

of level land is inundated in water, and thus becomes for the

time unavailable.

Cattle.—These are of no very distinctly-defined breed, and
until late years have been generally of inferior description.

Latterly, however, a very marked and steady improvement has

been effected by the importation from England of high-class

animals, principally of the Durham breed. Herefords, Devon,

and some other breeds, have also been introduced. Experience

has proved that all of these speedily adapt themselves to the

climate ; and it is not uncommon now to see, in the Melbourne
yards, cattle from the best grazing districts equal to the stall-

fed animals of Smithfield.

Morses.—In this description of stock great improvement has

also been effected by the importation of thoroughbred stallions

from the best studs in England, and of Clydesdale and other

breeds for draught purposes. The climate appears to be pecu-

liarly adapted to the development and improvement of this

description of stock. Considerable numbers have been lately

exported to India, where their character for endurance and
strength has been well established.

Sheep.—Though the produce from these is one of the greatest

resources, and one of the chief elements of wealth of the

colony, no kind of stock has made so little progress towards

improvement. Cattle and horses form part of the economy of

a farm, and their improvement has to a certain extent been

fostered and encouraged by the owners of land. Sheep, on the

other hand, are almost exclusively owned by the occupants of

Crown or public lands. The uncertain tenure upon which they

hold these lands has not only checked improvement in the breed,

but has also prevented those improvements being effected that

would have added to and extended the grazing capability of

the counti-y. The breeds of sheep, though very mixed, have

more of the merino type than any other. The flocks of the

e.3
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country now contain the materials from which an Australianised

merino could be formed—an animal that would produce a quan-

tity of wool equal to any sheep in the world fed in the same
manner, and of a quality adapted to the highest manufacturing

purposes.

Though the pastoral resources of the colony admit of very

great expansion little has been done by the occupants of Crown
lands, owing to the uncertainty of their tenure, beyond availing

themselves of the natural advantages of their position. Many
of the sheep and cattle runs are as yet imperfectly stocked

;

there are many tracts of the Alps available for summer pasture,

as yet unoccupied ; there is still the possibility of rendering

many parts of the north-western district available for pasture

by draining the water of the winter rains into main channels

and in sheltering it from evaporation, or by sinking Artesian

and other wells ; in other places where too much water lies in

winter, plough-draining or surface-draining may be advan-

tageously employed ; runs already stocked may be made to

carry more stock, when subdivided by fencing, while the area

of pasture ground may be extended by a judicious burning of

the underwood, transforming our forest wilderness into fertile

grassy uplands.

Again, we may introduce with advantage such perennial grasses

and herbage as are calculated to resist the drought of our

summers, and the few experiments which have been made with

ryegrass and clovers have been most encouraging. Competent
judges estimate that by these means the grazing capabilities of

the colony may be increased threefold.
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STATISTICS OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS OF THE COLONY
OF VICTORIA, BROUGHT DOWN TO 1859.

I.—Live Stock (vide General Summary and Summary of Counties and
Pastoral Districts).

II.—Exports of Animal Products in Quantity and Value for Year ending
31st December, 1858.

Description of Article. Quantity. Total Value.

Specimens of Natural History .

.

Tallow

472 tons, 2 cwt., 2 qrs

311,013No

166,811 No
1,015 tons, 13 cwt

£
3,067

83,064

6,154
105

87,804
71,177

20
36,974
1,238

23,463
43,987

1,678,290

£2,035,343

RETURN of the Number and Amount of Preferable Liens on Wool and
Mortgages on Live Stock registered in the Colony during 1858.

Preferable Liens on Wool.
1

MoBTGAGES ON LIVE STOCK.

Number
l Number

of of
Liens. Sheep.

^ Amount
of

Liens.

Number
of

j

Mortgages.

Number
of

Sheep.

Number
of

Cattle.

Number
of

Horses.

Amount
Lent.

60 730,000
£ s. d.

86,758 11 7 171 839,702 78,598
£ s. d.

1,418 983,735 4

RETURN of the Number and Description of Manufactories and Works
connected with Animal Products in the Colony during 1858.

Description or Manufactoeies and Works.

Curled Hair
Manufac-

tories.

Soap
Manu-

factories.

Candle
Manufac-
tories.

Tan-
neries.

Currier.
Bone-

crushing
Manufactory.

Number in Colony
ofeach Manufac-
tory or Work .

.

}
' 18 13 25 1 1

W. H. ARCHER, Registrar-General.
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VICXOBIA.—LIVE STOCK.

G-enebal Summary.

TABLE showing the Number of Live Stock in Victoria in the Month of

March, 1859, distinguishing the quantity on Alienated Land from that

on Crown Land ; and exhibiting the Total Stock on Stations, inclusive

of Alienated Land connected therewith, as well as the Stock on

Alienated Land, exclusive of that connected with Stations.

DESCRIPTION OF LAND.

Description of Stock.

Horses. Cattle. Pigs. Sheep.

Alienated laud 52,255

16,068

275,529

423,801

37,756 591,303

4,987,110

Alienated land unconnected

)

with stations . . . . )

Crown and alienated land \
connected with stations j

Total of Colony .

.

41,762

26,561

188,476

510,854

34,925

2,831

272,555

5,305,858

68,323 699,330 37,756 5,578,413

Note —With reference to the number of pigs, it is to he observed that, owing to there

being no assessment levied on that description of stock . no return is required or furnished of the
quantity on the stations of those who hold Crown land alone, though there is, no doubt, a con-
siderable number on them. It may also be noticed that the returns for Crown land are obtained
some weeks earlier than those for purchased land.

W. H. ARCHER, Registrar-General.
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VII.—HARBORS, RIVERS, AND INTERNAL COMMUNI-
CATION.

The Colony of Victoria has its sea face entirely on the south

shore, and reaches from Cape Howe, in 150° E. long., to 141°

E. long.' at its junction with South Australia. From Cape
Otway to Cape Howe. Victoria forms the northern shore of

Bass's Straits; and from Cape Otway to the west it is entirely

exposed to the ocean and an unbroken sea setting on its shores.

As none of the rivers are of sufficient size and volume of

water to force a passage into the open sea, so as to form an
entrance for vessels of size, there are no river harbors ; and the

formation of the coast is somewhat deficient in bays or sheltered

places. From Cape Howe, along the Ninety-mile Beach, lies a

chain of lakes, some of salt and some of fresh water: these

lakes are fed from various streams flowing from the Snowy
Mountains on the northern boundary of Gipps Land, and
receive, at certain periods of the year, a large supply of water,

some of which forces its way by narrow and shallow channels

through the beach into the sea; these channels exist only during

the season of rain or melting snow, and for any useful purpose

in communicating with the lakes, and thereby the interior,

would require artificial means : if such were successfully

applied, a large agricultural and pastoral district might receive

the benefit of water transit. The portion of the country around
the lakes, and the rivers falling into them, is highly spoken of,

both as to its climate and powers of producing all European
fruits and cereals.

Port Albert has a narrow bar entrance, and, although used as

the shipping place of the Gipps Land district, is evidently

deficient in its capabilities as compared with Welshpool, which
is situated in Corner Inlet, an extensive basin, into which flow

some small streams, which take their rise in the Hoddle Ranges.

Corner Inlet can admit vessels of light draught of water, and
is entirely sheltered. Between Corner Inlet and Wilson's

Promontory, the most southern point of Victoria, there are

two bays, Sealer's Cove, whence much timber is shipped, and
Waterloo Bay, wherein the coasting vessels take shelter in bad
weather from the westward.

Western Port is another bay, having in its entrance Phillip

Island, with a shallow channel on its eastern side and a deeper
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one on its western : there is a larger island higher up the bay,
called French Island, around which is also a channel for boats.

There is at present a considerable trade in oyster fishing carried

on in Western Port, and eventually, if coal, which exists in

this neighborhood, is worked, this port will become of much
importance.

Port Phillip Bay is a magnificent basin of water, having
at its northern end a smaller bay, called Hobson's Bay,
wherein lie all the large ships coming to the Port of Melbourne.
The Rivers Yarra Yarra and Saltwater fall into the western side

of Hobson's Bay Vessels of 10 to 12 feet draught can pass,

at high water, over the bars at the entrance of the rivers and
go up to Melbourne. The River Yarra is otherwise deep enough
for any vessels, but is very narrow throughout its entire length:

it is navigable to Melbourne for all vessels which can cross the

bars. At Melbourne, advantage has been taken of a natural

barrier of rock to secure fresh water for the supply of the

city, by preventing the sea tide from mixing with it. Hobson's
Bay can contain from 300 to 400 vessels, which lie in entire

safety, even with sky-sail yards across, in the heaviest weather.

From the uniformity of bottom, both in this and Port Phillip

Bay, the sea never rises to any height, and 3 feet 6 inches is,

perhaps, the greatest altitude of wave : thus, ships of the

heaviest burthen and largest draught of water lie alongside the

pier extended into the bay, without accident or chafing, and
anchor close into the shore.

On the western part of Port Phillip Bay lies Corio Bay, the

port and harbor of Geelong : unfortunately this beautiful sheet

of water has a bar of sand across the entrance which pre-

cludes large vessels from crossing and unloading at the town.

A channel is being dredged in the hope of obtaining 18 feet of

water, a slow and expensive process ; if, however, it should be
successfully completed, Corio Bay will receive such ships as the

channel will admit, to unload and load close to Geelong. At
present they anchor off Point Henry, some four miles distant.

The entrance to Port Phillip Bay, between Point Nepean and
Point Lonsdale, is only about a mile and a-half wide, and under
a mile for channel use. This causes at times a heavy surf

across, and the tide to sweep in and out with great velocity ; it

has also formed sand banks within the harbor for some miles,

through the channels of which the vessels navigate according to

their draught of water. The channels are buoyed and partially

lighted, as is also the entrance. From Point Lonsdale to Cape
Otway the only place of even partial shelter or anchorage is
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Apollo Bay ; from thence lies an exposed coast open to the

southern ocean.

In long. 142° 32', at the entrance of the River Merri, Warr-
nambool has become a shipping place for the surrounding

district ; the holding ground is good, but the anchorage is too

exposed to form a harbor until a breakwater is constructed.

Port Fairy, a few miles west, is also used as a harbor for the

agricultural and pastoral products of that district ; it is protected

from the westerly winds by Griffith and Rabbit Islands ; both

at Warrnambool and Port Fairy there are landing jetties. The
River Moyne runs into the sea here, and is navigable with

12 feet of water to the town of Belfast.

Portland is the most western, and is the oldest settled town

in the colony, the Messrs. Henty having established a whaling

station at this place antecedent to the first establishment of the

colony. Portland has an open roadstead, partially sheltered

from the westerly winds, and a jetty whence wool, &c, is

shipped to Melbourne.

From Cape Howe, the eastern extremity of the seaboard of

the colony, a line of about 100 miles in length is drawn, nearly

W.N.W., crossing the Snowy River to the south-eastern sources

of the Murray, which forms the northern boundary of the colony

from this point to the 141st meridian. From the sources of

the Murray stretch chains of mountains, varying in width and
in altitude, but continuing without interruption to the 142nd
meridian, which form a backbone to the colony, whence its rivers

run to the seaboard on the south, distant on an average about

75 miles, and towards the Murray on the north. At first the

direction of the Murray is nearly north to the intersection of

the meridian of 148° and the parallel of 36°. It then runs

nearly west to Echuca on the meridian of 145°, where it receives

the Goulburn, its largest Victorian tributary. From this point

to the 141st meridian, where it ceases to form the Victorian

boundary, its course is towards the north-west.

The Murray is very variable in depth, according to the

season of the year, but during the winter months is navigable

from Lake Victoria, in South Australia, to Albury on the

147th meridian ; and by this channel the pastoral districts in

the north-west of Victoria and the northern gold fields receive

from Adelaide part of their supplies of flour.

The most easterly river in the colony is the Genoa ; the next

is the Snowy River in Gipps Land, which takes its rise partly

in the dividing range beforementioned and partly in the Alps of

New South Wales ; through Victoria its course is nearly north
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and south. The quantity of water brought down by it from a
large drainage area both in New South Wales and in Victoria,

and from the Snowy Mountains is at some seasons very large,

though it is not able to form for itself a permanent opening into

the sea through the beach. The lower part of its course has
not yet been surveyed, so that it is impossible to estimate its

value as a channel for internal communication.
Midway between Cape Howe and Wilson's Promontory, com-

mences a chain of lakes, separated from the sea by a narrow
strip of sand, named Lakes Tyers, King, Victoria, and Welling-
ton. The first named is small, receives but small streams, and
has its sea-mouth usually choked with sand. Lakes King and
Victoria, which are salt, save during floods, communicate
with one another, and with the sea by a narrow passage at the

east end of Lake King, in which, on the 21st December, 1859,*
there was only a depth of three feet, and which would probably
entirely close before the end of the dry season. Lake King
receives the rivers Tambo, Nicholson and Mitchell, the first

running from north to south, and the last from north-west to

south-east through Gipps Land from the dividing range. The
course of the Nicholson is short, between steep banks of cal-

careous limestone.

Lake Wellington, the west end of which is about thirty miles

from the east end of Lake King, is fresh, and receives the

Rivers Avon and La Trobe. The Avon and its tributary the

Perry are short in their course. The La Trobe runs from
east to west from spurs of the Dividing Range, interposed

between it and the Yarra Yarra, while its tributaries the

Thomson and the Macalister, come down from the north-west

from the main Dividing Range. These rivers, as will be seen

from the tables appended, bring down considerable bodies of

water, even at the most unfavorable season. If it were possible

to open a permanent channel to the lakes from the sea, they
would all be navigable for some miles from the lakes inland.

They are well adapted, from their nature and from the climate

of the country, to receive the salmonidae, if the attempt to bring

them to this country be successful.

The rivers of the south-western district of Gipps Land,
towards Wilson's Promontory, are numerous but small and call

for no special notice.

Proceeding westwards, we come to that part of the colony

south of the dividing range, which drains into Port Phillip.

* All measurements of depths, velocity, &c, refer to this day, the
Australian Midsummer Day.
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The rivers of any note running into Port Phillip are—the

Yarra Yarra, which receives the Saltwater, and the Werribee.

The Yarra Yarra, taking its rise in the same southerly spur

of the dividing range from which the La Trobe flows eastwards,

is fed, like the Gipps Land rivers, by perennial streams, taking

their rise in the primitive rock formations in a district where

vegetation is so luxuriant as to be almost impenetrable. The
course of the Yarra is most tortuous in the lower part ; and
the distance from its source to Melbourne may exceed eighty

miles in a direct line. One peculiarity in the Yarra is, its

great depth in proportion to its width. It receives numerous
feeders, mainly from the north, as it recedes from the dividing

range, the course of which is, on the whole, westerly. Of these

tributaries the most important is the Plenty, which enters it

from the north, after a course of about thirty miles from the

dividing range.

On this river, about nineteen miles from Melbourne, we have
an example of what may be done here in the way of intercepting

and storing water. By a solid embankment, a reservoir called

the Yan Yean has been formed, with a surface area of about

-1,300 acres, and an average depth of 18 feet. Into this the

stream of the Plenty, which here drains an area of broken
country estimated at 40,000 acres, is conducted, and an amount
of 6,400,000,000 gallons of water secured for the supply of the

city of Melbourne, to which the water is conducted in closed

pipes.

The Saltwater River takes its rise in Mount Macedon, a

point in the dividing range about 3000 feet high, and the last

portion of the range towards the west, which supplies water in

abundance.

The river takes its name from the saltness of its water in the

last ten miles of its course, caused by the influx of water from
salt springs about Keilor. It is navigable for some few miles

above its junction with the Yarra, three miles from Hobson's
Bay. This river and its tributary creeks are peculiarly

depressed below the generally level surface of the County of

Bourke, through which they run.

The Werribee runs into Port Phillip Bay on its N.W. side,

between Geelong and Melbourne, rising to the N. W. about sixty

miles off, in the Blackwood ranges, about 2000 feet above the

sea. These ranges are unlike the Yarra ranges, hardly able to

maintain a constant supply of water during the summer.
The next district which claims our attention, is that extending

westward of Port Phillip, to the confines of the colony. The
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general character of the district is rolling plains, scantily

watered. The direction of the rivers is generally north and
south, and they draw their waters from a narrow and rarely

lofty mountain range. They are in summer at best little more
than chains of ponds, though all in their course afford facilities

for storing up surplus winter water by dams.

The rivers of the district are—the Moorabool, rising near

Mount Blackwood, and the Leigh, running parallel to it through

Ballaarat. These rivers both join the Barwon, a river which,

rising in the high timbered ranges behind Cape Otway, flows

E N.E., and, sweeping round byGeelong, enters the sea outside

Port Phillip Heads. This river, fed from high timbered

ranges, does not fail in summer. In these ranges rises also

several smaller as yet imperfectly explored streams, which flow

southwards through a heavily timbered country towards Cape
Otway.
The next river of mark that enters the sea is the Hopkins.

About ten miles from the sea it receives Mount Emu Creek,

which rises in the southern slope of the Pyrenees (the western

portion of the dividing range), and in Lake Burrumbeet, and
flows across the plains in a south-westerly direction. The
Hopkins rises also in the southern slopes of the Pyrenees, about

eighty miles from its embouchure, falls into the sea about a mile

east of Warrnambool, and is navigable for boats for about five

miles up.

At about 142° 30' the Main Dividing Range breaks off, and

two parallel ranges named the Grampians and the Victoria

Ranges, run north and south at right angles to it for about 40
miles. In the former rises the Glenelg, passes through a gap
in the Victoria Range, runs for about 60 miles westward,

and then about 60 southwards entering the sea on the boun-

dary ; it is not navigable, nor is the discharge of water very

great.

The Wannon is a tributary, taking its rise on the east of the

Grampians, which sweeps south along the east face of the

Serra Range, and then turns westwards towards the Glenelg.

Between the Leigh and the Mount Emu Creek is a remark-

able volcanic district, full of large lakes and basins. Of these

Lake Corangamite (75 miles area) is the largest ; it has no

overflow drainage, and lies 346 feet above high water mark in

Port Phillip. Indeed, the western plains are, throughout,

dotted with lakes of various sizes, some few fresh, most salt.

Proceeding now to the rivers north of the dividing range, we
have first to take the district from the source of the Murray on
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the east to the meridian of 145° on the west. Within this

district the rivers are numerous, rising in the dividing range.

The main feeders of the Murray into -which the smaller streams

run, are in order from east to west, the Mitta Mitta, the

Ovens, and the Goulburn. Of these, the Ovens, so far as

Wangaratta (60 miles) and the Goulburn so far as Seymour,

(150 miles) might be made available for navigation in winter

by craft similar to those at present navigating the Murray;

but in summer all of these, save the Goulburn, are very

shallow, barely a foot deep on the gravel bars. These are all

fed from the northern and western slopes of snowy mountains,

and are liable to heavy floods especially in September, October,

and November, our spring, when the snows are melting.

In the north-west region of the colony, the pastoral districts

of the Loddon and the Wimmera, we have the Campaspe, with

its tributary the Coliban, the Loddon, the Avoca, and the

Wimmera, all running northwards towards the Murray, the

latter never, and the others seldom, even in winter, reaching it.

and though they all leave the dividing range full of water, yet,

whether from evaporation or from the porous nature of the soil

through which they flow, these rivers seem actually to disappear.

To the operation of the former cause they are extremely liable

as from the slight fall of the country their current is so sluggish

that they become almost stagnant. A large quantity of the

winter supply of water is diverted from the river bed and lies

in lagoons, some saline, some fresh.

From these details it will appear that, excepting the Goul-

burn and the Yarra, we have few streams which throughout the

year deserves the name of river. The former of these might

doubtless be rendered navigable by removing the snags. The
latter, from the falls at Melbourne, bars higher up, and its

generally tortuous course, is not available for internal navigation.

The Gipps Land rivers might be useful for water carriage,

but the want of sea entrances is against their further utility.

All the other so-called rivers are but watercourses, carrying

off the surplus rain of the wet season which does not penetrate

the soil. In the dry season, they serve even now as reservoirs

of water, for in almost every Australian streambed are found

holes all along its course, varying in depth, in which some water

is usually to be found throughout the summer.

The great advantage we may hope for the colony from our

rivers is, a steadier and more abundant supply of water in

summer by the construction of dams and reservoirs, for which

the deep depressions of most of our streams offer great facilities.
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With respect to the internal communication of the colony
little need be said. In a general sense there is no difficulty in

forming roads : the seaboard side of the country has some
extensive plains rising to the interior ; on either side, in the
neighborhood of the dividing range, the ground is undulating,
the hills being almost always rounded at their top and timbered
throughout ; towards the River Murray, from the Goulburn to

the western boundary of the colony, the ground is generally
flat. With so little rain the natural surface is almost always
passable, until the enclosing of the country concentrates the
traffic on one line. In the construction of lines of railway less

difficulty perhaps exists than in most parts of the world ; here
we have a dry soil, no snow or frost; cuttings stand easily,

and embankments can only suffer from being badly made ; if

the gullies were spanned by timber viaducts, the price of labor
and the expense of importation of the material would alone
justify any heavy charge in the construction. There is perhaps
as little oxidation in this climate as anywhere ; thus, roads well

metalled and formed, and railways properly constructed, would
last, so far as the operation of natural courses is concerned, as

long as in any part of the world.

The depth into which the rivers and streams are sunk in

many places, being as it were scored into the earth, creates the
necessity for heavier works than are ordinarily required, and
especial provision is needed against the effect of floods.

Stone well adapted for the railway ballast or road metal is

abundant and good.
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TABLE showing the approximate Lengths of the principal Eivers in

Victoria, and their discharge in cubic feet per second, on the 21st De-
cember, 1859.

Name of River.

Length of
Course in

Miles.

Place of Observation.
Discharge

per
Second.

Werribee . <,

Mount Emu Creek

70
40
70
30
65
40
60

200
56
80
100

120

200
90
150
300
200
560

(in Victoria)

40

100

150

10 miles from mouth

Above junction with Thomson
Above junction with La Trobe
Braybrook, near Melbourne .

.

Bacchus Marsh
Rickett's Marsh

5f miles from its mouth

Above junction with Hopkins
Just above tidal influence

Above junction with Glenelg .„

Above junction with Murray .

.

Above junction with Murray .

.

Below junction of Ovens River
Above junction of Goulburn .

.

Above junction with Campaspe
Above junction with Coliban .

.

497-0
6-7

22-0

720
4013
250-0

50
535-0

2-2

262-0

00
o-o

27-0

o-o
9-6

41-8

97
464-0

596-6

1,556-4

2,663-8

2,975-1

2,411-0
7-29
3-05
0-48

o-oo
1-37
0-15

1 These rivers were gauged on the 14th February, 16

By Authority : John Fekees, Government Printer, Melbourne.
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APPENDIX II.

A Public Meeting was held at the Mechanics' Institute,

Collins-street, Melbourne, on January 23rd, 1860, for the

purpose of receiving the report of the Exploration Fund

Committee, the Hon. John Hodgson, M.L.C., in the chair.

REPORT.
Your committee has much pleasure in meeting the subscri-

bers to the Exploration Fund on the present occasion, and in

offering its hearty congratulations upon the successful issue

of the important undertaking, for the accomplishment of

which it was appointed, and your committee has now the
honor to submit the following report.

It will be remembered that a public meeting was held in

this place on the 1st September, 1858, at which his Honor
the Chief Justice Sir William Foster Stawell presided. It

was then announced that the munificent gift of ^€1000 was
offered by an unknown friend of Australian exploration, on
the condition that j62000 should be raised by private sub-

scription within twelve months, for the same object. At that

meeting your committee was appointed for the purpose of

carrying out the expressed wishes of the unknown donor, and
of securing his generous offer.

On its appointment your committee thought it advisable

to invite t\e co-operation of the Exploration Committee of

the Philosophical Institute, now the Royal Society, of Vic-

toria, which was cordially acceded to ; and during the whole
year both committees have zealously combined all their

efforts to ensure the success of the proposed object.

The efforts of your committee in raising subscriptions were,

in the first instance, chiefly confined to Melbourne. At the

same time a printed circular was forwarded to all the princi-

pal towns and to many of the leading gentlemen and magis-
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" Melbourne, September 15^ 1858.

trates throughout the colony. The following is the circular
referred to :

—

" Sir,
'
' At a public meeting held at the Mechanics' Institute, Mel-
bourne, on the 1st instant, Sir W. F. Stawell in the chair,
the undermentioned gentlemen were appointed a committee
to take the necessary steps for raising £2000 by public sub-
scription, to be applied to the purpose of exploring the interior
of the colony ; a donation of £1000 having been made for
that object, coupled with the proviso that double that sum
should be subscribed by the public within twelve-months
from the present date. The committee, consisting of Sir
W. F. Stawell, the Hon. J. Hodgson, M.L.C., Professor
M'Coy, Dr. Mueller, and Mr. James Smith, to which Dr.
Macadam has been appointed honorary secretary, and Dr.
Wilkie treasurer, was limited in number for the sake of
securing a greater amount of individual responsibility as
regards its financial administration; but as soon as it has
discharged the first duty delegated to it, that of collecting
the sum specified above, it is pledged to co-operate with
the Exploration Committee of the Philosophical Institute, in
concerting measures for the prudent, economical and efficient

expenditure of the Exploration Fund. That fund there
is every reason to believe will be augmented by a grant
from Government; and the aggregate amount, it is confi-
dently hoped, will suffice to proseeute the enterprise to a
thoroughly successful issue. In the mean time I have to solicit,

on behalf of the committee, the exercise of your local influence
(either by the formation of sub-committees or otherwise) in
procuring subscriptions to an object which is national in
character, and must secure the approbation of every Austra-
lian who is anxious to promote the material prosperity of his
country, to enlarge the boundaries of knowledge, to clear up
the mystery which envelopes the fate of poor Leichhardt, and
ao facilitate our intercourse with the other hemisphere. The
Government have promised to place a sum of money on the
estimates for the introduction of twenty or thirty camels, to
be employed in traversing the sandy deserts supposed to exist
in the interior, and the time appears to have arrived when we
may undertake the work of exploration under the most
favorable conditions of success, and may worthily emulate
the laudable example which has been set us by the adjoining
colonies.
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" To open up a communication with the northern shores

of this Continent, is an enterprise which should engage the
sympathies and command the support of the merchant, the
squatter and the miner, no less than those of the man of
science ; for such an enterprise promises to abridge the
distance which separates us from the old world ; to bring
us, at an early date, in telegraphic communication with
India and Europe ; to open new avenues of commerce

;

to indicate how we may obtain access to vast areas of
pastoral land from which we are at present cut off, owing
to our ignorance of the intervening country; and to solve

a geographical problem, which is as important as it is

interesting.
" Under these circumstances the Committee confidently

appeal to you for assistance in the way of soliciting contri-

butions in the district in which you reside, and woiild feel

obliged by your remitting any sums yon may receive on this

account to the Treasurer of the Exploration Fund, Dr.
Wilkie, of this city, or to the account of the Exploration
Fund at the Bank of Victoria, Melbourne.

"I am, Sir,

" Your obedient servant,

"John Macadam, M.D.,
" Honorary Secretary."

For many months your committee zealoiisly labored,

but with very discouraging prospects of success—not
from any general unwillingness to support the object,

but chiefly from the commercial depression, which has

extended its influence through all classes of the com-
munity. From the many difficulties and discourage-

ments which your committee had to encounter, it

was almost on the point of abandoning the project as

hopeless, when eleven months of the stipulated period had
nearly elapsed the total amount of the subscriptions at

that time realised scarcely reaching one half of the stipu-

lated sum.
The bright star of Australian progress was however in

the ascendant, and it was considered to be yet possible

to secure success by an urgent and final appeal to the squat-

ters, merchants, and country gentlemen in all parts of the

colony.

This appeal, which was prepared in the form of a litho-

graphic letter, was immediately followed by the happiest
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results, which amply rewarded your committee for all

its labors and anxieties. Every post brought in

bundles of letters containing cheques, orders and cash,

and in not a few instances long letters of advice ; and
thus within the stipulated period the required sum of

.£2000 was raised by private subscription, and the muni-
ficent gift of the unknown donor claimed and secured through
the kind offices of his Honor the Chief Justice. The Ex-
ploration Committee of the Philosophical Institute having
brought up its report at a recent meeting of the Institute,

and that report having been adopted and printed in the
daily papers, your Committee think it unnecessary to go
over the same ground again on the present occasion. It

may, however, be satisfactory to some of the subscribers

now present to hear that document read, if they have not
already seen it. [Vide " Eeports of Committees," page lxv.]

Your committee, on its own behalf, and in the name of

'

the whole body of subscribers to the Exploration Eund,
most cordially adds its tribute of admiration to the deep
feeling of respect and esteem which is universally entertained

and expressed for the noble-hearted and generous donor, who
has made so unexampled a sacrifice for his adopted country

;

and it deeply enhances our respect and esteem for the generous
donor to know that before the stipulated time had elapsed,

and before it could possibly be ascertained that there was any
possibility of the conditions of the offer being complied with,

he intimated through his Honor Sir William F. Stawell, that

he would extend the time for four months, or until the first

day of the present year, so as to give ample opportunity to

your committee to carry out all its arrangements, and
thus to secure with certainty the offered gift.

Your committee cannot conclude this report without ex-

pressing its fervent hope that the name of the generous
donor may yet be given to the world, that it may incite the
ardor of our Australian youth in the cause of science and Aus-
tralian progress, that it may add to the lustre of Australian
patriotism and Australian enterprise, and that it may grace
an honored page in Australian history.

Your committee has one more pleasing duty to perform,
which is to congratulate the subscribers, and all other friends

of exploration upon the noble liberality which has been
shown by the Victorian Parliament in voting the sum of
£6000 for Australian exploration. By this patriotic act our
reformed Parliament has done honor to itself and the cause
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of science, and has added fresh laurels to the fame of our
adopted country.

Every Australian must now acknowledge that Victoria has
at length vindicated lier character among the Australian co-

lonies, and every citizen of Victoria will feel a national pride
in the reflection that, in looking beyond the mere selfish

interests of our own colony, our legislators have nobly
responded to the claims of science, of humanity, and of

Australian settlement.

Your Committee has the honor to submit the following

financial statement :

—

Subscriptions not yet acknowledged

—

Sands and Kenny
Subscriptions per do.

Amount of funds

—

In National Bank
In Bank of Victoria

Unpaid subscriptions

DAVID E. WILKIE, M.D., M.L.C.,
Honorary Treasurer of the Exploration Fund.

Adopted by this Committee this 23rd January, 1860.

JOHN HODGSON Chairman.

The Hon. Secretary, Dr. Macadam, having concluded

reading the foregoing report,

John Watson, Esq., J.P., moved the adoption of the report,

and in doing so said he was happy to be able to congratulate the

members of the Committee upon the financial state of affairs.

He was satisfied that he was expressing the opinions of all

interested in the cause of exploration, when he stated that

the warmest thanks were due to the Committee for the time

and trouble they had devoted to the furtherance of the object.

Mr. P. H. Smith seconded the resolution, which was carried.

Dr. Gillbee moved

—

" That the thanks of this meeting be accorded to the members of

the Exploration Fund Committee for the valuable services they have

rendered to the cause of exploration, and that a special vote of

thanks be accorded to his Honor Sir William Foster Stawell, for

the warm interest he has taken, and the kind assistance he has ren-

dered at all times as chairman of that Committee."

£25
4 1

£29 1

£1818 15

1210 10 10
170

£3199 5 10
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Mr. Davie s seconded the motion, which was carried.

Dr. Mackenna moved

—

" That, as it is now essential that there should be only one Explo-

ration Committee, and as it is believed that Her Majesty's Govern-

ment in Victoria are willing to entrust to the Exploration Committee
of the Koyal Society of Victoria the management of the proposed

expedition, for which the sum of £6,000 has been voted by Parlia-

ment, it is hereby resolved that the Hon. Treasurer, the Hon. Dr.

Wilkie, M.L.C., be authorised to transfer the subscriptions to the

Exploration Fund to the credit of the Exploration Committee of the

Eoyal Society of Victoria, subject to this condition, that the follow-

ing members of the Exploration Fund Committee, as representing

the subscribers to the Exploration Fund, be added to the Explora-

tion Committee of the Royal Society, viz :—His Honour the Chief

Justice, the Hon. John Hodgson, M.L.C., Professor M'Coy, Dr.

Ferdinand Mueller, James Smith, Esq., Dr. Macadam, M.L.A., the

Hon. Dr. Wilkie, M.L.C."

Dr. Gillbee suggested that the name of Mr. Hodgkinson
should be added to the list.

Dr. Wilkie said that it could be brought under the

notice of the Royal Society, which would meet that evening.

Mr. Davie s seconded the resolution, which was carried.

The Chairman stated that it having been decided that the
funds should be handed over to the credit of the Exploration

Fund, a meeting would be convened to originate the best

means for carrying out the object of the report, as it was
deemed advisable that no time shoidd be lost in order to

allow the expedition to start in February.
Dr. Wilkie moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman,

who, he stated, had taken very great trouble to collect the
amount of £2,000, and to promote the object in view. Mr.
Hodgson had collected £300, and without his valuable

assistance the Committee would not, in all probability, have
met on the present occasion.

Dr. Mueller seconded the motion, which was carried.

The Chairman said he had been amply reAvarded for any
exertions he had made, by finding that the object of those
exertions had been accomplished. The subscribers, gene-
rally, had come forward in the most liberal manner, and he
hoped and trusted the object would be carried out for which
the money had been raised, and that the result would prove
that it had not been raised in vain.

The proceedings then terminated.
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L A W S

.

I. The Society shall be called " The Philosophical Name.

Institute of Victoria."

II. The Philosophical Institute of Victoria is objects.

founded for the advancement of science, literature, and
art, with especial reference to the development of the
resources of the country.

III. The Philosophical Institute of Victoria shall Members and

•,/>-»/ri 1-i-T ti^i 11 „ Honorary Mem-
COnSlSt oi Members and Honorary Members, all ofbers.

whom shall be elected by ballot.

IV. His Excellency the Governor of Victoria, for Patron,

the time being, shall be requested to be the Patron of

the Institute.

V. There shall be a President, two Vice-Presi- officers.

dents, a Treasurer, and a Secretary of the Institute,

who, with twelve other members, shall constitute the

Council.

VI. The Council shall have the management of the Management.

affairs of the Institute.

VII. The ordinary meetings of the Institute shall P^inary Mect"

be held every third week during the months from
March to November, inclusive.

VIII. In the first week in December there shall be General and
/-< i-»ir- -i pi/^i •! Anniversary

a General Meeting to receive the report oi the Council, Meetings

and in the first week in March there shall be the Anni-
versary Meeting to elect the Officers of the Institute for

the ensuing year.

q



Annual Dinner. jx. During the month of March there shall be an

Annual Dinner of the Members^ of the Institute, after

which the newly-elected President shall read an address.

Retirement of

Officers.

Election of Offi-

cers.

Members in
arrear.

X. The President, the Vice-Presidents, the Trea-

surer, the Secretary, and six senior ordinary Members
of Council shall retire from office annually at the Anni-

versary Meeting. The Officers, so retiring, shall be

eligible for the same or any other offices then vacant.

XL The President, the Vice-Presidents, the Trea-

surer, and the Secretary shall be separately elected by
ballot, in the above-named order, at the Anniversary

Meeting, and the six vacancies in the Council shall be

then filled up together by ballot. Those Members only

shall be eligible for any office, whose names, together

with those of their proposers and seconders, shall have

been posted in the Hall of the Institute one clear week
before the Anniversary Meeting. The posting of a

name for any office shall be held a nomination for any
office, the election to which is to be subsequently held.

XII. No Member whose subscription is in arrear

shall take part in the election of Officers or other

business of the Meeting.

XIII. If any vacancy occur among the Officers,

notice thereof shall be inserted in the summons for the

next Meeting of the Institute, and the vacancy shall be

then filled up by ballot.

XIV. The President shall take the Chair at Meet-
ings of the Institute and of the Council, regulate and
keep order in all their proceedings, state questions and
propositions to the Meeting, report the result of ballots,

introduce newly-elected Members, and carry into effect

the regulations of the Institute. He shall deliver an
address at the Annual Dinner of the Institute.

In the absence of the President, the Chair shall be

taken by one of the Vice-Presidents, the Treasurer, or

an ordinary Member of Council.

Duties of Trea- XV. The Treasurer shall receive all money paid

to the Institute, and shall deposit the same in the

Duties of Presi-

dent.



Colonial Bank of Australasia, to the credit of an ac-

count opened in the name of the Philosophical Institute

of Victoria, all cheques against which shall be signed

by himself and countersigned by the Secretary. He
shall make all payments ordered by the Council, on re-

ceiving a written authority from the Chairman of the

Meeting, keep a detailed account of all receipts and ex-

penditure, prepare a balance sheet to be laid before the

Council and included in their Annual Report, and pro-

duce his books if called on by the Council.

The Treasurer shall issue the Notices required by
Rules XXV and XXVI.

XVI. The Secretary shall conduct the correspon-
t̂

iesof Secre"

dence of the Institute and of the Council, attend all

Meetings of the Institute and of the Council, take

minutes of their proceedings and enter them in the

proper books; he shall inscribe the names and ad-

dresses of all Members in a book to be kept for that

purpose, from which no name shall be erased except by
order of the Council ; he shall issue Notices of all Meet-
ings of the Institute and of the Council, shall have the

custody of all papers of the Institute, and, under the

direction of the Council, superintend the printing of the

Transactions of the Institute, and the correction of the

press.

He shall make all preparations for the Meetings of

the Institute.

XVII. The Council shall meet one week before Meetings of

every ordinary meeting of the Institute. Notices of

such meetings shall be sent to every member at least

two days previously. No business shall be transacted

at any meeting of the Council unless five members be

present.

XVIII. The Secretary shall call a Special Meeting speciai^Meetings

of Council on the authority of the President or of three

members of Council. The notice of such meeting shall

specify the object for which it is called, and no other

business shall be entertained.

XIX. The Council shall annually prepare a report Annual Report,

of the proceedings of the Institute during the past year,



embodying the balance sheet, duly audited, and a state-

ment of the present position of the Institute. This report

shall be laid before the Institute at the General Meeting
in December. No paper shall be read at this meeting.

Expulsion of

Members.
XX. If it shall come to the knowledge of the

Council that the conduct of a member is injurious to

the character of the Institute, and if two-thirds of the
whole Council shall be satisfied, after an opportunity of

defence has been afforded to the member, that such is

the case, they shall request him to resign, and in case

of his not doing so, may expel him from the Institute.

In every case all proceedings shall be entered upon
the minutes.

Special General
Meetings.

Election of

Members.

XXI. The Council shall call a Special General
Meeting of the Institute on receiving a requisition in

writing signed by twenty-four members of the Insti-

tute, specifying the purpose for which the meeting is re-

quired ; no other business shall be entertaiued at such
meeting. Notice of such meeting, and the purpose for

which it is summoned, shall be sent to every member at

least ten days before the meeting.

XXII. Every candidate for membership shall be
proposed and seconded by Members of the Institute,

The name, the address, and the occupation of every
candidate, with the names of his proposer and of his

seconder, shall be communicated in writing to the Se-

cretary, and shall be read at a meeting of Council, and
also at the following meeting of the Institute, and the
ballot shall take place at the next following ordinary
meeting of the Institute. When the number of voters

in favor of any candidate shall be five times the number
of those against him, he shall be declared duly elected,

and not otherwise.

Members shall
sign lajvs.

XXIII. Every newly elected member shall, at the
first meeting of the Institute at which he may be pre-

sent, sign a declaration, in a book provided for that

purpose, that he will observe the laws of the Institute.

Honorary
Members.

XXIV. Gentlemen not resident in Victoria, who
are distinguished for their attainments in science, litera-



ture, or art, may be proposed for election as Honorary
Members, on the recommendation of an absolute ma-
jority of the Council. The election shall be conducted
in the same manner as that of ordinary members,
but nine-tenths of the votes must be in favor of the
candidate.

XXV. Members of the Institute, resident in Mel- Subscription,

bourne or within fifty miles thereof shall pay two
guineas annually, and members resident beyond that

distance shall pay one guinea annually. The subscrip-

tions shall be due on the 1st of January in every year,

and notice thereof shall be sent to every member dur-

ing the preceding December.
If the subscription of any member be not paid

before the 1st of March, his name shall be posted at

the next ordinary meeting of the Institute, and at the

two following ones, should his subscription remain so

long unpaid; and a second notice shall be sent inform-

ing him that this will be done.

After the third meeting, notice shall be sent to

him that he has ceased to be a member of the Institute,

but that he may be restored on furnishing in writing

to the Council a satisfactory reason for his delay, and
paying arrears within one month.

XXVI. Newly-elected members shall pay an en- Kntrance Fee,

trance fee of two guineas, in addition to the subscrip-

tion for the current year. Those elected after the 1st

of July shall pay only half of the subscription for the

current year. If the entrance fee and subscription be

not paid within one month of the notification of elec-

tion, a second notice shall be sent, and if payment be

not made within one month from the second notice the

election shall be void.

XXVII. Members may compound for all annual Life Members,

subscriptions of the current and future years by paying

twenty guineas.

XXVIII. At the ordinary meetings of the Insti- Duration of

tute the chair shall be taken punctually at half-past
ee ings "

seven o'clock, and shall be vacated not later than half-

past ten o'clock.
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Order of Busi-
ness.

XXIX. At the ordinary meetings business- shall

he transacted in the following order :

—

Minutes of the preceding meeting to be read,

amended if incorrect, and confirmed.

New Members to enroll their names and be in-

troduced.

Ballot for the election of new Members.
Vacancies among Officers, if any, to be filled up.

Business arising out of the minutes.

Communications from the Council.

Presents to be laid on the table and acknowledged.

Motions, of which notice has been given, to be

considered.

Notices of motion for the next meeting to be

given in and read by the Secretary.

Papers to be read.

No vote of thanks to any Member for his paper

shall be proposed.

Immediately after each paper, the Chairman shall

call on the Members for any remarks they may wish to

make, or questions they may wish to ask.

No Member shall speak more than once on any

paper, or for a longer period than five minutes, unless

called on by the Chairman, who, however, shall not

allow him to exceed ten minutes on the whole.

When no Member has any further questions to

ask or remarks to offer, the Chairman shall call on the

author for his repiy to such questions and remarks,

which shall terminate the discussion.

strangers. XXX. No stranger shall speak at a meeting of

the Institute, unless specially invited to do so by the

Chairman.

Business to be
notified.

Additional
Meetings.

Visitors.

XXXI. No business shall be entertained at any

meeting which has not been inserted in the summons
for that meeting.

XXXII. The Council may call additional meetings

whenever it may be deemed necessary.

XXXIII. Every Member may introduce two

visitors to the meetings of the Institute by orders,

signed by himself.



XXXIV. Members shall have the privilege of %$*%££*
reading before the Institute papers containing accounts

of experiments, observations, and researches conducted

by themselves, on subjects within the scope of the

Institute.

XXXV. If a Member be unable to attend for the °r *<&*** other
• i it Members.

purpose of reading his paper, he may delegate to any
Member of the Institute the reading thereof and his

right of reply.

XXXVI. Any Member desirous of reading a Members must

paper shall give in writing to the Secretary ten days fhdr papers,

before the Meeting at which he desires it to be read,

its title and the time its reading will occupy.

The Secretary shall lay this communication before

the Council at its next meeting. Papers shall be read

in the order in which such notices are received by the

Secretary.

XXXVII. The Council may permit a paper of a Papers by

nature similar to the above, not written by a Member
s rangers-

of the Institute, to be read, if for any special reason

it shall be deemed desirable.

XXXVIII. Every paper read before the Institute gjf^^jf *g

shall be the property thereof, and immediately after it the institute.

has been read shall be delivered to the Secretary, and

shall remain in his custody.

XXXIX. At the Meeting of the Council next ^^f£J

following the reading of a paper, the Council shall publication.

decide whether it shall appear in the Transactions of

the Institute.

XL. No paper shall be published in the Transac- ^|£ai
mustbe

tions which in the opinion of the Council does not

consist mainly of original matter as regards the facts

or the theories enunciated.

This rule shall not, however, be taken to exclude

the reading of papers at the Ordinary Meetings of the

Institute, descriptive of recent discoveries or in-

ventions, or upon subjects of general scientific inte-

rest.
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MteSpSnto XLI> Sll0Uld the Council feel a difficulty in
Members. deciding on the publication of a paper, the Council

may refer it to any member or members of the Insti-

tute, who shall report on the same.

Rejected papers
to be returned.

XLII. Should the Council decide not to publish

any paper, it shall be at once returned to the author.

Transactions to XLIII. The Transactions of the Institute shall be
half-yearly. published in parts at intervals not exceeding six months.

Institute to
have priority of
publication.

.Members may
have 50 copies
of their papers.

Members to
have copies of
Transactions.

Property.

XLIV. No member shall publish or consent to the
publication of any paper read before the Institute until

it shall have been published in the Transactions or
returned to him by the Council.

XLV. The author of any paper which the Council
has decided to publish in the Transactions may have
any number of copies of his paper, not exceeding fifty,

on giving notice of his wish in writing to the Secretary,

with his paper, and on payingthe extra cost of such copies.

XLVI. Every member whose subscription is not
in arrear, and every honorary member, is entitled to

receive one copy of the Transactions of the Institute

as published. Newly-elected members shall, on pay-
ment of their entrance-fee and subscription, receive a
copy of the volume of-the Transactions last published.

XLVII. Every book, pamphlet, model, plan, draw-
ing, specimen, preparation, or collection presented to or
purchased by the Institute, shall be placed in the museum
of the Institute.

Museum. XLVIII. The museum shall be open to members
of the Institute and the public at such times and under
such regulations as the Council may deem fit.

of
e

f?opSyf
ship XLIX. The legal ownership of the property of

the Institute is vested in the President, the Vice-
Presidents and the Treasurer for the time being, in
trust for the use of the Institute; but the Council
shall have full control over the expenditure of the funds
and management of the property of the Institute.
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L. Every Committee appointed by the Institute S'^taLn.
shall at its first Meeting elect a Chairman, who shall

convene the Committee and bring up its report.

LI. All Committees and individuals to whom any S^ '^^
work has been assigned by the Institute shall present

to the Council, not later than the 1st of November in

each year, a report of the progress which has been

made ; and, in cases where grants of money for scientific

purposes have been entrusted to them, a statement of

the sums which have been expended and of the balance

of each grant which remains unexpended.

LII. Grants of pecuniary aid for scientific pur- Grants expire,

poses from the funds of the Institute shall expire on
the 1st of November next following, unless it shall

appear by a report that the recommendations on which

they Avere granted have been acted on, or a continua-

tion of them be ordered by the Council.

LIII. In all cases where additional grants of money Additional

are made for the continuation of researches at the cost

of the Institute, the sum named shall be deemed to

include as a part of the amount the specified balance

which may remain unpaid on the former grant for the

same object.

LIV. In grants of money to committees and indi- Personal ex-
. -l ' i -i -r • i , . ,, ,

penses not to

viduals, the Institute does not contemplate the payment be paid.

of any personal expenses which may be incurred by the

members.

LV. The Chairman of each Committee shall be the £^
imi^

person entitled to call on the Treasurer for such por-
crawgra"

tion of the sum granted as may from time to time be

required.

LVL Every Committee shall cease to exist on the Termination of
,- „ J „,-, ,i -i i i> -xt i Committees.
day of meeting next following the 1st of JNovember,

unless then re-appointed.

LVII. No new law or alteration or repeal of an^eration of

existing law shall be made, except at the General

Meeting in December, or at a Special General Meeting
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summoned for the purpose as provided in Law XXI., and
in pursuance of notice given at the preceding ordinary
meeting of the Institute.

&fcd"o°r
tpro" LVIII. Should any circumstance arise not pro-

vided for in these laws, the Council is empowered to
act as may seem to be best for the interests of the
Institute.

Sections. LIX. In order that the Members of the Institute
prosecuting particular departments of science may have
opportunities of meeting and working together with
fewer formal restraints than are necessary at the ordinary
meetings of the Institute, Sections shall be established.

be
a
r
m
o
e

f?ccfionT"
LX - Sections shall be established for the following

departments, viz.

—

Section A. Physical, Astronomical and Mechanical
Science, including Engineering.

Section B. Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Metallurgy.

Section C. Natural History and Geology.

Section D. Medical and Microscopical Science in-

cluding Physiology and Pathology.

Section E. Geography and Ethnology.

Section F. Social Science and Statistics.

Section G. Literature and the Fine Arts, including
Architecture.

Meetings of
sections.

LXI. The meetings of the Sections shall be for

scientific objects only.

M
ct?on<f

of LXII. There shall be no membership of the Sec-
tions as distinguished from the membership of the
Institute.

Officers of
sections.

LXIII. There shall be for each Section a Chairman
to preside at the meetings and Secretary to keep minutes
of the proceedings, who shall jointly prepare and forward
to the Secretary of the Institute, prior to the 1st of
November in each year, a Keport of the Proceedings of
the Section during that year, and such report shall be
submitted to the Council.
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LXIV. The Chairman and the Secretary of each siodeofappomt-

Section shall be appointed at the first meeting of the ^sections.
cers

Council after its election in March, in the first instance

from Members of the Institute who shall have signified

to the Secretary their willingness to undertake these

offices, and subsequently from such as are recommended
by the section as fit and willing.

LXV. The first meeting of each Section in the Times of meet-

year shall be fixed by the Council, subsequently the
ing

°
5ec 10ns'

Section shall arrange its own days and hours of meet-
ing, provided these be at fixed intervals.

53 /*.8V-
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MASON AND FIRTH, PRINTERS, ELIZABETH STREET SOUTH.
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